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Abstract

Currently, the security of the users’ privacy in public

spaces has more concerns especially in web applications.

Also, the unconsciousness of users by the importance of

the quality cryptographic of these authentication param-

eters makes their commoditized accounts. Hence, invest-

ment in the computer discipline becomes more demand-

ing to prevent potential attacks. In this paper, we intro-

duce a new strong zero knowledge authentication system

based on virtual passwords (SAVP). Its objective of this

paper is to ensure the identification of users on the net-

work by ensuring intractability, portability, unpredictabil-

ity, integrity and reusability of their authentication set-

tings. In the second section, we study the difficulties and

users habits followed in the selection, storage or memoriz-

ing passwords, as well, the evolution and the limits of all

categories of texture password authentication. Also, we

locate the importance of integration of salts in authenti-

cation mechanisms and their impacts on the robustness

of passwords regenerated. As for the third section, we

start with a detail description of all mechanisms and com-

ponent contributing to the robustness of our mutual au-

thentication system. Our goal is to provide a strong zero

knowledge authentication system based on salts generated

by a cryptographically secure random regenerator, algo-

rithm for dynamic rotation of binary strings, symmetric

cryptography primitive, one-way hash function and ran-

dom nonce to provide mutual authentication. The se-

curity analysis of our proposal, which is the goal of the

fourth section, shows their ability to resist against multi-

ple types of attacks.

Keywords : Dynamic rotation of binary strings, mutual

authentication, one-way hash function, strong zero knowl-

edge authentication, virtual password

1 Introduction and Notations

Authentication systems have highly evolved in recent

years, particularly in public environments especially in

web applications. Also, activities and government enter-

prises rely increasingly on these technologies. This pro-

tocol requires identification by username/password and

monitoring states of sessions and cookies. In addition,

their facilities implementation and deployment have made

omnipresent and unavoidable. Their seductive and op-

portunities in the evolution of companies encourage more

attackers to re-evolve their ways of attacks.

Attacks against this protocol affect, in general, the con-

fidentiality of data exchanged between the client and the

server. In particular, authentication settings and states

monitoring. For this, it requires the use of Secure Socket

Layer (SSL/TLS) when registering or logging on to the

internet via HTTPS. That seeks to have a valid digital

certificate and a browser be able to manage the public

key infrastructure (PKI). In case of sensitive data, in-

stead of sending passwords in clear, they introduced one

way hash functions to make the password hash. But with

the variety of types of attacks that fit with any situa-

tion, this system is unable to ensure the privacy of the

users. In particular, if we note that static passwords gen-
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eration is totally breakable. At present, they are three

strong alternative password authentication systems: One-

time Passwords [2, 13], Object Passwords [16] and Virtual

Passwords [14, 29].

The security of web applications is one of the areas

that generate more concerns within research laboratories

and companies [3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 28, 31].

In particular, the transmission and storage of highly sen-

sitive data like passwords. Certainly the experts have

sacrificed more time to certify the objectives of computer

security [31]. The emergence of new vulnerabilities related

to cryptographic hash functions, the JavaScript program-

ming language and existing authentication systems, we

addressed in this paper to design a new of strong authen-

tication system for remedy these problems. We focused on

strong zero-knowledge authentication based on the virtual

passwords be able of withstanding data theft attacks on

the client or server side, such as Phishing, Shoulder surf-

ing, SQL injection, collision, the man in the middle, brute

force, dictionary and spyware. Thus, we rely our proposal

on one-way hash function, symmetric cryptographic prim-

itive, salts per user generated by a cryptographic random

regenerator sure [1] and random nonce to ensure mutual

authentication.

Our work is divided into four sections. In the second

section, we study the difficulties and habits followed by

users in passwords selection and storage, also, the evolu-

tion and the limits of all texture password authentication

categories. And, we locate the importance of integration

of salts in user authentication mechanisms and their im-

pact on the robustness of the generated passwords. In the

third section, we start by describing in detail the objec-

tives of our proposal such as: zero-knowledge, untrace-

ability, portability, integrity and authentication settings.

Then, we study the regenerator user-specific random salts

and their impact on the quality of cryptographic pass-

words regenerated. For dealing with problems of static

salts, we propose an algorithm for dynamic rotation of bi-

nary strings and study its impact on the unpredictability

and non-traceability of original passwords totally break-

able for minimal disruption. The results obtained show

the random nature of passwords generated for the mini-

mum conditions of security. The security analysis of our

system, which is the objective of the fourth section, shows

the ability of our system to resist against multiple types

of attacks.

In the rest of this paper for each user Ui, we denote by:

IDi : The user identifier Ui.

PWi : A valid original password.

PWVi : The virtual password.

HPWi : The final password.

RSi : Random salt.

CSRSi : Cryptographically secure random salt.

CRC : Cyclic redundancy check.

CV L : CRC code of variables lengths.

DR : Dynamic rotation.

E : Symmetric cryptographic primitive.

H : One-way hash function.

Tbi, Tsi : Random nonce.

<<< : Rotation left without loss of

information.

>>> : Rotation right without loss of

information.

⊕ : XOR operation.

== : Comparison.

‖ : Concatenation.

P (x) : Probability of event x.

NIST : National Institute of Standards and

Technology.

CCi : Challenge of server calculated by

the client.

RCSi : Challenge and response of client

calculated by the server.

RCi : Client’s response to server’s challenge.

RCCnew
i : Response and challenge server’s

calculated by the client.

Xnew
i : Renewal of the parameter X.

2 Related Work

The improvements proposed to evaluate their level of se-

curity remain unable to overcome all these weaknesses [26,

31]. In particular, if we note that the design architectures

provide static passwords engendering more security con-

cern. Similarly, habits followed by users to select and

maintain passwords of many online accounts are coura-

geous for attackers. It should also be noted that all studies

in this field confirm that the great challenge among the

users is the difficulty to remember a password for each

online account [3, 7], which generate the following habits:

• Users choose passwords that are easy, memorizable

and guessable.

• They reuse the same password on multiple accounts

despite their consciences by the risks.
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• They resort to share these passwords with other in-

dividuals.

• They often forget their passwords.

• They store them in plain text in the browser.

• They use personal information to build these pass-

words.

In general, all studies in this field have shown that the

problem of memorization and storage is among the ma-

jor causes of the inability of users to respond to rec-

ommendations of the computer security related to pass-

words [8, 9, 19, 22, 28, 31]. But at the university level,

a survey realized by Shay et al. [27] showed that the ma-

jority of the users are aware by the impact of the re-

quirements of the computer security on their accounts.

Moreover, they found users who can memorize complex

passwords. In parallel, other alternatives were proposed

to replace the architectures of authentication by texture

passwords. Conlan et al. [5] confirmed that the only alter-

native which entered in significant competition with this

technique is the one which based itself on graphic indi-

cators to calculate the passwords of every user. But, the

technique of passwords textures stays the most usable,

profitable and attractive [32].

2.1 Evolution of Texture Password Au-

thentication

The robustness of a password is the measure of its capac-

ity to resist against various types of attacks. It estimates

the average degree of necessary attempts (for every type)

to an attacker to discover any original password. The ro-

bustness is a function of the length, the range of lengths,

the period, the unpredictability, the untraceability, the

reusability and the complexity of distribution of the ran-

dom characters of the password.

2.1.1 Static Passwords

At the time of the computing, this technique was the sim-

plest method of authentication to implement, efficient and

secure to protect the accesses to sensitive data. The evolu-

tion and the opening of the computer systems on the net-

work have made the static passwords ineffective to assure

the privacy of users. Also, the evolutions of the techniques

of attacks have trivialized them especially in public envi-

ronments. In this case, a password remains identical for

several connections commonly met under Windows and

Unix. The current recommendation is to limit their uses

for the local authentication.

2.1.2 One-Time Passwords

To push aside the risk theft of static passwords in in-

secure channels, Lamport [13] described a scheme of a

one-time password (OTP ) which based on the repetitive

hashing. It generates a different password for every con-

nection more strong than the static password. The in-

conveniences of this technique come from the dependence

of the generated passwords, the listening of doors, the

stealing of the passwords and the time required executing

N times the hash function. Several variants studies were

developed to evolve the level of security of this protocol.

Bellovin and Merrit [2], proposed a protocol for exchange

of encrypted keys (EKE) and then its extension, which

allows preventing the dictionary attacks and the compro-

mise of password files. This extension is based on a one-

way hash function to hash passwords, nonce for mutual

authentication and Diffie-Hellman to compute a session

key. Morris and Thompson [18] introduced another al-

ternative of OTP to ensure password security on UNIX.

They are based on storing passwords salted and hashed

to reduce the risk of password file compromise [3]. This

technique has been improved by Feldmeier and Karn [32].

2.1.3 Objects Passwords

The systems of alphanumeric passwords are easily at-

tacked by shoulder-surfing and Spyware, in which the ad-

versary can record users’ movements by a hidden camera

when the user tapes the password or with a Trojan Horse.

In order to meet the recommendations of the security re-

lated to the choice of passwords that have high entropy.

Also, to help users who are unable to store random pass-

words generated by the machine. ObPwd [16] is another

alternative system to generate the strong’s enough pass-

words based on digital objects. The user does not need to

remember a very complex password. But, just for him

to remember a password object locally or in the web.

When the user points at an object, this system takes care

to recover its signature (SHA-1) as being a password of

strong entropy. The choice of objects digital as passwords

is an interesting alternative to be explored. Because, in

addition to the cryptographic quality of passwords cre-

ated and maintained by the users, it is very sophisticated

against Spyware and shoulder-surfing attacks. Especially,

the software that are based on the recording of keystrokes
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on local machines.

2.1.4 Virtual Passwords

Another alternative for traditional password was pro-

posed by Lei et al. [14] in 2008. It is based on a virtual

password system. Its objective was for them to have a

mechanism of authentication capable of withstanding the

theft attacks, phishing and the keylogger and shoulder-

surfing attacks. They used a linear random function, a

salt generated by the random server, a fixed password

and a random number selected by the user. This virtual

system has been modified by [30] in order to minimize

processing time by the server. This system is theoret-

ically breakable because all keys {0, ..., Z − 1} are fin-

ished. In 2011, Sandeep Kumar Sood et al. [31] proposed

a Inverse Cookie-based Virtual Password Authentication

Protocol. This authentication protocol is based on the

storage of cookies on the client computer and the Secure

Socket Layer protocol (SSL) to protect the advantages of

authentication by password and to evolve its complexity

against multiple attacks including dictionary attacks on-

line. But, according to an analytical study made on SSL

protocol by American researchers, monitoring of web traf-

fics leaves sufficient information even if the data that tran-

sit are encrypted [17]. It also presents a very important

evolution for passwords authentication systems, because

it allows to regenerate different virtual passwords for ev-

ery user. But, it does not manage to push aside SSL

vulnerabilities. In addition, it does not ensure the quality

of the encrypted passwords.

2.1.5 Evolution of Salts

The salt was introduced by Morris and Thompson [18]

as another alternative of OTP to ensure the password

security on UNIX. We note that several extensions have

been proposed to develop the security of the password

against multiple attacks specifically against Phishing and

Spyware attacks. The technical of SpoofGuard [4] is a

browser extension that examines Web pages and notifies

the user when data requests may be part of a spoof attack

(Phishing). Halderman et al. [11] proposed a mechanism

operates entirely on the client. This extension allows the

reassurance of the passwords against the attacks of dictio-

nary by means of a hash function. We are stretching the

hash function it can complicate the calculation of the orig-

inal password. More critically, it generates the static pass-

words unable to resist against multiple attacks (Phishing

or Replay attack). In 2005, PwdHash [23] was developed

for Internet Browsers Explored and Mozilla Firefox. It

allows improving the security of passwords in Web appli-

cations. It generates a different password for each site

seamlessly. This extension applies a cryptographic func-

tion on a password in clear and its private salt stored in

the client computer. In general, this extension allows you

to generate a global salt (equivalent to the domain name

of remote site) specific to each site. This technique helps

to prevent Phishing attack but remains unable to resist

against network attacks (Man in the middle, Replay at-

tack) and attacks against servers (brute force attack, dic-

tionary attack, theft of the database). Numerous studies

on JavaScript attacks showed that the implementation in

complete safety of the hashing in the browser is rather

difficult on the modern Web applications.

3 Our Proposal

The studied systems of authentication are divided on

three categories: virtual passwords, object-based pass-

words and one-time passwords. The robustness of pass-

words of all these proposals on one hand is expressed ac-

cording to the length, to the plage, to the random nature

and to the unpredictability and on the other hand is re-

lated to the behavior of users which has a very important

impact on the cryptographic quality of their passwords,

and that it is impossible to control, but can be evolved

through the sensitization. The aim of our proposal is

to strengthen the users’ authentication by virtual pass-

words. We therefore propose a system be able of with-

stand multiples types of attacks including Phishing, dic-

tionary attack, brute force, Spyware, man in the middle

and also the problem of collision [31]. It minimizes the

number of passwords memorized by users. It’s based on a

salt per user generated by a cryptographically secure ran-

dom regenerator [1], one-way hash functions, a symmetric

cryptographic primitive, nonce to ensure the mutual au-

thentication and the updating of authentication settings

during the phase renewal.

Random passwords are difficult to remember. Thus,

the interest to introduce this new proposal of a zero-

knowledge authentication system based on virtual pass-

words (SAVP). The users don’t need to remember a pass-

word for each account and can use it for more than one

account. Because, the cryptographic quality of our system

is related to the random nature of regenerating of salt used

to ensure untraceability of passwords on the network [1].
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Our proposal is characterized by:

• A random salt appropriate to each user [1] to avoid

the problem of change of domains.

• The integrity of this salt is assured by CRC code of

variables lengths [1].

• The space of keys is unlimited and the primitive sig-

nals constituting the generated keys meet of the fol-

lowing conditions [1]:

– Their length and period are variable and unpre-

dictable.

– Their distributions will also be unpredictable.

– The untraceability of the keys.

• The users are free to choose the way of seizing words

pass by keyboard or to use the passwords objects that

have a great ability to counter spyware attacks.

• The users do not need to make calculations. The

regeneration of the virtual passwords is made trans-

parently.

• The use of a strong cryptographic hash function

(SHA-224).

• The update of the authentication settings collabo-

rates to protect servers against the potentials types

of attacks.

• It is almost impossible to find the same virtual pass-

word for two users who have the same original pass-

words.

3.1 Zero-Knowledge Proof

The concept of a proof of zero-knowledge was introduced

in the firstly by Goldwasser, Micali and Racko [10]. It is

used in cryptography to ensure the identity of users. It

appears in the mutual authentication protocols without

disclosure of secret data in the form of challenges and re-

sponses. The entities must authenticate without needing

to reveal the accuracy of their secrets.

3.2 Reuse of Passwords

Users are unable to memorize a complex password for ev-

ery account. Thus, the majority of them reuse a single

password in several accounts, share with others and also

store it clear in the browsers [3, 7]. To cope with these

difficulties, in our system, we melt the security level pass-

words regenerated on the cryptographic quality of our

regenerator of the salts used [1]. The goal is to have

passwords able to resist the network and server’s attacks.

Therefore, the users will not need to change them to make

sure on their cryptographic qualities. But, they have to

cope with Spyware attacks.

3.3 Untraceability of Passwords

In internet, the traceability of connection data (logs) is a

solution to monitor users and conducting surveys. It also

serves to follow their activities to create profiles in the se-

mantic case of Web: the movements, the consulted sites,

the exchanges and the sharing. And it can become a cause

of mistrust and disclosure of confidential data. Since most

attacks are based on spying sensitive data on the web es-

pecially the passwords, thus our objective is to propose

and study a strong authentication system based on the

regeneration of virtual passwords to guarantee their un-

traceability.

3.4 Portability of Our Authentication

System

In addition to security in web applications, it adds an-

other very important characteristic: the portability of an

authentication system. Indeed, most authentication sys-

tems offer very complex architectures to gain the trust

of users. Generally, they base on the capacity of modern

Web browsers to memorized the parameters of authenti-

cation to simplify the users experience. But, they forget

the risks bound to the problem of not standardization of

browsers and the security of the files of storage of these

parameters client side. More critical, they impede the

movement of internet users to a specific browser. For that

purpose, in our proposal, all authentication parameters

will be stored on the server side to assure the portability

of our system. Besides, the passwords will be strength-

ened by safe cryptographic salts to have more security,

simplicity, safety and trust of the users.

3.5 Controls of Integrity

The majority of authentication architectures leave out the

control of the integrity of data exchanged between the

server and the client during authentication. They can

be the cause of failure of authentication because attacks

do not always have an intention to have the access to
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your account; but they can try just to damage the valid-

ity of your parameters of authentication. Consequently,

the corruption can be involuntary. For this interest, we

propose a dynamic system that ensures the integrity and

authenticity of the parameters of authentication of data

exchanged between the communicating entities. Thus, we

introduce a technique for error detection (CRC) of vari-

ables lengths which adapts with any polynomial generator

(Noted CV L) [1] to ensure the integrity of messages ex-

changed between the client and the server salt and an

one-way hash function to generate very strong passwords

which will be used as encryption keys and decryption.

3.6 Random Generator of a Safe Crypto-

graphic Salt

We refer to [1], the salts regenerated by our regenera-

tor RGSCS have unpredictable primitive signals, pseudo-

random and in certain cases seems chaotic. That is to say,

their divinations by the successive iterations are almost

impossible. The interest to introduce this system is to

meet the requirements of computer security and also to

solve the problems of storage and memorization of com-

plex passwords of the users in Web applications. It is built

on salts appropriate to every user generated by a secure

cryptographic random regenerator [1]. The purpose, is

to contribute to the level improvement of security of the

passwords against multiple types of attacks.

The regenerator RGSCS consists of three processes.

For details see [1]:

• The regeneration of random salts.

• The calculation of a CRC of variable length on any

primitive signal to assure the integrity of regenerated

salts.

• The check of the integrity of salts and the update of

the authentication settings.

According to NIST [25], the length and the range of

lengths are among the key factors of the robustness of

generated passwords. To test the impact of this regen-

erator on their cryptographic quality, we have to calcu-

late minimal and maximal complexity (Sm,N). Then the

probability to have such a primitive signal for minimal

passwords. According to [1], we have:

1) The cardinal of Sm,N is #Sm,N = 2m(2N+1 − 1).

2) If the elements of Sm,N are equiprobable then for all

S ∈ Sm,N we get P(x) = 1/#Sm,N.

The recommendation of the information security is to

have a password that consists of at least eight charac-

ters. In the table below, we studied the complexity and

the probability of the virtual passwords according to a

password and salt regenerated by our algorithm [1].

Table 1: The complexity and the probability of the virtual

passwords regenerated

The length of

the salt (bit) Complexity Probability

without 1.845 1019 5.422 10−20

140 2.572 1061 3.890 10−62

150 2.663 1064 3.799 10−65

160 2.696 1067 3.710 10−68

· · · · · · · · ·
180 2.827 1068 3.538 10−74

185 9.047 1074 1.106 10−75

According to these results (Table 1), we notice that the

complexity and the probability to have such a primitive

signal are strongly evolved and compared with the orig-

inal passwords (without salt). Thus, the key space has

increased by 1.394 1042 for a salt of a minimum length

and by 4.904 1055 for a salt of a maximum length by

report an original password. Also, the probability of such

a primitive signal has decreased by 7.175 10−43 for a

salt of a minimum length and 2.040 10−56 for a salt of

a maximum length by report an original password. Of

course, the keys space is very important for evolving their

level of security against multiple attacks, but, this is not

sufficient to speak about the random complexity of the

passwords which meet the requirements of the computer

security. For that purpose, we have to estimate the impact

of this regenerator on the unpredictability of the regener-

ated primitive signals.

3.7 Dynamic Rotation of Binary Strings

Knowing that, if an attacker manages to find the static

salt associated with a password, their mission to find the

original password in clear rest to build a dictionary con-

tains all possible combinations. Indeed, the concatena-

tion has no influence on the level of security, it can ex-

tend only its length. And if of more the integration of

this technique in the systems of authentication remains

in a static way [4, 11, 18, 23], then to strengthen the

level of security of a system of authentication based on
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passwords, we thought of proposing a virtual system of

authentication based not only on blocks of data, but on

their binary parts. Hence, we propose a new mechanism

of regeneration virtual passwords by basing itself on salts

by user [1] and on algorithm of dynamic rotation of the

binary strings before the hashing. The goal is to have

passwords which have the recommended characteristics

in current authentication systems namely: untraceability,

randomness, virtual and also reusable.

In our approach, the objective is not to complicate the

existing proposals. For that purpose, we build our pro-

posal on simple and practicable operations in most of the

programming languages namely:

• The concatenation of a password PWi and an unpre-

dictable salt RSi appropriate to every user Ui.

• The regeneration of a binary sequence S = xnb . . . x1

from PWi‖RSi, with xi ∈ {0, 1}.

• The ordinary sum of the bits positioned in one in S

to determine the dynamic position of the rotation Pi:

Pi =

nb∑
i=1

xi.

• The dynamic rotation depends on the parity of Pi,

as follows:

– If Pi is even, we shall have a circular rotation to

the right with Pi position.

– If Pi is odd, we shall have a circular rotation to

the left with nb− Pi position.

• Hence, the regeneration of the virtual passwords

PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi).

To estimate the complexity of the virtual passwords gen-

erated in our system, a behavioral study is dedicated to

the analysis of these generated primitive signals. For this,

we will study the divergence of Hamming distances be-

tween the primitive signals [1] after minimal internal dis-

turbances (a single bit) on a totally breakable password

for the same salt and its impact on the robustness of these

passwords regenerated.

3.7.1 Impact of Minimal Perturbations of an

Original Password on Virtual Passwords

To estimate the impact of this algorithm of dynamic

rotation over the complexity of the regenerated virtual

passwords, we will study the distribution of distances of

the primitive signals regenerated by minimal disturbances

(only bit by iteration) on the initial condition (PWi‖RSi).

For this, we take the original totally breakable password

”aaaaaaaa” concatenated with a given salt. The pertur-

bations will be only made on the original password.

Figure 1: The distribution of distances of primitive sig-

nals according to the minimal perturbations on the initial

condition

According to this histogram (Figure 1) we notice that,

for any iteration, the range of lengths of the distances is

more important and more subtle (between 100 and 145

bits), and their distribution seems chaotic. Therefore,

our system assures the untraceability in spite the reuse of

a same password. This algorithm will thus have a very

remarkable contribution on the complexity of the virtual

passwords regenerated. However, if an attacker manages

to find the final plaintext passwords, it will be painful for

him the exact localization of the password entered by the

user.

3.7.2 Impact of Salts on the Robustness of Pass-

words

In order to argue the impact of this dynamic rotation al-

gorithm on the robustness of passwords, we study the

correlation of primitive signals regenerated for original

password concatenated with two hundred salts. More

critically, we chose a password that meets the minimum

recommendation of computer security.

Original password: a ∗ 7F−eW5.

According to this histogram (Figure 2), we can split

the zones of interest into three portions:

• Between 0.3 and 0.42: the distribution of the normal-

ized distances [1] seems to a chaotic phenomenon.

• Between 0.42 and 0.52: we have an accumulation of

the normalized distances. But, with a distribution

seems a bit like Gaussian curve followed by small

peaks.
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Figure 2: The distribution of normalized distances

• Between 0.52 and 0.6: almost the same as the first

portion.

We refer to (Figures 1, 2), NIST [25] and [1], our system

has filled the characteristics recommended by computer

security. It enables us to make sure well over the crypto-

graphic nature of the virtual passwords. Finally, we can

summarize these internal characteristics as follows:

• The distribution of lengths and periods is random.

• The passwords are unpredictable.

• The untraceability of the original passwords.

Consequently, we assure the uncorrelated, the untrace-

ability and unpredictable of the regenerated primitive sig-

nals can withstand the multiple types of attacks such

as: dictionary attack, brute force attack, phishing attack,

man in the middle attack (MIM) and also in the collision

problem. Therefore, the robustness and the complexity of

the virtual passwords regenerated are assured.

3.8 Strong Authentication by Virtual

Passwords

3.8.1 General SAVP Scheme

Figure 3 is a model of strong authentication by virtual

passwords (SAVP). The scheme of our proposal is com-

posed of the following items:

The browsers. They would support the protocol

HTTPS to guarantee more confidentiality of data

exchanged between the customer and the server.

Extension CryptoServices. It must provide, in both

sides, the following features:

• The hash functions.

• The symmetric cryptographic primitives.

• The dynamic rotation of binary strings.

Figure 3: Model of SAVP

• The CRC code of a variable length.

• Regeneration random salts RSi specific to each

user Ui.

WebApps. It is web application usually placed on a web

server and handles by pressing of widgets using a

web browser via a computer network. It can be a

system of content management, search engine, an e-

commerce software, a social network, etc.

Database. Each user Ui is characterized by four authen-

tication settings, which will be created during the

recording phase. These settings are used to identify

users during the authentication phase (See Table 2).

They can be changed easily during the renewal phase:

• Identifier (IDi): Only identifier (IDi) for each

user (Ui).

Table 2: Users authentication settings

IDi HPWi CSRSi Ni

• Password (HPWi): In our proposal, the pass-

word will be used as an encryption key and de-

cryption to ensure:

1) The identification of users during authenti-

cation and renewal phases.

2) The confidentiality of nonce exchanged be-

tween the client and the server to assure the

mutual authentication.

3) The confidentiality of the new passwords

chosen by the users during the renewal

phase.

• Salt (CSRSi): In the registration phase, a ran-

dom regenerator handles to regenerate CSRSi

for each user who has a chaotic behavior [1]. It

will be associated with the original password to

ensure its robustness and its complexity.

• A positive integer (Ni): It corresponds to the

sum of the bits positioned in one in a primitive
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signal RSi. It will be used to generate a poly-

nomial generator to make sure on the integrity

of the salts (CSRSi) [1].

3.8.2 Conception of SAVP

Our mutual authentication system SAVP consists of three

phases: the registration phase, the identification and au-

thentication phase and the renewal phase.

3.8.2.1 Registration Phase

This phase, allows any new user to register with the Web

application. Each user should have a unique represen-

tation within server. The data exchanged very sensitive

require a level of confidentiality and integrity quite high

(See Figure 4). Hence, the necessity to recommend the

use of HTTPS protocol to ensure the confidentiality and

integrity of the authentication settings.

Figure 4: Registration phase

This registration process can generate for each user Ui

itself authentication settings. It is based on random salts

regenerated by a cryptographically safe regenerator and

original password chosen by the user Ui as follows:

• The user Ui must have a valid password PWi and

an unique identifier IDi that does not exist in the

server database. If it exists, the server sends back

a message of exception informing the user to choose

other identifier.

• The browser sends the identifier IDi entered by the

user Ui to the server.

• The server checks the existence of the user Ui, oth-

erwise:

– Generates a random salt RSi.

– Calculates a number Ni and CSRSi.

– Sends a salt CSRSi and a number Ni to the

browser.

• The browser:

– Calculates RSi = CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

– Calculates virtual password, by using the Dy-

namic Rotation (DR) on the concatenation

of an original password and a random salt:

PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi).

– Calculates the final password by hashing of the

virtual password with a one-way hash function

H: HPWi = H(PWVi).

– Sends the final password HPWi to server.

• The server:

– Saves the authentication parameters associated

to the user Ui: IDi, HPWi, CSRSi, Ni.

3.8.2.2 Identification and Authentication Phase

In this phase each user Ui must provide a proof of its

identity (username/password) to the server. Obviously,

authentication systems based on a simple password do not

meet the demanding requirements of computer security.

For this, we integrated several parameters of authentica-

tion to assure strong authentication of the users. The goal

is to establish a secured session with the Web server by us-

ing the HTTPS protocol and the authentication service.

In this phase, we have to make sure on (See Figure 5):

• Identity of the users.

• Integrity and confidentiality of exchanged random

salts.

• Validity of recalculated passwords.

• Mutual authentication.

The identification and authentication process allows

verifying well the identity and authenticity of the users

and the server. The aim is to provide mutual authenti-

cation between communicating entities without disclosure

the originals parameters of authentication. Also, for more

confidence and seductive, we ensure over the untraceabil-

ity and portability in our system.

• The browser:

– Sends the identifier IDi of a user Ui to the

server.

– Generates a nonce Tbi.

• The server checks the existence of the user:
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Figure 5: Identification and authentication phase

– If yes, then the server:

∗ sends a cryptographically secure random

salt CSRSi and Ni number.

∗ Generates a nonce Tsi.

– Otherwise, it returns an error message.

• The browser:

– Checks the integrity of CSRSi by calculating

RSi = CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

– Calculates the virtual password of a user Ui by

Dynamic Rotation applied to the concatenation

of its original valid password PWi and its ran-

dom salt RSi : PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi).

– Calculates the final password of the user Ui by

hashing the virtual password PWVi with a one-

way hash function H: HPWi = H(PWVi).

– Encrypts the nonce Tbi by the final password

HPWi as a symmetric encryption key: CCi =

EHPWi
(Tbi).

– Sends CCi as an authentication challenge to the

server.

• The server:

– Decrypts the received message: Tbi =

EHPWi
(CCi).

– Calculates a challenge for the browser: RCSi =

EHPWi
(Tbi⊕Tsi).

– Sends as an authentication challenge to the

browser : RCSi.

• The browser:

– Decrypts the received message: Tbi⊕Tsi =

EHPWi(RCSi).

– Calculates: Tsi = Tbi ⊕ Tbi ⊕ Tsi.

– Calculates: RCi = EHPWi
(Tsi).

– Sends as a response to the authentication chal-

lenge to the server: RCi.

• The server:

– Decrypts the received message : Ts
′

i =

EHPWi
(RCi).

– Compares the received nonce of mutual authen-

tication Ts
′

i with one who sent Tsi: Ts
′

i ==

Tsi.

– If comparison is successful, then:

? Mutual authentication is assured between

the browser and the server.

? Successful Connection.

3.8.2.3 Renewal Phase

This phase is very interested and recommended especially

for newly registered users. Because, it allows renewing all

authentication settings in a more secure environment than

registration phase. Also, it offers a higher level of protec-

tion of sensitive authentication settings (See Figure 6). In

this phase, we must ensure:

• The identity of users.

• The integrity and confidentiality of regenerated salts

and passwords.

• The validity of recalculated passwords.

• The mutual authentication.

• Updating of the authentication settings.

This process allows to renew the authentication set-

tings safely. It gives another chance to users for

strengthen these authentication settings.

• The browser sends the identifier IDi of a user Ui to

the server.

• The server checks the existence of the user:

– If it exists, then:

∗ Generates a new random salt RSnew
i and

calculates a new number Nnew
i .
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Figure 6: Renewal phase

∗ Encrypts the random salt RSnew
i generated

by the final password HPWi of user Ui:

CSnew
i = EHPWi

(RSnew
i ).

∗ Sends CSnew
i , CSRSi and Ni to the

browser.

– Otherwise, returns an error message.

• The browser:

– Checks the integrity of CSRSi by the calcula-

tion of RSi = CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

– Calculates:

∗ The virtual password of a user Ui by the

Dynamic Rotation exercised on the con-

catenation of its valid original password

PWi and its random salt RSi: PWVi =

DR(PWi‖RSi).

∗ The final password of the user Ui by hashing

the virtual password PWVi with a one-way

hash function H: HPWi = H(PWVi).

∗ Decrypts the received message CSnew
i by

the final password HPWi calculated as a

key of symmetric encryption in order to

have the new random salt generated for the

user Ui: RSnew
i = EHPWi

(CSnew
i ).

– If the decryption is successful, then the server

is authenticated by the client and also the con-

fidentiality and integrity of RSnew
i are ensured.

– Then, calculates:

∗ The new virtual user Ui password by the

dynamic rotation (DR) applied on the con-

catenation of its new original password

valid PWnew
i and new random salt RSnew

i :

PWV new
i = DR(PWnew

i ‖RSnew
i ).

∗ The new final password of the user Ui

by hashing of the new virtual password

PWV new
i with an one-way hash function

H: HPWnew
i = H(PWV new

i ).

∗ The new encryption password calcu-

lated with the ancient password as sym-

metric encryption key: RCCnew
i =

EHPWi
(HPWnew

i ).

– Sends RCCnew
i as a challenge of authentication

and a new final valid password to the server.

• The server:

– Decrypts the received message in order to have

the new password passes final calculated by the

browser : HPWnew
i = EHPWi(RCCnew

i ). If

the decryption is successful, then, the browser

is authenticated by the server. Thus, the mutual

authentication of the server and of the browser

is guaranteed.

– Updates of authentication settings: HPWnew
i ,

CSRSnew
i and Nnew

i .

4 Security Analysis

In order to prove the degree of adaptation and robustness

of our strong zero knowledge authentication proposal, we

have to estimate their capacity to resist various attacks.

The majority of attacks against Web applications are re-

lied on the theft, the traceability and the weaknesses of

critical data.

4.1 Defends Against Theft of Data

In companies the confidence is a range of users to preserve.

More critically, the protection of data exchanged must be

well protected against the theft or any other leak. In gen-

eral, the space of attacks is a vast environment affects

all web applications. In our proposal, we must estimate

their impacts on the physical and digital security of data

exchanged between the communicating entities in the fol-

lowing three subspaces: Client, Server and Network.

4.1.1 Client Side

In order to prevent attacks by Spyware and also to help

the users who are unable to memorize of the random pass-
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words. We recommend the use of ObPwd [16] that gener-

ate strong enough passwords based on the digital objects.

4.1.2 Server Side

The passwords stored in a server are strengthened by safe

cryptographically random salts, are totally deformed by

the dynamic rotation and their cryptographic qualities,

and are assured by an one-way hash function: HPWi =

H(DR(PWi‖RSi)).

4.1.3 On the Network

In most of the existing systems of authentication pass-

words submission is done in plaintext or hashed. Also,

for a server these passwords play the role of an original

password. More critically, this process encourages attacks

to sniff the network. In this situation, the attacker does

not need to find the original password entered by the user.

But, it suffices for him to build a script which contains

the passwords intercepted on the network. Thus, to cope

with this situation, we add HTTPS in our proposal, and

we use the passwords as key of encryption/decryption mu-

tual authentication messages between the client and the

server. Therefore, we assure the undisclosure, the un-

traceability and the confidentiality of the passwords that

transit on the wire.

4.2 Defends Against Phishing Attacks

The phishing attack is a set of very effective attempts to

data theft online. To cope with this attack, we propose

the following technique:

4.2.1 A Cryptographically Safe Random Salts

To prevent the weaknesses and the problems of a salt gen-

erated from a given domain name. We propose this solu-

tion which allows to have and to verify the integrity of a

random salt appropriate to each user: CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

This verification can be taken to ensure the origin au-

thentication settings. In addition, the recovery of these

parameters is conditioned on the existence of a given user

in order to prevent the falsification of the original sites.

In this case, the attacker does not only need to create a

site for acquire deceitfully the sensitive information from

users, but it must answer their challenges which are im-

possible.

4.2.2 Mutual Authentication

In case of success of the check of the integrity of a

salt. This attack rests on the hypothesis: ”The pass-

word stored in the database during the recording phase

will retransmit on the network”. What is wrong in

our proposal. The recalculated passwords never will re-

transmit on the wire. But, they will be used as keys

of encryption of the messages of mutual authentication

EHPWi(RSi), EHPWi(RSnew
i ), EHPWi(Tsi), . . . . For this

interest, we have watched over the complexity and un-

traceability of generated passwords based on the cryp-

tographic nature of regenerated random salts, dynamic

rotation of binary strings generated in order to break the

link between the original and virtual password and one-

way hash function: PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi), HPWi =

H(PWVi).

4.3 Defends Against the Shoulder Surfing

This attack is strongly related to consciousness and habits

followed by users to protect their privacy especially in

public spaces. But, in the case of highly sensitive web ap-

plications, we recommend the integration of the technical

of password object [16]. Because, this technique allows

to hide all the movements of the users and also to have

very complicated passwords meeting the requirements of

the computer security.

4.4 Defend Against SQL Injection

This attack presents a serious threat for the security of

the dynamics of Web sites. To check well the validity and

the robustness of the parameters of authentication cho-

sen by the user. It is recommended to use the grey list

and the methods of filtering (validation and cleaning) to

make sure on the reliability of data. It is very effective

in standard architectures which are based on a positive

answer to a given request. In our proposal, we introduce

a process of identification that can eliminate this prob-

lem. In reality, we propose an interactive system of au-

thentication. More critically, the communicating entities

must verify and respond to authentication challenges (for

encryption / decryption nonce) to assure mutual authen-

tication. Specifically, all responses must be confirmed by

the previous challenge and accompanied by a new chal-

lenge: Tbi⊕Tsi = EHPWi
(RCSi), Tsi = Tbi⊕Tbi⊕Tsi,

RCi = EHPWi(Tsi). And taking into account the inter-

nal characteristic of our system, the first request allows

only to verify the existence of user Ui and to get back
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its own random salt. Where from, the inclusion of meta-

characters in username/password fields will have no in-

fluence on the safety of user accounts. Otherwise, it will

generate error messages at verification or identification

of users. Consequently, our proposal resists against this

attack.

4.5 Defends Against the Collisions

The proof of security of any hash functions (compression

function) is measured by these capacities to resist colli-

sions attacks (pseudo-collisions exist on the compression

function in certain iteration). The domain extender algo-

rithm defined by Merkle Damgard has known a wide range

of collision attacks. The attack of extension of length

which was remedied by Coron et al. [6]. Also, Joux [12]

discovered the multicollision attack which looks for k in-

ternal collisions from k different messages. This vulner-

ability affects almost at the bottom the security of any

domain extender algorithm whose internal state length

equal to that cadence. But, according to Lucks [15] rec-

ommendation to remedy this problem is to increase the

internal state length of the compression function to N>2n

(with n is the length of the hash). In general, there are

two types of attacks affecting the quality of cryptographic

hash functions, namely: the probabilistic and structural

attacks. In this article, we interest a improving the ro-

bustness of hash functions against probabilistic attacks.

These types of attacks are based on the inability of users

to choose passwords that can meet the requirements of

computer security. Hence, the interest to introduce our

system that is able to extend the length and to evolve

the cryptographic quality of passwords. Thus, through

[1] and the results obtained in Section 3.7, we deduce, on

one hand, that the regenerated virtual passwords are of

cryptographic nature, and on the other hand the uncorre-

lation, the untraceability and unpredictable of the prim-

itive signals regenerated are assured for a weak original

password. In addition, if we combine the different chosen

passwords, the cryptographic quality of random salts [1],

the algorithm of dynamic rotation and the robustness of

an one-way hash function (HPWi = H(DR(PWi‖RSi))

this collision problem will be actually very far.

4.6 Defends Against Man in the Middle

Attack

In this technique, the attacker should be able to observe

and intercept (Sniffing) the encrypted data exchanged be-

tween two victims in a valid time. It is particularly appli-

cable in the original protocol of exchange of keys Diffie-

Hellman, when it is used without authentication. In this

proposed protocol, for more complexity against the at-

tacks, we exploit the symmetric cryptographic primitives.

Consequently, the attacker should intercept the connec-

tion request messages RCCnew
i = EHPWi(HPWnew

i )

sent by a user Ui to the server and to replay the re-

sponses to the challenges of mutual authentication such

as CCi = EHPWi
(Tbi),RCSi = EHPWi

(Tsi⊕Tbi) and

RCi = EHPWi
(Tsi). But, as the attacker does not have

value of HPWnew
i , it will be unable to replay nor connect

messages nor responses to mutual authentication chal-

lenges. Thus, the resistance of our protocol is assured

against this attack.

4.7 Defends Against Brute Force Attack

According to [1, 24], the resistance of the passwords

against this attack is strongly bound to their complex-

ities. The attacker should get back the file of the pass-

words then launch a software of brute forces ”cracking” in

order to test in a exhaustive way all the possible combina-

tions of the passwords. In our proposal, the attacker does

not only need to find the virtual password hashed by an

one-way hash function HPWi = H(PWVi), nevertheless,

he should extract the original password which has been

totally deformed in a random salt by a dynamic rotation

of their concatenation PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi). In addi-

tion to the cryptographic quality of the salts used [1] and

according to the part 3.7, the dynamic rotation allows

to break any correlation between the original and virtual

passwords. Hence, we confirmed the unpredictable nature

of virtual passwords generated. Therefore, the proposed

protocol is secure against the attacks of brute forces.

4.8 Defends Against the Dictionary At-

tack

This type of attack is very effective in case of pass-

words with weak entropy or of authentication systems

based on breakable hash functions. In our system, the

cryptographic quality of the passwords is strongly bound

to salts generated appropriate to every user, the dy-

namic rotation and the one-way hash function: RSi =

CV L(CSRSi, Ni), PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi), HPWi =

H(PWVi). According to Subsection 3.6, the range of

lengths of the complexity of the generated virtual pass-

words is [2.572 1061,9.047 1074], and to Subsection 3.7,
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the uncorrelation and the unpredictability of the pass-

words are assured for a minimal original password. There-

fore, our system is actually protected against this attack.

5 Conclusion

In computer environment, the security or rather the pri-

vacy of users is the heritage of any company or organi-

zation on the wire. According to all the studies on user

habits have shown their limits to meet the requirements

of computer security in this discipline. In particular their

incapacities to memorize random passwords. Then, they

resort to habits facilitate attacks. More critical, it is im-

possible to rely on the users as key factors of the computer

security. All these difficulties push us to the conception of

a new system of authentication SAVP. This work comes

in the optics to strengthen and to improve the mutual

authentication of web users based on virtual passwords.

Taking account of the evolution of attacks and con-

straints of user systems, the cryptographic quality au-

thentication system should not be linked to their abil-

ity to meet of the recommendations of computer security.

Strongly, their consciences, their behaviors and passwords

choices have very remarkable influences on the survival of

their accounts. For this, web application security must

be seen as an inter-connected environment requiring in-

put from all entities constituting our system. Therefore,

in our proposal, the security is required for all elements

of our system. The interest is to have a system of mu-

tual authentication based on virtual passwords capable

of resisting multiple types of attacks in particular phish-

ing, dictionary, brute force, spyware, man in the middle

and replay attacks. So, we propose a strong system of

authentication with zero knowledge based on:

• Salts generated by a cryptographically secure regen-

erator.

• An algorithm for the dynamic rotation of binary

strings in order to ensure uncorrelation, unpre-

dictability and untraceability of passwords for mini-

mal disturbance to the initial condition.

• The symmetric cryptographic primitives for more

privacy authentication settings.

• An one-way hash function, random nonce to ensure

mutual authentication of communicating entities and

the updating of the parameters of authentication dur-

ing the renewal phase.

Generally, we can quote its characteristics as follows:

• The distribution of lengths and periods of virtual

passwords generated are random and unlimited.

• The nature of virtual password generated is pseudo-

random and in some situations seems chaotic.

• The untraceability and the reuse of original pass-

words are handled securely by integrating crypto-

graphically secure salts algorithm and dynamic ro-

tation of binary strings to withstand multiple types

of attacks.

• The integrity of salts is assured by integration of the

mechanism of CRC code of variables lengths.

• The transparency and portability of our system in all

steps of executions to ensure non-occupation of the

users and to hide any sensitive information can help

an attacker to attack our application.

• The complexity of our system SAVP comes from the

unpredictable nature of any regenerated salt.

• The simplicity in all operations building our proposal

to be feasible in all programming languages.
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Abstract

Threshold secret sharing (SS), also denoted as (t, n) SS,
has been used extensively in the area of information se-
curity, such as for group authentication, cloud storage
schemes, secure parallel communication and wireless mul-
tipath routing protocols. However, a (t, n) SS cannot de-
tect any deceptions among the dealer and shareholders.
Verifiable secret sharing (VSS) overcomes the weakness of
(t, n) SS in such a way that it is able to detect cheaters
by verifying the validity of shares or the correctness of
the recovered secret under the condition that both shares
and the secret are not compromised. Recently, two non-
interactive VSSs based on Asmuth-Bloom’s SS were pro-
posed by Harn et al. and Liu et al., respectively. Both
VSSs require shareholders to examine the range of values
of some integers related to the secret before recovering
the secret, which is a time-consuming operation. In this
paper, we propose a novel integratable VSS mechanism
that integrates the concepts of the generalized Chinese
remainder theorem (GCRT), Shamir’s SS and Asmuth-
Bloom’s SS. Our proposed VSS can verify that the secret
reconstructed by any t or more shareholders is the same
as the one that the dealer has generated. Analysis shows
that our proposed VSS can provide perfect secrecy and
better efficiency.

Keywords: Generalized Chinese remainder theorem
(GCRT), hash function, secret sharing (SS), verifiable se-
cret sharing (VSS)

1 Introduction

Threshold secret sharing (SS) [1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21,
22, 23, 25, 26] is a widely-used cryptographic mechanism

for managing a secret or a key among a set of partici-
pants. A threshold SS is also denoted as a (t, n) SS in
which a dealer does not release the secret itself, but di-
vides the secret into n shares that are distributed among
n shareholders. By using a specific algorithm, any sub-
set of t shares can recover the original secret. There are
two security goals that a (t, n) SS should achieve: 1) the
secret can be recovered by any t or more than t shares;
and 2) the secret cannot be determined by fewer than t
shares.

Shamir’s (t, n) SS [25] is the first (t, n) SS and was
proposed in 1979. It is based on the Lagrange interpolat-
ing polynomial and can ensure perfect secrecy. Perfect
secrecy means that even if no computational assump-
tion is made, both security goals can still be achieved.
Later in 1983, Mignotte [22] introduced another (t, n)
SS that is based on the Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT) [5, 9, 20]. Mignotte’s (t, n) SS generates a par-
ticular integer sequence and selects the secret in the t-
threshold range [11, 12, 21]. According to the sequence,
any t or more than t shares can recover the secret by
using the CRT. However, Mignotte’s (t, n) SS is not per-
fectly secure since it cannot accomplish the second secu-
rity goal. In the same year, Asmuth and Bloom [1] pro-
posed an enhanced version of Mignotte’s (t, n) SS which
can guarantee perfect secrecy. Nowadays, Shamir’s (t, n)
SS, Mignotte’s (t, n) SS and Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS
have become fundamental tools applied in many areas of
information security, such as for key distribution proto-
cols, group authentication, cloud storage schemes, secure
parallel communication and multipath routing protocols
in wireless networks [6, 9, 10, 20, 23, 26].

A (t, n) SS assumes that the dealer and shareholders
are all honest, but this is not always the case. There-
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fore, the weakness of a (t, n) SS is that it cannot discover
whether the dealer has transmitted inconsistent shares
to shareholders or whether shareholders have released in-
valid shares when recovering the secret. An incorrect se-
cret may be reconstructed without detection in these two
cases. In order to overcome this weakness, in 1985, Chor
et al. [7] introduced the concept of verifiable secret sharing
(VSS). Verifiability is the property of detecting cheaters
by verifying the validity of shares or the correctness of the
recovered secret under the condition that both the shares
and the secret are not compromised. Interactive and non-
interactive VSSs are two types of VSS. Interactive VSSs
require shareholders to interact with the dealer to exe-
cute the verification, which consumes a large amount of
communication time. To reduce the communication cost,
non-interactive VSSs have been proposed to replace inter-
active VSSs.

VSS expands the range of applications of SS and has
been researched deeply in a great number of recently pub-
lished literature [2, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 24]. Benaloh [2]
defined the concept of t-consistency and proposed an
interactive VSS to verify that shares generated by the
dealer are t-consistent (i.e. any subset of t shares defines
the same secret). Feldman [8] proposed the first non-
interactive VSS using encrypted functions. The security
of Feldman’s VSS depends on the hardness of solving the
discrete logarithm. Qiong et al. [24] and Iftene [13] pre-
sented non-interactive VSSs based on Asmuth-Bloom’s SS
and Mignotte’s SS, respectively. Kaya et al. [14] pointed
out the security weaknesses in these two VSSs and de-
veloped a VSS based on Asmuth-Bloom’s SS. Harn and
Lin [11] extended a (t, n) VSS to a (n, t, n) VSS in
which each shareholder also acts as a dealer. Based on
Benaloh’s VSS [2], their VSS can verify that shares satisfy
the requirement of strong t-consistency. In 2013, Harn et
al. [12] proposed a non-interactive VSS based on Asmuth-
Bloom’s SS in which additional verification secrets are
used during the verification. Later, Liu et al. [21] pro-
posed a more efficient VSS by also using Asmuth-Bloom’s
SS as a building block. Both VSSs require shareholders
to examine the range of values of some integers related to
the secret before recovering the secret, which is a time-
consuming operation.

In this paper, we propose a novel integratable VSS
mechanism based on the generalized Chinese remainder
theorem (GCRT) [4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Our proposed
VSS can verify that the secret reconstructed by any t or
more shareholders is the same as the one that the dealer
has generated. The contributions of our proposed VSS
are listed below:

1) Our proposed VSS integrates the concepts of
Shamir’s SS, Asmuth-Bloom’s SS, and GCRT. To
the best of our knowledge, no research on VSS has
adopted this approach. Thus, we are the first to com-
bine these three fundamental elements in a VSS.

2) A one-way hash function is used to verify the correct-
ness of the secret, thereby removing the operation of

examining the range of values of additional integers.

3) Our proposed VSS can provide perfect secrecy.

4) Our proposed VSS simplifies two related works [12,
21] on VSS and achieves better efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
addresses some background knowledge related to VSS.
Our proposed VSS is described in Section 3. Section 4
gives security and performance analyses of our proposed
VSS. Finally, conclusions appear in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces some background knowledge
related to VSS. We first introduce two famous SSs:
Shamir’s [25] and Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS [1]. Then,
we address the principle and features of the GCRT [4, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19]. Finally, we review two recently developed
VSSs [12, 21].

2.1 Shamir’s (t, n) SS

Shamir’s (t, n) SS [25] is one of the most famous SSs,
which is based on the Lagrange interpolating polynomial.
Shamir’s (t, n) SS has been adopted widely in the design
of VSSs since it was proposed in 1979. Assume that there
is one dealer D and n users U = {u1, u2, ..., un}. Dealer D
first generates a secret s and divides it into n shares, and
then issues these shares to n users secretly, in such a way
that each user obtains one share. To achieve the objective
that any t users (also called shareholders) can collaborate
with each other by using their shares to recover the secret
s generated by dealer D, Shamir’s (t, n) SS executes the
following two phases as follows.
Share Generation:

Step 1. Dealer D randomly selects a polynomial g(x) of
degree t-1: g(x) = s+a1x+a2x

2+...+at−1x
t−1modp,

where s = g(0) is the secret, and t coefficients
s, a1, a2, ..., at−1 are in the finite field GF (p).

Step 2. Dealer D generates n shares si = g(xi) for
i = 1, 2, ..., n, where xi can be considered as some
information of shareholder ui, such as ui’s ID num-
ber.

Step 3. Dealer D sends share si to shareholder ui in a
private channel.

Secret Reconstruction:
Any t shareholders can use their received shares to recon-
struct the secret s generated by dealer D. Supposing that
slj ∈ {s1, s2, ..., sn} for j = 1, 2, ..., t denote shares of t
shareholders, secret s can be reconstructed by computing
s = g(0) =

∑t
j=1 g(xlj)

∏t
m=1,m6=j

xlm

xlm−xlj
modp.

According to these two phases, parameter t is usually
regarded as a threshold value that defines the fewest num-
ber of shares for recovering the secret. Shamir’s (t, n) SS
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is quite simple and can ensure perfect secrecy. Due to
this merit in security, Shamir’s (t, n) SS has become a
practical tool in realizing secret sharing and a common
building block in VSSs.

2.2 Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS

Different from Shamir’s (t, n) SS that is based on the La-
grange interpolating polynomial, Asmuth and Bloom [1]
proposed a novel SS based on the CRT. Asmuth-Bloom’s
(t, n) SS can also provide perfect secrecy, which has
gathered increasing attention in VSS research. If a dealer
D and n shareholders U = {u1, u2, ..., un} participate in
this SS, it can be described as follows.

Share Generation:

Step 1. Dealer D selects n+1 pairwise, co-prime inte-
gers, p0, p1, p2, ..., pn, that satisfy two requirements,
i.e., p1 < p2 < ... < pn and p0·pn−t+2·pn−t+3·...·pn <
p1 · p2 · ... · pt.

Step 2. Dealer D generates an integer s as the secret
such that 0 ≤ s < p0.

Step 3. Dealer D generates another integer A = s+ bp0,
where b is an arbitrary integer such that 0 ≤ A <∏t

i=1 pi.

Step 4. Dealer D creates n shares si = A(modpi) for
i = 1, 2, ..., n, and then sends si to shareholder ui in
a private channel.

Secret Reconstruction:

Any t shareholders can use their received shares to recon-
struct secret s generated by dealer D. Supposing that
slj ∈ {s1, s2, ..., sn} for j = 1, 2, ..., t denote shares of t
shareholders, the secret s can be reconstructed according
to the following steps:

Step 1. Integer A is recovered by using the CRT. First,
the following system of equations is constructed:

sl1 = A(modpl1),

sl2 = A(modpl2),

...

slt = A(modplt).

Then, the unique integer A can be computed as A =∑t
j=1 Mj ·M

′

j ·slj(modP ), where P =
∏t

j=1 plj , Mj =
P
plj

, and Mj ·M
′

j ≡ 1(modplj).

Step 2. Secret s is reconstructed by computing s =
A(modp0).

However, Harn et al. [12] pointed out that if integer
A selected by dealer D is in the range of [0, p1 · p2 · ... ·
pt), Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS is actually not perfectly
secure. This is because in this case, secret s could be
recovered by fewer than t shares, which indicates that
both security goals cannot be fulfilled at one time. Harn
et al. modified Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS by confining A
in a smaller range, (pn−t+2 · pn−t+3 · ... · pn, p1 · p2 · ... · pt).
They called this range as the t-threshold range [12] and
denoted it as Zpn−t+2·pn−t+3·...·pn,p1·p2·...·pt

. They proved
that only if A is selected in the t-threshold range, Asmuth-
Bloom’s (t, n) SS can ensure perfect secrecy.

2.3 Generalized Chinese Remainder The-
orem (GCRT)

The generalized Chinese remainder theorem (GCRT) is
an extension of CRT that adds a parameter k into the
theorem. GCRT uses the following basic elements:

1) n positive integers, x1, x2, ..., xn;

2) n positive, pairwise, co-prime integers, p1, p2, ..., pn;

3) an integer k satisfying Max{xi}1≤i≤n < k <
Min{pi}1≤i≤n.

To build the system of equations below:

x1 = bX/p1c(modk),

x2 = bX/p2c(modk),

...

xn = bX/pnc(modk).

From the GCRT, the unique integer X can be com-
puted as X =

∑n
i=1 Ni · N

′

i · Bi(modk · P ), where

P =
∏n

i=1 pi, Ni = k · P
pi

, Ni · N
′

i ≡ k(modk · pi), and

Bi = dxi·pi

k e.
The GCRT can accomplish the same functionality as

the CRT. However, the flexibility of the GCRT is better
than the CRT due to the use of integer k. In the GCRT,
only a change of k can generate a new integer X. On the
contrary, if integer X needs to be updated, all parameters,
such as x1, x2, ..., xn, and p1, p2, ..., pn, need to be mod-
ified. Therefore, the GCRT is regarded as an enhanced
version of the CRT and it has been extensively applied in
the fields of cryptography. As stated in Subsection 2.2,
the CRT is used to recover the secret in Asmuth-Bloom’s
(t, n) SS. In 2012, Guo and Chang [9] analyzed the cor-
rectness of Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS based on the GCRT.
Inspired by their approach, we will use the GCRT-based
Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS as one of the building blocks of
our novel VSS.
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2.4 Review of Related VSS Work

In this subsection, we review two VSSs, one by Harn et
al. [12] and the other by Liu et al. [21]. Both VSSs can ver-
ify whether the shares received by shareholders are con-
sistent under the condition that the secrecy of both shares
and the secret are not compromised. Their common char-
acteristics are listed below:

1) Both VSSs rely on the assumption that dealer D may
transmit a fake share to a shareholder; however, all
shareholders behave honestly;

2) They are based on Asmuth-Bloom’s (t, n) SS that
depends on the CRT;

3) In the verification, all shareholders work together to
verify that their shares are t-threshold consistent [12]
by examining the range of values of some integers
related to secret s;

4) They can verify all shareholders’ shares simultane-
ously and conclude whether there exist any invalid
shares, but invalid shares cannot be identified.

Next, we investigate the detailed processes of these two
VSSs, respectively. In Harn et al.’s VSS, dealer D gener-
ates secret s and n shares according to Asmuth-Bloom’s
(t, n) SS. Moreover, the dealer selects additional r se-
crets (also called verification secrets) in the t-threshold
range and creates their corresponding shares. Afterwards,
the dealer distributes one share of the secret s along with
one share of each verification secret to each shareholder
ui secretly. In order to verify the validity of shares, share-
holders should first open (recover) r/2 verification secrets
and inspect whether they are in the t-threshold range.
If this holds, it indicates that the remaining, unopened
r/2 verification secrets are also in the t-threshold range.
Based on (r/2+1) shares owned by each shareholder, the
liner combinations of secret s and each unopened verifi-
cation secret can be recovered by using the CRT. If the
recovered values are in a certain range [12], the secret can
be proven as in the t-threshold range, thereby verifying
the t-threshold consistency of shares. If the verification
is passed, any t or more than t shareholders can recon-
struct secret s by using the CRT; otherwise, shareholders
require that the dealer redistribute shares.

In comparison, Liu et al.’s VSS is an improvement over
that proposed by Harn et al. It uses a similar, but simpler
method to accomplish share verification. In Liu et al.’s
VSS, each shareholder generates an adjustment value in-
stead of receiving r verification secrets as in Harn et al.’s
VSS. All shareholders combine their shares with adjust-
ment values to recover an integer that has a relationship
with secret s by using the CRT. Consequently, this strat-
egy saves considerable time by eliminating the recovery
of opened and unopened verification secrets. If the re-
covered integer is in the modified t-threshold range, the
secret is proven to be in the t-threshold range, thereby
verifying the t-threshold consistency of shares. In addi-
tion, the process of secret reconstruction in Liu et al.’s

VSS is the same as that in Harn et al.’s VSS. Accord-
ing to the performance analysis in [21], Liu et al.’s VSS
reduces both computational and communication costs.

3 Our Proposed VSS Mechanism

In this section, we first discuss the motivations for im-
proving the two previously described VSSs, and then pro-
pose an integratable VSS that is based on the concepts of
Shamir’s SS, Asmuth-Bloom’s SS, and the GCRT.

3.1 Motivations

In Subsection 2.4, we described the main properties of
Harn et al.’s VSS [12] and Liu et al.’s VSS [21]. In these
two VSSs, share verification and secret reconstruction are
two separate phases. In the share verification, all share-
holders must collaborate with each other to recover some
integers that have a relationship with the secret. Then the
range of value of the recovered integer is investigated to
ensure the validity of shares. If the verification is passed,
it implies that each shareholder received a correct share
from the dealer. Thus, t distinct shares can reconstruct
the real secret. However, if the verification is not passed,
there is no need to reconstruct the secret and the VSS
stops at this point.

From the process in these two VSSs, it can be in-
ferred that an integer related to the secret and the se-
cret itself must be reconstructed by the CRT in the share
verification and the secret reconstruction, respectively, if
the shareholder shares are valid. These are two time-
consuming operations where the efficiency can be im-
proved. In fact, the phases of share verification and secret
reconstruction can be integrated into a single phase that
verifies whether the secret reconstructed by any t or more
shareholders is the same as the one that the dealer has
generated. Therefore, the validity of shares can also be
verified without recovering another integer before secret
reconstruction. This strategy can increase the efficiency
to some extent. Moreover, the two previously proposed
VSSs can only detect the cheating behavior of the dealer
based on the assumption that all shareholders act hon-
estly. This can be improved to detect the honesty of either
the dealer or any shareholder.

3.2 Proposed VSS

Inspired by the VSSs presented by Harn et al. and Liu
et al., we propose a novel integratable VSS that improves
on their work. The word ”integratable” means that the
proposed mechanism integrates three fundamental meth-
ods used in secret sharing: Shamir’s SS, Asmuth-Bloom’s
SS and the GCRT. In the following, we first address the
model of our design and then give the detailed VSS mech-
anism.

Like the two previously discussed VSSs, our proposed
VSS involves two parties: a dealer D and n sharehold-
ers U = {u1, u2, ..., un}. Dealer D generates a secret
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s and divides it into n shares that are shared among n
shareholders. t or more shareholders are responsible for
reconstructing secret s. However, dealer D may deceive
shareholders and deliver an invalid share to a shareholder.
On the other hand, shareholders may also act dishonestly
by releasing invalid shares when performing the recon-
struction of secret s. Consequently, our proposed VSS
must be able to verify the correctness of the reconstructed
secret to check whether there exists any deception among
either the dealer or shareholders.

In our proposed VSS, dealer D selects the secret s and
then computes a one-way hash function k = h(s). The
hash code k is used as a parameter in the GCRT and n
shares of the secret s are generated by the approach used
in the GCRT-based Asmuth-Bloom (t, n) SS. In addition,
dealer D constructs a Shamir (t, n) SS scheme in which
the dealer selects a polynomial g(x) of degree t-1 such
that g(0) = k. Then, dealer D distributes shares of s
and shares of k to shareholders. After receiving all the
messages sent by dealer D, t shareholders recover k and
then use k to recover the secret s via the GCRT. In the
end, we check whether h(s) is equal to the recovered k.
If it is true, shareholders can conclude that the recovered
secret s is identical to the real secret generated by the
dealer.

Our proposed VSS consists of two phases, a setup
phase and a verification phase. Figure 1 illustrates the
flowchart of the setup phase and the detailed steps are
presented as follows.

Setup Phase:

Step 1. Dealer D selects n+1 pairwise, co-prime inte-
gers, p0, p1, p2, ..., pn, that satisfy two require-
ments: (1) p0 < p1 < p2 < ... < pn, and (2)
p0 · pn−t+2 · pn−t+3 · ... · pn < p1 · p2 · ... · pt.

Step 2. Dealer D generates the secret s such that 0 ≤
s < p0.

Step 3. Dealer D computes k = h(s), where h is a
collision-free, one-way hash function and 0 < k <
Min{pi}1≤i≤n.

Step 4. Dealer D generates an integer A = s+bp0, where
b is an arbitrary integer which should make sure that
A ∈ Zk·pn−t+2·pn−t+3·...·pn,k·p1·p2·...·pt

.

Step 5. Dealer D creates n shares si = bA/pic(modk)
for i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Step 6. Dealer D selects a polynomial g(x) of degree t-1:
g(x) = k + a1x + a2x

2 + ... + at−1x
t−1modq, where

k = g(0) and t coefficients k, a1, a2, ..., at−1 are in the
finite field GF (q).

Step 7. Dealer D generates n shares of k as s
′

i = g(xi)
for i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Step 8. Dealer D sends si and s
′

i to shareholder ui in a
private channel.

Verification Phase:

Assume that ul1, ul2, ..., ult ∈ U are t shareholders and
shareholder ulj (j = 1, 2, ..., t) received slj and s

′

lj in the
setup phase.

Step 1. ul1, ul2, ..., ult use s
′

l1, s
′

l2, ..., s
′

lt to recover k fol-
lowing Shamir’s (t, n) SS.

Step 2. ulj uses slj , plj , and the recovered k to release

Cj = Nlj ·N
′

lj ·Blj(modk ·P ′), where P
′

=
∏t

j=1 plj ,

Nlj = k · P
′

plj
, Nlj · N

′

lj ≡ k(modk · plj), and Blj =

d slj ·plj

k e.

Step 3. ul1, ul2, ..., ult work together to compute A =∑t
j=1 Cj(modk · P ′) following the GCRT. Then,

the secret s is reconstructed by computing s =
A(modp0).

Step 4. Check whether h(s) is equal to k. If these two
values are identical, we can conclude that the re-
constructed secret s is correct; otherwise, the recon-
structed s is not a valid value.

Remark 1. In the setup phase, dealer D needs to gen-
erate two secret messages: s and k. s is the real secret
needed to recover and k is used to verify the correctness
of s. More specifically, k has multiple functionalities that
can be described as follows: (1) Dealer D makes k as the
hash code of the one-way hash function h(s) in the setup
phase. (2) k is an important parameter in the GCRT to
generate shares of secret s as si = bA/pic(modk). Later,
shareholders will use their shares and k to recover s ac-
cording to the GCRT-based Asmuth-Bloom (t, n) SS. (3)
To increase the degree of security, dealer D does not trans-
mit k directly to shareholders, but establishes Shamir’s
(t, n) SS scheme in which k is considered as the secret.
Then, in the verification phase, shareholders can recover
k easily according to the method of Shamir’s (t, n) SS. (4)
We can check whether h(s) is equal to k to verify the cor-
rectness of the recovered secret s. In summary, the use of
k provides an additional level of security for our proposed
VSS.

Remark 2. The verification phase of our proposed VSS
can verify that the recovered secret s is identical to the real
secret generated by the dealer. This verification process is
completed by the one-way hash function h(s). Thus, it is
unnecessary to recover some integers related to the secret
and to examine the range of this integer like in the two
VSSs mentioned before. This can simplify the verification
process. Furthermore, if the verification fails, we can con-
clude that either the dealer or the shareholder is dishonest.
However, it is impossible to identify two situations: (1)
the dealer sends invalid shares to shareholders; and (2)
shareholders release invalid shares to recover the secret.
Lastly, similar to Harn et al. and Liu et al.’s VSSs, our
proposed VSS can verify all shares at one time.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the setup phase

4 Security and Performance Anal-
yses

In this section, we first give security analysis of our pro-
posed VSS, and then compare the performance among our
proposed VSS and two other VSSs.

4.1 Security Analysis

Now we analyze that our proposed VSS can provide per-
fect secrecy. Our proposed VSS uses Shamir’s (t, n) SS to
share k among n shareholders, and later, t shareholders
recover k and use it in the GCRT to recover secret s. Since
Shamir’s (t, n) SS is perfectly secure, fewer than t shares
cannot recover k. Therefore, secret s cannot be recovered
from fewer than t shares. Moreover, each shareholder ulj

releases a value Cj = Nlj · N
′

lj · Blj(modk · P ′), which
combines slj , plj , and k. Thus, hidden in the value of Cj ,
share slj cannot be compromised during the verification
phase.

In the following, we will analyze a situation where even
if k is compromised, our proposed VSS is still perfectly
secure, since fewer than t shareholders cannot obtain any
useful information about secret s. Firstly, if fewer than
t shareholders know the value of k, they cannot obtain
secret s from h(s) = k due to the intrinsic characteristic
of the hash function. Next, we will prove that fewer than
t shareholders cannot recover secret s from the GCRT.

Assume that ul1, ul2, ..., ul(t−1) are t-1 shareholders
and each shareholder ulj receives share slj . According
to the GCRT, these t-1 shareholders cooperate to com-
pute an integer A

′
=

∑t−1
j=1 Nlj · N

′

lj · Blj(modk · P ′′),

where P
′′

=
∏t−1

j=1 plj , Nlj = k · P
′′

plj
, Nlj · N

′

lj ≡
k(modk · plj), and Blj = d slj ·plj

k e. However, A
′

is

not equal to the real secret A since the range of A
′

is
Zk·p1·p2·...·pt−1

, which is quite different from that of A
as Zk·pn−t+2·pn−t+3·...·pn,k·p1·p2·...·pt

. Consequently, fewer
than t shareholders cannot reconstruct the secret directly
by using the GCRT. However, this does not mean fewer
than t shareholders cannot obtain the real secret A from
the recovered A

′
. The use of GCRT implies that A and

A
′

have a relation as A = A
′

+ ϕ · p1 · p2 · ... · pt−1.
Thus, A can be computed from A

′
if ϕ can be deter-

mined by fewer than t shareholders. Unfortunately, it
is very hard to determine the correct ϕ. This is because
(p1 ·p2 · ... ·pt−pn−t+2 ·pn−t+3 · ... ·pn)/p1 ·p2 · ... ·pt−1 > p0
values of ϕ can make A

′
+ϕ · p1 · p2 · ... · pt−1 in the range

of Zk·pn−t+2·pn−t+3·...·pn,k·p1·p2·...·pt
, but only one value of

A
′

+ ϕ · p1 · p2 · ... · pt−1 is equal to A. Therefore, the
probability of finding the exact value of ϕ is not greater
than the probability of guessing the secret A. Based on
this security analysis, our proposed VSS ensures perfect
security based on the fact that fewer than t shareholders
cannot obtain the real secret A from the recovered A

′
.

4.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we provide performance analysis of our
proposed VSS and compare it with the other two related
VSSs [12, 21] in terms of computational and communica-
tion costs.

Now we analyze the computational cost. In the setup
phase, Harn et al.’s VSS creates and distributes shares
of the real secret and r additional verification secrets to
n shareholders. In contrast, the VSS by Liu et al. and
our proposed VSS do not need to generate verification
secrets. The difference between our VSS and Liu et al.’s
VSS is that our VSS generates an additional polynomial
of degree t-1 according to Shamir’s SS. In the verification
phase of the other two VSSs, n shareholders need to first
cooperate to recover one or several integers related to the
secret, and then t out of n shareholders recover the real
secret, both by using the CRT. [21] analyzes that the time
complexity of the VSSs proposed by Harn et al. and Liu
et al. are O(rn2d2) and O(n2d2), respectively, where d is
the number of bits of pi and r is the number of verification
secrets.

In comparison, in the verification phase of our proposed
VSS, t out of n shareholders first recover the secret k in
Shamir’s (t, n) SS and then reconstruct the real secret
with the recovered k by the GCRT. The time complexity
of recovering k is O(tlog2t) [25] and the time complexity
of recovering the real secret is analyzed as follows. Secret
A is computed as A =

∑t
j=1 Nlj · N

′

lj · Blj(modk · P ′)

by the GCRT, where P
′

=
∏t

j=1 plj , Nlj = k · P
′

plj
,

Nlj · N
′

lj ≡ k(modk · plj), and Blj = d slj ·plj

k e. Assume
that d is the number of bits of both the operands, plj and

k. Considering that k · P ′ and Nlj ·N
′

lj can be computed
offline, this computational process totally contains (t-1)
additions, t divisions, 2t multiplications, and one mod-
ular operation. Therefore, the number of bit operations
required is (t− 1)× d + t× d2 + 2t× d2 + ((t + 1)× d)2,
and the time complexity is O(t2d2).

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the communication and com-
putational costs of our proposed VSS and the other two
VSSs [12, 21]. From the comparisons among these VSSs,
we can imply that our proposed VSS has better compu-
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Table 1: Comparison of communication cost in setup phase

Scheme Dealer sends messages Each ui sends messages Each ui receives messages
VSS in [12] n(r + 1) - r + 1
VSS in [21] n - 1

Our VSS 2n - 2

tational efficiency than the other two VSSs and our com-
munication efficiency is also satisfactory.

Table 2: Comparison of computational cost

Scheme Setup phase Verification phase
VSS in [12] O(rn) O(rn2d2)
VSS in [21] O(n) O(n2d2)

Our VSS O(n) O(t2d2)

Note: n is the number of shares; d is the number of bits
of operands; and r is the number of verification secrets.

5 Conclusions

In the paper, we propose a novel integratable VSS mech-
anism that integrates the concepts of the generalized
Chinese remainder theorem (GCRT), Shamir’s SS and
Asmuth-Bloom’s SS. Our proposed VSS improves Harn
et al.’s VSS and Liu et al.’s VSS by using a one-way hash
function to verify the correctness of the secret. While
maintaining the advantages of the other two related VSSs,
our proposed VSS is more efficient. In addition, we proved
that our proposed VSS is perfectly secure.
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Abstract

People often associate with others who share their hopes,
aspirations, beliefs and experiences. This sense of belong-
ing influences people when making friends be it physically
or on social networks. Most of the existing matchmaking
protocols just match-pair people without regards to the
number of attributes they have in common. In lieu of
these, we are proposing a hybrid matchmaking protocol
that seeks to help match-pair seekers find the most ap-
propriate pair. In our protocol, all private attributes are
certified by a mutually trusted third party. Also, a can-
didate becomes a matching-pair of an initiator when s/he
meets a criteria set by the initiator. In our protocol, the
number of attributes in the intersection set is known mu-
tually by both the initiator and the candidate but only the
matched-pair gets to know the actual attributes they have
in common. Furthermore, the protocol guards against
malicious and semi-malicious attacks.

Keywords: Attributes, hybrid, matchmaking, nonspoofa-
bility

1 Introduction

1.1 Contextualization

In recent times, mobile telephony has changed the way we
socialize and communicate. Currently, social networking
has made a lot of gains in the cyberspace. The Internet
has brought a new perspective about friends making and
socializing. People no longer makes friends only in their
neighborhoods and communities but also from all over the
world.

The hardware specifications of smartphones have been
dramatically improved to the level of personal comput-
ers along with friendly interfaces, improvements and us-
ability enhancements. The smartphones have WiFi and
Bluetooth interfaces that allow physically-close persons

to communicate. Hence, with these improved features of
smartphones, there is a growing tendency to access our
social networks on our smartphones than on our desktop
computers or laptops.

Furthermore, improvement in smartphones and peo-
ple’s eagerness to get information anytime-anywhere has
increased the usage of Internet on mobile devices. This
has brought the need for security of personal informa-
tion. Data owners online have a problem with their data
being used by unintended persons. Hence, the need to
protect information of users has become very important.
However, individuals can protect their own private or sen-
sitive information by restricting the intended purpose of
data access by denying the right to access for some pur-
poses [7].

1.2 Relevance of the Theme

Matchmaking is a key component of mobile social net-
working [37]. In mobile social networking, persons form
social networks based on a predefined criteria; for example
former school mates, members of a club e.t.c. However,
in a scenario where a person is looking for a recommen-
dation, any individual(s) is not good enough but an in-
dividual(s) with specific qualities is appropriate. This is
the premise of our research. The matchmaking protocol
in this paper has an initiator looking for a person(s) with
some particular characteristics to be his/her match-pair.
Hence, the person(s) who qualifies to be a match-pair of
the initiator should have a minimum number of attributes
in common with the initiator.

1.3 Research Question

In matchmaking protocols, the matched-pair can termi-
nate the protocol as a result of insufficient number of
attributes they have in common. When the protocol is
terminated, the individual’s attributes would have been
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known hence compromising the privacy and secrecy of
the attributes. Hence, how can a pair know they have
enough attributes in common before they exchange their
attributes? This question has necessitated this research.

1.4 Objectives

Protocols for matchmaking such as [1, 3, 6, 12, 16, 17, 24,
37] simply match-pair the initiator and the candidate(s)
without checking if they have enough attributes in com-
mon. The matched-pair at times terminate the protocol
as a result of insufficient number of attributes they have in
common compromising their attributes. However, proto-
cols in [18, 19, 35, 36] sort to solve this problem by assum-
ing that the candidate with the maximum intersection set
with the initiator is the best matching-pair. We have real-
ized that using this criteria is not good enough. Hence, as
our contribution to research, we formulate matchmaking
protocol that enables the initiator to check the number of
attributes s/he has in common with a candidate before be-
ing match-paired. The initiator of the matchmaking sets
a threshold number of attributes that candidate should
have in common with him/her. If a candidate possesses
at least these number of attributes, then the initiator and
the candidate exchange their attributes. The novelty of
our matchmaking protocol is that: (1) the initiator finds
a match-pair that has at least the preset threshold num-
ber of attributes (2) the number of common attributes is
known mutually by the persons in the protocol (3) the
actual attributes are known only by the matched-pair in
the protocol (4) the protocol can resist semi-honest and
malicious attacks.

1.5 Limitations of the Paper

The matched-pair will know the actual attributes of the
each other after they have exchanged them. Hence, a
malicious person can do attribute profiling of the other
persons s/he executed the protocol with. This protocol
cannot prevent such a person from doing this. This is the
main limitation of the protocol in this paper.

1.6 Structure of the Paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we take a
look at private set intersection in Section 2. In Section 3,
we present related work. Our protocol, the algorithm for
the matchmaking, the experimental implementation and
the security of our algorithms are presented in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 Private Set Intersection

When two persons want to find the common items in
their individual private sets, they cannot just disclose
the content of their sets so as to know the common
items. This is what happens in matchmaking. Hence
this brings the need for private set intersection protocols,

PSI [1, 11, 13, 14, 15, 38]. PSI is a cryptographic proto-
col that allows two persons to compute the intersection of
their private sets without disclosing any other information
apart from what they have in common.

In PSI, the private inputs are chosen arbitrarily. This
facilitates attacks from malicious users to gain extra in-
formation from other users [2]. In order to prevent
this form of attack, authorized private set intersection,
APSI [5, 10, 34] is used. In APSI, private inputs are
certified by mutually trusted authority. Hence, in match-
making protocols with variants of APSI, all the private
input sets are certified by a mutually trusted party. The
certification of attributes binds the private data sets to the
data owners. This prevents the data owners from modify-
ing their inputs so as to gain extra-information from other
users. Certification of private data sets is important as
no secure multi-party protocol can prevent a person in a
protocol from cheating by changing his/her input before
the protocol begins [2].

Certification of private inputs prevents malicious per-
sons from claiming possession of fictitious data items in
an attempt to find out if the other users possess those
data items. In a distributed system framework, mutual
authentication is becoming very important. Hence, it has
become necessary for a user in such a system to verify
the identity of the system or another user or node in the
system verifies itself to him/her. Consequently, both user
and the system may require some degree of authentica-
tion before information about them is released [9]. This
mutual authentication is usually done by contacting a
trusted third party. The use of a trusted third party
may encounter the following challenges: (1) it may not
be practical in a highly distributed system (2) sometimes
the parties may not be willing to trust the third party (3)
though the trusted third party may exist, it may not be
available to all parties at all times. In light of all these
problems, a solution researchers has developed is the use
of cryptographic techniques. These cryptographic tech-
niques enable users with private sets to verify whether or
not their sets agree without revealing the content of their
private sets.

3 Related Work

Baldwin and Gramlich [3] laid the foundation for match-
making in social network with the use of a trusted third
party protocol. Meldew [24] later proposed a protocol
that did not rely on the use of a trusted third party.
This protocol seemed to be more efficient than [3] as
there was no need for trusted third party to be contin-
uously available. In the matchmaking protocol proposed
by Zhang and Needham [40], the matchmaking protocol
depended on the availability of a public database service.
Even though this protocol is efficient, the security of this
protocol depends on the security of the hash function and
the encryption algorithm used. Freedman, Nissim and
Pinkas [38] also considered the problem of computing the
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intersection of private data sets of two parties, where the
data sets contain lists of elements taken from a large do-
main.

Shin and Gligor [32] observed that anonymity of proto-
col users, authentication of wishes and security in match-
making was fundamental to private matchmaking. Hence,
their proposed protocol sort to provide authentication for
users and wish matches; privacy resistance to off-line dic-
tionary attacks and forward privacy of users′ identities
and their wishes. In their paper, Sang and Shen [25] ad-
dressed privacy preserving set intersection (PPSI) prob-
lem. Their paper sort to solve the problems associated
with finding the intersection of data sets that are dis-
tributed on different sources while preserving the privacy
of the data sets.

Shamir [31] proposed a scheme that enables any pair
of users to communicate securely and to verify each
other’s signatures without exchanging private or public
keys, without keeping key directories and without using
the services of a third party. Camenisch et al. [4], pro-
posed the searchable encryption scheme that provides an
important mechanism to cryptographically protect data
while keeping it available to be searched and accessed
for matching information. In the scheme, they proposed
two encryptions; public key encryptions with oblivious
keyword search (PEOKS) and committed blind anony-
mous identity-based encryption. Lin et al. [21] proposed
efficient blind-key encryption protocols for anonymous
identity-based encryption and an anonymous hierarchi-
cal identity-based encryption. These schemes were used
in privacy preserving profiles searching (PPPS) problem.

Sun et al. [33] proposed a privacy-preserving scheme
for data sharing in social networks with efficient revoca-
tion for deterring a contact′s access right to the private
data once the contact is removed from the social group.
Zhang et al. [39] also propose a privacy-preserving verifi-
able profile matching scheme which is based on symmetric
cryptosystem and thus improves efficiency. It relies on a
pre-determined ordered set of attributes and uses it as
a common secret shared by users. However, the scheme
is not applicable to unordered sets of attributes such as
random capabilities. Cristofaro and Tsudik [9] considered
several flavors of private set intersection and constructed
some provably secure protocols. They proposed efficient
protocols for plain and authorized private set intersec-
tion and noted that, the choice between them depends
on whether there is a need for client authorization and/
server unlinkability, as well as on servers ability to engage
in pre-computation.

In matchmaking, persons make friends by match-
pairing. A match-pair is made when two persons have
some characteristics in common. In the quest to find the
attributes two persons have in common, some protocols
use either the trusted third party, the fully distributed
technique or the hybrid technique.

With the use of the trusted third party, the trusted
third party is involved in each step of the matchmak-
ing process. The trusted third party collects personal

attributes and location information, computes the inter-
section and notifies the matched-pair. Such protocol ap-
plications can be found in [12, 16, 17]. The use of the
trusted third party has got some well-known problems.

The fully distributed technique requires no trusted
third party in the whole matchmaking process. The op-
erations such as the distribution of personal attributes
data, the computation of the intersection set, and the dis-
semination of results are performed among multi-parties,
without any trusted third party. The attributes of the
users of this protocol are shared among multi-parties us-
ing Shamir secret sharing scheme, the computing of com-
mon attributes set are conducted among multi-parties as
well [36]. The fully distributed technique can be found in
matchmaking protocols in [6, 18, 22, 23].

The third technique in use is the hybrid technique − a
combination of the two fore-mentioned techniques. In his
technique, the trusted third party is needed only for the
purpose of management and verification, and it does not
participate in the matchmaking. In [8, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 35, 36] are matchmaking protocols based on the
hybrid technique.

4 Our Matchmaking Protocol

In our quest to enable match-pair seekers find the most
appropriate pair while at the same time prevent their pri-
vate attributes from leaking, these protocols were formu-
lated. In order for the users of this algorithm to achieve
these said objectives, Algorithm 1 helps the initiator find
a user who has enough attributes with him/her. In our
protocol, the initiator sets a threshold number of at-
tributes, AThreshold that a user should possess so as to
qualify as a match-pair. Hence, a user of this protocol
becomes a match-pair of the initiator if the number of at-
tributes s/he has in common with the initiator is at least
AThreshold. The notations used in this paper are listed in
Table 1.

The matchmaking protocol we are proposing comprise
a certification authority (CA) that cannot be compro-
mised and other users. These users consist an initia-
tor, Alice and other persons called candidates. Each user
has a portable device that has wireless interfaces such as
Bluetooth or WiFi that is in communication range with
each other. Among the m candidates, k = 1, . . . ,m Al-
ice wishes to find a candidate(s) who possesses attributes
that are at least AThreshold. The CA generates an RSA
key-pair, (eCA, dCA) and N = pq, where p and q are large
prime numbers. The CA makes N and eCA public. Each
person in the protocol also chooses a username and an
ID, creates an RSA key-pair, (e, d). Alice creates an RSA
key-pair (eA, dA) and each candidate also creates an RSA
key-pair, (ek, dk). Alice makes eA and her username pub-
lic. Each candidate also makes ek and username public.

The attributes of Alice are A = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}. Also,
for all the k = 1, . . . ,m candidates and h = 1, . . . , w
attributes, the attributes of each candidate is Ck =
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Table 1: Notations

Notation Explanation
RA Random number chosen by Alice, RA ←−r ZN/4
Rk Random number chosen by each candidate, Rk ←−r ZN/4, k = 1, . . . ,m
RB Random number chosen by Bob, RA ←−r ZN/4
IDk Identity of each candidate, k = 1, . . . ,m
IDA Identity of Alice
γkh Computation to certify each candidates’s attributes, γkh = SigndCA

(IDk||Ckh)
αj Computation to certify Alice’s attributes, αj = SigndCA

(IDj ||αj)
| IAk | Number of attributes Alice and each candidate have in common
| IkA | Number of attributes each candidate and Alice have in common

{ck1, ck2, . . . , ckw}.
Alice chooses a random number, RA ←r ZN/4. Each

candidate also chooses a random number Rk ←r ZN/4,
k = 1, . . . ,m. In this matchmaking protocol, attributes
are the same if they are semantically the same. Alice and
each candidate then encrypt their attributes, ID, their
random number, username, and the public key-pair of
his/her RSA key using the public key of the CA. Each of
the persons in the protocol sends his/her encrypted set to
the CA.

Alice sends EeCA
{A || IDA || RA || usernameA

|| RSApublickey, eA} to the CA. The CA certifies
the attributes of Alice and the attributes become
A = {(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)}, where αj =
signdCA

(IDA||aj), j = 1, . . . , p. The CA returns A =
{(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)} to Alice. Alice then ex-
ponentiates each of her attributes with her random num-
ber and sends to each candidate. Each candidate receives
{aRA

1 , aRA
2 , . . . , aRA

p } from Alice.

Each candidate also sends EeCA
{Ck || IDk ||

Rk || usernamek || RSApublickey, ek} to the CA
for certification. After certification of each candi-
date’s attributes by the CA, the attributes become
Ck = {(ck1, γk1), (ck2, γk2), . . . , (ckw, γkw)}, where γkh =
signdCA

(IDk||ckh). Each candidate receives Ck =
{(ck1, γk1), (ck2, γk2), . . . , (ckw, γkw)} from the CA. Each
candidate exponentiates his/her attributes with the ran-
dom number and sends to Alice. Hence, Alice receives
{cRk

k1 , c
Rk

k2 , . . . , c
Rk

kw} from each candidate.

When Alice received {cRk

k1 , c
Rk

k2 , . . . , c
Rk

kw}, she
exponentiates it with her random number and
returns {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } to each can-
didate. Each candidate also exponentiates
{aRA

1 , aRA
2 , . . . , aRA

p } with his/her random number

and returns {aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p } to Alice.

With the knowledge of {aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p }

and {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }, Alice computes
the intersection between her and each candidate
and outputs |IAk| ∈ {aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p } ∩
{cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }. Also, with the

knowledge of {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } and

{aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p }, each candidate com-

putes the intersection between him/her and Alice
and outputs |IkA| ∈ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } ∩
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p }. The intersections |IAk| and
|IkA| computed in Steps 11 and 12 of Algorithm 1 by
Alice and each candidate respectively allow them to
know the number of attributes they have in common
with each other. The initiator, Alice then checks which
candidate has attributes |IAk| ≥ AThreshold.

Algorithm 1 Computing the Number of Common At-
tributes
Require: The CA has an RSA key-pair, (eCA, dCA) makes N and eCA

public.
1: Alice creates an RSA key-pair (eA, dA) and chooses a random num-

ber RA ←r ZN/4.
Also, each candidate creates an RSA key-pair (ek, dk) and chooses
a random number Rk ←r ZN/4, for all k = 1, . . . ,m.
Alice and each candidate make their RSA-keys eA and ek public.

2: Alice has private attributes A = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}. Alice sends
EeCA

{A||ID||usernameAlice||eA} to the CA.
3: After certification by the CA, the attributes of Alice become

A = {(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)}, where αj =
signdCA

(IDA||aj).

4: Each of the k candidates has Ck = {ck1, ck2, . . . , ckw} attributes,
for all k = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , w. Each candidate sends
EeCA

{Ck||ID||usernamek||ek} to the CA.
5: After certification by the CA, the attributes become

Ck = {(ck1, γk1), (ck2, γk2), . . . , (ckw, γkw)}, where γkh =
signdCA

(IDk||ckh).
6: Alice exponentiates each of her attributes with her random number

and sends {aRA
1 , a

RA
2 , . . . , a

RA
p } to each candidate.

7: For all k = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , w, each candidate expo-
nentiates his/her attributes with the random number and sends

{cRk
k1 , c

Rk
k2 , . . . , c

Rk
kw} to Alice.

8: Alice computes {cRkRA
k1 , c

RkRA
k2 , . . . , c

RkRA
kw } and sends to each

candidate.
9: Each candidate also computes and sends

{aRARk
1 , a

RARk
2 , . . . , a

RARk
p } to Alice.

10: Alice computes the intersection between her and each can-

didate and outputs |IAk| ∈ {aRARk
1 , a

RARk
2 , . . . , a

RARk
p } ∩

{cRkRA
k1 , c

RkRA
k2 , . . . , c

RkRA
kw }.

11: Each candidate computes the intersection between him/her

and Alice and outputs |IkA| ∈ {c
RkRA
k1 , c

RkRA
k2 , . . . , c

RkRA
kw } ∩

{aRARk
1 , a

RARk
2 , . . . , a

RARk
p }.

12: The intersections |IAk| and |IkA| computed in Steps 11 and 12 by
Alice and each candidate respectively allows each of them to know
the number of attributes each has in common with the other.

Alice sends her username, the intersection she com-
puted and the username of the candidate whose at-
tributes is at least AThreshold to the CA. Alice sends
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EeCA
{usernameAlice|||IAk|||usernamek} to the CA. Each

candidate also sends his/her username, the intersection
computed and the username of Alice to the CA. Thus each
candidate sends EeCA

{usernamek|||IkA|||usernameAlice}
to the CA. The CA verifies |IAk| and |IkA|. If |IAk| =
|IkA|, the CA notifies Alice and the candidate(s) of a suc-
cessful match. However, if |IAk| 6= |IkA| the CA checks
who cheated. The CA the removes the cheat from the
protocol users.

For simplicity, lets us assume Bob was the only can-
didate whose attributes was at least AThreshold. Let RB
be the random number of Bob. Alice and Bob exchange
their random numbers using Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2
is an authenticated Diffie-Hellman protocol. Alice and
Bob agree on a primitive prime number, g. At the end
of Algorithm 2, both Alice and Bob will know each
other’s random number. Alice receives Bob’s random
number, RB and Bob also receives Alice’s random
number, RA. At the end of Algorithm 2, Alice sends the
random number received from Bob to the CA. Thus Al-
ice sends EeCA

{usernameAlice||usernameBob||RB}
to the CA. Bob also sends the random num-
ber he received from Alice to the CA by sending
EeCA

{usernameBob||usernameAlice||RA}. The CA veri-
fies if the random number Alice sent to Bob is the same
as that in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Also, the CA verifies
if the random number Bob sent to Alice is the same as
that in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. If the CA observes that
the random numbers are the same, the CA then notifies
them. Hence, with the knowledge of RA and RB both
Alice and Bob can be able to know the actual attributes
they have in common.

Algorithm 2 Authenticated Diffie-Hellman protocol for
exchanging the random numbers of the matched-pair
Require: Alice has a random number RA and Bob also has a random

odd number RB .
1: Using the generator g, Alice computes and sends gRA = Enc(gRA ‖

IDA) to Bob.

2: Bob using the generator, g, computes gRB = Enc(gRB ‖ IDB) and

sends gRA ‖ gRB ‖ SignBob(gRA ‖ gRB ‖ IDA) to Alice.

3: Alice computes and sends SignAlice(gRA ‖ gRB ‖ IDA) to Bob.

4: Alice computes (gRA )RB and Bob also computes (gRB )RA

4.1 Experimental Implementation

Our protocol for computing the number of common at-
tributes was simulated in java. We focused only on the
execution time without considering the communication
time. In this simulation, the execution time is mainly de-
cided by the number of participants and the number of at-
tributes they possess. The prime numbers p and q we cho-
sen to be 1024 bits with RSA modulus of 1024 bits. Also,
each attribute was represented by 64 bits. The execution
time for the protocol was measured. The time duration
to run the protocol between an initiator and a candidate
constituted the execution time. The number of attributes
of the initiator was kept constant whilst the number of at-
tributes of the candidates were varied. In the experiment,

the number of users was varied k = 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. The
initiator has the same number of attributes but the num-
ber of attributes of each candidate varied h = 5, 10, 15, 20.
The protocol was simulated on an hp-compaq laptop with
2.10 GHz processor and 4G RAM. In order to ensure the
accuracy of the execution time, the average of 80 repeated
execution times was used. Figure 1 is the graph of the
execution times for our protocol for the users and their
attributes. The x-axis shows the number of users and the
y-axis shows the execution time. The graph shows the
execution times for the varying number of users and users
attributes. It can be observed that the execution times
increases as the number of users and attributes increases.

Figure 1: Comparison of execution time for the number
of attributes

4.2 Security Analysis

In Algorithm 1, CA certifies users’ private attributes
to be used in the protocol. The certification of the
attributes binds the attributes to the attribute own-
ers. Hence, a user(s) cannot modify the attributes so
as to gain more information from others in the pro-
tocol. Also, in order to prevent the attribute owners
from modifying their attributes after the certification,
the CA does the following computation. The CA com-
putes and sends A = {(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)} and
Ck = {(ck1, αk1), (ck2, αk2), . . . , (ckw, αkw)} to Alice and
each of the other candidates respectively.

In Step 6 of Algorithm 1, in order to prevent a candi-
date from knowing her attributes, Alice exponentiates her
attributes with her random number. This exponentiation
will prevent a candidate from being able to know the at-
tribute ai from aRA

i , i = 1, . . . , p in polynomial time. Each
candidate also in Step 7 of Algorithm 1 exponentiates each
of the attributes so as to prevent Alice from being able
to know ckh from cRk

kh , k = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , w in
polynomial time.

In Step 11 of Algorithm 1, Alice computes
the intersection set between her and each candi-
date. The computation of the intersection, |IAk| ε
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{aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p } ∩ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }
allows Alice know only the number of attributes she has in
common with each candidate. Likewise, the computation
of the intersection, |IkA| ∈ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } ∩
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p } by each candidate allows
him/her know only the number of attributes the can-
didate has in common with Alice. At the end of Al-
gorithm 1, the initiator as well as each candidate will
know the number of attributes they have in common with
each other. Alice then checks which candidate’s |IAk| ≥
AThreshold. The candidate with |IAk| ≥ AThreshold then
becomes her match-pair. In this protocol, only candi-
dates with |IAk| ≥ AThreshold proceed to Algorithm 2. If
a person decides to terminate the protocol because the
number of attributes they have in common is small, the
actual attributes will be preserved.

In order to prevent semi-honest attack on Algorithm 1,
Alice and the candidate(s) who has |IAk| ≥ AThreshold at-
tributes send their intersection to the CA. The CA then
verifies if |IAk| = |IkA|. If |IAk| = |IkA| is verified suc-
cessfully, the protocol continues to Algorithm 2. However
if |IAk| 6= |IkA|, the protocol is terminated and the CA
checks who has cheated and removes the cheat from the
list of the protocol users.

In order to exchange their random numbers securely,
Alice and Bob execute Algorithm 2. The authenticated
Diffie-Hellman protocol in Algorithm 2 ensures that, there
is no meet-in-the middle attack by a malicious persons.
To further ensure that the protocol for this matchmaking
is secured, Alice and Bob send the random number they
received from each other to the CA. The CA then veri-
fies if the correct random numbers have been exchanged.
This is done so as to prevent semi-honest attack on the
protocol. When the CA observes that the random num-
bers are not the same, the protocol is terminated. The
CA then checks who might have cheated and remove the
cheat from the list of the protocol users.

4.2.1 Correctness of the Protocol

In Step 8 of Algorithm 1, Alice sends {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 ,

· · · , cRkRA

kw } to each candidate. Likewise, each candi-

date sends {aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p } to Alice in step

9. Alice computes and outputs the intersection |IAk| ∈
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p }∩{cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }.
Each candidate also computes and outputs the
intersection |IkA| ∈ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } ∩
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p }. The number of attributes
in |IAk| and |IkA| are the same, (|IAk| = |IkA|). Hence,
Algorithm 1 is correct. Also, at the end of Algorithm 2,
Alice computes (gRA)RB ; Bob also computes (gRB )RA .
Since (gRA)RB and (gRB )RA are the same, Algorithm 2
is also correct.

4.2.2 Preventing Other Attacks on the Protocol

In this paper, attack by persons outside the protocol is not
possible as a person needs to register with the CA to be

able to run the protocol. Also, part from Alice who knows
the number of candidates that are running the protocol
with her, no other protocol user does. As the candidates
do not know about the other candidates in the proto-
col, they cannot collude to know all of Alice’s attributes.
Hence, our protocol is collusion resistant. Nonspoofabil-
ity of the other users’ attributes is another characteristic
of our protocol. The attributes of the users in the pro-
tocol are certified hence, a user cannot query another′s
attributes without his/her knowledge.

5 Discussion, Implication, and
Conclusion

in real life, people who have many characteristics in com-
mon tend to be good friends. This behavior is also used
on social networks. Hence on social networks, the ability
to know the number of attributes a person has in com-
mon with the other before they become friends is also very
important.

Knowing the number of attributes a person has in com-
mon with the other before they exchange their attributes
prevents the termination of the protocol; keeps the pri-
vacy and security of the attributes. Hence, by implication
helps users feel more confident in using such protocols.

Matchmaking has becoming very popular on mobile
social networks. Hence, there is the need for secure and
privacy-preserving matchmaking protocol for MSN. This
research paper has effective proposed a matchmaking pro-
tocol that will enable an individual find a match on MSN.

The quest to know the number of attributes two in-
dividuals, each having a private set of attributes have
in common is becoming very important in matchmaking.
This knowledge can be extended to any database to as-
certain the items they have in common. Cloud computing
is gaining more popularity as a data storage facility hence
it is recommended the application of the knowledge from
this paper to compare the content of clouds.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a dual-image based reversible
data hiding scheme. Here, we divide a secret message
into sub-stream of size n bits, where n − 1 bits are em-
bedded using Pixel Value Differencing (PVD) and 1 bit is
embedded using Difference Expansion (DE). We consider
two consecutive pixels from cover image, calculate the dif-
ference between them and then embed n − 1 bits secret
message by modifying the pixel pair. Again, we consider
that modified pixel pair to embed 1 bit secret message us-
ing embedding function. After that, we distribute these
two stego pixel pairs among dual image depending on a
shared secret key bit stream. At the receiver end, we ex-
tract the secret message successfully and recover original
cover image from dual stego image without any distortion.
Finally, we compare our scheme with other state-of-the-
art methods and obtain reasonably better performance in
terms of data embedding capacity.

Keywords: Difference expansion, dual image, pixel value
differencing, reversible data hiding

1 Introduction

Steganography is one of the most commonly used pro-
tective method for information security. Steganography
can be classified into two categories: irreversible and re-
versible. In irreversible technique, the secret data can
be embedded and extracted successfully, but the origi-
nal image might not be recovered [1, 5, 6, 8, 23]. On
the other hand, reversible data hiding schemes [9, 10, 16,
17, 19, 20, 22, 24] are capable of embedding the secret
message as well as can extract the secret message and
recover the original image. Two important measures of
reversible data hiding are embedding capacity and dis-
tortion of cover work. In recent years, a bunch of re-
search [7, 13, 14, 15, 21, 27] have been performed to im-

prove the embedding capacity and to minimize the distor-
tion which is the objective of data hiding schemes. Wu
and Tsai [26] proposed a data embedding method based
on PVD, where, the difference of two adjacent pixels in
the cover image is calculated. The number of bits to be
embedded into these two pixels are determined by their
absolute difference and a pre-defined reference table. By
modifying these two pixel values, data bits can be embed-
ded. Because the same range in the reference table will
be referred before and after data embedding, the same
number of secret data bits can be determined and thus
the embedded secret data bits can be exactly extracted.
Tian [22] proposed a difference expansion data hiding ap-
proach to conceal the secret data into the difference of
a pair consecutive pixel values with high payload size.
Lee et al. [13] utilized the histogram of the difference of
pixel values to embed the secret data in host image for
improving the quality of marked-images. Ni et al. [16]
proposed reversible data hiding technique which is based
on histogram shifting with zero or minimum change of the
pixel gray values. Being reversible, both the original and
the embedded data can be completely restored. Thodi
et al. [21] presented a method that combines histogram-
shifting and difference expansion reversible data hiding.

Chang et al. [2] proposed dual-image based data hiding
technique using exploiting modification direction (EMD)
method. They first established a (256 × 256) modulus
function magic matrix. In their scheme, a binary secret
message is first converted into secret digits in the base-5
numeral system. Then, two secret digits are taken to em-
bed into a pixel pair at a time by embedding each secret
digit into each steganographic image. Lee et al. [7] in-
troduced a lossless steganographic technique that utilized
centralized difference expansion to hide more secret data
into smoother areas of host image. Later, Lee et al. [12]
embed secret data using the four directions of the cen-
ter point of pixels to obtain the stego-pixels of the two
images. Lee and Huang [11] converted secret data into
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quinary-based secret symbols and combined every two
secret symbols as a set for embedding. Qin et al. [18]
embedded the first image using EMD, and the second
image through three rules which were dependent on the
first image. Lu et al. [14] used the least-significant-bit
(LSB) matching method for embedding. They obtained
the stego-pixels of two images through the modulus func-
tion and the LSB, checked whether the stego-pixels are
reversible via an averaging method, and then modified
the non-reversible stego-pixels based on a rule table to
successfully restored the image. Lee et al. [12] embedded
secret data using directions to achieve high image quality,
but the embedding capacity could only reach 0.75 bits per
pixel (bpp). Chang et al. [2] embed secret data through
the modulus function matrix to achieve a higher capacity
that is 1.00 bpp, but image quality was inferior to that
using the method by Lee et al. Thus, the challenge to en-
hance embedding capacity while maintaining high image
quality through the use of dual-image techniques is still
an important issue.

In this paper, we introduced a new dual-image based
reversible data hiding scheme through Pixel Value Differ-
ence Expansion (PVDE).

• Our motivation is to enhance the embedding capacity
and achieve reversibility in data hiding. Data embed-
ding using PVD was not reversible. We have applied
DE data embedding scheme to keep the distance pa-
rameter of sub range of reference table within the
pixel pair. The lower bound of sub range of reference
table help us to achieve reversibility in PVDE. The
proposed scheme also enhance embedding capacity.

• One of the important modification that we have pro-
pose in our scheme is uniform sub range in the ref-
erence table. In PVD, the width of sub range varies
and the number of embedding bits depends on the
pixel value difference. More number of data bits are
embedded in the complex area of an image which
will effect more. To maintain the uniform effect af-
ter data embedding in all area, we propose uniform
width of sub range in the reference table. Although
data could be embedded without reference table, we
use reference table to make PVD as reversible. The
lower label of sub range in each embedding pair is
essential for PVD to recover original image.

• Another motivation is to enhance security in data
hiding. We distribute modified pixel pair among dual
stego image, stego major (SM) and stego auxiliary
(SA) based on shared secret key bit stream. The se-
cret message bits are distributed among dual image.
The receiver applies extraction technique using either
PVD or DE that depends on the share secret key.
Without key none can extract secret message. Fi-
nally, we recover original image using our extraction
algorithm from dual image without any distortion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes some preliminary techniques of data hid-

ing scheme. Proposed data hiding scheme PVDE in de-
tail is discussed in Section 3. The issue regarding over-
flow and underflow situation are described in Section 4.
Experimental results with comparisons are discussed in
Section 5. Section 6 present security analysis. Finally,
we conclude our paper with some interesting insights and
possible future directions in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

Reversible data hiding become a very important and chal-
lenging task in hidden data communication specially in
medical and military application for ownership identi-
fication, authentication and copy right protection. We
propose dual-image based reversible data hiding scheme
called PVDE. In this section, Wu and Tsai’s PVD and
Tian’s DE techniques are discussed briefly.

2.1 Wu and Tsai’s Scheme

Pixel Value Differencing (PVD), proposed by Wu and
Tsai [26] is one of the popular data hiding techniques in
spatial domain. Consider a two consecutive pixels Px and
Px+1 from cover image C of size (M ×N). The difference
value d of Px and Px+1 can be derived by

d = |Px − Px+1|.

A reference table R is used which consists of n contigu-
ous sub-blocks with fixed interval. The main function of
the reference table is to provide data hiding information.
Each sub-range has its lower bound (lb) and upper bound
(ub) values and the width w of each sub-range is selected
to be a power of 2. The hiding capacity of two consecutive
pixels can be obtained by

t = blog2 wc. (1)

Here, t is the number of bits that is hidden within pixel
pair. A new parameter d

′
is generated using

d
′

= m1 + lb.

Now the secret data is embedded into pixel pair
(Px, Px+1) by modifying it such that d and d

′
belongs

to the same range in the reference table. The details of
the embedding criteria are as follows:

(P
′

x, P
′

x+1) =



(Px + dd
′′
/2e, Px+1 − bd

′′
/2c),

if Px ≥ Px+1 and d
′
> d;

(Px − dd
′′
/2e, Px+1 + bd

′′
/2c),

if Px < Px+1 and d
′
> d;

(Px − dd
′′
/2e, Px+1 + bd

′′
/2c),

if Px ≥ Px+1 and d
′
≤ d;

(Px + dd
′′
/2e, Px+1 − bd

′′
/2c),

if Px < Px+1 and d
′
≤ d;

where d
′′

= |d′ − d|. An illustration of how P
′

x and P
′

x+1

can be adjusted by Wu and Tsai ’s scheme for the purpose
of hiding secret data is shown in Figure 1. The recovery
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Figure 1: Data embedding through PVD with example

process of Wu and Tsai ’s method is quite simple and easy.
Given two consecutive pixels P

′

x and P
′

x+1 of the stego

image, we compute their difference value d
′

and obtain
d
′
=|P ′x+1 - P

′

x|. Then we use the original reference table
R in the embedding phase to obtain the same sub range.
The length t of the hiding capacity can also be gained by
using Equation (1). Then we extract message m1 = d

′
-

lb and convert the decimal value m1 into a binary string
whose length is t bits. For example, in Figure 1, m1=
21 − 8 = (13)10 and t = 4, and then secret data (1101)2

is extracted.

2.2 Tian ’s Scheme

Tian [22] presented a reversible data hiding technique
based on a difference expansion for gray-scale images.
Consider a pixel pair of cover image Px and Px+1. Af-
ter embedding 4 bits secret data using PVD, we obtained
modified pixel P

′

x and P
′

x+1. For embedding secret data

within consecutive pixel pair P
′

x and P
′

x+1, where 0≤ (P
′

x,

P
′

x+1) ≤ 255 the following process is discussed. The av-
erage value A and the difference value d is computed by

A = b
P
′

x + P
′

x+1

2
c, d = |P

′

x − P
′

x+1|. (2)

The inverse integer transform of Equation (2) is

P
′

x = A+ bd+ 1

2
c, P

′

x+1 = A− bd
2
c. (3)

Such a transform in Equation (2) and Equation (3) are
called integer Haar wavelet transform or S transform. Ob-
viously, the transform is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween (P

′

x , P
′

x+1) and (A, d). That means, it meets the
requirement of reversibility. Tian expands the difference
twice for vacate a space and embed a secret bit s, where
s ∈ {0, 1} is the binary secret and generates a new differ-
ence value d

′
by

d
′

= 2× d+ s.

The new pixel values P
′′

x and P
′′

x+1 are obtained by

(P
′′

x , P
′′

x+1) = (A+ bd
′
+ 1

2
c, A− bd

′

2
c).

Finally, the embedding operation is completed, and
it produces a stego-image pixel pair by modifying (P

′

x

and P
′

x+1) to (P
′′

x and P
′′

x+1). Figure 2 is the illustra-
tion of Tian’s difference expansion scheme. During ex-
traction the secret message, the difference value of con-
secutive pixel pair (P

′′

x , P
′′

x+1) is obtained by calculating

d
′

= |P ′′x − P
′′

x+1|. The secret bit s can be extracted by

computing s = d
′
mod 2 . Then, the average value A and

the original difference value d are obtained by

A
′

= b
P
′′

x + P
′′

x+1

2
c

d = bd
′

2
c.

Now, the original pixel values are recovered using

(P
′

x, P
′

x+1) = (A
′
+ bd+ 1

2
c, A

′
− bd

2
c).

Figure 2: Difference expansion

3 Proposed PVDE Scheme

In this paper, we propose a new reversible data hiding
scheme by combining Pixel Value Difference (PVD) and
Difference Expansion (DE) on dual image called PVDE.
According to this approach, first we have to select two
consecutive pixels xi and xi+1 from cover image C. Then
we calculate the pixel value difference d between xi and
xi+1 that is

d = |xi − xi+1|.

The number of secret bits which will be embed-
ded in the cover image is determined with the help of
a reference table R. The reference table have equal
sub range [lb, ub] having length w that is w = ub −
lb + 1. In our proposed PVDE scheme, w is taken
as 16. Hence forth the contiguous sub-ranges are
{0− 15, 16− 31, 32− 47, . . . , 240− 255} which have
capability to embed 4 secret bits within each pixel pair
through PVDE in cover image. Now to embed 4 bits, two
new parameters d

′
and d

′′
are introduced as follows:

d
′

= lb+m1

d
′′

= d
′
− d

where m1 is decimal value of the secret message of size
4 bits. After that the pixel values xi and xi+1 are ad-
justed into two new pixel values x

′

i and x
′

i+1 by following
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modifications.

x
′

i = xi − δ
x
′

i+1 = xi+1 + γ

where δ = dd
′′

2 e and γ = bd
′′

2 c. Then we apply DE on

the pixels x
′

i and x
′

i+1 to embed one bit. Now, we deter-
mine the lower range from the reference table R where the
difference d belongs to. Then we calculate the parameters
h, A and h

′
as follows

h = (d− lb)
A = (x

′

i + x
′

i+1)/2

h
′

= (2× h+m2)

where m2 is one bit secret message. After this the pixel
pair x

′

i and x
′

i+1 are again modified by

x
′′

i = A+ δ1

x
′′

i+1 = A− γ1

where δ1 = d(h′/2)e and γ1 = b(h′/2)c. Finally, the stego
pixel pairs (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) and (x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1) are distributed among
dual stego image, Stego Major (SM) and Stego Auxiliary
(SA) based on shared secret key K. If K = 1, then the
pixel pair (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) is stored within the stego image SM

and the pixel pair (x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1) is stored within the stego

image SA. Again if K = 0 then the pixel pair (x
′

i, x
′

i+1)
is stored within the stego image SA and the pixel pair
(x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1) is stored within the stego image SM. The de-
tailed schematic diagram of our proposed PVDE method
for embedding process are shown in Figure 3 and the cor-
responding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Data embedding of PVDE

Input: Original image I (M ×N), Secret message M ,
Shared secret key K.

Output: Two stego images, Stego Major (SM) and
Stego Auxiliary (SA) of size (M ×N).

1: Select pixel pair (xi, xi+1) from I in raster scan order;
2: Calculate difference d = |xi − xi+1|;
3: Select 4 bits secret message from M and convert into

decimal value m1 and 1 bit as m2;
4: Calculate d

′
= m1 +lb; where, lb is the lower bound of

the sub range of reference table R in which d belongs
to;

5: Calculate d
′′

= d
′ − d;

6: Compute δ = dd
′′

2 e and γ = bd
′′

2 c;
7: if (xi > xi+1) then
8: x

′

i = xi + γ ; x
′

i+1 = xi+1 − δ ;
9: else

10: x
′

i = xi − δ ; x
′

i+1 = xi+1 + γ ;
11: end if
12: Calculate h = (d− lb);

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of PVDE for data embed-
ding process

13: Calculate h
′

= 2 × h + m2; where, m2 is 1 bit secret
message;

14: Calculate Average A = b (x
′
i+x

′
i+1)

2 c;
15: Calculate δ1 = dh

′

2 e; and γ1 = bh
′

2 c;
16: if (x

′

i > x
′

i+1) then

17: x
′′

i = A+ δ1 ; x
′′

i+1 = A− γ1;
18: else
19: x

′′

i = A− γ1 ; x
′′

i+1 = A+ δ1;
20: end if
21: if (K = 1) then
22: Store (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) within stego image SM and store

(x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1) within stego image SA;
23: else
24: Store (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) within stego image SA and store

(x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1) within stego image SM;
25: Repeat Line-1 through Line-24 until

length(M) = 0;
26: Dual stego image SM and SA are generated;
27: end if
28: End

At the receiver end, both the data extraction and orig-
inal image reconstruction are performed by taking pixel
from both the stego images SM and SA based on K. If
K = 1, then select pixel pair (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) from SM and
apply data extraction using PVD and at the same time
select pixel pair (x

′′

i , x
′′

i+1) from SA and apply data ex-
traction using DE. If K = 0, then apply the pixel pair se-
lection process opposite manner, that means select pixel
pair (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) from stego image SA and (x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1) from
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stego image SM. Now the data extraction and original
image reconstruction process are described as follows:

d = |x
′

i − x
′

i+1|
m1 = d− lb

where lb is the lower bound of the sub range of the refer-
ence table R to which d belongs to and m1 is the 4 bits
secret data. To recover another secret bit, we perform

h
′

= x
′′

i − x
′′

i+1

and collect one bit secret message (m2) from LSB of h
′
.

To recover the original image, we perform the following
calculations

h = bh
′

2
c

d
′

= (h+ lb)

d
′′

= d
′
− d

δ = dd
′′

2
e

γ = bd
′′

2
c.

Now, the original image pixel (xi, xi+1) is recovered by

(xi, xi+1) =

{
x
′

i − γ, x
′

i+1 + δ if x
′

i > x
′

i+1

x
′

i + δ, x
′

i+1 − γ otherwise

The extraction process of our proposed PVDE scheme is
explained using a schematic diagram in Figure 4. The
corresponding algorithm for data extraction and original
image reconstruction is explained in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Data extraction of PVDE

Input: Two stego images SM and SA, Shared secret key
K.

Output: Original Image I(M ×N); Secret Message M ;

1: Select pixel pair from SM and SA in raster scan order;
2: if (K = 1) then
3: Collect (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) from SM and collect (x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1)
from SA;

4: else
5: Collect (x

′

i, x
′

i+1) from SA and collect(x
′′

i , x
′′

i+1)
from SM;

6: end if
7: Calculate d

′
= |x′i − x

′

i+1|;
8: Secret message m1 = d

′ − lb, where lb is the lower
bound of the sub range of range table R;

9: Calculate h
′

= (x
′′

i − x
′′

i+1); (Extract secret message

bit m2 from LSB of h
′
);

10: Calculate h = bh
′

2 c;
11: Calculate d = (h + lb); where lb is the lower bound

of the sub range of the reference table R in which d′

belongs;

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of PVDE for data extraction
process

12: Calculate d
′′

= d
′ − d;

13: Calculate δ = dd
′′

2 e;
14: Calculate γ = bd

′′

2 c;
15: if (x

′

i > x
′

i+1) then

16: xi = x
′

i − γ; xi+1= x
′

i+1 + δ;
17: else
18: xi= x

′

i + δ; xi+1= x
′

i+1 − γ;
19: end if
20: Repeat Line-1 through Step-19 until all data are

extracted;
21: End

4 Overflow and Underflow

When the stego pixel value cross the upper range of gray
scale then overflow occur and cross the lower limit of gray
scale then underflow occur. We have use 8 bit image
where gray scale is [0-255]. Suppose we have a pixel pair
(Ca, Cb) with pixel values Ca = 250 and Cb = 255 and 4
bits secret data is (1101)2 that is (13)10. The difference
between two pixels d is | 250 − 255 |=5 and the new
difference d

′
is 13+0=13. Therefore, m =13-5=8, c=4

and f=4. After embedding, the stego pixel pair becomes
Pa = 246 and Pb = 259 which cross the upper limit that
means Pb > 255 which shows overflow problem.

For underflow, suppose Ca=0 and Cb=7 and 4 bits se-
cret data is (1010)2 that is (10)10. The difference between
two pixels d is | 0 − 7 |=7 and the new difference d

′
is

10+0=10. Therefore, m =10-7=3, c=2 and f=1. The
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stego pixel pair becomes Pa = −2 and Pb = 8. We ob-
serve that Pa < 0 which shows underflow problem.

To overcome this problem, we do not embed any secret
data within those specified pixel pair. We observed that
after data embedding, the difference between two pixels
is not much more than 31. To overcome the overflow
problem, we use difference expansion method and set the
difference 32 when data hiding by difference expansion is
0 and subtracting 32 from the average of two pixels. So,
the modified pixel pair becomes (Da = avg−32, Db = Pb)
and set the difference 33 when data is 1 by subtracting
33 from the average of two pixels. So, the modified pixel
pair becomes (Da = avg − 33, Db = Pb).

To overcome the underflow problem, we set the dif-
ference 32 when data is 0 by adding 32 with the aver-
age of two pixels. So, the modified pixel pair will be
(Da = avg + 32, Db = Pb) and set the difference 33 when
data is 1 by adding 33 with the average of two pixels. So,
the modified pixel pair will be (Da = avg+ 33, Db = Pb).

In the receiver side, when difference between the pix-
els Da and Db is 32 or 33 the receiver understand that
secret message is not embedded within that pair (Pa, Pb)
corresponding to (Da, Db).

Figure 5: Standard test images with (256× 256) pixel

5 Experimental Results and Com-
parison

In this section, our proposed method (PVDE) is verified
and tested using gray scale image of size (256× 256) pix-
els collected from [25] shown in Figure 5. After embed-
ding the secret messages, dual stego image, Stego Major
(SM) and Stego Auxiliary (SA) are generated as shown

in Figure 6. Our developed algorithms: PVDE embed-
ding and extraction are implemented in MATLAB Ver-
sion 7.6.0.324 (R2008a). Here, the distortion is measured
by means of two parameters namely, Mean Square Error
(MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). The
MSE is calculated as follows:

MSE =

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[X(i, j)− Y (i, j)]
2

(M ×N)

where M and N denote the total number of pixels in
the horizontal and the vertical dimensions of the image
respectively.

Figure 6: Dual stego images of (256 × 256) pixels after
data embedding

X(i, j) represents the pixels in the cover image and
Y (i, j) represents the pixels of the stego image. The dif-
ference between the original and stego images were as-
sessed by the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). The
formula of PSNR is as follows:

PSNR = 10 log10
2552

MSE
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Table 1: Data embedding capacity with PSNR

Image Data(bits) PSNR(SM) PSNR(SA) Avg. PSNR

cameraman

40,000 43.40 42.72

36.77
80,000 35.75 38.84

1,60,000 30.77 36.19
1,63,592 30.35 36.14

house

40,000 47.00 41.88

38.95
80,000 40.59 38.53

1,60,000 35.84 36.01
1,63,592 35.79 35.97

F16

40,000 47.07 43.29

37.88
80,000 37.18 39.36

1,60,000 31.65 36.48
1,63,592 31.62 36.41

lake

40,000 36.95 43.15

36.08
80,000 33.47 39.70

1,60,000 30.82 37.03
1,63,592 30.63 36.93

Lena

40,000 40.31 43.78

36.93
80,000 35.31 40.19

1,60,000 30.77 37.28
1,63,592 30.67 37.18

livingroom

40,000 38.93 43.47

36.69
80,000 34.18 40.02

1,60,000 31.37 37.19
1,63,592 31.31 37.11

peppers

40,000 39.67 43.47

37.27
80,000 35.45 39.93

1,60,000 32.92 36.98
1,63,592 32.86 36.89

pirate

40,000 39.79 43.75

37.05
80,000 35.29 40.28

1,60,000 31.58 37.15
1,63,592 31.48 37.09

bridge

40,000 34.57 43.54

35.85
80,000 32.39 40.47

1,60,000 30.50 37.51
1,63,592 30.44 37.42

Tiffany

40,000 40.44 43.75

37.36
80,000 36.32 40.20

1,60,000 32.00 37.19
1,63,592 31.92 37.12

Zelda

40,000 42.20 43.76

38.87
80,000 39.10 40.09

1,60,000 36.08 36.98
1,63,592 35.86 36.90

Goldhill

40,000 45.84 42.85

38.66
80,000 39.77 39.48

1,60,000 34.09 36.80
1,63,592 34.06 36.76

Higher the values of PSNR between two images indicates
better the quality of the stego image and very similar to
the cover image where as low PSNR demonstrates the op-
posit. Table 1 shows the experimental result upon Cam-
eraman, House, Jet Plane, Lake, Lena, Living Room,
Peppers, Pirate, Walk bridge and Woman images. Ta-
ble 1 shows the average PSNR of SM and SA with cover
image. To asses the embedding capacity, we calculate
payload (B) in terms of bits per pixel (bpp) using the
following expression.

B =
(bM2 c − 1)×N × 5

(2M × 2N)

For example, if M = 512 and N = 512 then B =
255×512×5

2×(512×512) = 1.25. The bpp B of our dual image based

PVDE scheme is 1.25.
To measure the complexity, we assume that the size

of the cover image is (M × N) and the data embedding
process embed five secret bits within a pixel pair. Two

copies of cover image is used to distribute the stego pixel
and each pixel pair from cover image produce two copies
of pixel pair. So, the time complexity is O(MN). On
the other hand, during data extraction, we need to scan
the pixel pair from dual image depending on key. So, the
time complexity is O(2MN).

Table 2 lists the average PSNR values with payload of
different existing dual image based data hiding scheme.
The average PSNR of the stego images of the proposed
scheme is lower than the method proposed by Qin et
al.’s [18], Lu et al.’s [14, 15], Chang et al.’s [2, 3] and
Lee et al.’s [11, 12] schemes. But the average PSNR is
higher than the method proposed by Lee et al.’s [10] and
Zeng et al.’s [27] schemes. The embedding payload of our
scheme is 1.25 bpp which is higher than the other exist-
ing dual image based schemes. The embedding payload of
the methods proposed by Qin et al. [18] is approximately
0.09 bpp less than that of our proposed PVDE method.
The payload of Lu et al. [15] and Chang et al. [2, 3] is
approximately 0.25 bpp less than our PVDE method. It
is observed that our PVDE is superior than the other
dual image based schemes in terms of embedding payload
(bpp). From the above discussion, one can conclude that
PVDE is better than other existing scheme in terms of
payload, and the PSNR is also reasonable which implies
the quality of the stego image is good.

Table 2: Comparison of average PSNR and payload (bpp)
with existing schemes

Scheme Avg. PSNR (dB) Capacity (bpp)
Chang et al.(2007) 45.1225 1.00
Chang et al.(2009) 48.14 1.00
Lee et al. (2009) 52.3098 0.74
Lee et al. (2010) 34.38 0.91

Zeng et al. (2012) 32.74 1.04
Lee and Huang (2013) 49.6110 1.07

Qin et. al. (2014) 52.11 1.16
Lu et al. (2015) 49.20 1.00
Proposed PVDE 38.95 1.25

6 Steganalysis

Steganalysis is the art of discovering whether or not a se-
cret message is exist in a suspected image. Steganalysis
does not however consider the successful extraction of the
message. Now a days, steganographic systems does not
achieve perfect security. So, they all leave hints of em-
bedding in the stegogramme. This gives the steganalyst
a useful way in to identifying whether a secret message ex-
ists or not. Steganalyst perform this work in various ways.
The way is divided into two main categories-Targeted and
Blind steganalysis. Some of the targeted steganalysis are
visual attack, statistical attack and structural attack and
one of the famous blind steganalysis method is RS anal-
ysis.
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6.1 RS Analysis

We analyzes our stego images by RS analysis [4]. Let us
assume that we have a cover image of size (M × N). In
RS analysis method, first the stego image is divide into
disjoint groups G of n adjacent pixels (x1, . . . , xn). Each
pixel value is in a set P that is p = {0, 1, . . . , 255}. Here,
each group consist of 4 consecutive pixels in a row. Define
a discrimination function f that returns a real number
f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R to each pixel group G = (x1, . . . , xn).
The main goal of use the discrimination function is to
identify the ”Smoothness” or ”Regularity” of each group
of pixels G. The discrimination function f is define as:

f(x1, . . . , xn) =

n−1∑
i=1

|xi+1 − xi|

An invertible function F is define which is operates
on P, called ”flipping”. Flipping consists of two-cycles
which permutes the pixels value. So, F 2= Identity or
F (F (x)) = x for all x belongs to P. Flipping the LSB of
each pixel value and the corresponding permutation F1
is: 0 ↔ 1, 2 ↔ 3, . . . , 254 ↔ 255. Define another func-
tion, named shift LSB flipping and treated as F−1. So
the permutation F−1: −1 ↔ 0, 1 ↔ 2, . . . , 255 ↔ 256. In
the other word, F−1 flipping can be define as:

F−1(x) = F1(x+ 1)− 1, for all x.

There are three types of groups Regular groups (R), Sin-
gular groups (S) and Unusable groups (U) which are de-
fine depend on the discrimination function f and the flip-
ping operation F. Depending on the condition groups are
define below. G ∈ R if f(F (G)) > f(G)

G ∈ S if f(F (G)) < f(G)
G ∈ U if f(F (G)) = f(G)

where F (G) = F (x1), . . . , F (xn).
The flipping operation will be execute with the help of a
mask value M, which is a n tuples with values -1, 0, and
1. The flipped group FM (G) is defined as (FM (1)(x1),
FM (2)(x2), . . . , FM (n)(xn)). The RS analysis based on
analyzing how the number of regular and singular groups
changes with the increased message length embedded in
the LSB plane.

Then calculate the value of RS analysis using the fol-
lowing equation.

((|RM −R−M |+ |SM − S−M |)/(RM + SM ))

where RM and R−M is the total number of regular group
with mask M and -M respectively. SM and S−M is the
total number of singular group with mask M and -M re-
spectively. When the value of RS analysis is closed to
zero means the scheme is secure. The stego images are
tested under the RS analysis. It is observed from Tables 3
and 4 that the values of RM and R−M , SM and S−M are
nearly equal for stego image SM and SA. Thus rule RM

Table 3: RS analysis of PVDE method (Stego image SM)

Image Data SM
RM R−M SM S−M RS value

Cameraman

20000 7118 7107 3551 3594 0.0051
50000 6768 6851 3944 3895 0.0123
75000 6304 5947 4943 5279 0.0616
114582 6207 6035 4997 5173 0.0311

Lena

20000 5617 5607 4067 4068 0.0011
50000 5563 5476 4291 4337 0.0135
75000 5636 5539 4517 4589 0.0166
114582 5641 5387 4509 4709 0.0447

Baboon

20000 5893 5815 4960 5105 0.0205
50000 5897 5875 5076 5131 0.0070
75000 6018 5813 5107 5313 0.0369
114582 5844 5986 5256 5123 0.0248

Table 4: RS analysis of PVDE method (Stego image SA)

Image Data SA
RM R−M SM S−M RS value

Cameraman

20000 6945 7078 3877 3721 0.0267
50000 6506 6535 4490 4472 0.0043
75000 6514 6528 4287 4224 0.0071
114582 6538 6647 4283 4225 0.0154

Lena

20000 5575 5565 4139 4133 0.0016
50000 5590 5514 4239 4299 0.0138
75000 5587 5442 4579 4665 0.0227
114582 5652 5621 4592 4553 0.0123

Baboon

20000 5876 5881 4995 5092 0.0094
50000 5821 5878 5121 5147 0.0076
75000 5895 5827 5196 5283 0.0140
114582 5874 5830 5194 5206 0.0051

∼= R−M and SM
∼= S−M is satisfied for the stego image

in our scheme. So, the proposed method is secure against
RS attack. In our experiment, the ration of R and S lies
between 0.0051 to 0.0616 for SM and 0.0043 to 0.0267 for
SA of Cameraman image.

6.2 Relative Entropy

To measure the security in our proposed method, the rel-
ative entropy (D) between the probability distributions
of the original image (P ) and the stego image (Q) is cal-
culated by

D(Q||P ) =
∑

q(x)log
q(x)

p(x)
.

When relative entropy between two probability distribu-
tion functions is zero then the system is perfectly secure.
D(Q||P ) is a nonnegative continuous function and equals
to zero if and only if p and q are coincide. Thus D(Q||P )
can be normally considered as a distance between the
measures p and q. Relative entropy of the probability
distribution of the original image and the stego image
varies depending upon number of bits of secret message.
In our experiment, it is shown that when the number of
characters in the secret message increases, the relative en-
tropy in stego image is also increases. The relative entropy
in our experiment is varies between 0.0027 to 0.0131 for
lena image which implies the proposed scheme provides
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Table 5: Relative entropy between I and SM

Image Data(Bytes) Entropy I Entropy SM Difference

Lena

5000 7.4451 7.4451 0.0027
10000 7.4451 7.4452 0.0058
20000 7.4451 7.4452 0.0105
20249 7.4451 7.4453 0.0131

Barbara

5000 7.0480 7.0480 0.0031
10000 7.0480 7.0482 0.0064
20000 7.0480 7.0485 0.0112
20249 7.0480 7.0486 0.0134

Tiffany

5000 7.2925 7.2925 0.0029
10000 7.2925 7.2925 0.0057
20000 7.2925 7.2926 0.0122
20249 7.2925 7.2926 0.0129

Pepper

5000 7.2767 7.2767 0.0039
10000 7.2767 7.2768 0.0077
20000 7.2767 7.2770 0.0142
20249 7.2767 7.2771 0.0169

Gold hill

5000 7.2367 7.2367 0.0034
10000 7.2367 7.2371 0.0056
20000 7.2367 7.2375 0.0112
20249 7.2367 7.2379 0.0143

secure hidden communication. Other relative entropy val-
ues with SM are depicted in Table 5.

6.3 Histogram Attack

Figure 7 depicted the histogram of the cover and stego
image and their difference histogram are obtained. The
stego image are produced from cover image employing
the maximum data hiding capacity. It is observed that
the shape of the histogram is preserved after embedding
the secret data. Histogram of cover image is represented
as h whereas histogram of stego image is represented as
h
′
. The change of histogram can be measured by

Dh =

255∑
m=1

|h
′

m − hm|.

The difference of the histogram is very small. It is ob-
served that, bins close to zero are more in numbers and
the bins which are away from zero are less in numbers.
This confirm the quality of stego image. There is no step
pattern observed which ensure the proposed method is
robust against histogram analysis.

6.4 Statistical Attack

The proposed scheme is also assessed based on statistical
distortion analysis by some image parameters like Stan-
dard Deviation (SD) and Correlation Coefficient (CC) to
check the impact on image after data embedding. The
SD before and after data embedding and CC of cover
and stego images are summarized in Table 6. Minimizing
parameters difference is one of the primary aims in order
to get rid of statistical attacks. From the Table 6 it is seen
that there is no substantial divergence between the SD of
the cover-image and the stego-image. This study shows
that the magnitude of change in stego-image based on
image parameters is small from a cover image. Since the
image parameters have not changed much, the method

Figure 7: Histogram of Original, SM, SA and difference

Table 6: Standard Deviation (SD) and Correlation Coef-
ficient (CC)

Image SD CC
I SM SA I&SM I&SA SM & SA

Baboon 38.37 37.85 38.54 0.98 0.99 0.97
Cameraman 61.59 61.12 61.73 0.99 0.99 0.99

Lena 47.83 47.43 47.97 0.98 0.99 0.98

offers a good concealment of data and reduces the chance
of the secret data being detected. Thus, it indicates a
perfectly secure steganographic system.

6.5 Attacks with Unknown Secret Key

We have used 128 bits shared secret key K to distribute
pixel among dual images. The scheme is secure to pre-
vent possible malicious attacks. The proposed scheme
constructs two stego images which protect original infor-
mation by hiding secret information in both images SM
and SA. The Figure 8 shows the revelation example where
with key and without key stego images are used to revel
the hidden message. If the malicious attacker holds the
original image and dual images and is fully aware of the
proposed scheme, the hidden message still cannot be cor-
rectly revealed without knowing the correct secret key.
The result indicate that the attacker only acquires noise
-like images when applying incorrect secret key to reveal
the hidden message. Furthermore, the attacker may em-
ploy the brute force attack that tries all possible permu-
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Figure 8: Noise like secret data with wrong secret key

tation to reveal the hidden message. The secret key are
128 bits length, so, the number of required trials to reveal
the hidden message are 2128 which are computationally
infeasible for current computers. The proposed scheme
achieve stronger robustness against several attacks when
compared with existing data hiding. Furthermore, the
secret information can be retrieved without encountering
any loss of data and recovered original image successfully
from dual image.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, on the basis of pixel value difference and
difference expansion a dual image based reversible data
hiding scheme (PVDE) is introduced. Here, the reference
table is modified allowing fix size four bits data embedding
capacity. During difference expansion we keep the differ-
ence value of a subrange from the reference table which
helps to recover the original image from stego images. In
our proposed PVDE method, PVD achieved reversibility
which demands the originality of our method. Also PVDE
achieves security using the shared secret key by which
stego pixels are distributed among two stego images. A
shared secret key K has been used which guarantees secu-
rity. The RS analysis provide low value which fulfilled the
art of steganography. The visual attacks are analyzed by
histogram analysis and statistical attacks are performed
by SD and CC which provide robustness against several
attacks. Also, the scheme maintains low relative entropy.
In addition, it gains good PSNRs and higher payload than
other existing methods of dual image based data hiding.
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Abstract

TEA (Tiny Encryption Algorithm) is a block cipher with
simple ARX (addition, rotation, exclusive-OR) based
Feistel network, designed for both hardware and software
scenario. Inspired by the auto search algorithm for ARX
cipher introduced by Biryukov and Velichkov in 2014,
we proposed an improved version of auto search algo-
rithm for ARX cipher and verified in block cipher TEA.
By introducing a sorted partial difference distribution ta-
ble (sorted pDDT), our algorithm can eliminate lots of
branches in advance during differential trail search phase.
As time of the search algorithm increase exponentially
with the rounds increasing, our algorithm make a great
improvement in the search performance.

Keywords: ARX, automatic search, differential trail,
sorted pDDT, TEA

1 Introduction

In the past decades, lots of light weight primitives are
published for the application of limited resource scenario.
For the purpose of simplicity, some of those light weight
block ciphers, such as TEA [12], and XTEA [8], use the
ARX based design concept, which is combined by a small
set of simple operations such as modular addition, bit
shift and XOR (exclusive-OR). The ARX based design
concept is simple and can be implemented efficiently both
in software and hardware.

For the cryptanalysis of ARX based primitives, many
techniques is used for the security evaluation such as ro-
tational cryptanalysis [3], integral Zero-Correlation at-
tack [11], etc. However Differential cryptanalysis is still
a basic tools during the cryptanalysis of ARX cipher. In

differential attack, attackers try to recover the secret key
by exploiting the high differential probability pattern of
the cipher. Finding a good differential pattern became a
key step of the attack. Originally, the search procedure
of a good differential pattern is a manual work, therefore
the search of high probability differential alway fails for
modern block cipher due to the high diffusion properties.

In [6], a branch-and-bound strategy is firstly applied
to an automatic search approach of differential and lin-
ear trail proposed by Matsui. The author demonstrate a
search algorithm for the differential and linear trail and
practically apply to block cipher DES. Matsui’s algorithm
treated the the search procedure of differential and linear
trail as a search over a tree of possible solution, in which
every non-linear operation is a node with many possible
difference or linear mask. By cutting off the paths which
is not leading to an optimal solution, the author efficiently
derive the best differential and linear trail of DES.

In [2], Biryukov and Velichkov proposed the first exten-
sion of Matsui’s automatic search algorithm for differen-
tial trails in ARX based block cipher. Since the DDT (dif-
ferential distribution table) for one round ARX operation
requires 23n× 4 bytes of memory for n bit block size, it is
unlikely to delivery an optimized result using the original
Matsui’s search algorithm on current computation power.
To solve this memory and computation complexity issue,
the author introduced a pDDT (partial differential dis-
tribution table) to search algorithm, which contains all
the high probability differentials with respect to a fixed
threshold. By using pDDT and high way & country road
concept, the author successfully find the first full differ-
ential trails for block cipher TEA. The best result covers
18 round with one round advance comparing to the best
differential attack on TEA(17 rounds). Also the author
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present a lot of differential trails search result in XTEA,
RAIDEN [9] and SPECK [1].

Contribution. In this paper, we proposed an im-
proved version of threshold search algorithm based on
Biryukov’s differential search algorithm. By using a
sorted pDDT approach, our improved version of search
algorithm can cut off more unnecessary branches in ad-
vance. Comparing to the original search algorithm, our
search algorithm is more efficiency and make a great im-
provement in the time complexity. We verify the search
result practically in block cipher TEA, and we present the
detail of comparison results with original search algorithm
in the second part of our paper.

The contents of this paper are organized as follows.
Part 2 gives a brief introduction of block cipher TEA and
differential. Part 3 introduces automatic search for differ-
ential trail in ARX ciphers. In Part 4, we give a detailed
description of our improved version of differential search
algorithm and analyze the improvement it makes. We
did the experiments in Part 5 and show the comparison
with original algorithm. At last we give our conclusion in
Part 4.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We use following notions in this paper:

Li: The left half of the i round input.
Ri: The right half of the i round input.
K: 128-bit master key.
ki: The round key (i = 0, 1, 2, 3).
δi: The round constant used in the i-th round.
+: Addition modular 2n

⊕: Exclusive-OR
x|y: Concatenation of two bit strings x and y.
#A: The number of elements in the set A
Bn: Probability of the best n-round trail
B̂n: Probability of the best found n-round trail
B̄n: An estimation for the best n-round probability

2.2 A Brief Introduction of Block Cipher
TEA

Block cipher TEA was designed by Wheeler and Needham
of the Cambridge Computer Lab and first presented at
the FSE in 1994 [12]. It has a Feistel structure with a
ARX based F function. Block cipher TEA takes a 64-bit
plaintext as input and has a total of 64 iteration rounds.
For the purpose of less memory usage, the round keys of
block cipher TEA are derived from the 128-bit master key
directly as K = k3|k2|k1|k0. A round constant δi is added
in every round to prevent the slide attacks. We define the
F-function as (for odd rounds):

F (x) = ((x� 4) + k0)⊕ (x+ δr)⊕ ((x� 5) + k1)

The encryption procedure are depicted more intuitively
in Figure 1. Given the inputs Li and Ri of round i, the

<< 4

>> 5

F( )

<< 4

>> 5

F( )

Figure 1: Two-round Feistel structure of TEA

output is calculated as: Li+1 = Ri, Ri+1 = Li + F (Ri).
The operations used in its Feistel structure is modular
addition instead of XOR. More details of block cipher
TEA, readers can refer to the paper [12].

3 Differential Analysis in ARX
and Threshold Search

3.1 Differential Analysis in ARX Based
Cipher

In traditional differential cryptanalysis, differential trail
is considered using XOR differences. However, for lots of
primitives, such as TEA, additive differences are more ap-
propriate for the differential cryptanalysis since the round
key and round constants are add-ed. In such primitives,
the estimation of differential probability using ADD is
more accurate than using XDP (XOR differential prob-
ability). Moreover, the number of ADD vs. XOR op-
erations in TEA in one round is larger and then more
components are linear in the round function, it is more
suitable to use ADD difference instead of XOR difference
in differential cryptanalysis in such primitives. The defi-
nition of ADP (addition differential probability) as below:

adp⊕(α, β → γ) =

2−2n ·#{(x, y) : ((x+ α)⊕ (y + β))− (x⊕ y) = γ}
In paper [4] and [5], the efficient computation method

of probabilities adp⊕and xdp+ have been demonstrated,
and further generalized using S-function concept in [7]
and [10]. We will not present a detailed description here
due to the space limitation.
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3.2 Partial Difference Distribution Table
(pDDT )

Finding a good differential trail remains a great chal-
lenge in ARX based block cipher cryptanalysis. Compar-
ing with S-box (substitution box) based block cipher, the
ARX design concept uses the operations which is based on
bit-level instead of word-level operations of S-box based
design. In cryptanalysis of those S-box based block ci-
phers, the analysis of differential trails is usually consid-
ered at word level, and the upper bound of differential
trails can be estimated easily through counting of active
s-box. However, for the ARX based block cipher, it is
inconvenient to estimate the upper bound of differential
trails in traditional way since the size of differential ta-
ble of ARX based block cipher can be considered as ex-
tremely large. As a sacrifice of completeness, Biryukov
and Velichkov proposed a partial DDT with a pre-defined
threshold probability pthres in [2] to reduce the search
space, which is defined as:

(α, β, γ) ∈ pDDT⇔ DP(α, β → γ) ≥ pthres

In [2], Biryukov and Velichkov have proved that xdp+

and adp⊕ are monotonously decreasing with the word size
n bits:

pn ≤ pn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ pk ≤ · · · ≤ p1 · · · p0. (1)

In Equation (1), pk = DP(αk, βk → γk), 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
With the property above, they proposed an algorithm us-
ing a recursive procedure rather than exponential compu-
tation to compute the pDDT. The time complexity of the
algorithm depends on pthres.

3.3 Threshold Search

In [2], Biryukov and Velichkov proposed an extended al-
gorithm to search for the best found differential trail in
ARX ciphers named Threshold Search, which is similar
to Matsui’s branch-and-bound algorithm [6]. The proba-
bility of the best found trail so far for the first n rounds is
notated as B̄n. Respectively, the probability of the best
found trail is B̂n. Besides, they came up with the con-
cept of highways and country roads. Highways are differ-
entials in pre-computed pDDT H with the probabilities
above a pre-defined threshold pthres, while country roads
are differentials with fixed input difference computed on-
demand in an intervening round. The country roads are
stored in table C with probabilities lower than pthres and
satisfy following two conditions:

1) Their probabilities are above a minimum value that

may still improve B̂n i.e. in round r, the coun-
try road (αr, βr, pr) (suffix r means round r in-
stead of r-bit word) satisfies that pr ≥ pmin =

B̄n/(p1p2 · · · pr−1B̂n−r);

2) Their output differences βr ensure that the input dif-
ference for the next round is in H i.e. αr−1 + βr =

αr+1 ∈ H such that it prevents the overload of the
size of C.

In Threshold Search, the first two rounds search only
explore differential in H as the input differences and the
output differences can be freely chosen, therefore restrict-
ing the search range into H ensures the search for dif-
ferential in these rounds are not overloaded. However,
from the third round, the input difference is fixed due to
the Feistel structure, the algorithm explores differential
not only in H but also in C. If one trail search reaches
the last round successfully, B̄n will be updated. The fi-
nal best found differential trail usually contains as many
differentials in H as possible.

4 Improved Differential Search

4.1 Improved Threshold Search Using
Sorted pDDT

Our improved Threshold Search is also a branch-and-
bound algorithm based on Biryukov’s algorithm. We in-
troduced a sorted pDDT to search algorithm to improve
elimination rate of unnecessary branches. One of key fac-
tors for time complexity of the threshold search is the
branch numbers during search phase. If we can cut off the
unnecessary branches in earlier phase, the time we used
for differential trail search will be less. Therefore, we pro-
pose a sorted pDDT to cut off most unnecessary branches
in advance. In sorted pDDT, the entries are sorted by
input differences in ascending order, probabilities in de-
scending order and output differences in ascending order
in sequence. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.

Temporary table C is used as a pDDT with threshold
pmin when pmin < pthres. We assume that if the largest
probability in certain round r is chosen at the beginning
stage, it has more chance to reach last round and pmin
will be updated as well as B̄n. If pmin increased, less
entries in H or C need to be traversed probably. It’s easy
to stop traversing efficiently if pmin isn’t satisfied due to
their sorting sequence. In original algorithm, C and H
may have some entries in common. To solve this issue,
we add maximum probability condition i.e. pthres when
building C to avoid traversing repeated entries.

We optimize the algorithm in the following routine:

1) Process in the first two and the last round is the same
as Threshold Search;

2) From the third round onwards to round r, deter-
mine the required minimum probability, i.e. pmin =
B̄n/(p1p2 · · · pr−1B̂n−r);

3) If pmin ≥ pthres, it is unnecessary to calculate table
C, and we only explore the entries in H with certain
fixed input difference αr and probabilities above pmin
rather than all with certain fixed input difference,
since H is a sorted pDDT;
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Algorithm 1 Improved Threshold Search Based on
Sorted pDDT

Input: n: number of rounds; r: current round; H: sorted pDDT; B̂ =

(B̂1, B̂2, · · · , B̂n−1): probabilities of best found trails for the first

(n−1) rounds; B̂n: initial estimate; T̄ = (T̄1, T̄2, · · · , T̄n−1): trail
for n rounds with probability B̄n; pthres: probability threshold.

Output: B̂n, T̂ = (T̂1, T̂2, · · · , T̂n−1): trail for n rounds with proba-

bility B̂n.

1: function Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r,H, B̂, B̄n, T̄ , pthres)
2: if ((r = 1) ∨ (r = 2)) ∧ (r 6= n) then
3: for all (α, β, p) in H do

4: pr ← p, B̂n ← p1p2 · · · prB̂n−r
5: if B̂n ≥ B̄n then
6: αr ← α, βr ← β

7: add T̂r ← (αr, βr, pr) to T̂

8: Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r + 1, H, B̂, B̄n, T̂ ,
pthres)

9: end if
10: end for
11: end if
12: if (r > 2) ∧ (r 6= n) then αr ← (αr−2 + βr−1)

13: Pr−1 ← p1p2 · · · pr−1B̂n−r, pr,min ← B̄n/Pr−1

14: if pr,min ≤ 1.0 then
15: for all βr : (pr(αr → βr) ≥ pr,min)∧ ((αr, βr, pr) ∈ H)

do add T̂r ← (αr, βr, pr) to T̂

16: Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r + 1, H, B̂, B̄n, T̂ ,
pthres), pr,min ← B̄n/Pr−1

17: end for
18: if pr,min < pthres then C ← ∅
19: for all βr : (pr(αr → βr) ≥ pr,min)∧ ((αr+1 +βr) =

γ ∈ H) do add (αr, βr, pr) to C
20: end for
21: if (C = ∅) ∧ ((βr, pr) ← pr = maxβ p(αr → β) ≥

pr,min) then add (αr, βr, pr) to C
22: end if
23: if (C 6= ∅) then
24: for all (α, β, p) ∈ C ∧ (pr,min < pthres) do

add T̂r ← (αr, βr, pr) to T̂

25: Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r + 1, H, B̂,

B̄n, T̂ , pthres), pr,min ← B̄n/Pr−1

26: end for
27: end if
28: end if
29: end if
30: end if
31: if r = n then αr ← (αr−1 + βr−2)
32: if (αr in H) then
33: (βr, pr)← pr = maxβ∈H p(αr → β)
34: else (βr, pr)← pr = maxβ p(αr → β)
35: end if
36: pn ← pr, B̂n ← p1p2 · · · pn
37: if B̂n ≥ B̄n then αn ← αr, βn ← β

38: add T̂n ← (αn, βn, pn) to T̂

39: B̄n ← B̂n, T̄ ← T̂
40: end if
41: end if
42: B̂n ← B̄n, T̂ ← T̄

43: return B̂n, T̂
44: end function

4) If pmin < pthres, table C may be needed but we won’t
compute it immediately. We search for the entries
with the fixed input difference in table H and choose
the largest one to proceed to the next round first if
we sucessfully find them. When the algorithm back-
tracks gradually to round r, the pmin may be updated
and we choose the next entry in table H which still
satisfies pmin;

5) After exploring table H and if still pmin < pthres, we
begin to compute a pDDT C under the conditions
mentioned in Section 3.3;

6) Explore the entries in table C in pre-defined order,
update pmin dynamically when the recursion back-
tracks, and terminate if the probability does not sat-
isfy pmin;

7) After exploring table H and C if needed, recursion
returns and backtracks to the previous round i.e. (r−
1).

Compared with original algorithm, the sorted pDDT
is required to be calculated instead of pDDT. Since it’s
easy to implement the sorted list with the underlying pro-
gramming languages like C/C++ and inserting and find-
ing operations in sorted list costs little extra time com-
pared with ordinary list, the proposed idea have less extra
computation costs.

In addition, we add Pr−1 as the multiplication of con-
structed (r − 1)-round trail probability and best found
trail probability for the first (n − r) rounds. Being sim-
ilar as Biryukov’s Threshold Search, Algorithm 1 oper-
ates by recursively extending a trail from i rounds to
(i + 1) rounds, beginning with i = 1 and terminating
at i = n. The recursion at level i is performed to
level (i + 1) only if the multiplication of constructed i-
round trail probability and best found trail probability for
(n− i) rounds is at least B̄n, i.e., p1p2 · · · piB̂n−i ≥ B̄n or

pi ≥ B̄n/(p1p2 · · · pi−1B̂n−i). For i = n the last equation

is equivalent to: p1p2 · · · pn = B̂n ≥ B̄n. If the latter
holds, the initial estimate is updated: B̄n ← B̂n and the
corresponding trail is also updated accordingly: T̄n ← T̂n.

As a result of our investigation, the sorted pDDT pro-
posed above makes more contribution in table C than
table H as the entries with certain fixed input difference
in H are within a small amount or even none, thus it cuts
off rare branches.

4.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Algo-
rithm

Both original algorithm and Algorithm 1 will finish when
the initial estimate B̄n can’t be improved any more. We
found that the probability order of entries in C also have
great influence on time complexity. If the entries with
greater probability are more likely to update B̄n in the
last round, the updated pmin may reduce the explore of
some remaining entries with smaller probability.
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Table 1: Search time of the original and the proposed algorithm. Environment: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU,
3.20GHz, 8GB RAM

Rounds Time per round
(original)

Time accumulation
(original)

Time per round
(Algorithm 1)

Time accumulation
(Algorithm 1)

1 0.001 s 0.001 s 0.002 s 0.002 s
2 0.006 s 0.007 s 0.004 s 0.006 s
3 1.901 s 1.908 s 1.860 s 1.866 s
4 1 m 2 s 1 m 3 s 48.010 s 49.876 s
5 3 m 37 s 4 m 40 s 25.553 s 1 m 15 s
6 10 m 30 s 15 m 10 s 6 m 38 s 7 m 53 s
7 13 m 26 s 28 m 35 s 8 m 22 s 16 m 16 s
8 23 m 12 s 51 m 47 s 13 m 0 s 29 m 16 s
9 25 m 23 s 1 h 17 m 10 s 12 m 46 s 42 m 2 s
10 19 m 8 s 1 h 36 m 18 s 6 m 38 s 48 m 40 s
11 8 m 17 s 1 h 44 m 35 s 2 m 35 s 51 m 15 s
12 19 m 11 s 2 h 3 m 45 s 6 m 47 s 58 m 2 s
13 19 m 23 s 2 h 23 m 8 s 6 m 59 s 1 h 5 m 0 s
14 22 m 1 s 2 h 45 m 10 s 4 m 3 s 1 h 9 m 4 s
15 10 m 29 s 2 h 55 m 38 s 1 m 48 s 1 h 10 m 52 s
16 33 m 0 s 3 h 28 m 38 s 5 m 27 s 1 h 16 m 19 s

The experiment result of the proposed algorithm is pre-
sented in the next section.

5 Experiments of the Improved
Threshold Search

We applied Algorithm 1 to TEA with additive difference.
In our experiment, we ignore the influence of the round
constants, the round keys dependence just for a compar-
ison with the original algorithm.

The comparison results are presented in Table 1. Col-
umn (Time per round) lists the search time for the best

found trail of n rounds, given the probabilities B̂1, B̂2,
· · · , B̂n−1 of best found trails for the first 1, 2, · · · , n− 1
rounds. Column (Time accumulation) is the time sum-

mation for n rounds, if B̂1, B̂1, · · · , B̂n−1 not known.
From the table it shows that the proposed algorithm im-
proves the search performance effectively and speed up in
an approximate range from 1 to 8 times without changing
the best found trails. It is difficult to estimate and quan-
tize the elimination rates of unnecessary branches during
the search phase, however, we state that the improvement
will be more effective for the ARX block cipher with more
rounds.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a improved version of auto-
matic search algorithm with a sorted pDDT concept to
ARX block cipher. By using sorted pDDT concept, which
has input differences in ascending order, probabilities in

descending order and output differences in ascending or-
der in sequence, we can reduce the exploring amount of
temporary table C to eliminate most of search branches.
We verify the improvement experimentally on the block
cipher TEA, and give the search results and timing costs
compared with the original Biryukov’s search algorithm.
The result shows, using the our improved algorithm with
sorted pDDT concept, search performance has remark-
ably improvement. The further improvement and anal-
ysis on the more types of ARX block cipher will be our
further research direction.
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Abstract

Cloud computing technology has matured, so cloud com-
puting produces a wide range of cloud service. Cloud stor-
age services are one of cloud services where cloud service
provider can provide storage space to customers. Because
cloud storage services bring a lot of convenience, many
enterprises and users store the data to the cloud storage.
However, the user will outsource data to the cloud storage
service, but the user is difficult to manage remote data in
the cloud. Therefore, how users verify data integrity is
a major challenge. In recent years, public audit is used
to verify data integrity by which the user allows other
to verify the user’s data. Because the feature of cloud
service allows users to communicate with each other on
the cloud platform, the cloud storage service allows the
data owner to share their data to other users. Therefore,
public auditing extends to the share data, so the origi-
nal operation becomes not the same including signature,
public audits, dynamic data and user revocation which
generates on the situation of shared data. In the paper,
we define the requirements of public auditing with shared
data and explain four representative approaches which
include analysis function, security, and performance re-
quirements. Finally, we provide some topics for future
research.

Keywords: Cloud computing, public auditing, share data,
user revocation

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a computing technology, and the in-
ternet has grown in recent years. It can share the soft-
ware and hardware resource, and provide resources to a

user’s computer or mobile device. The user can obtain
a more efficient service because cloud computing can in-
tegrate resources. Therefore, in order to achieve cloud
computing technology, it must satisfy five basic features:
On-demand self-service, Broad network access, Resource
pooling, Rapid elasticity and Measured service [40]. How-
ever, it is very difficult for general users or small and
medium enterprises to construct could environment be-
cause they cannot afford the huge costs. Therefore,
many information technology companies are finding busi-
ness opportunities in cloud services. Thus, cloud ser-
vice providers have joined to build could environments
to provide services to the user. Cloud service providers
offer three services including Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice (IaaS). The cost for users to rent cloud service is
cheaper than the cost for users to build cloud environ-
ment [1].

Cloud storage service is the most common and popu-
lar service among many cloud services (e.g. Google Drive,
Dropbox, Amazon S3 and Microsoft OneDrive) for gen-
eral users. However, users have a bottleneck on the local
side storage space because a user needs a large storage
space to store a huge amount of data on the situation.
Cloud storage service has high capacity and high compu-
tation that solve users’ difficult problems. Moreover, a
user builds a larger storage device which is more expen-
sive than rented cloud storage service. Besides, the user
can pay the cloud server provider based on the amount
of usage. Then, because cloud storage service provides
to access cloud services from web service or applications
that utilize the application programming interface (API)
by mobile devices (e.g. laptop, table computer, and smart
phones), it is convenient to use by users, and it achieves
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an ubiquitous service.

Although a cloud storage services has many advan-
tages, it brings a lot of challenging issues which include
efficacy and security [26, 34, 38, 46, 47, 48, 63]. One of
the big challenges is verifying the integrity of the data
because users cannot know how the cloud storage ser-
vice handles their data. These cloud storage services are
provided by commercial enterprises, so it cannot be fully
trusted by users. Therefore, the cloud service provider
may hide data loss and data errors in the service because
of their benefits. However, it is very serious that a user
stores data in an untrusted cloud storage. For example,
the traditional approach is to download the entire data
from the cloud, and then verify data integrity by check-
ing the correctness of digital signatures or hash values of
the entire data. Surely, this simple approach is able to
check users’ data integrity in cloud. However, this is not
efficient in the conventional approach because the user
spends a lot of resources of communication, computation
and storage. Besides, due to a large size of outsourced
data and a user’s limited resource capability, a user has
to find an efficient way to achieve integrity verifications
without the local copy of data files.

In order to solve the problem of data integrity verifi-
cation in the cloud storage service, many studies present
different methods and security models [2, 3, 4, 16, 19, 24,
32, 61, 62]. Sookhak et al. [47] surveyed remote data au-
diting in cloud computing and classified three methods in
the following.

First method is named probable data possession (PDP)
by Ateniese et al. [2]. They utilized the RSA-based Ho-
momorphic verifiable tag (HVT) to verify the integrity
of data storage in the cloud without retrieving the en-
tire data. However, the PDP cannot support to change
these stored data which is named static PDP model in-
cluded [2, 20, 25, 27]. To support dynamic data update in
the cloud, Ateniese et al [4] applied symmetric-key cryp-
tography to scalable PDP which is named dynamic PDP
included [4, 23, 53]. Wang et al. [50] considered data
privacy when TPA verified user’s data. TPA can piece
together authentication of users’ data because TPA can
verify users’ data on process of public auditing. Thus,
it creates data privacy issues. Wang et al. [50] utilized a
random mask technology to design an improved approach
which can avoid TPA learning users’ data which is named
privacy-preserving PDP included [62, 33, 50, 54]. Robust
PDP including Ateniese et al. [3] utilized a spot-checking
mechanism to detect a part of the data corruption, Ate-
niese et al. [3] utilized forward error checking (FRC) to
enhance the arbitrary amount of data corruption and B.
Chen and Curtmola [19] utilized a robust dynamic PDP
to support error detection of dynamic data update. Sec-
ond method is named proof of retrievability (POR) by
Juels and Kaliski [32]. They embedded the special blocks
(named sentinels) to the data and checked the correctness
of the sentinels to achieve POR. However, the POR only
suits static data storage because dynamic data effects the
position of the sentinels. Static POR includes [32, 43, 58].

Cash et al. overcame the difficult problem and improve
a dynamic POR [16]. Zheng and Xu proposed a fair and
dynamic POR on the 2-3 range tree structure [61]. Third
method is named proof of ownership (POW) which con-
siders data deduplication to improve efficient data storage
and include [24, 29, 45, 60].

In these studies, the role of the verifier can fall into
two categories: privacy verification and public verifica-
tion. Private verification implies the data owner directly
verifying data in the cloud storage service is an efficient
way. Public verification implies the data owner allowing
other to verify the data owner’s data is inefficient because
it needs to delegate other verifier by the data owner. In
general, a user may have a lot of data files which are
stored in cloud storage service. However, a user can-
not frequently verify he/she data because it will consume
his/her resources so not to process other action. In or-
der to achieve an efficient verification of data integrity,
Wang et al. [53] proposed a public auditing scheme where
a user can delegate a third party auditor (TPA) to as-
sist the validation reduction to consume his/her comput-
ing resources. Then, there are related research bases on
Wang et al.’s scheme [53]. Zhu et al. [56] designed an-
other public auditing scheme which can support dynamic
data update. With more and more data, it brings new
challenges in data integrity. Public auditing for big data
storage in the cloud will bring new challenges [18, 38]. Liu
et al [36] proposed an efficient verification of fine-grained
data update scheme which can support public auditing of
big data storage. However, to enhance user’s data relia-
bility and availability in the cloud, the cloud server will
backup copy user’s data. When the user updates data,
there backup copy also needs to update. Liu et al. [37]
considered cloud server efficiently updates multiple repli-
cas and enhances data availability in the cloud.

Cloud storage service can not only store data but also
share information with other users in a group. However,
these studies [21, 22, 31, 35, 36, 37, 50, 51, 52, 53, 56]
do not consider another advantage of cloud where a user
can share data with another user on cloud storage ser-
vice. Users can share data in the cloud because the cloud
platform provides communication between users and oth-
ers. Therefore, it is very convenient a user wants to share
data with another user because this need not be trans-
ferred to another user data after downloading. However,
users share data in the cloud storage service which still
has a problem on the data integrity. Therefore, many re-
cent studies extend public auditing for shared data in the
cloud [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 28, 30, 49, 57, 59]. Because
the data is shared with multiple users, it needs to consider
dynamic data update of multiple users. When the shared
user modifies the shared data block, the shared user need
to sign the data block. For example, the user A shares
own data with other users (like the user B) in the cloud
storage service, and the data is divided into several parts
of data blocks which are signed by the user A. The user A
allows the user B modifying the user A’s data block but
the user B has to sign the modified data block. When the
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Figure 1: Public auditing with shared data in cloud data
storage architecture

user B modifies the shared data block, the user B needs
to use his/her private key to sign the modified block. In
order to correct the integrity of audit data, the TPA needs
to select the corresponding public key to verify the data
block (e.g., a data block was signed by user A and it is
only correctly verified by user A’s public key). Therefore,
in the public auditing phase, it is still a problem of iden-
tity privacy. However, when a user is revoked from the
group because of his/her malicious behavior. The shared
data block is signed by the revoked user which needs to be
re-signed by the exist user of the group. Therefore, pub-
lic auditing for shared data has a lot of studies and the
system architecture is shown in Figure 1. In the Section
3, we will detail representative approaches [8, 11, 28, 59].

1.1 Requirements

According to [8, 11, 28, 50, 53, 59] studies, they provide
the basic requirements of function, security and perfor-
mance. In our paper, we classify and describe these re-
quirements. Then we use these requirements to analyze
the existing scheme in Section 4.

Functional evaluation.

1) Blockless Verification: the auditor can verify
data blocks, and needs not to retrieve all au-
dited data blocks in the cloud storage service.

2) Stateless Verification: the auditor need not
maintain and update data situation because
data situation is maintained by the client and
cloud storage service together.

3) Batch Auditing: the auditor can verify the data
of different clients at the same time because the
auditor can be delegated by a lot of clients.

4) Dynamic Data: the data owner can insert, mod-
ify and delete data blocks in the cloud storage
service because their data can be continuously
updated at any time.

5) Anonymity: the auditor cannot distinguish the
identity of the signer on each block during the
process of public auditing.

6) Privacy Presenting: the auditor cannot get
knowledge to delegate data from the response
of the cloud storage service.

7) User Revocation: a user is revoked from the
group before an existing user can generate a
valid signature on shared data of the blocks
signed by the revoked user. The revoked user
cannot re-compute valid signatures on shared
data.

Security attack evaluation. We list some common at-
tack model and they can analyze whether public au-
diting scheme can resist the malicious attacker [28,
39].

1) Inside attack: the insiders of the cloud service
provider have permission to obtain the client’s
data in the cloud storage, and take these data
to exchange benefits.

2) Forge attack: the cloud server can forge the data
tag of data block and deceive the third party
auditor.

3) Replace attack: the server can choose another
valid pair of data block and data tag (mi, σi) to
replace the challenged request (mj , σj), when it
already discarded data block or data tag mi or
σi.

4) Impersonation attack: an adversary obtains au-
thenticated information of the data owner and
cloud storage service and forges another mes-
sage to pass the verification. Then, the adver-
sary fakes a legal client or cloud storage service
and cheats other side.

5) Collusion attack: a revoked user can collude
with the malicious cloud server to change the
group’s shared data.

Performance evaluation.

1) Computing cost: In order to achieve an efficient
public auditing, we will analyze the client, TPA
and cloud storage service cost on the computing
resources.

2) Storage cost: Because the client will upload
data to the cloud storage service without the lo-
cal copy of data files, we will analyze the client,
TPA and cloud storage service cost on the stor-
age spaces.

1.2 Contribution

Our contribution can be summarized as the following
three aspects: First, we survey the previous researches
of public auditing for shared data in the cloud. Then,
our paper collect and explain basic requirements in the
mechanism. Second, we propose four representative ap-
proaches and analyze these approaches by our collected
requirements. Third, we summarize the conclusion from
the analysis and propose research direction in future work.
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1.3 Organization

The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review the related work of public auditability. We dis-
cuss the representative approaches of public auditability
in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the basic
requirement in the representative approaches. Finally, we
summarize and discuss the future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Public integrity auditing with dynamic data for out-
sourced data storage has caused related research [21, 22,
31, 36, 37, 52, 56]. Wang et al. [52, 53] first proposed
an enabling public auditability and data dynamics in the
cloud scheme. Their scheme improves data block in-
serted operation of dynamic data because the inserted
operation affects the entire data block which has been
sorted. Therefore, they utilized the Merkle Hash Tree
(MHT) [41] data structure and bilinear aggregate signa-
ture [6] to address dynamic data which can support dy-
namic index of data block. They extended their scheme
to support batch auditing which can improve efficiency.
Wang et al. [21, 51] proposed a challenge-response pro-
tocol which can determine the data correctness and lo-
cate possible errors. However, their scheme only supports
partially dynamic data operation. Wang et al. [21] ex-
tended [51] to support privacy-preserving third part au-
diting and correctness analysis of proposed storage verifi-
cation design. Wang et al. [22, 50] pointed out that Wang
et al.’s scheme [53] has data privacy issues which imply
the TPA can get the client’s data information. There-
fore, they use a random mask technology to avoid TPA
learning knowledge on every verification process. Wang et
al. [22] extended [50] to support dynamic data and prove
a secure zero-knowledge leakage public auditing scheme.

Zhu et al. [56] proposed a dynamic audit services for
outsourced storage in clouds. They utilized the frag-
ment structure to reduce the storage of signatures, uti-
lized index hash tables to provide the service of dynamic
data operation and utilized periodic sampling audit to
enhance data integrity. Li et al. [31, 35] considered
that the client’s resource-constrained device is simple and
lightweight. Therefore, they proposed a scheme which a
client can delegate TPA to execute high computing pro-
cess and solve the client’s bottleneck before the client up-
loads data to cloud server. Li et al. [35] extended [31]
to improve the users will need to compute the tags for
the outsourced data. Liu et al. [36] thought that previous
studies are not efficient in dynamic data update because
it is a fixed-size block update. Therefore, they proposed a
scheme which can support variable-size blocks in dynamic
data update and enhance verification efficiency. Liu et
al. [37] considered data reliability and availability in the
cloud. Consequently, the cloud server will store multi-
ple replicas to enhance data reliability. However, when
the stored data is frequently updated, each dynamic up-
date will affect every replica. Therefore, they proposed

a multi-replica Merkle hash tree (MR-MHT) to construct
replica sub-tree which can enhance data availability in
the dynamic data phase. Then, their scheme can support
public auditing.

To enhance the previous works [35, 36, 37, 50, 51, 53,
56], there are studies [9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 28, 30, 49, 57]
focused on public auditing with shared data in the cloud.
Wang et al. [49] proposed a named Knox scheme which is
able to audit the integrity of shared data in the cloud for
a large group. Unfortunately, their scheme cannot sup-
port public auditing. Wang et al. [8, 9] improved draw-
back of the Knox scheme which implies public auditing so
they designed a named Oruta scheme to support public
auditing for shared data integrity. Because their scheme
utilized ring signature to protect the privacy of users, it
did not support a dynamic group. To achieve user re-
vocation, Wang et al. [10, 11] designed a named Panda
scheme which is able to audit the integrity of shared data
with user revocation in the cloud. They utilized proxy re-
signature to update the signed data by the revoked user.
To preserve the identity of the signer on each block during
public auditing, Wang et al. [13, 15] proposed the user of
the group to share a global private key. Then, each user
can sign blocks by this global private key. However, when
a user of the group is compromised or revoked, a global
private key has to be re-generated and shared with the
existence of the group which will need huge overheard on
key management and key distribution. Wang et al. [12]
utilized a certificateless scheme to design the first certifi-
cateless public auditing mechanism. Their scheme can
reduce security risk in certificate management. Wang et
al. [14] utilized a multi-signature scheme to design the first
multi-owner public auditing mechanism. For example, the
correctness of an official document stored in the cloud is
confirmed by all the related members before the official
document can be announced. Therefore, their scheme can
have efficient multi-signature and verify multi-owner data.

Yuan and Yu [58] designed a polynomial commitment
scheme which is able to reduce the communication over-
head of verification. Yuan and Yu [30, 59] utilized [58] to
design a public integrity auditing scheme with multi-user
modification. Their scheme uses polynomial authentica-
tion tags and proxy tag update techniques, which support
public verification and user revocation. Yuan and Yu [59]
extended [30] to prevent a compromise attack where sin-
gle cloud is internal errors or outside attack when cloud
server update the authentication tag from the revoked
users. Jiang et al. [28] considered the ciphertext store
and efficient user revocation where the data owner can-
not take part in a user revocation phase. They prevent
malicious operation when the cloud server colludes with
the revoked user. In Section 3, we will describe these
representative approaches in detail.
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Table 1: Notations

Notation Significance
G1, G2, GT A multiplicative cyclic group

e A bilinear map e : G1 ×G2 → GT
g A generator of group G1

p The prime order of group G1

q A much smaller prime than p
H1 A hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1

H2 A hash function H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp
H3 A hash function H3 : G1 → Zp
Ψ A computable isomorphism Ψ : G2 → G1 (e.g. Ψ(g2) = g1

M The shared data that will be split into n blocks
mi A data block of the shared data and will be split into k elements
k A block element of the shared data block mi

d The total number of users in the group
ui ith user of the group
ski The user ui’s private key
pki The user ui’s public key
σi Authentication tag generated for shared data block mi

3 Representative Approaches

Before introducing representative approaches, we list all
notation (as shown in Table 1) using in this paper.

3.1 Wang et al.’s Scheme

Wang et al. [8] was the first to propose the scheme which
can support shared data on public auditing at the same
time because previous studies only considered a data is
used by a single user. Therefore, they proposed a privacy-
preserving public auditing mechanism for shared data in
cloud by the mechanism of one ring to rule them all
(Oruta).

They utilized the concept of ring signature [42] to con-
struct homomorphic authenticators, so TPA is able to
verify the integrity of shared data. It can achieve efficient
verification without retrieving the entire data. They uti-
lized randomly masking technology from C. Wang et al.’s
scheme [50] to protect data privacy from public auditing.
Meanwhile, they also utilize index hash tables (IHT) from
Zhu et al.’s scheme [56] to support dynamic data. Finally,
they extend their mechanism to support batch auditing
which can allow public auditing on different users simul-
taneously and improve the efficiency of verification for
multiple auditing tasks.

Next we will describe their schemes including setup,
public auditing, dynamic data and user revocation phase.
Before executing each phase, the CSS need to generate
the global parameters: (e, Ψ, p, q, G1, G2, GT , g1, g2,
H1, H2, H3, d, n, k). Their scheme is as follows:

Setup phase. In the phase, we will describe key gener-
ation and signature.

Step 1: A user ui randomly chooses xi ∈ Zp and
computes wi = gxi2 . Then the user’s public key
is pki = wi and private key is ski = xi. If the
user is original, he/she will randomly generate a
public aggregate key pak = (η1, · · · , ηk) where
ηl are random elements of G1.

Step 2: The user us chooses a block mj =
(mj,1, · · · ,mj,k) and the block identifier idj .
The user uses pak to computes βj =

H1(idj)
∏k
l=1 η

mj.l
l ∈ G1. Then, the user ran-

domly chooses ai,j ∈ Zp and gives all the d
group members’ public keys (pk1, · · · , pkd) =
(w1, · · · , wd), and uses a private key sks com-
putes a ring signature of this block σj,s =

(
βj

Ψ(
∏
i6=s w

aj,i
i )

)1/xs ∈ G1. Therefore, the ring

signature of block mj is σj = (σj,1, · · · , σj,d).

Public auditing phase. In the phase, we will describe
challenge request, proof generation and proof verifi-
cation.

Step 1: The TPA selects c elements as a subset J
of set [1, n] chooses a random value yj ∈ Zq,
for j ∈ J . Then, the TPA sends the challenged
message {j, yj}j∈J to the CSS.

Step 2: The CSS chooses a random value τi ∈ Zq
and computes λl = ητll ∈ G1, for l ∈ [1, k].
Then, the CSS computes µl =

∑
j∈J yjmj,l +

τlH3(λl)inZp, for l ∈ [1, k]. Finally, the CSS
aggregates signature as φi =

∏
j∈J σ

yj
j,i, for

iin[1, d] before the CSS return an auditing proof
{{λ1, · · · , λk}, {µ1, · · · , µk}, {φ1, · · · , φd},
{idj}j∈J}.
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Figure 2: Wang et al.’s index hash table (IHT) on Oruta’s
mechanism

Step 3: The TPA uses public aggregate key pak =
(η1, · · · , ηk) and all the group members’ public
keys (pk1, · · · , pkd) = (w1, · · · , wd) to check the
correctness of the auditing proof by computing

e(
∏
j∈J

H1(idj)
yj

k∏
l=1

ηµll , g2)

?
= (

d∏
i=1

e(φi, wi))e(

k∏
l=1

λ
H3(λl)
l , g2).

If the result is true, the TPA can make sure
the user’s data is correct in CSS. Otherwise, the
shared data is incorrect.

Dynamic data phase. In the phase, we will only de-
scribe inserted operation because it is more difficult
than update and deletion. Then, we also describe
their defined form of index hash tables (IHT) (as
shown in Figure 2). The IHT has four columns which
are described by indexes idj = {vj , rj}, blocks mj ,
virtual index vj = jδ (where δ ∈ N∗ is a system
parameter by the original user) and random value
rj = H2(mj ||vj), for j ∈ [1, n] is the number of block.

Step 1: The user wants to insert a new block m′j
into shared data. The user computes the new
identifier of the block id′j = {v′j , r′j}, where
v′j = b(vj−1 + vj)/2c and r′j = H2(m′j ||v′j). The

user computes β′j = H1(id′j)
∏k
l=1 η

mj,l
l , com-

putes σ′j,s = (
β′
j

Ψ(
∏
i6=s w

aj,i
i )

)1/xs and generates a

new ring signature. Finally, the user uploads
{m′j , id′j , v′j , r′j , σ′j,s} to the CSS.

Step 2: The CSS updates index hash table (IHT)
where the new block m′j is inserted in the virtual
index v′j and the total number of blocks increase
n+ 1 in shared blocks (as shown in Figure 3).

User revocation phase. Because Wang et al.’s origi-
nally intended to solve the privacy-preserving pub-
lic auditing mechanism for shared data, their scheme
needs to decide in advance the number of group mem-
bers and computes the number of keys. Therefore,
their scheme is a static group model which does not
consider the situation of a new user to be added in
the group or an existing user to be revoked from the
group. In order to support a dynamic group, they
propose an improved solution where the ring signa-
ture on shared data need to re-compute the signer’s

Figure 4: The traditional approach of user A and user B
share data in the cloud

private key and all the current users’ public key when
the membership of the group is changed.

For instance, the number of group member is d.
When a new user ud+1 is added into the group,
the signer needs to re-compute his/her private key
and others need to re-compute their public keys
(pk1, · · · , pkd+1) on the ring signature. When an ex-
isting user ud is revoked from the group, the signer
needs to re-compute his/her private key and others
need to re-compute their public keys (pk1, · · · , pkd−1)
on the ring signature.

However, to satisfy the requirement of dynamic
group, users need to pay a large amount of compu-
tation in the re-computation (as Setup phase). If
the group has a lot of users and the user are fre-
quently added or revoked in the group, users need
to re-execute the setup phase. Therefore, how to ef-
fectively solve the re-computation of dynamic group
will be a serious issue.

3.2 Wang et al.’s Scheme

Wang et al. [11] proposed a novel public auditing for
shared data with efficient user revocation in the cloud
(as Panda). They consider a situation that a user is re-
voked in the group because of the user’s malicious behav-
ior. However, the user is revoked before his/her signa-
ture blocks cannot find corresponding blocks of the signer.
Therefore, these signed blocks of signature needed to be
re-signing. The traditional approach explained that these
blocks of the revoked user B gives existing user A to down-
load, verify, re-sign and upload the re-signed blocks (as
shown in Figure 4). However, it is not an efficient ap-
proach which will increase the exiting users’ burden on
communication and computation of resources.

Therefore, they utilized the concept of proxy re-
signature [5] to solve public auditing for shared data with
user revocation. This is not needed to spend a lot of
resources on the existing users because the existing users
can delegate a cloud server to re-sign blocks by generating
re-signed key on the proxy re-signature model (as shown
in Figure 5). Their scheme is efficient on user revocation
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Figure 5: Wang et al.’s approach of user A and user B
sharing data in the cloud

because it can reduce the computation and communica-
tion resources of existing users.

However, this solution extends an important issue for
the semi-trusted cloud server to manage the re-signing
key of the group. In order to avoid the single re-signing
proxy on the semi-trusted cloud server, they proposed a
solution which utilized a new multi-proxy model by im-
proved Shamir Secret Sharing proxy model [44]. Because
this multi-proxy model is not included in this paper, this
issues more detail reference [11]. They utilized index hash
tables (IHT) from Zhu et al.’s scheme [56] to support dy-
namic data. Finally, they extend their mechanism to sup-
port batch auditing which can allow public auditing on
different users simultaneously and improve the efficiency
of verification for multiple auditing tasks.

Next we will describe their scheme including setup,
public auditing, dynamic data and user revocation phase.
Before executing each phase, the CSS need to generate the
global parameters: (e, p, q,G1, GT , g1, w,H1, H2, d, n).
Their scheme is as follows:

Setup phase. In the phase, we will describe key gener-
ation and signature.

Step 1: A user ui randomly chooses xi ∈ Zp and
computes the user’s public key pki = gxi , and
private key is ski = xi. If the user is original,
he/she will create a user list which includes the
identity of all users in the group and the user
list is public and signed by the original user.

Step 2: The user ui uses private key ski = xi to
sign the shared data blockmj ∈ Zp and its block

identifier idj , and w be another generator of G1,
where j ∈ [1, n]. Finally, the signature block is
σj = (H1(idj)w

mj )xi ∈ G1.

Public auditing phase. In the phase, we will describe
challenge request, proof generation and proof verifi-
cation.

Step 1: The TPA selects c elements as a subset L
of set [1, n] chooses a random value yl ∈ Zq,
for l ∈ L and q is a much smaller prime than
p. Then, the TPA sends the challenged message
{(l, yl)l∈L to the CSS.

Step 2: The CSS divides set L into d subset
(L1, · · · , Ld), where Li is the subset of selected
blocks signed by user ui. Then the CSS com-
putes µi =

∑
l∈Li ylml ∈ Zp. Finally, the

CSS computes φi =
∏
l∈Li σ

yl
l ∈ G1, for i ∈

[1, d] before the CSS returns an auditing proof
{{µ1, · · · , µd}, {φ1, · · · , φd}, {idl, sl}l∈L}.

Step 3: The TPA uses an auditing challenge
{(l, yl)}l∈L, an auditing proof {{µ1, · · · ,
µd}, {φ1, · · · , φd}, {idl, sl}l∈L} and all the
group members’ public keys (pk1, · · · , pkd)
to check the correctness of the audit-
ing proof by computing the equation
e(
∏d
i=1 φi, g)?

=

∏d
i=1 e(

∏
l∈Li H1(idl)

ylwµi , pki).
If the result is true, the TPA can make sure the
user’s data is correct in CSS. Otherwise, the
shared data is incorrect.

Dynamic data phase. In the phase, we will only de-
scribe inserted operation because it is more difficult
than update and deletion. Then, we also describe
their defined form of index hash tables (IHT) (as
shown in Figure 6). The IHT has four columns which
are described by indexes idj = {vj ||rj ||sj}, blocks
mj , virtual index vj =j·δ (where δ ∈ N∗ is a sys-
tem parameter by the original user), random value
rj = H2(mj ||vj) and sj is the signer identity of block
mj , for j ∈ [1, n] is the number of block.

Step 1: The user s′i wants to insert a new block m′j
into shared data. The user s′i computes the new
identifier of the block id′j = {v′j ||r′j ||s′i}, where
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Figure 6: Wang et al.’s index hash table (IHT) on Panda’s
mechanism

v′j = b(vj−1 + vj)/2c and r′j = H2(m′j ||v′j). The
user uses his/her private key ski = xi to sign the
block σ′j = (H1(idj)w

mj )xi ∈ G1. Finally, the
user uploads {m′j , id′j , v′j , r′j , σ′j , si} to the CSS.

Step 2: The CSS updates index hash table (IHT)
where uses {id′j ,m′j , v′j , r′j , s′i} instead of
{idj ,mj , vj , rj , si}, stores the signature σ′j
instead of σj and the total number of blocks
increases n + 1 in shared blocks (as shown in
Figure 7).

User revocation phase. In the phase, we will describe
rekey generation and re-signature. For example, the
user ui is revoked with the signature of the user uj
instead of the signature of the user ui.

Step 1: The CSS chooses a random value r ∈ Zp
and sends to the user ui.

Step 2: The user ui computes r/xi and sends to the
user uj .

Step 3: The user uj computes (rxj)/xi and sends
to the CSS.

Step 4: The CSS generates a re-signing key
?rki→j = xj/xi ∈ Z∗p . The CSS use the user
ui’s public key, the signature σk, the block
mk and the block identifier idk to compute
e(σk, g)?

=e(H1(idk)wmk , pki) and check the sig-
nature σk whether the block mk was signed by
the user ui. If the result is true, the CSS com-

putes σ′k = σ
rki→j

k = (H1(idk)wmk)xixj/xi =
(H1(idk)wmk)xj , otherwise the CSS aborts the
re-signed request.

Step 5: The original user updates the user uj ’s id
instead of the user ui’s id on the singer identifier
from a user list and signs the new user list.

3.3 Yuan and Yu’s Scheme

Yuan and Yu [59] proposed a novel public integrity au-
diting for dynamic data sharing scheme which supports
multiple users to modify shared data in the cloud stor-
age service. They considered a problem where the cloud
server aggregates authenticated tags from multiple users
in public auditing phase. Because the data blocks can be
modified and signed by different users’ secret keys which
are different each other, the cloud server has to one by one
verify different users’ signature in public auditing phase.

For example, a simple method can solve the prob-
lem where all users of the group share the same secret

key, so it can be easily aggregated. However, when a
user is revoked, he/she still can generate authenticated
tags. Therefore, they utilized polynomial commitment
scheme [58] to design a polynomial-based authentication
tags from multiple users into one which can send the in-
tegrity proof information to the public verifier. Therefore,
the public verifier only needs a constant size of integrity
proof information and a constant number of computa-
tional operations. Finally, they extend their mechanism
to support batch auditing which can allow public audit-
ing on different users simultaneously and improve the ef-
ficiency of verification for multiple auditing tasks. Next
we will describe their scheme including setup, public au-
diting, dynamic data and user revocation phase. Before
executing each phase, the CSS need to generate the global
parameters: (e, p, q,G1, GT , g1, u,H2, d, n). Their scheme
is as follows:

Setup phase. In the phase, we will describe key gener-
ation and signature.

Step 1: The master user u0 responsibly manages
the membership of the group and generates
public keys (PK), users’ secret keys (SK) and
the system’s master key (MK). The master user
randomly chooses {xi}1≤i≤d−1 ∈ Z∗q , α ∈ Z∗q
and computes v = gαx0 , k0 = gx0 , {ki =
gxi , gx0/xi}1≤i≤d−1. The public keys are PK =

{g, u, q, v, {gαj}0≤j≤k+1, k0, {ki, gx0/xi}1≤i≤d−1},
the master key is MK = {x0, α} and the secret
keys are SKi = {xi}1≤i≤d−1.

Step 2: The master user u0 computes the signa-
ture block σi = (uBi

∏k
j=0 g

mijα
j+2

)x0 =

(uBigf⇀βi (α))x0 where ⇀ βi =
{0, 0, βi,0, βi,1, · · · , βi,k−1} and βi,j = mi,j .
Then, Bi = H2({fname||i||ti||d}), fname is
the file name, i is the index of data block mi,
ti is the time stamp and d is the index of user
in the group. Finally, the master user sends
{mi, σi]}1≤i≤n to the CSS and sends {Bi}1≤i≤n
to the TPA.

Public auditing phase. In the phase, we will describe
challenge request, proof generation and proof verifi-
cation.

Step 1: The TPA selects c data blocks as a sub-
set L and chooses two random values R ∈ Z∗q
and µ ∈ Z∗q . Then, the TPA computes X =

{(gx0/xi)R}0≤i≤d−1 and gR. The TPA sends
the challenge message CM = {L,X, gR, µ} to
the CSS.

Step 2: The CSS generates {pi = µi mod q}i∈L
and computes y = f⇀A(µ) mod q, where ⇀
A = {0, 0,

∑
i∈L pimi,0, · · · ,

∑
i∈L pimi,k−1}.

The CSS divides the polynomial f⇀A(x) −
f⇀A(µ) with (x − µ) using polynomial long
division, and indicates the coefficients vec-
tor of the resulting quotient polynomial as
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Figure 7: Insert block m′2 into shared data by using the index hash table (IHT) as identifiers on Panda

⇀ w = (w0, w1, · · · , wk), that is f⇀w ≡
f⇀A(x)−f⇀A(µ))

(x−µ) . The CSS computes Ψ =∏
( j = 0)k(gα

j

)wj = gf⇀w(α). Then, the data
blocks of a challenged subset L are modified
by the user {us}s∈d, the CSS computes πi =
(σi, g

x0R/xs) = e((uBigf⇀βi (α)), g)x0R or modi-
fied by the master user u0, the CSS computes
πi = e(σi, g

R) = e((uBigf⇀βi (α)), g)x0R. These
πi will be aggregated as π =

∏
i∈L π

pi
i . Finally,

the CSS returns the proof message {π,Ψ, y} to
the TPA.

Step 3: The TPA computes η = uω, where ω =∑
i∈LBipi and verifies the integrity of file as

e(η, kR0 )e(ΨR, v · k−µ0 )?
=π · e(k

−y
0 , gR). If the re-

sult is true, the TPA can make sure the user’s
data is correct in CSS. Otherwise, the shared
data is incorrect.

Dynamic data phase. In the phase, we will only de-
scribe update operation because they have not con-
sidered fully dynamic operation such as the data
block insert and delete operation.

Step 1: A user us of group wants to modify a block
mi to m′i. Therefore, us needs to use own
secret key xs to compute the re-signed block

σ′i = (uB
′
i
∏k−1
j=0 g

m′
i,jα

j+2

)xs = (uB
′
ig
f⇀β′

i
(α)

)xs ,
where ⇀ β′i = {0, 0, β′i,0, β′i,1, · · · , β′i,k−1} and
β′i,j = m′i,j . Then B′i = H(fname||i||t′i||d). Fi-
nally the user uk uploads {m′i, σ′i} to the CSS
and uploads B′i to the TPA.

Step 2: The CSS receives the modified message and
uses {m′i, σ′i} instead of {mi, σi}.

Step 3: The TPA receives the modified message and
uses B′i instead of Bi.

User revocation phase. In the phase, we will describe
rekey generation, reject generation and re-signature.

Step 1: When a user us of group is revoked, the
master user u0 computes rekey generation χ =
x0+ρ
xs

mod q, where ρ ∈ Z∗q is a random value

and computes reject generation g
x0

(x0+ρ) . Finally,
the master user u0 sends χ to the CSS and sends

g
x0

(x0+ρ) to the TPA and group users.

Step 2: The CSS receives χ and updates the signa-
ture σ′i = σχi = (uBigf⇀βi (α))x0+ρ

Step 3: The TPA and group users reject the user
us’s public parameter gx0/xs .

3.4 Jiang et al.’s Scheme

Jiang et al. [28] proposed a public integrity auditing for
shared dynamic cloud data with group user revocation.
They considered a problem of collusion attack where a
revoked user can collude with the malicious cloud server
to change the group existed user’s data. Because a group
user may have malicious behavior, the data owner (or the
group manager) will revoke the group of malicious user.
However, if a semi-trusted cloud server cooperates with
the revoked user each other, the group users’ data will
have a secure problem.

Therefore, how to design an efficient and reliable
scheme, while achieving secure group user revocation.
They propose a mechanism which not only supports the
group data encryption and decryption during the data
modification processing, but also achieves efficient and
secure user revocation. They utilized a vector commit-
ment scheme [17], utilized an asymmetric group key agree-
ment (AGKA) scheme [55] and a verifier-local revocation
group signature scheme [7] to construct their mechanism.
A vector commitment scheme is used over the database,
and AGKA scheme is used to encrypt/decrypt the share
database, and a verifier-local revocation group signature
scheme will avoid the collusion of cloud and revoked group
users.

Next we will describe their scheme including setup,
public auditing, dynamic data and user revocation
phase. Before executing each phase, the CSS
need to generate the public parameters: PP =
(p, q,G,GT , H, g, {hi}i∈n, {hi,j}i,j∈n,i6=j). For all i =
(1, 2, · · · , n), set hi = gzi . For all i,j= (1, 2, · · · , n), set
hi,j = gzizj where random values zi = (z1, z2, · · · , zn) ∈
Zp. Their scheme is as follows:

Setup phase. In the phase, we will describe key gener-
ation, commitment and signature.

Step 1:

1) The data owner chooses a random value γ ∈
Z∗p , computes w = gγ2 and generates the
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group public key gpk = (g1, g2, w). Then
the value γ is only known and protected by
the data owner.

2) The data owner generates an SDH (Strong
Diffie-Hellman) tuple (Ai, xi) by choosing
random values xi ∈ Z∗p for each user,
such that γ + xi 6= 0 and computing

Ai = g
1/(γ+xi)
1 . Then, the users of

group generate the group secret key gsk =
(gsk[1], gsk[2], · · · , gsk[d]) where gsk[i] =
(Ai, xi), and the revocation token RL cor-
responding to a user’s secret key is grt[i] =
Ai.

3) Finally, the user of group create
(gpk, gsk, grt).

Step 2: The data owner computes commitment C =
(hm1

1 · hm2
2 · · ·hmnn ) =

∏n
i=1 h

mi
i and auxiliary

information aux = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn).

Step 3:

1) For tth time, the data owner updates data
after the data blocks is signed. The data
owner chooses a random value r ∈ Zp and
obtain generators (û, v̂) in G2 from H0 as
(û, v̂) = H0(gpk, {C(t − 1), Ct, t}, r) ∈ G2

2

and computes (û, v̂) images in G1 as u =
Ψ(û), v = Ψ(v̂).

2) The data owner chooses an exponent α ∈
Zp and compute T1 = uα and T2 =
Aiv

α, sets δ = xiα ∈ Zp and pick
blinding values rα, rx and rδ ∈ Zp, com-
putes helper values R1 = urα , R2 =
e(T2, g2)rx · e(v, w)−rα · e(v, g2)−rδ and
R3 = T rx1 u−rδ , computes a challenge
value c from H2 as c = H2(gpk, (C(t −
1), Ct, t), r, T1, T2, R1, R2, R3) ∈ Zp, com-
putes sα = rα + cδ, sx = rx + cxi and sδ =
rδ + cδ ∈ Zp. Finally, the data owner sends
the signature σt = (r, T1, T2, c, sα, sx, sδ) to
the CSS.

3) If σt is vaild, then the CSS computes C(t) =
σtCt and adds the information of

∑
(t) =

(C(t− 1), Ct, t, σt) to aux.

4) Set public key parameter PK =
(PP, gpk, C(t− 1), C(t)).

Public auditing phase. In the phase, we will describe
TPA to verify the validity of the signature.

Step 1: The CSS sends (gpk, σt, C(t − 1), Ct, t) to
the TPA.

Step 2: Because the signature is σt =
(r, T1, T2, c, sα, sx, sδ) and group public key is
gpk = (g1, g2, w), the TPA can computes û,
v̂ and their image u = Ψ(û, v = Ψ(v̂ where
(û, v̂) = H0(gpk, {C(t − 1), Ct, t}, r) ∈ G2

2

and compute helper values R′1 = usα/(T c1 ),
R′2 = e(T2, g2)sx · e(v, w)−sα · e(v, g2)−sδ ·

(e(T2 · w)/e(g1/g2))c and R′3 = T sx1 · u−sδ .
Then, the TPA computes a challenge
value c′ ∈ Zp using H2 as c′ =
H2(gpk, (C(t − 1), Ct, t), r, T1, T2, R

′
1, R

′
2, R

′
3)

and checks the challenge c?=c
′.

Dynamic data phase. In the phase, we will describe
update operation because they have not considered
fully dynamic operation such as the data block insert
and delete operation.

Step 1: Jiang et al. assumed that the current pub-
lic key is PK = (PP, gpk, C(t − 1), C(t)). A
group user uses the public key PK to compute

a proof Λti =
∏n
j=1,j 6=i h

mtj
i,j = (

∏n
j=1,j 6=i h

mtj
j )zi

of the ith committed message and sends τ =
(mt

i,Λ
t
i,
∑

(t)) to the CSS.

Step 2: The CSS will verify whether the user is re-
voked in the group.

1) The CSS receives the ith committed mes-
sage τ = (mt

i,Λ
t
i,
∑

(t)). Then, the CSS
sends (gpk, σt,

∑
(t)) to the TPA.

2) Because the signature is σt =
(r, T1, T2, c, sα, sx, sδ) and group pub-
lic key is gpk = (g1, g2, w), the
TPA can computes û, v̂ and their
image u = Ψ(û), v = Ψ(v̂) where
(û, v̂) = H0(gpk, {C(t − 1), Ct, t}, r) ∈ G2

2

and compute helper values R′1 = usα/(T c1 ),
R′2 = e(T2, g2)sx · e(v, w)−sα · e(v, g2)−sδ ·
(e(T2 · w)/e(g1/g2))c and R′3 = T sx1 · u−sδ .
Then, the TPA computes a challenge value
c′ ∈ Zp using H2 as c′ = H2(gpk, (C(t −
1), Ct, t), r, T1, T2, R

′
1, R

′
2, R

′
3) and checks

the challenge c?=c
′. The TPA ensures that

σt was not generated by each revoked user
A ∈ RL.

3) If the result is true, the CSS need
to verify the correctness of the group
user. The CSS checks the equation

e(Ct/(h
mti
i ), hi)

?
=e(Λ

t
i, g). If the result

is true, which means Λti is a valid
proof that Ct was created to a sequence
(m1,m2, · · · ,mn), such that m = mi.

Step 3: A group user wants to update message m′i
instead of mi, computes the updated commit-

ment C ′ = C ·hm
′−m

i and the updated informa-
tion U = (m,m′, i).

Step 4: The TPA can computes an update proof
Λj =

∏n
i=1,i6=j h

mi
i,j = (

∏n
i=1,i6=j h

mi
i )zj and j

is the position of message. The proof Λj is
valid with respect to C ′ which contains m′ as
the new message at position j. The TPA uses
the update information U = (m,m′, i) to gen-
erate the proof of update. If the position of
message i 6= j, compute the updated commit-

ment C ′ = C · hm
′−m

i and the updated proof is
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Λ′j = Λj · (hm
′−m

i )zj = Λj · hm
′−m

j,i . If the po-
sition of message i = j, compute the updated

commitment C ′ = C · hm
′−m

i while not chang-
ing the proof Λi. Finally, the TPA verifies the
commitment C ′ and corresponding proof Λi is
also valid over message m′i.

User revocation phase. In the phase, we will describe
TPA to verify the validity of the signature and check
the revocation list.

Step 1: The CSS sends (gpk, σt, C(t − 1), Ct, t) to
the TPA.

Step 2: Because the signature is σt =
(r, T1, T2, c, sα, sx, sδ) and group public key is
gpk = (g1, g2, w), the TPA can computes û,
v̂ and their image u = Ψ(û), v = Ψ(v̂) where
(û, v̂) = H0(gpk, {C(t − 1), Ct, t}, r) ∈ G2

2

and compute helper values R′1 = usα/T c1 ),
R′2 = e(T2, g2)sx · e(v, w)−sα · e(v, g2)−sδ ·
(e(T2 · w)/e(g1/g2))c and R′3 = T sx1 · u−sδ .
Then, the TPA computes a challenge
value c′ ∈ Zp using H2 as c′ =
H2(gpk, (C(t − 1), Ct, t), r, T1, T2, R

′
1, R

′
2, R

′
3)

and checks the challenge c?=c
′.

Step 3: The TPA ensures that σt was not generated
by each revoked user A ∈ RL. Therefoere, the
TPA checks whether A is encoded in (T1, T2) by
checking if e(T2/A, û)?

=e(T1, v̂). If no element of
RL is written in (T1, T2), the signer of σt has
not been revoked.

4 Analysis

In the section, we will analyze these schemes [8, 11, 28,
59] which contain functional requirement, security and
performance. And we also use the tables to present a
corresponding requirement in each scheme.

4.1 Functional Evaluation

In Table 2, we will analyze seven functional requirements:
blockless verification, stateless verification, bath auditing,
dynamic data, anonymity, privacy presenting and user re-
vocation in the representative approaches. Yuan, Yu’s
scheme [28] and Jiang et al.’s scheme [59] decided which
TPA needed to maintain the data situation of the user in
the dynamic data phase. Because Jiang et al.’s scheme
has not consider blockless verification, their scheme ex-
tends to support batch auditing which is difficult in the
public auditing phase. In the dynamic data phase, Yuan,
Yu’s scheme and Jiang et al.’s scheme only considered
data update, so their scheme can support data insert op-
eration. Because Wang et al.’ scheme [8] utilized ring
signature, their scheme can influence the TPA to get the
user identity. These scheme can satisfy privacy present-
ing, when the TPA can get the data of the group in the

public auditing phase. Because Wang et al. [8] first pro-
posed the scheme which can support shared data on pub-
lic auditing, they have not considered to user revocation
in the group. However, they make up the problem, but
the improved scheme needs to re-generate the key of each
user. These approach can satisfy the requirement of user
revocation.

4.2 Security Evaluation

In Table 3, we will analyze the five attack models: inside
attack, forge attack, replace attack, impersonation attack
and collusion attack in the representative approaches. In
the inside attack, because these schemes are used by the
user to upload plaintext in the cloud storage server, the
cloud storage server can know the user’s data. Therefore,
the cloud storage server can use unauthorized data. In
the forge attack, these scheme can resist the cloud server
to forge the data tag of data block because the data owner
upload the signed the data tag of data block. Therefore,
the cloud server is hard to forge a legitimate data tag. In
the replace attack, Wang et al. [8] and Wang et al. [11] do
not consider the cloud server does not update the user’s
data, so they cannot support the replace attack. Yuan
et al.’s scheme uses the time stamp to record updated
time, so it can check the time stamp of the data. Jiang
et al.’s scheme considered which TPA verifies the update
proof, so it can check whether the cloud server update the
user’s data. In the impersonation attack, because they
focused on data integrity, their scheme do not consider
authentication. Jiang et al.’s scheme was only a simple
authentication where the TPA verified the user on the
revocation list. However, when the user does not exist
on the revocation list, the TPA cannot verify the imper-
sonation attack. In the collusion attack, because Wang
et al.’s scheme [8] has not supported user revocation, the
revoked user and the semi-trusted server can collude to
attack the shared data. Because Wang et al. [11], Yuan
et al. and Jiang et al. have support user revocation, they
can avoid a collusion attack.

4.3 Performance Evaluation

We will analyze four phases: setup phase, public audit-
ing phase, dynamic data phase and user revocation phase
in the four entities which include data owner, user (the
group user), cloud storage server (CSS) and third party
auditor (TPA). Before we analyze the performance eval-
uation, first we introduce the notations in Table 4.

In Table 5, we analyze four schemes how to execute a
setup phase. Wang et al.’s scheme [11] explained that the
data owner needs lower computing resource in the setup
phase. The group user does not need to generate a secret
key because the data owner supports key generation as
shown in the Jiang et al.’s scheme.

In Table 6, we analyze four scheme how to execute a
public auditing phase. Because in a public auditing phase
the data owner and the group user have not to execute,
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Table 2: Comparison of functional requirements

Wang et al. [8] Wang et al. [11] Yuan, Yu [59] Jiang et al. [28]
Blockless verification Yes Yes Yes No
Stateless verification Yes Yes No No

Batch auditing Yes Yes Yes No
Dynamic data Yes Yes Partial Partial

Anonymity Yes No No No
Privacy Presenting Yes Yes Yes Yes

User Revocation No Yes Yes Yes

Table 3: Comparison of security attack

Wang et al. [8] Wang et al. [11] Yuan, Yu [59] Jiang et al. [28]
Inside attack No No No No
Forge attack Yes Yes Yes Yes

Replace attack No No Yes Yes
Impersonation attack No No No No

Collusion attack No Yes Yes Yes

Table 4: Notations

Notation Significance
TE/TD The computing time of asymmetric encryptions

TGe The computing time of exponentiation in group operation
TBLS The computing time of BLS signature
TB The computing time of bilinear pairing
TM The computing time of multiplication
TA The computing time of addition

TGM The computing time of multiplication in group operation
Th The computing time of hash function
n The number of block in a file
i The number of verified block
d The total number of users in the group
k A block element of the shared data block mi

Table 5: Comparison of computation in setup phase

Wang et al. [8] Wang et al. [11] Yuan, Yu [59] Jiang et al. [28]

n(T d−1
Ge + T kGe + TBLS (n+ 1)TGe n(T kGe + TGe + TBLS (d+ 6)TGe + TnGe

Data owner +2TGM + Th) + TGe +n(TBLS + TGM + Th) +TGM + Th) +(d+ 3)TA + 4TM
+2TGM + Th) + TGe +n(TBLS + TGM + Th) +2TGe + TM +4TGM + 2Th

User TGe TGe 2TGe -
CSS - - - TGM
TPA - - - -
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they do not consume any computing resources. In the
Jiang et al.’s scheme, the CSS does not consume com-
puting resource because the CSS will response the entire
data to the TPA. Then, the TPA needs to verify the entire
data, so the TPA requires more computing resources. The
CSS is an affected factor including a block element of the
shared data block, the total number of users in the group
and the number of verified block. Wang et al. [8] con-
sidered two factors include the number of verified block
and a block element of the shared data block, Wang et
al. [11] considered one factor which is the total number of
users in the group and Yuan et al. considered all factors.
However, Yuan et al.’s scheme is more flexible in different
situations.

In Table 7, we analyze four schemes how to execute a
dynamic data phase. Jiang et al.’s scheme obviously re-
quires more computing resources because their scheme has
three entities needed to execute. These schemes [8, 11, 59]
only consider that the group user transfers the updated
data to the CSS, and the CSS directly update the data.
Therefore, when the semi-trusted CSS has not updated
the data, the group user cannot get related message.
Jiang et al.’s scheme considered that the CSS can verify
whether the user is in this group and the TPA can verify
whether the stored data of the CSS has been updated.
Therefore, Jiang et al.’s scheme spent a lot of computing
resources in the verification.

In Table 8, we analyze four schemes how to execute a
user revocation phase. Wang et al.’s scheme [11] and Yuan
et al.’s scheme are similar because they scheme which data
owner delegates the CSS to re-sign the signed data block
of the revoked user. However, Yuan et al.’s scheme de-
cided which data owner needs more computing resources.
Jiang et al.’s scheme needed to verify the signature and
check whether the revoked user has been revoked in the
revocation list RL.

In Table 9, we analyze four schemes how to distribute
storage. The TPA cannot require storage space in Wang
et al.’s scheme [8] and Wang et al.’s scheme [11]. Yuan
et al.’s scheme decided which TPA requires to store file
information, and Jiang et al.’s scheme decided which
TPA requires to store revocation list. Because Wang et
al.’s scheme [8] considered anonymity, the CSS could not
store the signer’s information. However, Wang et al.’s
scheme [11] considered user revocation, so the CSS re-
quires to update the signed data block of the revoked
user. Because Yuan et al.’s scheme only consider mod-
ification operation, the CSS only store m and σ. How-
ever, Jiang et al.’s scheme is aux = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn),
(C(t−1), Ct, t, σt), so their scheme requires more storage
space.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In the cloud storage service, the data integrity of remote
verification is already a critical issue. The concept of
public audit can solve to remotely verify data integrity

and extend to verify the shared data. We organize public
auditing requirements containing function, security and
performance from the many relevant literatures. We also
list the four representative approaches and analyze these
approaches. These comparison tables can clearly under-
stand the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
Finally, in this paper, we provide the future development
of public audit and shared data.

For future developments, we will focus on the following
areas of particular interest. Efficiency: because users de-
mand high performance, the scheme satisfies an effective
scheme to reduce the computing resources which include
public audit, dynamic data and user revocation of the
operation. Therefore, how to design an efficient public
audits with shared data that is an important issue.

Security: in addition to data integrity, the public au-
diting need to consider the data confidentiality. Because
the user will store data in the cloud storage service, the
cloud service provider can access the user’s data. There-
fore, the user need to encrypt data before the user uploads
data to the cloud storage service. How to design a public
audit with shared data in the situation of encrypted data
which will be able to satisfy integrity and confidentiality
simultaneously.

Data recovery: the user upload data to the cloud stor-
age service before the user deletes data which will reduce
the user’s storage space. When the cloud server is lost
the user data, third party auditor verifies the user’s data
is in complete. However, the user do not back up data on
the local storage space. Therefore, the user need to save
his/her data. How to design a scheme which can support
public audit and data recovery.
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Abstract

This paper presents an analytical Black Hole attack model
to predict the mean packet loss of ad-hoc networks using
reactive routing protocols without apriori knowledge of
the actual topology configuration. Topology information
is summarized as a set of prototypical hop-distance pro-
files that describe likely hop distance perspectives within
the topology and are generated using K-means cluster-
ing. Experiments are conducted to validate the theoreti-
cal attack condition, the hop-distance profiles, and predic-
tion performance. Results show the model prediction falls
within the 95% confidence intervals of packet loss through
simulation of a variety of fixed and ad-hoc topologies.

Keywords: Ad-hoc networks, black hole attack, network
availability modelling

1 Introduction

The computer network is a pervasive and critical asset in
our society. It permits the sharing of distributed resources
to achieve complex social, economic, and scientific objec-
tives irrespective of locality. However, it is also a vulnera-
bility to its hosts because any disruption, degradation, or
denial of access to this network adversely affects the objec-
tives of the distributed organization. Moreover, computer
networks are subject to disruptive, degrading, and denial
attacks at every layer of the network stack [2, 25, 38].
Ad-hoc networks are especially vulnerable to disruption
because they rely on coordination in-situ rather than ap-
portioning resources apriori as done in infrastructure-
based networks. Ad-hoc networks provide data routing
services to loosely coordinating groups or to address the
need for multi-hop communication in environments with-
out infrastructure. With respect to security analysis of
systems, there has been significant research on the devel-
opment of confidentiality and integrity analytical models.
Classic models such as the Bell-LaPadula Confidentiality

Model [7], Lipner’s Integrity Model [24], and the Chinese
Wall Model [10] have existed for decades. The body of this
research has provided a foundational approach to proving
security properties in systems under study.

Since networks provide a delivery service, the availabil-
ity security property is of great importance to network
designers. Unfortunately, the historical depth of research
on analytical availability models is lagging behind that of
confidentiality and integrity research. While there is some
availability modeling research in [1, 14, 16, 23, 31, 39],
the de facto approach to assessing the effects of avail-
ability attacks on networks is measured through simula-
tion. Examples of this approach include work performed
in [11, 19, 26, 32]. While the simulation approach has
a clear utility, there are several drawbacks. First, the
approach is exhaustive and scales poorly. High dimen-
sional experiments may take orders of weeks or months
to provide conclusions. Second, the simulation models re-
quire initial validation when used and revalidation upon
any modification to the simulation model-base [4]. Third,
complex interactions, such as causality, between simula-
tion objects are abstracted and must be statistically es-
timated through repetition. Effective experiment design
can certainly ascertain causality between simulated fac-
tors and response variables to generate regression models;
however, their mathematical relationship remains hidden.

At the cost of fidelity, these challenges may be avoided
by the use of analytical models for security analysis. The
contribution of this research is the development of an ana-
lytical model for reactive ad-hoc protocols that measures
availability degradation of networks subjected to Black
Hole attacks. A Black Hole attack is a well-known denial
of service attack for ad-hoc networks that deceptively at-
tracts data to flow through nodes under control of an
attacker. As packets arrive, they are silently dropped.
Such a model can be used in conjunction with other avail-
ability models to influence design decisions of distributed
system or ad-hoc network developers when limited imple-
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mentation details exist. Moreover, the model explains the
relationship between contributing factors for Black Hole
attacks that are hidden when using simulated experimen-
tation. While there has been extensive work in detect-
ing, avoiding, and isolating Black Hole attacks, the rela-
tionship between the topology parameters and the attack
effectiveness has not been extensively studied. Limited
attack effectiveness has been measured using simulation
in [17, 28, 34]; however, the scope of each study is limited
to only a few topology types (e.g., protocol, number of
Black Holes, number of nodes, and operating area). The
results of these observational studies make it difficult to
extrapolate performance for other types of ad-hoc topolo-
gies.

In [5], a theorem is developed for reactive ad-hoc rout-
ing protocols with hop-distance as a primary route metric
selection criteria. During route discovery, if a Black Hole
node is closer in hop distance than the destination to the
source, then the Black Hole node may present a fake route
to the downstream nodes with a metric that exceeds the
metric of any legitimately proposed route. An analyti-
cal Black Hole attack model is developed that calculates
the probability of this theorem being true for arbitrary
source-destination pairs of a given ad-hoc network. Since
the attack probability applies to any route in the net-
work, it is a holistic measure of the susceptibility of a
given network to Black Hole attack and may be useful for
providing upper or lower bounds of network throughput
degradation while under attack.

The analytical model in [5] is a function of the num-
ber of nodes in the network, the number of nodes con-
ducting Black Hole attacks in the network, and the av-
erage node degree of the network. It assumes that the
Black Hole nodes are uniform-randomly dispersed within
the operating area of the ad-hoc network, and that all
nodes within the network have equal probability of being
a source or destination of new route. To avoid requiring
absolute knowledge of the topology of the ad-hoc net-
work under study, a topology approximation technique is
used, seeded by one or more statistically estimated pa-
rameters of the topology under study. These parameters
include the mean node degree of the network and the num-
ber of nodes. They are simpler to estimate prior to the
instantiation of an ad-hoc topology than attempting to
estimate the graph of the topology instance. The param-
eters are used to generate a n-ary 2-cube topology, which
has average degree n and 2n nodes [30]. The model uses
this topology to calculate the probability of attack for all
source and destination pairs of the ad-hoc network under
study.

The motivation for the utilization of n-ary 2-cubes to
approximate ad-hoc topologies is based on the intuition
that high-dimensional topologies of an arbitrary orienta-
tion, when projected onto a 2-dimensional plane, appear
as an ad-hoc topology. Moreover, the projection of a sin-
gle n-ary 2-cube onto a plane may represent a set of flat
topologies by rotating the n-ary 2-cube in the higher di-
mensional space. Unfortunately, the similarities are de-

ceiving, and several issues make it challenging to use this
as an approximation method. First, ad-hoc topologies
have nodes with varying node degree, whereas the node
degree for all nodes in a n-ary 2-cube have a constant
degree. This means that as the variance of the node de-
gree of an ad-hoc network increases, the approximation
will not be able to represent portions of the network with
extreme connectivity. Second, given an ad-hoc topology
with a known node degree and number of nodes, it is likely
that, due to the ridged definition of the n-ary 2-cube,
a corresponding n-ary 2-cube approximation having the
same values for both parameters does not exist. Any ap-
plication using this approximation, including the Black
Hole attack model, must perform a trade-off study to
determine which n-ary 2-cube approximation minimizes
calculation error, degrading the utility of the approxima-
tion. Third, ad-hoc topologies may become partitioned
over their lifetime due to mobility or node failure. A n-
ary 2-cube is unable to model network partitions because
the node degree of the approximation is homogeneous
within the topology. Fourth, two nodes may be within
transmission distance within the projection of an arbi-
trarily rotated n-ary 2-cube onto a 2-dimensional plane;
however, their Euclidean distance in the high dimensional
space may beyond transmission range. This means that
the projection will contain edges that do not exist in the
n-ary 2-cube.

The work presented in this paper extends the work ac-
complished in [5] while addressing the disadvantages of us-
ing an n-ary 2-cube as an approximation technique. First,
a simple simulated experiment is conducted to enhance
the credibility of the theorems derived in [5]. Second,
the Black Hole attack model is generalized for arbitrary
network topologies. In this generalization, the topology
state is known and a simulated experiment is conducted
to show that the analytical model is able to predict the
network level effects of Black Hole attack. Third, the gen-
eralized model is extended to incorporate unique aspects
of ad-hoc networks; namely, that nodes may become par-
titioned and that the true topology state is difficult to re-
alize prior to its instantiation. The n-ary 2-cube topology
approximation is replaced by a set of prototype neigh-
borhoods, derived statistically via k-means clustering. A
third simulated experiment is conducted to validate the
extended analytical Black Hole attack model. To illus-
trate the improvement of the analytical model derived in
this work, it is compared with performance predictions
using the original model defined in [5].

1.1 Ad-Hoc Network Routing Back-
ground

An ad-hoc routing service is comprised of four core com-
ponents: 1) determining topology state, 2) calculating
routes, 3) selecting a route, and 4) forwarding packets ac-
cording to the selected route [35]. The predominant chal-
lenge for the routing service is to efficiently realize and
maintain the state of network topology while contending
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with confounding dynamics in the physical, RF, and log-
ical domains. Examples of dynamic events include node
power failures, RF interference, and topology discovery
on initial deployment. Global awareness of these events
is achieved through protocol coordination, through which
participants discover and exchange local topology state
information with peers to identify potential routes. The
fittest route is selected from this state update per desti-
nation or as needed.

One major aspect of routing protocols is when routes
are calculated. A proactive protocol will enforce a peri-
odic synchronization between all nodes to achieve topol-
ogy state coherency. A node with fresh topology informa-
tion can immediately calculate the next hop in the for-
warding path or, depending on the protocol, determine
the complete route. To minimize coordination overhead,
reactive routing protocols only coordinate when neces-
sary. The trade-off between reactive and proactive strate-
gies is route setup time and effective bandwidth. Proac-
tive protocols have more deterministic route setup times
at a cost of utilizing higher bandwidth [29]. Reactive pro-
tocols utilize less bandwidth for control packets, but have
higher variance in the route setup period [22].

This research generally applies to reactive ad-hoc pro-
tocols; however, the specific work focuses exclusively on
Ad-Hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV)
and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). Both of these have
matured to be de facto reactive protocols and constitute
a base design class from which other reactive protocols
have been derived. In essence, to attempt a unified anal-
ysis, this work applies to the common aspects of all reac-
tive protocols (i.e., the route discovery process) and, more
specifically, to AODV and DSR.

1.2 Ad-Hoc On-demand Distance Vector
Routing

AODV routing is a reactive routing, forward updating,
hop-by-hop, flat, and single-path routing protocol [27].
The protocol is broken into three services: 1) Route Dis-
covery, 2) Route Repair, and 3) Packet Forwarding. The
Route Discovery process occurs when a source node de-
sires to route to a destination. The source node sends a
route request (RREQ) packet that is flooded throughout
the network via broadcast. As the RREQ is propagating
the network, intermediate nodes append their ID to the
RREQ and store a forwarding rule towards the source
in preparation of a reply message. When the destina-
tion (or an intermediate node that knows the forward-
ing path to the destination) receives a RREQ it responds
with a route reply (RREP) message. The responding node
places the path information collected during the RREQ
into the RREP and sends it along the reverse path pre-
viously established during the RREQ flood to the source
node. Each node that receives the RREP adds the for-
warding rule to their route table and forwards the RREP
toward the source. Because of the flooding nature of a
RREQ, the destination generates a RREP for each dis-

covered path.
Intermediate and source nodes, receiving a RREQ,

RREP, or a route error (RERR) message, update their
forwarding table if 1) the destination sequence number in
the coordination message is higher than the one stored in
their table, or 2) the destination sequence number is the
same as the entry in its routing table, but the hop-count in
the message is shorter. Coordination messages containing
higher destination sequence numbers imply fresher rout-
ing information.

Packet forwarding is achieved via a distance vector ta-
ble stored at each node in the network containing entries
for each known destination. For each destination, the
node stores the next hop, distance in hops to the destina-
tion, and the sequence number of the latest update to the
route. When application packets arrive to be forwarded,
the node examines the destination in the packet and de-
termines the next hop using the appropriate entry in the
routing table.

1.3 Dynamic Source Routing

DSR is a reactive, forward updating, source-based, and
flat routing protocol [21]. Its route discovery and main-
tenance behavior is very similar to AODV; however, the
major differences between the protocols are the manner
of packet routing and how the routes are stored. Unlike
AODV, the route is maintained completely by the source
node in DSR. The source node is responsible for generat-
ing the route request and has complete freedom to select
any route reply to use when routing packets. Instead of
storing the route hop-by-hop, DSR uses source routing
where the source node places complete routing informa-
tion in each application packet. Each intermediate node
along a route uses this information to determine the next
hop. The intent of the designers is to follow the analog of
the TCP/IP fate sharing [13] by placing the majority of
the complexity burden at the end nodes.

The route selection method is not specified in [21], but
rather, is left up to the implementation of the protocol.
Many DSR implementations use hop count as the route
selection metric, such as Network Simulator 2, PicoNet,
and the Rice Monarch Project.

1.4 Related Work

A significant number of published research papers mea-
sure simulated Black Hole attacks on ad-hoc networks.
Performance degradation from Black Hole attack is mea-
sured on AODV networks in [6, 11, 26, 28, 32]. For DSR,
performance results can be found in [3, 9, 20, 33]. Per-
formance measurements of Black Hole attacks in other
networks types include [15, 17, 19]. Due to the large pa-
rameter space of ad-hoc networks, there is little overlap
between each study; however, they all indicate that Black
Hole attack decreases network throughput.

Several recent works develop analytical models to char-
acterize the performance of Black Hole attacks. In [39],
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a probabilistic model is developed to quantify the effects
of a Black Hole attack in a smart grid network. In [12],
an Adaptive Neural-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is
created to detect Black Hole node behaviors. A Colored
Petri-Net model is developed in [17]; however, the model
must be simulated to derive results. The foundations of
a formal Black Hole attack model for wireless sensor net-
work routing protocols is proposed in [31].

In [1] an analytical model is presented to calculate net-
work throughput under denial of service attacks; specif-
ically, these attacks are Jellyfish and Black Hole. Their
model estimates the availability of a network flow (i.e., a
group of packets traversing a route) based the proportion
of lifetime that a network flow incurs zero throughput.
The expected time a route has zero throughput is calcu-
lated as the product of the probability that at least one
malicious node is in an arbitrary route of a certain length
and the expected correction time to expunge all malicious
nodes from that route. The correction time is based on
the number of attempts to detect the attack, rediscover
an alternative route, and repair for each malicious node
in the route. Given the expected interval of zero through-
put, one can calculate availability as one minus the ratio
of the time of zero throughput over the expected duration
of the flow.

A completely different Black Hole model is proposed
in [23] to model packet loss instead of throughput of an
AODV Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) during a Black
Hole attack. Konig assumes uniform node density to sim-
plify the topology so that the number of nodes included
in a given topology search area may be determined. By
letting the radius of this search area be a multiple of the
transmission distance, one can geometrically determine
the number of nodes reachable at each hop. The author of
this method also makes an attempt to address the border
effect errors with the uniform density assumption; how-
ever, the authors acknowledge that their method is im-
perfect. Given the set of nodes included in the ith RREQ
of the expanding ring search, Konig can find 1) the prob-
ability that at least one Black Hole is in the search area
and 2) the probability that the destination is within the
search area. By taking the product of these two probabil-
ities for each phase of the ring search, the sum of products
is the probability an arbitrary route in a network with a
given network density is subject to Black Hole attack.

2 Revisiting the Hypercube Black
Hole Attack Model

From [5], Black Hole node b in network topology G is
able to provide a false route with a winning metric to
drop application packets on a route from source node s
to destination node d if:

∃b ∈ B s.t. {h(s, d) > h(s, b)} , (1)

where h(x, y) is the minimum hop distance between x and
y in network topology G and B is the set of Black Hole

nodes present in G. While a proof is provided in [5], the
prior work did not provide experimental validation.

2.1 Validation of the Attack Condition

A series of simulated experiments are conducted to test
the validity of Equation (1) by observing the effects of
packet loss while varying the hop distances between the
source, destination, and a Black Hole node over a linear
topology. The use of a linear topology allows explicit con-
trol of the hop distances of each player in the experiment
series. The linear topology consists of 21 nodes, where a
single source node is placed in the center of the network
and is flanked by 10 nodes on each side. For a given sim-
ulation experiment, the destination node is designated as
one of the 10 nodes on the right of the source node and a
Black Hole node is designated as one of the 10 nodes on
the left. During the simulation, the source node attempts
to establish a route to the destination. The Black Hole
node participates during the route setup and attempts to
move the route through itself. Once the route is selected,
the source sends constant bit rate (CBR) traffic to the
destination. If the Black Hole attack is successful, none
of the packets reach the destination because they are be-
ing forwarded to the opposite side of the network to the
Black Hole node, which drops all of them. Packet loss is
recorded from 100 scenarios generated by testing all com-
binations of h(s, b) and h(s, d), where each hop distance
takes on a value from 1 to 10. Each scenario is repli-
cated 100 times to generate a mean normalized packet
loss statistic, where normalized packet loss is the propor-
tion of packets lost over the total number of sent packets.
The entire sequence of experiments are conducted using
both AODV and DSR protocols.

Each wireless ad-hoc node in the network is a simula-
tion model, which is comprised of an antenna, radio, prop-
agation model, and a protocol stack in Network Simulator
2.34 (ns-2.34). Specifically, the stack is comprised of an
omni-directional antenna with unity gain, a 914MHz Lu-
cent WaveLAN Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)
radio, an implementation of IEEE 802.11 Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer, and a reactive MANET routing
protocol. The stack enables each node to provide packet
routing for the wireless ad-hoc network. Besides basic
routing services, some nodes are designated as application
end-points, which send or receive CBR traffic. The lin-
ear topology is enforced by placing nodes in a line, where
the transmission coverage area of each node contains a
either two neighbors, or for the end nodes, a single neigh-
bor. A Black Hole is a node with a modified MANET
routing protocol designed to conduct Black Hole attacks
and is identical to the simulation model used in [5]. The
simulation transmission range of each radio is 250 meters.

The observed normalized packet loss for AODV and
DSR as a function of destination and Black Hole hop dis-
tances are shown as a surface plot in Figure 1. A given
point in the z axis is the normalized average packet loss
observed when h(s, b) = x and h(s, d) = y. The figure
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Figure 1: Normalized packet loss as a function of hop-
distance

shows that in all cases where h(s, b) ≥ h(s, d), the packet
loss is zero. Conversely, packet loss is incurred for each
case where h(s, b) < h(s, d). Packet loss is at 100% when
h(s, d) − h(s, b) > 1. The reason that packet loss is only
at 80% when h(s, d) − h(s, b) = 1 (i.e., the Black Hole
node is one hop closer than the destination node to the
source) is an artifact of the simulation models for AODV
and DSR in ns-2.34. Recall that from [5], the shortest
path a Black Hole can advertise to the source node with-
out masquerading as the source has length h(s, b) + 1.
When h(s, d) − h(s, b) = 1 both the Black Hole and des-
tination node will respond with routes having the same
hop count metric. As a tiebreaker, the RREP arriving
first is selected. Since h(s, d) − h(s, b) = 1, the RREP
from the Black Hole node has fewer hops to traverse than
the RREP created from the destination node. However,
the simulation avoids RREQ broadcast collisions at each
hop by waiting a uniformly random time period before re-
broadcasting. When the destination and Black Hole hop
distances to the source node are close, there are occur-
rences where the Black Hole node receives the RREQ at
a later time than the destination because the predeces-
sors of the Black Hole node encounter a larger cumulative
random delay.

2.2 Decoupling the Hypercube Topology
from the Model

The Analytical Black Hole model is the probability Equa-
tion (1) is true for all source destination pairs. This is
calculated by considering all possible relative distances
of h(s, b) and h(s, d) in a given network. From [5], the
discrete probability of this event is

P (A) =

n∑
h=1

P (A|H = h)P (H = h), (2)

where P (A) is the probability of a Black Hole attack and
P (H) is the probability that h(s, d) = h. Given h(s, d),

the probability of a Black Hole attack is simply the prob-
ability that at least one of the B Black Hole nodes are
closer than h hops to the source. This requires knowing
the number of possible neighbors that are closer than h
and finding the probability that at least one of the neigh-
bors is a Black Hole node. The n-ary 2-cube topology is
useful here because this quantity can be derived analyt-
ically given parameter n, which is the longest expected
route length. Moreover, the symmetric properties of a
n-ary 2-cube topology result in every node having the
same quantity of unlabelled neighbors at each hop dis-
tance. This allows P (A) to be calculated without consid-
ering the relative location of each source node within the
topology. Let q(x) be the quantity of neighbors includ-
ing Black Hole nodes at hop distance x. The number of
nodes that are closer than h hops is the sum of q(x) for
all x = 1, 2, . . . , h− 1. Given q(x) is known for all values
of x, N is the number of nodes in the topology, B is the
number of Black Hole nodes in the network, then P (A)
is a hyper-geometric discrete random variable shown in
Equation (3).

P (A) =

n∑
h=1


1−

((N−2)−h−1∑
i=1

q(i)

B

)(
N−2
B

)
 q(h)

N − 1

 . (3)

Because this analytical model is derived for n-ary 2-
cubes, the model assumes that all source nodes have the
same q(x) function. Decoupling the analytical model from
the n-ary 2-cube topology requires that q(x) is context de-
pendent on the position of the source node within the net-
work being analyzed. If the topology is known, then the
number of q(x) functions has an upper bound of N , imply-
ing that each node has a unique q(x) function. Moreover,
the conjecture is that the set of these q(x) functions is suf-
ficient to describe the network topology under study. If a
topology exhibits symmetry, then there will consequently
be duplicate q(x) functions describing the network. Ignor-
ing duplicate functions, fewer q(x) functions are required
to describe the symmetric topology. Let a source node
class be a set of one or more nodes that share the same
q(x) function. More specifically, source node class Ck has
qi(x) = qj(x)∀i, j ∈ Ck;x = 1, 2, . . . , n. When a route
discovery is initiated, there is an associative probability
that the source node originating the discovery belongs to a
particular source node class. The source node class mem-
bership probability equation is simply the proportion of
nodes in a class over the number of nodes in the network,
where |Ck| is the cardinality of class Ck. This is

P (s ∈ Ck) =
|Ck|
N
∀Ck, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (4)

Incorporating Equation (4) into the model results in

P (A) =
K∑
k=1

n∑
h=1

P (A|H = h)P (H = h|s ∈ Ck)P (s ∈ Ck). (5)
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Figure 2: 4x4 Wireless grid topology with labeled source
node classes

Note that K is the number of source node classes for the
network and its value is a function of the topology under
study. Expanding Equation (5) is

P (A) =
K∑
k=1

n∑
h=1


1−

(
(N−2)−

h−1∑
i=1

qk(i)

B
)

(N−2
B )

 qk(h)|Ck|
N(N−1)

. (6)

2.3 Validation of the Generalized Attack
Model

Equation (6) is validated through a series of simulated ex-
periments. To illustrate the concept of source node classes
and q(x) functions, these experiments use a simple fixed
4x4 grid network. To keep the topology fixed at 16 nodes
and in a 4x4 grid structure, non-Black Hole nodes are re-
moved from the network as Black Hole nodes are added.
This keeps the number of source node classes and q(x)
functions constant. The distances between nodes force
communication between only cardinally adjacent nodes
in the grid. A 4x4 grid topology has three source node
classes, labeled C1: Corner Nodes, C2: Outer Edge Nodes,
and C3: Inner Nodes. Figure 2 shows the topology with
each node assigned to one of the three source node classes.
From the figure there are four corner nodes in C1, eight
outer nodes in C2, and four inner nodes in C3 respectively.
The qk(x) function (i.e., the quantity of neighbors x hops
from a source node in class k) for each source node class
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Values for qk(x) for each source node class in the
4x4 grid

Hop Distance x = 1 2 3 4 5 6
Corner Nodes q1(x) = 2 3 4 3 2 1
Outer Edge Nodes q2(x) = 3 4 4 3 1 0
Inner Nodes q3(x) = 4 6 4 1 0 0

The normalized packet loss is observed as the num-
ber of Black Hole nodes are increased in the topology
from one to eight. For each scenario, 50 4x4 grid topolo-
gies are generated. For each topology a subset of the
16 nodes are randomly designated as Black Hole nodes
and 100 source-destination pairs are also randomly desig-
nated. Each connection pair is independently simulated,
where the source attempts to establish a route with the
destination in the presence of Black Hole nodes. Once the
route exists, the source sends CBR traffic to the destina-
tion. Each simulation is repeated 10 times to account for
the random packet delay incurred during the simulation
and to avoid confounding effects of congestion and route
caching, which are not currently accounted for in the ana-
lytical model. Statistics on the number of dropped, sent,
and received packets are collected and used to estimate
the mean normalized packet loss for each factor level com-
bination.

The probability of attack is calculated using Equa-
tion (6) and is overlaid with the simulation results in
Figure 3. Clearly the analytical model’s predications are
within the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for all Black
Hole levels for both protocols. The figure also shows that
the attacker experiences diminishing returns as the num-
ber of Black Hole nodes grows, with an upper-bound at
approximately 78% normalized packet loss. An attacker
may use this curve to optimize cost of placement versus
payoff. Using this network as a example, approximately
three quarters of the maximum performance is achieved
by deploying at least three Black Hole nodes. In terms
of security defense analysis, the expected packet loss does
not exceed 80%. System designers may use this upper-
limit to implement distributed applications that toler-
ate operating conditions, such as through caching, redun-
dancy, or multipath.
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3 The Attack Model Adapted for
Ad-hoc Networks

The analytical model presented in the previous section is
generalized to account for any topology that may be de-
scribed as a set of source node classes, each with a partic-
ular q(x) function. However, there are several challenges
to overcome so that this analytical model may be useful
for ad-hoc networks while avoiding the n-ary 2-cube ap-
proximation technique. First, the topology is not known
apriori, making it difficult to assess the susceptibility of a
network is instantiated. Second, ad-hoc networks may be
partitioned, which violates the assumptions of the original
model. In this section, the analytical model is enhanced
to address these two challenges.

3.1 Describing Ad-hoc Topologies
Stochastically

In [8], the authors stochastically generate random topolo-
gies using a small set of parameters to empirically derive
neighbor hop distance probability density functions for a
variety of ad-hoc network types. This work expands on [8]
by using K-means clustering on stochastically generated
topologies to identify K distinct source node classes and
the associative qk(x) functions (i.e., neighbor hop distance
probability density functions) to represent an expected
configuration of the ad-hoc network prior to its existence.
Using this approach, only the deployment strategy, num-
ber of nodes, and operating area are required apriori. Un-
like the case for known topologies, the number of classes
is not bounded by the number of nodes N . Because the
network may take on a variety of topology configurations,
K may be orders of magnitude larger than N , which im-
plies that a larger set of q(x) functions are required to
adequately describe an ad-hoc network than a particu-
lar topology instantiation such as the 4x4 grid topology,
described in a previous section.

The strategy of this approach is to generate a set of
source node classes that adequately describe the distribu-
tion of possible topology instantiations. This is accom-
plished stochastically by generating M random topology
instances according to the expected number of nodes, area
of deployment, and deployment strategy. For each of the
M topology instances, the q(x) function of every node is
empirically derived, resulting in a collection of M × N
distinct q(x) samples. The q(x) function samples are as-
sociated using K-means clustering [36]. This results in
the identification of K source node classes, where the
center of each class Ck is an n-dimensional vector of hop-
distance quantities (i.e., qk(x)). For stochastic topologies,
the probability that source node s belongs to a particular
source node class Ck is estimated as the proportion of the
generated q(x) samples in cluster k over the total number
of generated q(x) samples. The update to Equation (4) is
shown in Equation (7).

P (s ∈ Ck) =
|Ck|
MN

, (7)

where N is the number of nodes and M is the number of
instantiated topologies.

3.2 Network Partitioning

Given the area, number of nodes, and deployment strat-
egy, there is some probability that ρ nodes will be par-
titioned due to spatial separation. To account for parti-
tioned nodes, let ρk be the average number of partitioned
nodes for source node class Ck. This statistic can be de-
rived using qk(x), where

ρk = N −
n∑
h=1

qk(h).

When a destination node is partitioned from a source
node, the existence of any Black Hole in the same net-
work partition as the source node results in a Black Hole
attack. Moreover, a route is established and additional
network traffic is generated that would otherwise have
not existed. The effect is that on a pair-wise comparison,
partitioned networks with Black Hole nodes will not only
have increased packet loss; they will also have an increase
in the number of sent packets. Let ψ be a random event
where the source attempts to connect with a destination
that is one of the ρ nodes partitioned from the source
node. With respect to a given source node class Ck, the
probability a randomly selected destination is partitioned
is

P (ψk) =
ρk

N − 1
.

Given that the destination node is partitioned from
the source node s ∈ Ck, the source node will only re-
ceive replies from Black Hole nodes during route discov-
ery. Therefore, if there is at least one Black Hole node
that is not partitioned from the source, then a Black Hole
attack occurs. The equation for this is

P (A|ψk) =

 B < ρk,

(
1− (ρk−1

B )
(N−2
B )

)
B ≥ ρk, 1

(8)

Note that when there are greater or equal number of Black
Holes nodes than the expected number of partition nodes,
then at least one Black Hole node must exists in the same
partition as the source node.

3.3 Stochastic Analytical Black Hole At-
tack Model for Ad-Hoc Networks

Considering the stochastic representation of the ad-hoc
topology and accounting for partitioning, the revised form
of the analytical model for Black Hole attack on ad-hoc
networks is

P (A) =
K∑
k=1

{[
P (A|ψk)P (ψk) + P (A|ψ′k) (1− P (ψk))

]
P (s ∈ Ck)

}
. (9)
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Table 2: Four simulated ad-hoc network types under test

Type Nodes Area (m2) Density (m−2)
1 10 500 0.02
2 20 500 0.04
3 20 1000 0.02
4 40 1000 0.04

The probability of attack is the sum of the attack prob-
abilities for all source node classes. For each class Ck,
the attack probability accounts for events including par-
titioned destinations and non-partitions with probabilities
P (ψk) and (1− P (ψk)) respectively. Since P (A|ψk) is de-
fined in Equation (8), this leaves P (A|ψ′k) to be defined,
which is

P (A|ψ′k) =
n∑
h=1

P (A|H)P (H = h)

=
n∑
h=1


1−

(
N−2−

h−1∑
i=i

qk(i)

B
)

(N−2
B )

 qk(h)
N−ρk−1

. (10)

Equation (10) is derived from Equation (3) and ad-
justed to account for partitioned nodes. With Equations
(8), (10) and for completeness, the analytical model ex-
pression is expanded to

P (A) =
K∑
k=1

{[
P (A|ψk) ρk

N−1 +
(

1− ρk
N−1

)
P (A|ψ′k)

]
|Ck|
MN

}
. (11)

3.4 Validation of Revised Model

An experiment is conducted via simulation to validate
the revised analytical Black Hole attack model for ad-
hoc networks. Four distinct topology types are chosen to
represent a sample space of ad-hoc topologies that vary in
operating area, number of nodes, and the resulting den-
sity. The properties of each topology type are described
in Table 2.

Each topology type has its own set of source node
classes, which are found using the population sampling
and K-means clustering method described earlier in this
paper. One thousand random topologies are generated to
create large sample sizes for each topology type. K-means
clustering is applied to each sample set, where K = 200
is found by analyzing the change in variance as K in-
creases [37]. The experiment is a full factorial design with
factors of topology type, number of Black Hole nodes (1 to
10), and ad-hoc network protocol (AODV and DSR), re-
sulting in 80 distinct factor-level combinations. For each
factor-level combination, 100 topology instances are gen-
erated and simulated independently. For each topology
instance, 100 randomly selected source-destination pairs
attempt to establish routes and transmit CBR traffic in
the presence of Black Hole nodes. The quantity of repli-
cations is selected to minimize sampling bias in the re-
sults. The packet loss for each connection is recorded
and used to derive an estimate of the expected packet

loss for the factor-level combination. Because the ana-
lytical model does not account for congestion or mobility
dynamics, they are not simulated in this experiment to
avoid measuring confounding factors.

3.5 Results and Analysis

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4. For
each topology type, the measured 95% CI of the normal-
ized packet loss for AODV and DSR is plotted against
analytical results calculated using Equation (11). The
analytical model derived in [5] is also plotted to evaluate
the benefits of the enhancements to this model. For this
case, the hypercube with the closest number of neighbors
is used as the topology approximation model. With re-
spect to the figure, the x axis indicates the number of
Black Hole nodes deployed into the network for a given
normalized packet loss response.

The results show that the stochastic analytical model’s
prediction of packet loss falls within the 95% CI for all
scenarios for each topology type. This is strong evidence
in support of the claim that P (A), as calculated by the
revised analytical model, can be used to predict normal-
ized packet loss of a network under Black Hole attack.
Moreover, the original hypercube analytical model per-
forms poorer than the stochastic model for the ad-hoc
topology scenarios under study. In Figures 4a and 4d,
the hypercube topology estimates are tolerable, but in
several cases the analytically derived performance values
are under or over estimating the simulation results. The
hypercube topology approximation does not predict nor-
malized packet loss for ad-hoc topology types 2 and 3. In
Figure 4b the hypercube model significantly overestimates
Black Hole attack. The hypercube performance curve in
Figure 4c both under-estimates and over-estimates perfor-
mance. Excluding the cases where there are zero Black
Holes, the hypercube model prediction falls within the
95% CI packet loss in only nine of the 40 remaining data
points presented in Figure 4.

Another noticeable difference between the performance
predictions of the two models is that the stochastic curve
has some slight variation between data-points while the
hypercube performance curves do not. This is because
the source node classes are derived statistically and con-
sequently incur a degree of sample variation in the K class
q(x) functions. On the other hand, the hypercube ana-
lytical model uses the n-ary 2-cube topology, so it has no
amount of variation in its single source node class q(x)
function.

4 Conclusion

This work provides a network availability model to be
used to assess the impact of network disruption due to
Black Hole attacks for insecure reactive ad-hoc protocols
in ad-hoc topologies. Given the downsides to using a hy-
percube topology, the model is revised and a series of
experiments are performed to validate these revisions.
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(a) Type 1: 500 m2, 10 nodes
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(b) Type 2: 500 m2, 20 nodes
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(c) Type 3: 1000 m2, 20 nodes
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Figure 4: Simulated packet loss of ad-hoc networks vs. hypercube and stochastic analytical model predictions

First, the attack condition is validated using an exper-
iment where a linear topology is used to enforce a variety
of hop distances between a source, destination, and Black
Hole node. The results confirm the effectiveness of a Black
Hole attack is based on the relative hop distances.

Second, rather than utilize the hypercube approxima-
tion technique, the analytical model is generalized to use
arbitrary topologies for calculating the attack probabil-
ity, where a topology is represented as a set of source
node classes, each with a unique q(x) function. A given
q(x) function represents an existential pattern within the
topology that describes the number of neighbors at a
given hop distance x. A second experiment is conducted
using simulation for a grid network to validate the gen-
eralization of the analytical model. A 4x4 grid topol-
ogy is used because the topology is deterministic and re-
quires only three source node classes to represent the en-
tire topology of 16 nodes. The experimental results show
that the analytical model is able to utilize the q(x) func-
tions of the three source node classes to predict the mean
normalized packet loss of the topology as a function of
the number of Black Hole nodes in the topology.

Third, the analytical model is extended to account for
specific aspects of ad-hoc topologies. Because the topol-
ogy is not known until it is instantiated, the source node

classes cannot be explicitly realized. Instead, they are
statistically derived using K-means clustering on a large
sample of instantiated topologies having the same number
of nodes, operating area, and deployment strategy. The
ad-hoc topology may contain zero or more network par-
titions. In this work, the model is extended to account
for cases where the source node is partitioned from a des-
tination node. A third experiment is conducted through
simulation to validate the ad-hoc network adaptations to
the model. Four different types of networks are studied
by varying the number of nodes and operating area. The
results show that the additions to the analytical model aid
it in predicting the impact of Black Hole attacks on ad-
hoc networks. Moreover, the experiment shows that the
revised model provides better prediction of mean normal-
ized packet loss than using the original hypercube model.
For this experiment, the hypercube model correctly pre-
dicts 9 out of 40 scenarios, whereas the stochastic analyt-
ical model correctly predicts measured normalized packet
loss for all 40 scenarios, suggesting a significant improve-
ment in the model.

Given these accomplishments, there are several areas
identified as future work. First, to minimize confound-
ing effects and measure fundamental Black Hole attack
response, the significant aspects of congestion and mobil-
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ity have been avoided. With the foundational results of
this research, future work should examine these aspects;
the analytical work in [18] may provide a starting point.
Second, there are several varieties of Black Hole attacks
and many other types of network disruption attacks. The
theory and model presented in this paper address a sin-
gle type of Black Hole attack. This work can be readily
extended to address other variants of the attack such as
commandeering, masquerading, and wormholes.

The views expressed in this article are those of the au-
thors and do not reflect the official policy or position of
the United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or
the United States Government. This material is declared
a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copy-
right protection in the United States.
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Abstract

Biometric authentication has been getting widespread
attention over the past decade with growing demands in
automated secured personal identification and has been
employed in diverse fields. It ensures actual presence
of biometric entity of a person in contrast to a fake
self-manufactured synthetic or reconstructed sample is a
significant problem. Also in the previous work they use
face and dress color as hard and soft biometric traits.
The major drawback of the existing continuous authen-
tication system is, it is able to successfully authenticate
the user continuously with high tolerance to the user
posture. So, to overcome this drawback and improve
the systems robustness against illumination changes and
cluttered background, in this paper we use additional
biometric traits which are mole, ornament details and
face dimensions in addition to the dress color and face
color. Also, we extend it to the online exam application.
That is, continuously monitoring of a person in an
online exam is proposed employing hard biometric like
facial recognition and soft biometrics. Modified PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) is employed here for the
facial recognition part. Both the hard biometric (face)
and soft biometrics is fused with the help of optimization
algorithm based similarity technique. Finally the au-
thentication is performed and evaluated using standard
evaluation metrics. The technique is implemented in
MATLAB and will be compared to prominent existing
techniques.

Keywords: Biometric traits, continuous biometric
authentication, face recognition, MPCA, multimodal
biometric systems

1 Introduction

The excellence of a biometric technique is assessed by
means of its inherent competence in recognition, which
is estimated using the bogus refutation and fake accep-
tance paces. The birth of the multimodal biometrics is
brought about by the synthesis of the diverse biometric
mode data at the trait mining, match score, or decision
level [17]. One of the generally used biological features is
the face recognition [18]. Face recognition has the aim of
identifying individuals in photographs or videos from their
facial appearance. When comparing is done with other
biometrics, face recognition is found passive and does not
necessitate supportive persons who are close to sensor
or in contact with it. Human faces, automatic recogni-
tion are an aggressively investigated part, which discov-
ers many applications such as surveillance, authentication
or human-computer interaction. In universal and non-
intrusive biometric, face is an effortlessly obtainable [17],
which makes it perfect for applications where other bio-
metrics such as fingerprints or iris scanning are not possi-
ble [13]. In pattern recognition system, the most focused
area is face recognition. The face recognition rate will
get affected due to variation of human face like different
pose, illumination and different expression. Real-world
automatic face recognition tackled these variations [14].
Under different illumination environment it is not sim-
ple to attain for robust face recognition. The variation
of illumination causes changes in face appearance con-
siderably, it discriminate that the difference between the
changes in same face image due to illumination is higher
than the variation due to change in face identity [10]. It
is accepted by numerous that feature based face recogni-
tion systems hold guarantee in specific applications where
movement can be utilized as a sign for face segmentation
and tracking, and the vicinity of more information can
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expand recognition execution. On the other hand, these
systems have their own difficulties. They oblige tracking
the video sequence, and recognition algorithms that have
the capacity to incorporate data over the whole video.
The capacity of diverse approaches to adapt to face pos-
ture and misalignment can be generally controlled by the
measure of express geometric data they use in the face
representations [10].

The fundamental objective of face recognition system
is to divide the qualities of a face that are controlled by
the intrinsic shape and color of the facial surface from the
arbitrary states of image generation. Different methods
were utilized for the face recognition methodology like
Diffusion-Based Face Selective Smoothing in DCT Do-
main where impact of illumination changes on distinctive
frequency subbands and propose a dissemination based
image selective smoothing algorithm to eliminate the un-
desired impacts of illumination varieties [9]. Soft biomet-
rics additionally has increased considerable significance.
Soft biometric attributes are characterized as ”those qual-
ities that give some information about the individual,
however fail to possess the peculiarity and perpetual qual-
ity to sufficiently separate any two individuals [11]. These
characteristics incorporate sexual orientation, ethnicity,
colour of eye/skin/hair, tallness, weight, and SMT (scars,
marks, and tattoos). While soft biometric attributes do
not have sufficient oppressive information to completely
verify the client, it has been demonstrated that they can
enhance system login security when consolidated with
hard biometric characteristics [4].

2 Literature Review

Recently, a number of researches are being carried out
in multi-biometric authentication area. A brief review of
some of these researches is given in this section, especially
related to facial recognition based authentication.

Galbally et al. [5] proposed security of biometric recog-
nition frameworks by adding liveness assessment in a fast,
user-friendly, and non-intrusive manner, through the use
of image quality assessment. The technique consisted of
two phases namely, feature extraction phase and classi-
fication phase. In feature extraction phase, the features
amounting to 25 of them were extracted. It included full
reference based features and no reference based features.
Subsequently, classification based on these features was
carried out by the trained QDA classifier. The proposed
technique was applied to Iris, Fingerprint and Face Recog-
nition.

Chen et al. [3] had proposed a method for face recog-
nition or authentication against pose, illumination, and
expression (PIE) variation using modular face features.
A sub-image in low-frequency sub-band was extracted by
a wavelet transform (WT) to reduce the image dimen-
sionality. It was partitioned into four sections for indi-
cating to the local features and diminishing the PIE im-
pacts, and the small image in a coarse scale was produced

by means of the WT without losing the worldwide face
features. Five measured feature spaces were developed.
The most discriminative common vectors in each one fea-
ture space were found, and a nearest feature space-based
(NFS-based) distance was ascertained for characteriza-
tion. The weighted summation was performed to com-
bine the five distances. Examinations were directed to
demonstrate that the proposed method was better than
traditional techniques.

Shermina and Vasudevan [1] had proposed a face recog-
nition method that was robust to pose and illumination
variations. For processing the pose invariant image, the
Locally Linear Regression (LLR) method was used to
create the virtual frontal view face image from the non
frontal view face image. The low frequency components
of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) were utilized to reg-
ularize the illuminated image during processing the illu-
mination invariant image. The Fisher Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (FLDA) method and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) methods were implemented to identify
the facial images with both pose variant and illumina-
tion variant. To be a last element the scores regarding
FLDA and also PCA were being combined utilizing a hy-
brid approach based on the Feed Forward Neural Net-
work (FFN). Scores obtained from the initial recognition
method, the weight was allocated to the image. The au-
thentication process of image was form on the weight as-
signed and the mixture of the scores. The experimental
results determined that their proposed method based on
hybridization technique recognizes the face image was ef-
ficiently than traditional method.

Ajay et al. [19] had compared the performance of var-
ious combinations of edge operators and linear subspace
methods to determine the best combination for pose clas-
sification. To estimate the behavior, they had accom-
plished analysis on CMU-PIE database which had images
with wide variation in illumination and pose. They es-
tablished that the behavior of pose classification mainly
dependent on the selection of edge operator and linear
subspace method. From Prewitt edge operator and Eigen
feature regularization approach the most excellent classifi-
cation precision was attained. Adaptive histogram equal-
ization was utilized as a preprocessing step to adapt illu-
mination variation, which resulting into considerable im-
provement in performance.

Muruganantham [6] had proposed a method that offers
an up-to-date evaluation of major human face recognition
research. They presented a summary of face recognition
and its applications. The face databases, explanation and
restrictions which were used to evaluate the performance
of these face recognition algorithms were given. The face
recognition system was mostly affected by four significant
factors; they were pose illumination, uniqueness, occlu-
sion and facial expression. Here they anticipated a vital
evaluation of the current researches related with the face
recognition process. They proposed a wide review of most
important researches on face recognition process accom-
plished on various scenarios. Additionally, abbreviation
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portrayal of face recognition process in conjunction with
the methods linked with the different factors that affected
the face recognition process

Arindam et al. [12] had proposed a method for auto-
matic face recognition by means of integrated peaks of
the Hough transformed significant blocks of the binary
gradient image. In this technique initially the gradient
of an image was computed and a threshold was get on
with it to obtain a binary gradient image, which was less
responsive to noise and illumination changes. Secondly,
major blocks were taken out from the absolute gradient
image, to obtained pertinent information with the idea
of dimension reduction. Lastly the most excellent fitted
Hough peaks were taken out from the Hough transformed
significant blocks for competent face recognition. These
Hough peaks were joined together, which were utilized as
feature in classification process.

Choudhary et al. [7] had proposed a method to label
a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) to measure image similar-
ity. In their work, into the neural network the facial im-
ages along with the regions of interest were introduced.
After completion of training process, each neural block
was tuned to a particular facial image prototype. Then,
the probabilistic decision rule performed facial recogni-
tion. Their method provided very accurate results for face
identification along with illumination variation and facial
poses and facial expressions. From a single database on-
wards the SOM method was trained. A facial recognition
system automatically recognized a person, which obtained
from a digital image or video frame from a video source.
It was applied in security systems and the analysis could
be compared with other biometric recognition system like
fingerprint or eye iris recognition systems.

Khourya et al. [16] were presented bi-modal biomet-
ric authentication on mobile phones in challenging con-
ditions. They looked at the issue of face, speaker and
bi-modal verification in mobile situations when there was
critical condition disparity. They presented this disparity
by selecting customer models on high quality biometric
samples acquired on a laptop computer validating them
on lower quality biometric examples gained with a mo-
bile phone. To perform these tests they build up three
novel authentication protocols for the expansive publicly
available MOBIO database. They assessed state-of-the-
art face, speaker and bi-modal validation methods and
demonstrated that between session variability modelling
utilizing Gaussian mixture models gave a reliably power-
ful system to face, speaker and bi-modal verification. It
was likewise demonstrated that multi- algorithm combi-
nation gave a steady execution change to face, speaker and
bi-modal authentication. Utilized the bi-modal multi- al-
gorithm system they infer a state-of-the-art authentica-
tion framework that acquired a half total error rate of 6.3
% and 1.9 % for Female and Male trials, separately.

3 Problem Identification

There are several issues that threaten the security in
biometric authentication systems. User authentication
merely at the very first login session is one among these
severe issues, which is normally found in majority of the
currently available computer and network systems. This
issue is a massively serious security issue, particularly in
systems with high security requirement, since an imposter
is permitted to access the resources in the system in the
period between user log in and user log out.

Together with this, only using the face and dress color
as biometric traits in continuous authentication system
reduces the accuracy of the system under pose variations.
Also, the previous continuous biometric system uses PCA
for face recognition. But the PCA has various drawbacks
such as, recognition rate is not high in case of images
having different poses, facial expressions and change in
illumination and also the accuracy rate is not high.

4 Proposed Continuous Biometric
Authentication System

There are several issues that threaten the security in
biometric authentication systems. User authentication
merely at the very first login session is one among these
severe issues, which is normally found in majority of the
currently available computer and network systems. This
issue is a massively serious security issue, particularly
in systems with high security requirement, since an im-
poster is permitted to access the resources in the sys-
tem in the period between user log in and user log out.
Therefore, this paper introduces a continuous biometric
authentication system, wherein, the system is observed
incessantly from the time the user logs in. This system
makes use of diverse user authentication modalities like
face, ornaments, dress colour, beard, scars and mustache
for monitoring the logged in user in a continuous man-
ner. Moreover, the login security of this system is aug-
mented through the union of hard as well as soft biometric
traits. Figure 1 portrays the entire block representation
of the proposed continuous multimodal biometric authen-
tication system.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed method

From the above figure, it is clear that the user’s image
is captured via a sensor in the beginning. Next, the de-
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sired user authentication modalities are chosen from the
sensor image and registered in the database. Face, orna-
ments, dress colour, beard, scars and mustache serve as
the necessary modalities for authentication. This is then
followed by the continuous authentication process, which
is performed through the matching of the registered tem-
plate and the subsequent video frame. Normalized cross
correlation process is being utilized for carrying out the
matching procedure. At the end of matching, the similar-
ity score is produced from each and every modality. Later
on, the Group Search Algorithm (GSO) with optimized
weights aids in fusing these scores. Then, a threshold is
preset to allow the authentication of the user as the gen-
uine user or the imposter. A genuine user will be the au-
thentication result, if the fused score exceeds the predeter-
mined threshold. Otherwise, the presence of imposter is
evident. In the proposed system, a remedy is provided for
the situation with an imposter. Re-login authentication
mode is that remedy, wherein, matching is accomplished
with the application of the Modified principle component
analysis (MPCA) on the face image. The following sec-
tions give a concise explanation of the proposed contin-
uous biometric authentication system. There are totally
three authentication subsystems available in the proposed
system, namely, Initial login authentication, Continuous
authentication and Re-login authentication.

All the subsystems in the continuous biometric authen-
tication system have three modules each and they are the
acquisition module, the feature extraction module and the
matching module. An interface exists between the match-
ing module and the database enclosing the templates. In
this approach, whenever a user logs in, an enrollment
template is freshly registered. So, temporal details such
as color in the user’s wear can also be used as the en-
rollment template. Two main processes are carried out
here, namely, the training and the testing. The modali-
ties of the user are gained by means of the sensor and the
database stores them during the training phase. On the
other hand, the stored template is utilized to perform the
matching procedure at the time of testing. The vital pro-
cesses involved during the period of initial login authen-
tication and continuous login authentication are depicted
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Initial and continuous authentication

4.1 Initial Login Authentication

The user employs the conventional authentication system
for entering the system. Then, the sensor focuses the
user’s body for making the registration of the modalities
like face, ornaments, color of clothing, mole, beard and
mustache. During the period of training, the various poses
of the user like turn head down, turn head to right, turn
head to left, stretching the arms, quitting and leaning
back in chair are caught due to the fact that the user may
make movements or leave the spot. Training with these
poses of the user can largely enhance the authentication
system’s accuracy.

4.2 Continuous Authentication

Mostly, the user templates are registered in a system only
for particular time duration. In continuous authentication
process, the template that is registered in the beginning
and the second frame of the video are subjected to the
matching process. Normalized cross correlation is utilized
for deciding the likeness between the image and each one
of the modalities.

4.3 Feature Matching Using Normalized
Cross Correlation

The inspiration for employing cross correlation to han-
dle template matching comes from the square Euclidean
distance, which is given by,

D2
f ,t

(u, v) =
∑
x,y

[f(x, y)− t(x− u, y − v)]2.

Where represents the image and the sum is over , subject
to the window consisting of the feature located at. The
expansion of is:

D2
f ,t

(u, v) =
∑
x,y

[f2(x, y)− 2f(x, y)t(x− u, y − v)

+t2(x− u, y − v)]2.

The expression t2(x− u, y − v) specifies a constant. If
f2(x, y) is more or less constant, the rest of the cross-
correlation terms will be:

c(u, v) =
∑
x,y

[f(x, y)t(x− u, y − v)].

The above-mentioned equation offers the measure of
how closely the image as well as the feature resemble.
Few shortcomings are produced, when the above equation
is employed for handling template matching. The first
shortcoming is that the template matching with the above
equation will not succeed, if the image energy

∑
f2(x, y)

alters with position. An example for this case is that
the correlation existing among the feature and a precisely
matching image area may be found to be smaller, when
compared to the correlation between the feature and a
bright region. In addition, the range of c(u, v) relies on
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the feature size. Further, the equation undergoes modifi-
cations with the variations in image amplitude, which are
created due to the changes in illumination all through-
out the image sequence. The aforementioned drawbacks
can be tackled with the normalization of the image and
feature vectors to unit length through the correlation co-
efficient, which in turn generates a correlation coefficient
in the form of cosine.

γ(u, v) =

∑
x,y

[f(x, y)− f̄(u, v)t(x− u, y − v)− t̄]

{
∑
x,y

[f(x, y)− f̄(u, v)]2
∑
x,y

[t(x− u, y − v)− t]2}0.5
.

Where, t̄ indicates the mean of the feature and f̄(u, v)
points to the mean of f(x, y) that lie in the region be-
low the feature. The equation stated above is termed
as the normalized cross-correlation. At last, a simi-
larity score for the image and every single modality is
computed depending on the normalized cross correla-
tion procedure. Assume that the continuous biomet-
ric authentication system makes use of NN modalities,
M1,M2, · · · ,MN for authenticating a person. Further,
let the similarity score yielded for each one of the modal-
ity be S = S1, S2, · · · , SN . Now, the weighted sum rule
of the fused matching score FS can be given as:

FS =

n∑
i=1

WiSi.

Where Wi specify the weight allotted to Mi in the interval
[0, 1].

A weighting strategy that relies on Group Search Al-
gorithm is being proposed here for accomplishing an en-
hancement in the performance of the score level fusion.
The score weights of each and every feature are chosen
in a random fashion and then, the GSO algorithm is ex-
ploited for optimizing the score weights with n number of
iterations.

4.4 Group Search Optimization Algo-
rithm

GSO is normally a population-dependent optimization al-
gorithm with three constituent members, namely, the pro-
ducer, the scrounger and the ranger. In this algorithm,
a population containing arbitrary weights that lie in the
interval between 0 and 1 is created at first. Each one of
the individual residing in this population is known as the
group. All these random weights will not be the best one.
Hence, a fitness function that is applied on all the random
weights is used to spot the best weight from the popula-
tion. The member of the population holding the best
fitness value will be the producer. The other members
holding the best fitness values, but excluding the producer
will be the scroungers. Finally, the rest of the members
that are neither the producer nor the scrounger will be the
rangers. The current position of every single member in
the group of best weights is given by, XK

i ∈ Rn .The com-
putation of the head angle, φKi = (φKi1 ......φ

K
in) ∈ Rn−1,

and the head direction, Dk
i φ

K
i = (dKi1 ......d

K
in) ∈ Rn−1,

is done with the help of polar to Cartesian coordinates
transformation.

dki1 =

n−1∏
p−1

cos(φk
ip)dkij−sin(φk

i(j−1))

n−1∏
p−i

cos(φk
ip)dkin−sin(φk

i(n−1)).

As the subsequent action, the producer scans the field
and this can be described in terms of the distance and
the maximum pursuit angle. Here, θmax stands for the
maximum pursuit angle and lmax specify the maximum
pursuit distance. During the kth iteration, the producer
does the scanning process in three directions and those
directions are zero degree, left hand side hypercube and
right hand side hypercube. In the direction of zero degree,

XZ = Xk
p + r1lmaxD

k
p(φk).

During the right hand side hypercube direction,

Xr = Xk
p + r1lmaxD

k
p(φk +

r2θmax

2
).

At the time of left hand side hypercube direction,

X1 = Xk
p + r1lmaxD

k
p(φk − r2θmax

2
).

Where, r1 denotes the normally distributed number and
r2 refers to the distributed random sequence lying in the
interval between 0 and 1. Moreover, the producer makes
the choice of the best point through the fitness value com-
putation. The current position is deemed as the best posi-
tion in situations, where the producer could not discover
a best position than the present one. Else, the present
point will be modified and the new angle will be formed
with the expression stated below.

φk+1 = φk + r2αmax.

Where αmax indicates the maximum turning angle The
angle will become as φK+a = φk in cases where the pro-
ducer fails to uncover a better resource than the current
position, even when ath iteration is completed. Then,
the scrounging function takes place and the resultant will
be the arbitrary selection of 80 % of the members from
the remaining members. Random walk is employed for
making a search of the distributed resources from the dis-
perse operator. It forms a random head angle φi at Kth

and selects a random distance as specified underneath.
li = a.r1lmax The last strategy in the GS algorithm is
ranging, in which a movement to the new point is accom-
plished as given by the expression,

XK+1
i = Xk

i + liD
K
i (φk+1).

At the end, the best updated weights are achieved later
to the completion of n number of iterations in the GSO
algorithm, which has enabled the score level fusion as ex-
plained in Section 5.3.2.
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4.5 Matching

Matching is conducted with a threshold, preset as T . An
optimized weighting strategy was used in an earlier phase
for yielding a fused score of all the features. The funda-
mental structure of the matching process, which works in
accordance to the preset threshold, is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Matching process

The above figure states that a comparison is made be-
tween the fused modality score and the preset threshold.
If the result of comparison is in such a way that the fused
score exceeds the threshold level, the user is deemed as
genuine. Else if the threshold is smaller than the fused
score, the user is proved to be an imposter or a fake one.
If a fake user is identified, our proposed methodology al-
lows another process, known as Re-login authentication,
to be carried out.

4.6 Authentication Using Modified PCA
(MPCA)

In this phase, the face image in the initial template as
well as the failed frame is applied with the modified PCA.
Once MPCA is applied over the face image, the cross cor-
relation is replaced by the Euclidean distance. Hence,
MPCA only does the face authentication in continuous
biometric system. If unsuccessful authentication occurs
in any place of the authentication process, Re-login au-
thentication is immediately conducted as the subsequent
step in the proposed scheme.

4.7 MPCA Based Face Feature Extrac-
tion

The steps involved in MPCA are: (i) divide the face im-
ages into N number of sub-block images at an initial pe-
riod and (ii) apply PCA to every single sub-block image
using the local information pertaining to the face. When
the process is started, the first sub-image of the image
under consideration is compared against the entire num-
ber of images residing in the database. The images that
satisfy a match with the first sub-image are alone chosen.
Then, the second sub-image is compared against the set
of images chosen in the previous step and the matched
images are discovered. This procedure is repeated for all
the sub-images and the recognized image will be the fi-
nal outcome. If any of the sub-images is found to have

got rid at an earlier stage, then the image is unrecog-
nized. MPCA outweighs PCA by taking the changes in
illumination, pose and facial expressions into account, in
addition to offering improved results with larger accuracy.
This recognition phase computes the weights Wk for both
the training as well as the test frame. The computation
of the difference in weights allows finding the Euclidean
distance. To achieve recognition, a threshold has to be
predetermined. The expressions in the images would be
identical, if the threshold and the Euclidean distance have
the same value. The weightWk is computed in accordance
to the following equation.

Wk = Uk(Ai − ϕi).

Where Uk =
∑M

k=1 VkΦk. Further, Uk denotes the Eigen
faces, Vk points to the Eigen vectors and Φk represents the
mean adjusted value. Re-login step will be performed at
the condition, when the authentication ends up in failure
in the proposed continuous biometric system.

5 Experimental Results

In this part we have presented the results of our proposed
methodology and have scrutinized their appearance. The
suggested multi-modal biometric authentication is exe-
cuted in the MAT LAB program and the multi-modal
biometric authentication is tested with the hard biomet-
ric (face) and soft biometrics (Ornaments, beard, mus-
tache, dress color, mole) the result is contrasted with FAR
and FRR values. The proposed authentication is imple-
mented in a windows machine having configurations Intel
(R) Core i5 processor, 1.6 GHz, 4 GB RAM, and the oper-
ation system platform is Microsoft Wnidow7 Professional.
In Figure 1 the continuous authentication system setup is
specified.

Figure 4: Continuous authentication system setup: Lap-
top with a webcam

5.1 Database Description

In our work, to evaluate the proposed continuous authen-
tication scheme we collected videos of 10 subjects using
the system shown in Figure 4. Every one user was asked
to carry out the subsequent set of action while seated in
front of the webcam. A few example screen shots are
illustrated in Table 1.
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• Scenario A: turning head to the left;

• Scenario B: turning head to the right;

• Scenario C: turning head down;

• Scenario D: straight to the chair;

• Scenario E: stretch arms;

• Scenario F: walk away.

Table 1: Example video frames used in experimentation

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

The effectiveness of proposed technique is analyzed by in-
voking some performance measures such as false rejection
ratio (FRR), false accept ratio (FAR). The performance
measures are explained below;

False rejection ratio: The system identifies imperfectly
that a user is not in the cameras field of view although
the user is yet in front of the camera. False discards lower
the usability of the system.

False accept ratio: The system incorrectly identifies an
imposter as the legitimate user. False admits lower the
security of the system.

5.3 Performance Evaluation

The basic idea of our research is to continuously authen-
ticate the subject in the online examination by means of
soft and hard biometrics. To develop the authentication
competence in our work we employ the MPCA (Modi-
fied Principal Component Analysis) with GSO. Niinuma
et al. [13] have made cleared the incessantly validate the
online examination by means of PCA and resemblance
measures. We employ the MPCA with GSO algorithm
to develop the competence. In Niinuma et al. [13] the
facial recognition was performed by means of the PCA
and soft biometric used were face colour and dress colour.
However in our work the facial recognition is performed
by means of MPCA and soft biometrics we are use (Or-
naments, beard, mustache, dress color, mole). Both the
hard biometric (face) and soft biometrics are fused with
the assist of GSO algorithm based resemblance technique.
The subsequent graph elucidated the presentation of the
suggested approaches.

5.3.1 Performance of Continuous Authentication

In this section, we explain the performance of continuous
systems using the Niinuma et al. [13] and proposed MPCA
with GSO. The following graph demonstrates how our
approach MPCA with GSO is effectively better then the
Niinuma et al. [13].

Figure 5: Performance of FAR and FRR for the continu-
ous authentication using Niinuma et al. [13]

Figure 6: Performance of FAR and FRR for the continu-
ous authentication using MPCA with GSO

Figure 7: Performance of continuous authentication using
ROC curve

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the performance of the con-
tinuous authentication of Niinuma et al. [13] and proposed
approach MPCA with GSO. When analyzing Figure 6,
the approach achieves the minimum FRR and FAR of 0.3
but in Niinuma et al. [13] obtain the 0.37 which value is
very much high compare to the proposed approach which
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shows in Figure 5. When the system achieves the mini-
mum FRR and FAR values the system achieve the maxi-
mum accuracy. In Figure 7 illustrate the performance of
the continuous authentication using ROC curve. The ap-
proach Niinuma et al. [13] shows the resulted in an equal
error rate (EER) of 0.49% and the proposed method of
MPCA with GSO system using resulted in an EER of
0.28%, which is significantly better than the existing sys-
tem Niinuma et al. [13].

5.3.2 Re-login Authentication

The user approaches to the re-login authentication, every
time the system identifies that the user is no longer in
front of the console. In this time, the system is bolted
and it attempts to identify the user and re-authenticate
him routinely. Now, the user is validated by means of
both soft (colour histograms) and hard biometrics (face).
The suggested re-login authentication method is assessed
by means of video clips where an authorized user logs in,
the user leaves the work environment (without logging
out) and next, another user (an impostor) emerges in the
field of view of the webcam. Figure 8 demonstrates this
scenario. The system effectively identifies an impostor in
Figure 8(c) and allows re-login to the first logged in user
in Figure 8(e).

The colored ellipses in Figure 88(a) and (e) point out
that the system properly identified the valid user in front
of the console. At the same time, black-and-white images
in Figure 8(b), (c), and (d) point out that the system
properly recognized the absence of the legitimate user in
front of the console.

Figure 8: Example results of re-login authentication ex-
periments

Figures 9 and 10 show the re-login authentication of
the online examination by means of Niinuma et al. [13]
and suggested approach MPCA with GSO. When exam-
ining Figure 9, we attain the FAR and FRR rate is 0.65
which value is high. If the FAR and FRR values are high
means the system can never get the higher competence.
On the other hand, in Figure 10 we get the FRR and FAR
value of 0.35 which value is very much low compare to the
Niinuma et al. [13]. In our suggested work we employ the
modified PCA and GSO algorithm for the system. The
modified PCA employed to develop the efficiency of the

Figure 9: Performance of FAR and FRR for the re-login
authentication using Niinuma et al. [13]

Figure 10: Performance of FAR and FRR for the Re-login
authentication using MPCA with GSO

Figure 11: Performance of re-login authentication using
ROC curve

hard biometric feature such as face. The presentation of
the re-login authentication system is specified by the de-
tection error rate (DET) curve exposed in Figure 11. The
approach Niinuma et al. [13] demonstrates the resulted in
an equal error rate (EER) of 0.62% and the suggested
method of MPCA with GSO system by means of resulted
in an EER of 0.40%, which is considerably better than
the presented system Niinuma et al. [13].

6 Conclusion

We have proposed a new framework that uses both soft
biometric traits and hard biometric traits for continuous
user authentication. This framework registers a new en-
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rollment template every time the user logs in, which en-
ables the system to effectively use soft biometric traits
for continuous authentication. The proposed system uses,
face, dress colour, beard, mustache, and mole as biometric
traits for continuous authentication. At a specified time
interval, the initially registered template was matched
with the next frame obtained through a sensor. Finally,
for each biometric traits a matching score was generated
based on the cross correlation. The generation matching
scores were fused with the help of GSO based similarity
technique. At any stage of mismatching, it requests to
a re-login authentication stage. The experimental results
of our proposed continuous biometric authentication sys-
tem show better and improved authentication accuracy
compared with the existing technique.
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Abstract

Until now, the overwhelming majority of password-
authenticated key agreement protocols using chaotic
maps are based on three architectures (client/server, two
clients/server and multi-server) and four security models
(heuristic security, random oracle, ideal cipher and stan-
dard model). However, with rapid changes in the modern
communication environment such as wireless mesh net-
works and cloud storing, it is necessary to put forward
a kind more flexible and general architecture to adapt it.
So, in our paper, we firstly propose a provable secure two-
party in two-realm key agreement protocol using chaotic
maps in the standard model. Our proposed protocol is
more general and it is easy to expand to many other forms,
such as three-party or N-party in different realms. The
new protocol resists dictionary attacks mounted by either
passive or active network intruders, allowing, in principle,
even weak password phrases to be used safely. It also of-
fers perfect forward secrecy, which protects past sessions
and passwords against future compromises. Finally, we
give the security proof in the standard model and the ef-
ficiency analysis of our proposed scheme.

Keywords: Chaotic maps, different realms, key exchange,
mutual authentication

1 Introduction

Nowadays, chaos theory has widely used to cryptogra-
phy. Chaotic system has numerous advantages, such as
extremely sensitive to initial parameters, unpredictability,
boundness, etc. Meanwhile, chaotic sequence generated
by chaotic system has the properties of non-periodicity
and pseudo-randomness. In a word, chaos theory and
chaotic system have exploited a new way for cryptogra-
phy.

In 1998, Baptista [1] firstly connects cryptography with

chaos theory. As a fundamental cryptographic primi-
tive, key agreement protocol allows two or more parties
to agree on shared keys which will be used to protect
their later communication. Then, combining chaos the-
ory and key agreement primitive, many authenticated key
exchange (AKE) protocols [7, 8, 12, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25] have
been proposed. The literature [25] firstly proposed a new
one-way authenticated key agreement scheme (OWAKE)
based on chaotic maps with multi-server architecture.
The OWAKE scheme is widely used to no need for mutual
authentication environment on Internet, such as readers-
to-journalists model and patient-to-expert model. Us-
ing the chaotic maps, the literature [24] firstly proposed
a new multiple servers to server architecture (MSTSA)
to solve the problems caused by centralized architecture,
such as multi-server architecture with the registration
center (RC). The core ideas of the proposed scheme are
the symmetry (or called peer to peer) in the servers side
and the transparency for the clients side. In brief, based
on chaotic maps, there were many AKE protocols from
functionality aspect, or from efficiency aspect, or from se-
curity aspect, or from architecture aspect to improve the
AKE protocols.

However it is quite unrealistic that two clients trying
to communicate with each other are registered on the
same server. In the real situation with distributed ap-
plications, an authentication setting usually occurs such
that two clients are registered in different servers. For
example, from a user’s point of view in a mobile comput-
ing environment, a secure end-to-end channel between one
mobile user in cell A and another user in cell B may be
a primary concern. Additionally, the end-to-end security
service minimizes the interferences from the operator con-
trolled network components. Over the past years, many
protocols based on the different password authentication
(DPWA) model have been presented in the cross-realm
setting and some of them have been easily broken and sub-
sequently modified [2, 5, 9, 13, 15]. Byun et al. first pro-
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posed a Client-to-Client Password-Authenticated Key Ex-
change (C2C-PAKE) in the cross-realm setting where two
clients are in two different realms and hence two servers
involved [2]. Unfortunately, the scheme was found to be
flawed. Chen first pointed out that one malicious server in
the cross-realm setting could mount a dictionary attack to
obtain the password of a client who belongs to the other
realm [5]. In [15], Wang et al. showed dictionary attacks
by a malicious server on the same protocol. Kim et al. [9]
pointed out that the protocol was susceptible to Dening-
Sacco attacks [6], and they also proposed an improved
C2C-PAKE protocol. However, very recently, Phan and
Goi suggested two unknown key share attacks on the im-
proved C2C-PAKE protocol. They presented counter-
measures in [13]. Up until now, several countermeasures
to protect the attacks on the C2C-PAKE protocol have
been presented in [2, 5, 9, 13, 15]. Recently Byun [3] pre-
sented an efficient C2C-PAKE protocol and proved it is
secure under decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption in the
ideal cipher and random oracle models. But most of the
presented protocols were susceptible to Off-line Password
Guessing Attacks with Server Compromise. The main
reason [17, 22] is that there is a need for the password
to encrypt or decrypt some information during the proto-
col process. This implies that the server has to store the
plaintext password. So the password verification informa-
tion in the server obtained by the attacker may mount an
Off-line Password Guessing Attacks.

Based on the chaotic maps, we believe the more general
architecture should be involved in AKE protocols. So
we propose the first two-party in two-realm key exchange
protocol using chaotic maps in standard model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some pre-
liminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a novel chaotic
maps problem is described in Section 3. Then, the non-
interactive twin chaotic maps-key exchange protocol is
given in Section 4. The Security of our proposed protocol
is given in Section 5. The efficiency analysis of our pro-
posed protocol and some feasible applications are given
in Section 6. This paper is finally concluded in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 One-way Hash Function and Pseudo-
random Function Ensembles

There are four main properties in a secure cryptographic
one-way hash function h : a→ b:

1) The function h takes a message of arbitrary length
as the input and produces a message digest of fixed-
length as the output;

2) The function h is one-way in the sense that given a,
it is easy to compute h (a) = b. However, given b, it
is hard to compute h−1 (b) = a;

3) Given a, it is computationally infeasible to find a′

such that a′ 6= a, but h (a′) = h (a);

4) It is computationally infeasible to find any pair a, a′

such that a′ 6= a, but h (a′) = h (a).

Pseudo-random function ensembles:
If a function ensemble F = {Fn}n∈N is pseudo-
random [14], then for every probabilistic polynomial ora-
cle A and all large enough n, we have that:

AGn(1n) = 1]| < ε(n)

where G = {Gn}n∈N is a uniformly distributed func-
tion ensemble, ε(n) is a negligible function, AdvF =
maxA{AdvF (A)} denotes all oracle A,and AdvF (A) rep-
resents the accessible maximum.

2.2 Symmetric Encryption

A symmetric encryption scheme Ek(Kgen,E,D) consists
of three algorithms as follows:

1) Randomized Key Generation Algorithm Kgen: it re-
turns a key k drawn from the key space Keys(Ek) at
random.

2) Encryption Algorithm E: it takes the key k ∈
Keys(Ek) and a plaintext M ∈ {0, 1}∗ as the in-
puts and outputs a ciphertext C ∈ {0, 1}∗. So it can
be written C = Ek(M).

3) Decryption Algorithm D:it takes the key k ∈
Keys(Ek) and a ciphertext C ∈ {0, 1}∗ as the in-
puts and outputs a plaintext M ∈ {0, 1}∗. So it can
be written M = Dk(C).

2.3 Definition and Hard Problems of
Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the inter-
val [−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial Tn(x): [−1, 1] →
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn(x) = cos(ncos−1(x)) [16]. Cheby-
shev polynomial map Tn: R → R of degree n is defined
using the following recurrent relation:

Tn(x) = 2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x),

where n ≥ 2, T0(x) = 1, and T1(x) = x. The first few
Chebyshev polynomials are:

T2(x) = 2x2 − 1,

T3(x) = 4x3 − 3x,

T4(x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1,

· · · · · ·

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that

Tr(Ts(x)) = Trs(x).

An immediate consequence of this property is that Cheby-
shev polynomials commute under composition

Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).
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In order to enhance the security, Zhang [21] proved that
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials de-
fined on interval (−∞,+∞). The enhanced Chebyshev
polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:

Tn (x) = (2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x))(modN)

where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞,+∞), and N is a large prime
number. Obviously,

Trs(x) = Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).

Definition 1. (Semi-group property) Semi-group prop-
erty of Chebyshev polynomials:

Trs(x) = Tr(Ts(x))

= cos(rcos−1(scos−1(x)))

= cos(rscos−1(x))

= Ts(Tr(x))

= Tsr(x),

where r and s are positive integer and x ∈ [−1, 1].

Definition 2. (Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm
(CDL) problem) Given x and y, it is intractable to find
the integer s, such that Ts(x) = y. The probability that a
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDL
problem is defined as AdvCDL

A (p) = Pr[A(x, y) = r : r ∈
Z∗p , y = Tr(x) mod p].

Definition 3. (CDL assumption) For any probabilistic
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvCDL

A (p)is neg-
ligible, that is, AdvCDL

A (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func-
tion ε.

Definition 4. (Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problem) Given x, Tr(x) and Ts(x), it is in-
tractable to find Trs(x). The probability that a polynomial
time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDH problem is
defined as AdvCDH

A (p) = Pr[A(x, Tr(x) mod p, Ts(x) mod
p) = Trs(x) mod p : r, s ∈ Z∗p ].

Definition 5. (CDH assumption) For any probabilistic
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvCDH

A (p) is neg-
ligible, that is, AdvCDH

A (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func-
tion ε.

2.4 Definition and Properties of Cheby-
shev Chaotic Maps

Definition 6. [7, 8] f : J → J is said to be topologically
transitive if for any pair of open sets U, V ⊂ J , there
exists k > 0 such that fk (U) ∩ V 6= φ.

Definition 7. f : J → J has sensitive dependence on
initial conditions if there exists δ > 0 such that for any
x ∈ J and any neighborhood N of x, there exist y ∈ N
and n ≥ 0 such that |fn (x)− fn (y)| > δ.

Definition 8. Let V be a set, then f : V → V is said to
be chaotic on V if

1) f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions.

2) f s topologically transitive.

3) Periodic points are dense in V .

Definition 9. Let f : A → A, f : B → B be two maps,
if there exists a continuous surjection h : A → B such
that h · g = g · h, we say that these two maps f and g are
topologically semi-conjugate.

Theorem 1. A non-zero polynomial is the nth Chebyshev
polynomial or its constant times iff the nonzero polyno-
mial is the root of the differential equation(

1− x2
)
y′′ − xy′ + n2y = 0 (n ∈ Z+) .

Lemma 1. If f : A → A, f : B → B are topologically
semi-conjugate,

1) When p is the periodic point of f , then h (p) is the
periodic point of g;

2) When the periodic point of f is dense in A, the peri-
odic point of g is dense in B, where h is the topolog-
ically semi-conjugate between f and g.

Lemma 2. Assume f : A → B is a map, A0, A1 ⊂ A,
then f (A0 ∩A1) ⊂ f (A0) ∩ f (A1).

Lemma 3. When f : A → A is topologically transitive,
g : B → B is topologically semi-conjugate f via h, then g
is topologically transitive.

Lemma 4. Let R : S′ → S′ be a map of the circle into
itself, then R (θ) = nθ (n ∈ Z, n ≥ 2) is chaotic, where θ
is the radian value.

The concrete proof of chaotic properties can be found
in the literature [8] and the enhanced properties of Cheby-
shev polynomials that defined on interval (−∞,+∞) still
have the semi-group property (see [21]).

3 The Proposed Protocol

In this section, under the two-realm environment for two
client with two servers, a chaotic maps-based authenti-
cation key agreement scheme is proposed which consists
of three phases: registration phase, authentication key
agreement phase and password update phase.

3.1 Notations

In this section, any server i has its identity IDSi and pub-
lic key (x, TKi(x)) and a secret key Ki based on Cheby-
shev chaotic maps, a secure one-way hash function H(·),
a pseudo-random function F ,and a pair of secure sym-
metric encryption/decryption functions EK()/DK() with
key K. The concrete notations used hereafter are shown
in Table1.
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Table 1: Notations

Symbol Definition
IDA, IDB , IDSession The identity of Alice, Bob and the session, respectively;

Si, IDSi
The ith server; The identity of the ith server, respectively;

a, b, Sa, Sb, Saa, Sbb Nonces;
(x, Tk(x)) Public key based on Chebyshev chaotic maps;

K Secret key based on Chebyshev chaotic maps;
Ek(·)/Dk(·) A pair of secure symmetric encryption/decryption functions with the key K;

H A secure one-way hash function;
F Pseudo-random function;
|| Concatenation operation.

Figure 1: A authenticated expert registration phase

3.2 Registration Phase

Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly re-
lies on the design of Chebyshev chaotic maps-based in
two-realm architecture, it is assumed that Alice can reg-
ister at the serverA in the same realm by secure channel.
The same assumption can be set up for servers. Figure 1
illustrates the server registration phase.

Step 1. When a user Alice wants to be a new legal user,
she chooses her identity IDA and password PWA and
sends {IDA, HPWA} to the server via a secure chan-
nel.

Step 2. Upon receiving {IDA, HPWA} from the Alice,
the server A stores {IDA, HPWA} in a secure way.

3.3 Authenticated Key Agreement Phase

This concrete process is presented in Figure 2.

Step 1. If Alice wishes to consult some personal issues
establish with Bob in a secure way, but they are
in different realm. Alice will choose a large and
random a. Then the device of Alice will compute
Ta (x), CA1 = Ta(x)THPWA

TKA
(x) and MacAS =

FTaTKA
(x)(IDSession||CA1

). After that, Alice sends
IDA, IDB , CA1

,MacAS to ServerA where she regis-
ters on (The same way for Bob).

Step 2. After receiving the message IDA, IDB , CA1
,

MacAS from Alice, ServerA will do the following
tasks:

1) ServerA uses HPWA to compute Ta (x) =
CA1

/THPWA
TKA

(x).

2) ServerA examines whether is valid in terms of
the (IDSession||CA1).

3) ServerA selects a large and random integer Sa

to compute TSa (x), CA2 = Ta(x)TSaTKB
(x),

MacSAB = FTaTKB
(x)(IDSession||CA2

) and

sends IDA, IDB , CA2
, TSa

(x) ,MacSAB to
ServerB (The same way for ServerB).

Step 3. After receiving the message IDA, IDB , CA2 ,
TSa (x), MacSAB from ServerA, ServerB will
uses KB to compute Ta (x) = CA2

/TSa
TKB

(x) =
CA2

/TKB
TSa

(x) . Then ServerB examines whether
MacSAB = FTaTKB

(x)(IDSession||CA2
) is valid

in terms of the (IDSession||CA2
). ServerB

selects a large and random integer Sbb and
computes TSbb

(x), CA3 = TSbb
THPWB

Ta (x),
MacSB = FTaTb(x)(IDSession||CA3

) and sends
IDA, IDB , CA3

, TSbb
(x),MacSB to Bob (The same

way for ServerA).

Step 4. After receiving the message IDA, IDB , CA3 ,
TSbb

(x), MacSB , Bob uses HPWB to compute

Ta (x) = CA3
/TSbb

THPWB
(x)

= CA3
/THPWB

TSbb
(x) .

Then Bob examines whether MacSB =
FTHPWB

TSbb
(IDSession||CA3) is valid in terms

of the (IDSession||CA3
). If holds, and the session

key is SK = FTbTa(x) (1).(The same way for Alice).
If any authenticated process does not pass, the
protocol will be terminated immediately.
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Figure 2: Authenticated key agreement phase
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Figure 3: Password update phase
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3.4 Password Update Phase

This concrete process is presented in the following Fig-
ure 3.

Step 1. If Alice wishes to update her password with
ServerA, Alice will choose a new memorable pass-
word PW

′

A. Then the device of Alice will compute

HPW
′

A = H
(
IDA||PW

′

A||TKA
(x)
)

, THPW
′
A

(x),

CA1
= THPW

′
A

(x)THPWA
TKA

(x) and MacAS =

FT
HPW

′
A
TKA

(x)(IDA||IDSA
||CA1). After that, Alice

sends IDA, IDSA
, CA1

, MacAS to ServerA where
she registers on.

Step 2. After receiving the message IDA, IDSA
, CA1

,
MacAS from Alice, ServerA will do the following
tasks:

1) ServerA uses HPWA to compute THPW
′
A

(x) =

CA1/THPWA
TKA

(x).

2) ServerA examines whether MacAS =
FT

HPW
′
A
TKA

(x)(IDA||IDSA
||CA1

) is valid

in terms of the (IDA||IDSA
||CA1).

3) If holds, ServerA computes MacSA =
FTHPWA

T
HPW

′
A
(x)(IDA||IDSA

||Ta(x)) and sends

IDA, IDSA
,MacSA to Alice. Replaces the

HPWAbyHPW
′

A.

Step 3. After receiving the message IDA, IDSA
,

MacSA from ServerA, Alice will uses
HPWA, HPW

′

A to compute Mac
′

SA =
FTHPWA

T
HPW

′
A
(x)(IDA||IDSA

||THPW
′
A

(x)) to

verify MacSA. If holds, Alice replaces the
HPWAbyHPW

′

A.

4 Security Consideration

The section a theorem concerning the semantic security
of our proposed protocol is given.

4.1 Security Model

We recall the protocol syntax and communication
model [4, 11, 19]. The basic descriptions and some queries
are shown in Table 2.

4.2 Security Proof

Theorem 2. Let Γ be a two-party in two-realm PAKE
protocol described in Figure 2. Let F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}l(n)
be a pseudo-random function ensembles. Because the
DDH assumption holds in enhanced Chebyshev chaotic
maps, then

Adv2P2RPAKE
x,Tu,F (t, R) ≤ 2q2e + 3q2s + 2(qe + qs)

2

N1

+2(qe + qs)Adv
F + 2(min{qe, qr}+ min{qs, qr})AdvF

+2(qe + qs)Adv
DDH
x,Tu

+
qs

2n−1
+

(qe + qs)
2

N1

qs
N

where n is a safe parameter, l (·) is a function that can
be computed in polynomial time. N1 is a large prime
number, u, Tu(x) are the private and public keys of the
server, qe, qr, qs represent the maximum number of Exe-
cute and Test that the adversary can inquire, and queries
from Send-Client and Send-Server, N is the password dic-
tionary D’s size, AdvDDH

x,Tu
represents the probability of

breaking the DDH hypothesis, and AdvF denotes the prob-
ability of breaking the pseudo-random function ensembles.

In order to make the security proof simple, we firstly
point out the differences between the literature [19] and
our proposed protocol. Then we give the differences be-
tween the literature [11] and our proposed protocol. Fi-
nally, we will get Theorem 2.

1) The differences between the literature [19] and
our proposed protocol. Using enhanced Cheby-
shev chaotic maps to replace ElGamal encryp-
tion. To be specific, gx2 , rgx1 , Zgx1 and gx1hx2

in the literature [19] should be replaced by
Tx2

(x), rTx1
(x), ZTx1

(x) and Tx1
(x)Tx2

(h), respec-
tively.

The birthday paradox should be used to replace the
probability of random events when the event colli-
sion occurs. According to the birthday paradox, the
probability of collisions in output Tn(x) is at most
q2s/2N1,where qs denotes the maximum number of
Send-Client and Send-Server queries.

According to the birthday paradox, the proba-
bility of collisions in output Tn(x) is at most
(qs + qe)

2/2N1,where qs denotes the maximum num-
ber of Send-Client and Send-Server queries, qe de-
notes the maximum number of Execute queries.
Hence, the probability of distinguishing Mac∗∗ with
random integers is (qs + qe)

2/2N1.

2) The differences between the literature [11] and our
proposed protocol. We convert the low entropy
secret password PW to high entropy cryptogra-
phy key by a one-way hash function HPWA =
H (IDA||PWA||TKA

(x)) which is more secure way
than the literature [11] only stored password in the
server database.

Different architecture. Our proposed protocol sets up
in different realm and the two-party has different pass-
word with his/her service server. That means one Send-
Client query will test two passwords in the same set. So in
our protocol, when relating with N (N is the password dic-
tionary D size), and it is the same with the literature [11].

Round 1. Our proposed protocol has one more Mac∗∗
for each party, so there is must have one more
(qs + qe)

2/2N1.
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Table 2: Descriptions the model and the queries

Symbol Definition
Parties P1, · · · , Pn

or (C1, · · · , Cn, S1,
· · · , Sn)

Modelled by probabilistic Turing machines. Two non-empty sets: User, the set of
all clients, and Server, the set of trusted servers constitute the participants in our
2P2RPAKE protocol.

Adversary Λ A probabilistic Turing machine which controls all communication, with the excep-
tion that the adversary cannot inject or modify messages (except for messages from
corrupted parties or sessions), and any message may be delivered at most once.

Sessions matching If the outgoing messages of one are the incoming messages of the other.∏i
U1

, pidiU1
, sidiU1

,∏j
U2

, pidjU2
, sidjU2

Denote participant U1’s instance i, who is involved with a partner participant U2

in a session.
∏i

U1
has the parner identification pidiU1

and the session identification

sidiU1
. The same means for

∏j
U2

, pidjU2
, sidjU2

.

Execute (
∏i

U1
, Si,

Sj ,
∏j

U2
)

This query returns the messages that were communicated in the course of an honest
execution of the protocol among

∏i
U1

, Si, Sj ,
∏j

U2
.

Send-Client (
∏i

U1

(k = 1, 2), m)
This query returns the message that client instance

∏i
Uk

, which would generate
upon receipt of message m.

Send-Server (Sk

(k = 1, 2), m)
This query returns the message that server instance Sk would generate upon receipt
of message m. When receiving a fabricated message by an adversary, the server
instance Sk responds in the manner prescribed by the protocol.

Corrupt (Uk (k =
1, 2))

This query returns the session key of the client instance Uk (k = 1, 2).

Reveal (
∏i

Uk
(k =

1, 2))
This query returns the password and the states of all instances of Uk(k = 1, 2) only
when it is defined.

Test (
∏i

Uk
(k =

1, 2))
This query allows the adversary to be issued at any stage to a completed, fresh,
unexpired session. A bit b is then picked randomly. If b = 0, the test oracle reveals
the session key, and if b = 1, it generates a random value in the key space. The
adversary Λ can then continue to issue queries as desired, with the exception that
it cannot expose the test session.

Partnering We say two instances
∏i

U1
and

∏j
U2

are partners iff: (a) They are successfully

accepted; (b) sidiU1
= sidjU2

; (c) pid for
∏i

U1
is
∏j

U2
and vice versa; (d) No instance

other than
∏i

U1
and

∏j
U2

accepts with a pid equal to
∏i

U1
or
∏j

U2
.

Freshness Let
∏i

U1,U2,S1,S2
be a completed session by a party U1 with some other party U2,

and
∏j

U2,U1,S2,S1
be the matching session to

∏i
U1,U2,S1,S2

. We say that the session∏i
U1,U2,S1,S2

is fresh if U1 and U2 in session
∏i

U1,U2,S1,S2
and the matching session∏j

U2,U1,S2,S1
are honest and the following conditions hold: (a)

∏i
U1,U2,S1,S2

has ac-

cepted the request to establish a session key. (b)
∏i

U1,U2,S1,S2
has not been revealed.

(c) No matching conversation
∏j

U2,U1,S2,S1
of
∏i

U1,U2,S1,S2
has been revealed. (d)

U2, S has not been corrupted. (e) The adversary asks neither Send-Client (
∏i

U1
,m)

nor Send-Client (
∏j

U2
,m) query.
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Table 3: Security comparison existing protocols for 3PAKE based on Chebyshev chaotic maps and our protocol

Model KP MA AR FS UDOD UKS PCI OFD
Our protocol S Yes Yes C2S2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yang and Cao’s protocol [19] S Yes Yes C2S Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Lai et al.’s protocol [11] S Yes Yes C2S Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yoon-Jeon’s protocol [20] N No Yes C2S No No Yes No No
Xie et al.’s protocol [18] N Yes Yes C2S Yes Yes Yes No No
Lee et al.’s protocol [12] N Yes Yes C2S No No Yes Yes No

S standard model, N nonstandard model, KP key privacy, MA mutual authentication, AR architecture, C2S client-
to-server, C2S2 Two-client-two-server, FS forward security, UDOD security against undetectable on-line dictionary
attack, UKS security against unknown key-share attack, PCI security against password compromised impersonation
attack, OFD security against off-line dictionary attack.

Round 2. The only difference between the literature [11]
and our proposed protocol is that one server changes
into two servers. So that brings about two points
changed:

1) There are two more Mac∗∗, so the probability
of distinguishing Mac∗∗ with random integers is
(qs + qe)

2/2N1.

2) According to the birthday paradox, there are
two more Tn(x), so the probability of collisions
in output Tn(x) is at most q2s/N1.

Round 3. It is the same with the literature [11]. The
detailed descriptions of these games and lemmas are
analogous to those in literature [11], with the differ-
ences discussed above, and therefore, they are omit-
ted.

Theorem 3. Our proposed two-realm PAKE protocol en-
sures key privacy against the server based on the fact that
DDH assumption holds in the enhanced Chebyshev chaotic
maps and F is a secure pseudo-random function ensemble,
and

Adv
kp

D (Λkp
) ≤ 4qsAdv

DDH
x,Tu

+ 2qeAdv
F

where qe and qs denote the maximum number of queries
to the oracle Execute and Send-Client.

The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem
5.2 in [19] and Theorem 3 in [11]. The difference between
our proposed protocol and the literature [19] is that we
just replace the enhanced Chebyshev chaotic map values
with the ElGamal discrete logarithm values. The differ-
ence between our proposed protocol and the literature [11]
is that our proposed protocol is designed in different realm
with different password, so some changed details can be
described in Section 4.2.

Next, from the Table 3, we can see that the proposed
scheme can provide secure session key agreement, perfect
forward secrecy and so on. As a result, the proposed
scheme is more secure and has much functionality com-
pared with the recent related scheme.

5 Efficiency Analysis

5.1 The Comparisons Between Our
Scheme and the Literature in Dif-
ferent Realms with Different Algo-
rithms

Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial com-
putation problem offers smaller key sizes, faster compu-
tation, as well as memory, energy and bandwidth sav-
ings. In our proposed protocol, no time-consuming mod-
ular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on elliptic
curves are needed. However, Wang [16] proposed several
methods to solve the Chebyshev polynomial computation
problem.

To be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz
processor with 1024 MB RAM, where n and p are 1024
bits long, the computational time of a one-way hash-
ing operation, a symmetric encryption/decryption op-
eration, an elliptic curve point multiplication operation
and Chebyshev polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s,
0.063075s and 0.02102s separately [10]. Moreover, the
computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored
when compared with other operations.

For simplicity, the literatures [3, 6, 13, 15] in the dif-
ferent realms architecture, we omit the comparisons table
detailedly. The reason is that our proposed protocol are
mainly based on chaotic maps algorithms which is more
efficient than the other algorithms, such as RSA and ECC,
in the literatures [3, 10, 13, 15].

5.2 The Comparisons Between Our
Scheme and the Literature with the
Same Algorithms

Table 4 shows performance comparisons between our pro-
posed scheme and the literature of [11, 12, 18, 19, 11, 20]
in three-party architecture with chaotic maps.
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Table 4: Cost comparison existing protocols for 3PAKE based on Chebyshev chaotic maps and our protocol

R RN PKE SKE T
The others (A/B/S) (A/B/S) (A/B/S) (A/B/S)

Our protocol (A/B/SA/SB) (A/B/SA/SB) (A/B/SA/SB) (A/B/SA/SB)

Our protocol 3 1/1/1/1 0/0/2/2 0/0/0/0 2/2/4/4
Yang and Cao’s protocol [19] 4 2/2/3 0/0/1 0/0/1 0/0/0

Lai et al.’s protocol [11] 4 2/2/3 0/0/1 0/0/1 6/6/10
Yoon-Jeon’s protocol [20] 5 2/1/0 2/2/0 1/1/1 2/2/0

Xie et al.’s protocol [18] 6 1/1/1 2/2/0 3/3/0 3/3/2
Lee et al.’s protocol [12] 5 1/1/1 2/2/0 4/4/0 3/3/2

R H D F
The others (A/B/S) (A/B/S) (A/B/S)

Our protocol (A/B/SA/SB) (A/B/SA/SB) (A/B/SA/SB)

Our protocol 3 0/0/0/0 0/0/0/0 2/2/4/4
Yang and Cao’s protocol [19] 4 0/0/0 0/0/0 4/4/2

Lai et al.’s protocol [11] 4 0/0/0 0/0/0 4/4/2
Yoon-Jeon’s protocol [20] 5 2/0/2 1/1/2 0/0/0

Xie et al.’s protocol [18] 6 5/5/4 2/2/4 0/0/0
Lee et al.’s protocol [12] 5 4/4/7 0/0/0 0/0/0

R Round, RN Random number, PKE Public key encryption, SKE Secret key encryption. A: participant A, B:
participant B, S: Single Server, SA: ServerA, SB: ServerB, T, D, H and F represent the time for performing
a Chebyshev polynomial computation, a symmetric encryption/decryption, a one-way hash function and pseudo-
random function, respectively.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive and general
study of two-party in different realms PAKE protocol over
standard model using chaotic maps. Most existing re-
searches are concerning about concrete environment, such
as two-party AKE or three-party AKE based on chaotic
maps, but as far as we know, there is no general and
extensible architecture about different realms based on
chaotic maps has been proposed. However, through our
exploration, we firstly clarify that the PAKE scheme us-
ing chaotic maps in different realms is more suitable for
the real environment. Then, we proposed a suitable pro-
tocol that covers those goals and offered an efficient proto-
col that formally meets the proposed security definition.
Finally, after comparing with related literatures respec-
tively, we found our proposed scheme has satisfactory se-
curity, efficiency and functionality. Therefore, our pro-
tocol is more suitable for practical applications. For the
future, we will investigate some extended function, such
as the group authenticated key agreement or resistant
quantum attack authenticated key agreement in different
realm.
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Abstract

Cloud computing is used extensively to deliver utility
computing over the Internet. Defending network acces-
sible Cloud resources and services from various threats
and attacks is of great concern. Intrusion Detection Sys-
tem (IDS) has become popular as an important network
security technology to detect cyber-attacks. In this paper,
we propose a novel Collaborative IDS (CIDS) Framework
for cloud. We use Snort to detect the known stealthy
attacks using signature matching. To detect unknown at-
tacks, anomaly detection system (ADS) is built using De-
cision Tree Classifier and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Alert Correlation and automatic signature generation re-
duce the impact of Denial of Service (DoS) /Distributed
DoS (DDoS) attacks and increase the performance and
accuracy of IDS.

Keywords: Anomaly detection, collaborative IDS, cloud
security, intrusion detection, signature generation

1 Introduction

Users of a cloud request access from a set of web ser-
vices that manage a pool of computing resources (i.e.,
machines, network, storage, operating systems, applica-
tion development environments, application programs).
When granted, a fraction of the resources from the pool
they are dedicated to the requesting user until he or she
releases it. Cloud computing combines several technolo-
gies like distributed computing, grid computing, virtual-
ization, utility computing, network computing etc. Each
of the involving technologies has vulnerabilities that cause
several security and privacy issues. One of the major se-
curity challenges is to defend Cloud network from the at-
tacks like IP spoofing, DNS poisoning, man-in-the-middle
attack, port scanning, insider attack, Denial of Service
(DoS) attack, and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack etc. [15].

To deal with such attacks, Intrusion Detection Sys-
tem (IDS) can be used. Intrusion detection is the act of

detecting actions that attempt to compromise the Confi-
dentiality, Integrity or Availability of a system/network.
Security threats are divided into three categories [20]: (1)
breach of confidentiality, (2) failure of authenticity, and
(3) unauthorized denial of service.

Based on the protection objective, IDS are classified
into three categories: Host-based (HIDS), Network-based
(NIDS) and Distributed IDS. Host based IDS collects the
internal activities (like system call) of a host and analyse
for malicious activities. Network based IDS attempts to
discover unauthorized access to a computer network by
analyzing network traffic. Distributed IDS collects the
events from multiple sources and analyzes collectively for
malicious activity. On the basis of detection techniques,
IDSs are divided in two categories [7] viz; Signature based
and Anomaly based. Signature based IDS detects known
attacks through matching signature in pre-stored attack
signature base. Signatures are the well formatted patterns
found in the attack. Thus they are limited to detecting
known attacks. Anomaly based IDS store the behavior of
previous events and construct a model to predict the be-
havior of the incoming events. These systems are able to
detect both known as well as an unknown attack, however
produce high false alarm and high computational cost.
Isolated IDSs are not able to detect coordinated attack
such as DDoS attacks. To detect such kind of attacks, we
need collaborative IDS. A collaborative IDS framework
consists of two main functional units [29]:

1) Detection Unit: A detection unit consists of multiple
detection sensors, where each sensor monitors its own
sub network or hosts separately and then generates
low-level intrusion alerts.

2) Correlation Unit: A correlation unit transforms the
low-level intrusion alerts into a high level intrusion
report of confirmed attacks. There are three alert
correlation approaches:

a. Centralized approaches [29]: Each participating
IDSs has only detection unit, while analysis unit
is at the central server.
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b. Hierarchical approaches [29]: Each IDS has de-
tection unit. The entire system is organized
into a hierarchy of small communication groups.
Each group has its correlation unit that is re-
sponsible for correlation within the group and
its processed data will be sent upward to a node
at a higher level in the hierarchy for further
analysis.

c. Fully distributed approach [29]: Each partici-
pant IDSs has both detection unit and correla-
tion unit and communicates to each other using
some protocol like peer-to-peer.

We are using a centralized approach as the importance
of communication in cloud computing is vital. In compar-
ison to fully distributed and hierarchical approaches, cen-
tralized approach is less scalable, but requires less com-
munication overhead [29].

Shared and distributed resources in the Cloud system
make it difficult to develop a security model for detect-
ing intrusion and ensuring the data security and privacy
in the Cloud. Because of transparency issue, no Cloud
provider allows its customers to implement intrusion de-
tection or security monitoring system extending into the
management services layer providing back channel be-
hind virtualized Cloud instances. IDS technology has
been tested to be capable of working well in some large
scale networks, however, its utilization and deployment in
Cloud Computing is still a challenging task [1].

In this paper, we have proposed a Collaborative IDS
(CIDS) which keeps the knowledge base up-to-date, pro-
duce low communication overhead and able to detect
known and unknown attack with fast detection rate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the
theoretical background about classifiers used in our pro-
posed approach. The proposed approach is discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 describes the experimental setup,
evaluation method and results. Section 6 concludes our
research work with references at the end.

2 Related Work

Several IDS have been proposed to-date to detect intru-
sions in the traditional network and in the Cloud network.

Hwang et al. [8, 9] proposed a cooperative anomaly
and intrusion detection system for a distributed network.
The signature-based NIDS (Snort) is cascaded with a cus-
tom designed ADS. These two subsystems join hands to
cover all trafic flow events, initiated by both legitimate
and malicious users. Single connection intrusive attacks
are detected by NIDS at the packet level by signature
matching. Remaining unknown attacks, which cannot be
detected by signature-based NIDS, are passed on to the
ADS. A signature generator bridges the two sub-systems.

Lo et al. [13] proposed a system to reduce the impact
of DOS and DDOS attacks. To provide such ability, IDSs

in the cloud computing regions exchange their alerts with
each other. In the system, each of IDSs has a cooperative
agent used to compute and determine whether to accept
the alerts sent from other IDSs or not. By this way, IDSs
could avoid the same type of attack happening in future.
But this system uses fully distributed alert correlation
system which produces high communication overhead.

Modi et al. [16] proposed a framework to reduce the
impact of DoS and DDoS which integrates a NIDS in the
Cloud infrastructure. They combined Snort and decision
tree (DT) classifier to implement their framework. It aims
to detect network attacks in Cloud, while maintaining
performance and service quality.

Sandar et al. [24] describe a new type of DDoS attack,
called Economic Denial of Sustainability (EDoS) in Cloud
services and proposed a solution framework for detecting
EDoS attack. EDoS attacks are HTTP and XML based
DDoS attack. The EDoS protection framework uses fire-
wall and puzzle server to detect EDoS attack. Here, the
authors demonstrated EDoS attack in the Amazon EC2
Cloud. However, it is not an adequate solution because it
uses only traditional firewalls.

Combining the multiple techniques overcome the lim-
itation of each other. Gaddam et al. [4] proposed a su-
pervised anomaly detection using k-Means clustering and
Decision Tree. A method to cascade k-Means clustering
and the ID3 decision tree learning methods for classifying
anomalous and normal activities in a computer network.
First of all using k-Means, the dataset is partition in k
clusters. Then the decision tree on each cluster refines
the decision boundaries by learning the sub-groups within
the cluster. To obtain a final decision on the classifica-
tion, the decisions of the k-Means and ID3 methods are
combined using two rules: (1) the Nearest-neighbor rule
and (2) the nearest consensus rule. A similar approach
is proposed by Yasami et al. [28] for unsupervised learn-
ing. However, the use of a serial combination of k-Means
and ID3 increase the learning time. Detection on both
Subject to algorithm and rules for final decision has also
increased the detection time as well.

3 Theoretical Background

3.1 Snort

Snort [25], is a well-known open source packet sniffer and
NIDS. It is configurable and freely available for multiple
platforms (i.e. GNU/Linux, Window). The misuse IDS
model used in Snort is based on matching of attack signa-
ture with pre-stored signatures associated with known at-
tacks like the PoD, port-sweep, DoS-nuke, Tear-drop, and
Saint, etc. The detection engine of Snort allows register-
ing, alerting and responding to any known attack. Snort
cannot detect unknown or multi-connection attacks [8, 9].
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Decision Tree Classifier

Decision tree (DT) classifier [6, 16] is a supervised classi-
fication technique. It requires a labelled training dataset
to construct a decision tree. As shown in Figure 1, the
decision tree is a tree structure, where each non leaf node
denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an
outcome of the test, and each leaf node holds a class label.

Figure 1: A sample decision tree

To test an unknown network traffic profile tuple (e.g.
X), the attribute values of the X are tested against the
decision tree. A path is traced from the root to a leaf
node; class label of the leaf is the prediction for that tuple
X.

For decision tree classifier, no domain knowledge or
parameter setting is required, and therefore it is appro-
priate for exploratory knowledge discovery. It can han-
dle high dimensional data and the representation of ac-
quired knowledge in tree form is intuitive, and generally
easy to assimilate by humans [16].In general, decision tree
classifiers have good accuracy for categorical data values
but in case of continuous data values it suffers from over-
fitting [22, 27]. However, successful use may depend on
the data used for learning.

3.2 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is based on statistical
learning theory developed by Vapnik [6, 14]. The SVM
approach is very popular for classification and regression
problems because of its good generalization capability and
its superiority in comparison with other machine learning
paradigms. SVM solves the problem of over-fitting and
can easily make a generalized model from the least num-
ber of samples. But their learning time increases rapidly
with an increase in training size. SVMs were originally de-
signed for binary-class classification; hence, it is straight-
forward to use this paradigm in the present problem for
classification between normal and malicious behavior in
the patterns of activity in the audit stream. In fact,
SVMs [12, 14, 17] have been proposed as a powerful tech-
nique for intrusion detection classification. It classifies
data by determining a set of support vectors, which are
members of the set of training inputs that outline a hy-
perplane in feature space.

Let us assume {(x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn)} be a training set
with xi ∈ Rd and yi = {−1,+1} is the corresponding
target class. The basic problem for training an SVM can
be reformulated as:

Maximize : J =

n∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

αiαjyiyj(x
T
i , x) (1)

Subject to

n∑
i=1

αiyi = 0 and αi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n

Kernel function is used for computation of dot products
between vectors without explicitly mapping to another
space. Use of a kernel function [18] addressed the curse of
dimensionality and the solution implicitly contains sup-
port vectors that provide a description of the significant
data for classification. Substituting Kernel K(xTi , x) for
in Equation (1) produces a new optimization problem:

Maximize : J =

n∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

αiαjyiyjK(xTi , x) (2)

Subject to

n∑
i=1

αiyi = 0 and 0 ≤ αi ≤ C, i = 1, 2, ..., n

where C is soft margin parameter. Solving it for, gives
m support vectors (SV), their respective values of αi and
the value of bias b. These SVs gives a decision function
of the form

f(x) =

m∑
i=1

αiyiK(xTi , x) + b, (3)

where αi are Lagrange multipliers, x is the test tuple and
f(x) = f(−1,+1) is its prediction.

4 Proposed CIDS Framework

As shown in Figure 2, we integrate NIDS module in each
cloud cluster to detect network attacks. Correlation Unit
(CU) is placed in any one cluster. NIDS detects the intru-
sions within a cluster and Correlation Unit provides col-
laboration between all cluster NIDSs. Bully [5] election
algorithm is used to elect one best cluster for placement
of CU on the basis of workload.

4.1 NIDS Architecture

As shown in Figure 3, we use Snort and an Anomaly De-
tection System (ADS) built using Decision Tree classi-
fier and SVM classifier techniques. Snort is used to de-
tect known attacks, whereas ADS predicts that the given
event is malicious or not, by observing previously stored
network events.
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Figure 3: NIDS architecture

Figure 2: Proposed collaborative IDS framework in cloud

1) Audit Phase. During the audit phase, various (nor-
mal and intrusion) network traffic profiles are gener-
ated and stored. First we capture the normal traffic
and generate network traffic profiles and give them
class label as Normal. To generate malicious traffic,
we perform various attacks and again capture the
traffic and generate network traffic profiles and give
them class label as Intrusion and store into the net-
work traffic profile base. Network profile generation
process is explained in Section 4.3.

2) Learning Phase: In this phase, a model for anomaly
detection system is constructed from the network
traffic profile base. The learning process of Anomaly
Detection is shown in section 4.2.

3) Detection Phase: During the detection phase, we
capture the real time traffic and generate network
traffic profiles on the y and pass these profiles as in-
put to the ADS. ADS generates the alert, if it found
any correlation of the input profile with malicious
profiles.

Incoming network traffic will pass through Snort;
here known attacks are identified through signature
matching. The remaining attacks are detected by ADS.
An alert entry is made in the log, if an unknown attack
is detected. If the frequency of an attack detected by
ADS is crossing a frequency threshold Tf , then we go for
generating a Snort based signature for those connections.
This increases the performance of NIDS as Snort is able
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to detect these frequent attacks in a short time. Once
the signature is generated, we update local knowledge
base as well as send this signature to a central correlation
unit. The central correlation unit receives the signature
sent by all the NIDSs in the Cloud network and make a
decision on the bases of how much part of total NIDSs
send the similar signature.

S > ST where S = No of IDS Support Same Signature
Total No of IDS in the System

and ST = Threshold.

Value of ST will be set by admin (as 0.5 for majority
decision). If S > ST for an attack signature then correla-
tion unit multicasts this signature to all the IDSs. They
receive this signature and update their knowledge base.

Figure 4: A sample model for anomaly detection

4.2 Proposed Anomaly Detection System

We split the training dataset using decision tree and build
the SVM model on each subset. First, we call decision
tree algorithm for attributes having categorical data val-
ues. We select a best attribute on the basis of maximum
information gain and make the root node of the tree to use
this attribute. The branches of this node are the distinct
values of the selected attributes. These branches end on
some other node. Then we split the entire data set into
subsets with respect to each distinct value of selected at-
tribute. We call the decision tree algorithm for each sub
dataset recursively. If at some place, all profiles belong to
a same class label then the leaf node with that class la-
bel is created, if not, then another attribute of categorical
data values is selected to create an internal node like root
node. If at any stage, no attribute with categorical data
values remaining or the information gain of best attribute
chosen is less than the threshold then a model is created
using SVM for the continuous values. The output looks
like as shown in Figure 4. The learning process is shown
in Figure 5.

4.2.1 Learning Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Learning algorithm
D = Set of Network Traffic Profiles used for
training.
C = Set of Class Labels i.e. Intrusion, Normal.
A = Set of Attribute used to represent Network
Connection Profiles.
We divide the attributes into two subsets,
AS = Set of Symbolic (Categorical) value
Attributes (e.g. Protocol, Service, flag etc.).
AN = Set of Numeric (Continuous) value
Attributes (e.g. Srcbyte, Dstbyte, count etc.).
TInfoGain = Minimum Threshold for InfoGain
H = Hyperplane

InfoGain(D) = E(D)−
v∑

i=0

|Di|
|D| E(Di)

where E(D) = −
m∑
i=0

pilog2(pi)

E is the entropy and is the probability of appearance
of Class label.
DecisionTree(D,AS , AN )

1: Begin
2: if (All Samples in D ∈ Ci ) then
3: Create Leaf Node with Class Label Ci;
4: end if
5: if (AS = φ) then
6: H ← SVM(D,AN ); //construct the SVM model
7: Create Leaf Node with H;
8: end if
9: AS−best ← getBestAttribute(D,AN );

10: if AS−best.InfoGain ≤ TInfoGain then
11: H ← SVM(D,AN );
12: Create Leaf Node with H;
13: end if
14: Root← createNode(AS−best);
15: AS ∈ AS −AS−best;
16: for each value Vi ∈ Domain(AS−best) do
17: Di ← D where (AS−best = Vi);
18: ChildTree← DecisionTree(Di, AS , AN );
19: Root.Child[i] ← ChildTree;
20: Return Root
21: end for
22: End

4.2.2 Testing

To test an unknown profile on ADS, we trace the tree
from root to leaf; if leaf node is a class label then this is
the prediction. If a leaf node is an SVM model then the
prediction is given by this SVM model.

4.3 Network Traffic Profile Generation

A packet sniffer (libpcap) is used to capture network
packet frames from the data link layer and to assemble
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Figure 5: Flow chart of learning process of ADS

them as raw packet. The packets are collected for a com-
plete connection. A connection is a sequence of packets
starting and ending at some well-defined times, between
which data flows to and from a source IP address to a
target IP address under some well-defined protocol [11].
For generating a network profile, the network traffic fea-
ture extractor extracts the network features viz; basic,
traffic and content (as in KDD’99 dataset) from the raw
packets [11].

1) Basic Features: It involves all the attributes that are
extracted from a TCP/IP connection, e.g., protocol,
service, size of traffic flow etc.

2) Traffic based Features: These features are computed
within time frame, and divided into two groups viz;
same host features and same service features. Same
host features involve the connections having same
destination host within given time frame (E.g. 2 sec-
onds) and statistics related to protocol, service, flag
error etc. Same service features include the connec-
tions having same services within given time frame
to calculate traffic related statistics.

3) Content based Features: In this category, data por-
tions of the packets are examined. It involves only
a single connection. To detect attacks (E.g. Remote
to local and User to root) that are embedded in the
data portions of the packets, suspicious behavior in
the data portion is looked, e.g., number of failed login
attempts, number of root access.

A Connection is identified as (SrcIP : SrcPort →
DstIP : DstPort Protocol). As as soon as a new connec-
tion starts, we make an entry into Connection cache and
capture all packets sent during communication. When
the connection terminates then we extract basic features
from header part, content features from payload and traf-
fic statistics by comparing this connection with the pre-
viously established connection (during last t seconds).
Where, t is the size of the sliding window.

4.4 Signature Generation

As shown earlier in Figure 3, signature generation is an
independent process running side by side. For frequent
attack, we generate Snort based signature. For this, we
take the payload stream of all occurrences of the attack,
find the longest common subsequence and represent it in
the form of regular expression. On the basis of header
information and regular expression, we write Snort rule
as:

action protocol Source IP : Port→
Destination IP : Port (msg : “Message to display”

pcre : [(< regex > |m < delim >< regex >

< delim >) ismxAEGRUBPHMCOIDKY S] [23].

After generating signature, we verify it on normal con-
nection. If no match found then we accept it. If it gener-
ates more number of false alarms then we discard it.
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Figure 6: Experimental setup

5 Evaluation and Results

5.1 Experimental Setup

We installed eucalyptus 3.2.0 [3] cloud on CentOS 6.3.
Cloud controller is on separate machine. There are N(=
3) cloud clusters. Each cluster contains multiple num-
bers of node controllers with multiple virtual machines
running on each node. NIDS sensors are placed in all
the Node controllers on the virtual bridge (br0) so that it
can capture the internal traffic (i. e. VM-to-VM, VM-to-
User etc.). We place the central database and remaining
part of NIDS on a separate machine connected with the
cluster. Only Node Controllers are allowed to access this
machine. Correlation Unit is there in Cluster-2 as shown
in Figure 6.

We use tcpdump and libpcap [26] sniffer to capture the
packets. To train SVM, we use libsvm [2]. We use RBF
kernel with gamma = 0.125 and C = 2.0. Window size
t = 2 second. ST = 0.5.

For evaluating performance results, we have used pa-
rameters viz; Intrusion Detected, Intrusion Missed, True
Alarms, False Alarms, Accuracy, Learning and Detection
time.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Evaluation of our anomaly detection system is carried on
different datasets viz; KDD99 [11], NSL-KDD [21] and
ITOC [10]. Details of these datasets and experiments are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

Figure 7 shows the model generated after learning from
the kddcup10% dataset. The time taken in learning is
46.616 seconds. There are 22 internal nodes, 108 leaf
nodes with class label and 35 SVM models are created
with the maximum height of tree is 4.

Figure 7: Screen shot of tree model generated after learn-
ing
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Table 1: Details of the dataset

Training Dataset Total Records Intrusive Records Normal Instances No. of Attributes
KDD99 (10%) 4,94,021 3,96,743 97,278 41
KDD99 48,98,432 39,25,650 9,72,781 41
KDD99test (10%) 3,11,029 2,50,436 60,593 41
NSL-KDD 1,48,517 71,462 77,055 41
NSL-KDDtest 22,544 12,832 9,712 41
ITOC 4,00,000 1,67,879 2,32,121 27
ITOCtest 2,31,831 92,848 1,38,983 27

Figure 8: Comparison of learning time

Figure 9: Comparison of detection time

Figure 10: Comparison of accuracy

Figure 11: Comparison of false alarms
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Table 2: Details of experiments

Test No. Training Dataset Test Dataset
Test 1 NSL-KDD NSL-KDDtest
Test 2 KDD99(10%) KDD99
Test 3 KDD99(10%) KDD99test(10%)
Test 4 ITOC ITOCtest

Figures 8, 9, 10, 11 show the behavior of decision tree,
SVM and proposed ADS when we change the size of
training dataset. For this we take training profiles from
KDD99 (10%) and evaluate the KDD99test (10%). Fig-
ure 8 shows that learning time for the proposed ADS is
almost equal to decision tree and much less than SVM.
While as shown in Figure 9 the detection time is less in
comparison to decision tree and SVM. Figure 10 shows
that accuracy is higher than decision tree and SVM, while
producing low false alarms as in Figure 11. Thus it out-
performs both SVM and decision tree in terms of accu-
racy and computation time. Figure 12 shows the results
of all the experiments listed in Tables 3 & 4 and their
weighted average. Results on NSL-KDD (Test1) shows
that 98.35% intrusions are detected, 1.65% intrusions are
missing, 2.97% alarms are false and overall accuracy is
97.38%. Results on KDD99 (Test2) shows that 99.56% in-
trusions are detected, 0.44% intrusions are missing, 8.22%
alarms are false and overall accuracy is 93.05%. Results
on KDD99 (Test3) shows that 99.99% intrusions are de-
tected, 0.01% intrusions are missing, 0.01% alarms are
false and overall accuracy is 99.99%. Results on ITOC
(Test4) shows that 86.84% intrusions are detected, 13.16%
intrusions are missing, 28.34% alarms are false and overall
accuracy is 84.30%. Weighted average results shows that
detection time is 55 microseconds, 99.40% intrusions are
detected, 0.60% intrusions are missing, 1.69% alarms are
false and overall accuracy is 98.92%.

Table 3: Comparison of accuracy and detection rate

Accuracy Detection Rate
(%) (%)

Multi SVM [14] 92.050 -
CT-SVM [12] 69.800 -
Decision Tree [16] 96.710 96.250
FER [16] 75.000 -
SVM [19] - 98.630
Ripper Rule [19] - 98.690
Decision tree [19] - 98.750
DT+SVM 98.92 99.40

6 Conclusions

In proposed CIDS, cascading decision tree and SVM has
improved the detection accuracy and system performance
as they remove the limitation of each other. Use of DT
makes the learning process speedy and split the dataset
into small sub datasets. Use of SVM on each sub dataset
reduce the learning time of SVM and overcome the over-
fitting and reduce the size of decision tree to make the
detection faster. Collaboration between NIDSs prevents
the coordinated attacks against cloud infrastructure and
knowledge base remains up-to-date. We have performed
experiments to detect the accuracy of our proposed ap-
proach with well-known KDD dataset and found encour-
aging results.
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Abstract

In a (t, n) secret sharing scheme (SS), the secret is shared
among n shareholders in such a way that (a) with t or
more than t shares can recover the secret, and (b) with
fewer than t shares cannot obtain the secret. The thresh-
old signature scheme is an application that extends the
SS to a digital signature scheme. In a threshold signature
scheme, any t or more than t group members can repre-
sent the group to generate a group signature; but fewer
than t group members cannot generate a group signature.
So far, most threshold signature schemes are based on the
linear polynomial. In other words, these threshold signa-
ture schemes need to overcome the problem of polyno-
mial interpolation. In this paper, we propose a threshold
signature scheme based on the Chinese Remainder The-
orem (CRT). We describe how to set up the system by a
trusted group manager initially and generate pairs of pub-
lic and private keys for group members. Since our pro-
posed scheme is based on the CRT, there is no polynomial
interpolation. The security of our proposed threshold sig-
nature scheme is based on the difficulty of solving the
discrete logarithm problem.
Keywords: Chinese remainder theorem, polynomial inter-
polation, multisignature, threshold signature

1 Introduction

Secret Sharing Schemes (SSs) were originally introduced
by both Blakley [3] and Shamir [27] independently in 1979
as a solution for safeguarding cryptographic keys and have
been studied extensively in the literature. SS has become
one of the most basic tools in cryptographic research. In
Shamir’s SS, a secret s is divided into n shares by a dealer
and shares are sent to shareholders secretly. The secret
s is shared among n shareholders in such a way that (a)
with t or more than t shares can recover the secret, and

(b) with fewer than t shares cannot obtain the secret.
Shamir’s (t, n) SS is based on a linear polynomial and is
unconditionally secure. There are other types of threshold
SSs, for example, Blakley’s scheme [3] is based on the
geometry, Mignotte’s scheme [22] and Asmuth-Bloom’s
scheme [1] are based on the Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT).

In an SS, the shares can be used for reconstructing
the secret for only one time. This is because, in the se-
cret reconstruction, the secret and shares are known to all
participated shareholders. Therefore, the efficiency of the
SS is very low. However, in a digital signature algorithm,
the secret is the private key used for generating a digital
signature. Since most digital signature schemes are based
on some computation assumptions, the private key can
be reused for generating multiple signatures. If the SS is
extended to protect the private key of a digital signature
scheme, the efficiency of the SS can be improved since
the private key of a digital signature is protected based
on some computational assumptions.

The threshold cryptography was first introduced by
Desmedt in 1987 [5]. Desmedt and Frankel [6] have also
proposed the first non-robust threshold signature scheme
based on the ElGamal’s signature [8]. In a threshold sig-
nature scheme, a group manager (GM) is responsible for
selecting a pair of private and public keys for the group.
The GM divides the group private key into multiple shares
(i.e., private keys of members) and gives each share to
each member secretly. Later, any t or more than t mem-
bers can work together to generate a group signature; but,
fewer than t members cannot generate a group signature.
It is a natural generalization to use the SS in the design
of a threshold signature scheme. So far, most threshold
signature schemes are based on the linear polynomial. In
Shamir’s SS based on the linear polynomial, the poly-
nomial interpolation needs to be performed in a field Zp

where p is a prime. Harn [13] proposed a robust threshold
signature scheme based on a variation of ElGamal signa-
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ture scheme. In Harn’s scheme, a special modulus p is
selected by the GM where p − 1 contains a small prime
factor q (i.e., q|p−1 ). A generator g with order q is used
to compute all modular exponentiations. Under this ar-
rangement, the polynomial interpolation of Shamir’s SS
can be performed in Zq. Gennaro et al. [10] have proposed
a robust threshold DSS [23] signature.

Desmedt and Frankel [6] have mentioned the difficulty
of designing threshold signature schemes based on the
RSA signature scheme [25]. The problem is caused by
the fact that the polynomial interpolation is over the ring
Zφ(n) where n is the RSA modulus and φ(n) is the Eu-
ler toting function and is not a prime. Desmedt and
Frankel [7] have proposed a non-robust threshold RSA
signature. Later, De Santis et al. [26] proposed a variation
of the Desmedt and Frankel’s scheme [7]; but trades inter-
action for large share size. Both schemes [7, 26] avoid the
problem of polynomial interpolation over Zφ(n) by work-
ing instead with over Zφ(n)bxc/Φq(X) where Φq(X) is the
qth cyclotomic polynomial and q is a prime. But, this de-
sign leads to a much more complicate scheme. Gennaro et
al. [11] and Shoup [29] have proposed techniques to make
threshold RSA signature scheme robust. There are other
types of threshold signature schemes, including Elliptic
curve-based [28] and Pairing-based [9] threshold signa-
ture schemes in the literature. Readers can refer to [14]
for more information on the development of threshold sig-
nature schemes.

In this paper, we propose an approach to avoid the
problem of polynomial interpolation. We adopt the SS
based on the CRT in the design of a threshold signa-
ture. Most research papers in the subject of the SS are
based on the linear polynomial; but only a few papers are
based on the CRT. Polynomial and CRT are two differ-
ent mathematical tools which can be used to implement
a SS scheme. Both tools share many interesting prop-
erties. For example, the secret sharing homomorphism
proposed by Benaloh [2] implies that the additive sum of
shares generated by polynomials/CRTs is a share of addi-
tive sum of polynomials/CRTs. On the other hand, both
tools are different in many aspects. For example, there
is no polynomial interpolation in using CRT. Kaya and
Selcuk [16] proposed the first CRT-based threshold de-
cryptions. Later, they proposed a CRT-based threshold
DSS signature [17]. But, their scheme needs 2t shares
to generate a valid threshold signature and the signa-
ture generation is very complicate. In 2012, Guo and
Chang [12] proposed a weighted threshold signature based
on based on the work of Iftene [15], Kaya and Selcuk [16],
and generalized Chinese remainder theorem [20]. Their
scheme utilizes the cryptographic techniques of extended
Asmuth-Bloom sequences [1] based on GCRT and the
RSA threshold signature scheme [18]. However, Guo and
Chang’s scheme is not provable security because that RSA
signature is not provable security [21]. In our proposed
CRT-based threshold signature, it needs only t or more
than t users to jointly generate the signature. Our scheme
utilizes the cryptographic techniques of Mignotte’s (t, n)

threshold SS [22] and Harn’s multisignature signature
scheme [13]. The signature generation is almost the same
as the polynomial-based threshold signatures. We de-
scribe how to set up the system by a trusted GM initially
and generate pairs of public and private keys for group
members. Since our proposed scheme is based on the
CRT, there is no polynomial interpolation. The security
of our proposed threshold signature scheme is based on
the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we introduce some preliminaries that include
CRT, Mignotte’s (t, n) threshold SS and a modified sig-
nature scheme and multisignature scheme used in our de-
sign. In Section 3, we introduce the model of our pro-
posed scheme including entities, informal model and se-
curity properties. We propose a novel threshold signature
scheme based on the CRT in Section 4. Security analysis
and comparisons are included in Section 5. We conclude
in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we provide fundamental background used
in our design, including the CRT, the Mignotte’s thresh-
old SS [22] and Harn’s multisignature scheme [13].

2.1 Chinese Remainder Theorem [4]

Given following system of equations as
x = s1 mod p1;
x = s2 mod p2;

...
x = st mod pt,

there is one unique solution as x =
∑t

i=1(N/pi)·yi ·si mod
N where (N/pi) ·yi mod pi = 1, and N = p1 ·p2 · . . . ·pt, if
all moduli are pairwise coprime (i.e., gcd(pi, pj) = 1, for
every i 6= j.)

2.2 Review of Mignotte’s Threshold SS

We review Mignotte’s threshold secret sharing scheme [22]
as follows.

Share generation: A sequence of pairwise coprime pos-
itive integers, p1 < p2 < . . . < pn, where pi is
the public information associated with each share-
holder, Ui. These public integers need to satisfy that
pn−t+2 · pn−t+3 · . . . · pn < p1 · p2 · . . . · pt.

For this given sequence, the dealer chooses the secret
s in the range,Rt = {s∈Z|pn−t+2 · pn−t+3 · . . . · pn <
s < p1 · p2 · . . . · pt}. We call this range, the t-
threshold range. Share for the shareholder, Ui,
is generated as si = s mod pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. si is
sent to shareholder, Ui secretly.

Remark 1. The numbers in the t-threshold range, Rt,
are integers upper bounded by p1 · p2 · . . . · pt, which is
the smallest product of any t moduli, and lower bounded
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by pn−t+2 · pn−t+3 · . . . · pn, which is the largest product
of any t − 1 moduli. The secret, s, selected in this range
can ensure that (a) the secret can be recovered with any
t or more than t shares (i.e., the product of their moduli
must be either equal to or larger than p1 · p2 · . . . · pt), and
(b) the secret cannot be obtained with fewer than t shares
(i.e., the product of their moduli must be either equal to or
smaller than pn−t+2·pn−t+3·. . .·pn). Thus, the t-threshold
range determines the threshold of a (t, n) threshold SS.

Secret reconstruction: Given t distinct shares, for ex-
ample, {si1 , si2 , · · · , sit

}, the secret s can be recon-
structed by solving the following system of equations
as

x = si1 mod pi1 ;
x = si2 mod pi2 ;

...
x = sit mod pit .

Using the standard CRT, a unique solution x is given
as x =

∑t
r=1(N/pir

) · yir
· sir

mod N , where N =
pi1 · pi2 · . . . · pit and (N/pir ) · yir mod pir = 1.

2.3 Review of Harn’s Multisignature Sig-
nature Scheme

An efficient digital multisignature signature is proposed
in [13]. This multisignature signature allows multiple
signers to work together to generate a digital multisig-
nature corresponding to a message. The length of mul-
tisignature signature is equivalent to the length of each
individual signature.

In this section, we first introduce the modified ElGa-
mal signature scheme used to construct the multisignature
signature. We present a formal security proof of this mod-
ified scheme. The original ElGamal signature scheme [8]
was proposed in 1985; but the security was never proved
equivalent to the discrete logarithm problem. In 1996,
Pointcheval and Stern [24] used the Forking lemma to
prove the security of a slight variation of the original El-
Gamal signature scheme.

The modified ElGamal signature scheme used to
construct a multisignature consists of 3 steps as follows:

• Let p be a large prime and g be a generator of Zp,
then the public key is y = gx mod p and the private
key is x;

• The signer picks k∈Zp−1 randomly and a crypto-
graphic hash function h, the signature of message
m is (r, s) where r = gk mod p and s = x·h(m, r) −
k·r mod p− 1;

• The verification of the signature checks the equation
yh(m,r) = rr·gs mod p.

We assume that hash function h behaves like a random
oracle, and hence we follow the established cryptographic

techniques, i.e., the Oracle Replay Attack and the Fork-
ing Lemma as proposed in [24], to prove the security of
modified ElGamal signature scheme.

Theorem 1. The modified ElGamal signature scheme
is secure under the random oracle model against known-
message attack and against adaptively chosen message at-
tack.

Proof. For a formal security proof, the hash function
h = h(m, r) in modified signature scheme will be treated
as a random oracle. We use the method of reduction-
ist proof to prove this Theorem. Suppose that there is
an adversary A who can break this scheme, then we can
construct an algorithm B that can solve the discrete log-
arithm problem with non-negligible probability in prob-
abilistic polynomial time. It is to say that given (p, g, y)
we can design an algorithm B to output x which satisfies
y = gx mod p. The algorithm B is described as follows.

Algorithm B sends (p, g, y) to an adversary A, and A
requests some queries.

h-query: B maintains a list L1 = (m, r, h) and initializes
it to empty. If A provides a pair (m, r) for h-query, B
checks if (m, r) has it in the list L1. If it is, returns
the corresponding h; otherwise, B picks a random
h∈Zp−1 as a returned value, and adds (m, r, h) into
list L1.

Signature query: B maintains a list L2 = (m, r, h, s)
and initializes it to empty. If A provides a message m
for Signature query, B checks if m is in the list L2. If
it is, returns the corresponding (r, s) as m’s signature;
otherwise, B picks random integers u, v∈Zp−1, and
computes r = gu·yv mod p, h = v·gu·yv mod p − 1,
and s = −u·gu·yv mod p − 1, and checks whether
(m, r) is in the list L1. If it is, returns failure; else,
returns the signature (r, s) and adds (m, r, h, s) into
the list L2, adds (m, r, h) into the list L1. Note that
the probability of failure is less than the number of
times of requested h-queries and Signature queries
divided by the length of hash value times two.

Adversary A outputs a valid signature (r1, s1) of the
message, m1, where m1 is not requested on Signature
query.

Using the Oracle Replay Attack and the Forking
Lemma as proposed in [24], we can obtain another valid
signature (r1, s

′
1) of message, m1. In detail, B resets A

two times. In the first time, B records all the transcripts
that interacted with A, and in the second time, B does the
same thing as the first time except h-query. For instance,
B picks a random numbers h1 as the returned value for the
first time and a different random numbers h′1 for the sec-
ond time when A request h-query on (m1, r1). After two
rounds of interacting with B, A outputs two valid signa-
tures, (r1, s1) and (r1, s

′
1) of the message m1 with different

hash values, h1 and h′1. Then, A sends (r1, s1) and (r1, s
′
1)
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to B. because both (r1, s1) and (r1, s
′
1) are m1’s valid sig-

nature. So, B obtains yh1 = r1
r1 ·gs1 mod p and yh′1 =

r1
r1 ·gs′1 mod p. Thus, we have yh′1−h1 = gs′1−s1 mod p.

If gcd(h′1 − h1, p − 1) = 1, it is easy to compute the dis-
crete logarithm of y as x = (h′1 − h1)

−1 mod p − 1. This
result contradicts to the discrete logarithm assumption.
Note that the probability of gcd(h′1−h1, p−1) = 1, is big
enough and can reach 1/2 if we let p = 2q + 1 for some
prime q.

In the following, we assume that there are two sign-
ers, A and B, with their private and public keys, (xA, yA)
and (xB , yB) respectively, where yA = gxA mod p and
yB = gxB mod p. To digitally generate a valid multisig-
nature (r, s), by A and B, according to [13], they com-
pute rA = gkA mod p and rB = gkB mod p, where kA and
kB are random secrets selected by A and B, respectively
from Zp−1. rA and rB are exchanged with each other.
Then, they compute r = rA·rB mod p. With knowledge
of their private keys, they can solve sA and sB satisfy-
ing xA·h(m, r) = sA + kA·r mod p − 1 and xB ·h(m, r) =
sB + kB ·r mod p− 1, respectively. The multisignature of
a message m is (r, s), where s = sA + sB mod p− 1. The
multisignature can be verified by a verifier by checking
whether yh(m,r) = rr·gs mod p. In the next section, we
propose a threshold signature scheme based on this mul-
tisignature scheme to allow any t or more than t members
to represent a group to generate a threshold signature.

There is a threshold signature scheme in [13] which
integrates both Shamir’s (t, n) SS and Harn’s multisigna-
ture scheme. In fact, most existing threshold signature
schemes are based on the linear polynomial. In the next
section, we propose a novel approach to design a thresh-
old signature scheme based on the CRT. We believe that
our design opens a new direction to enable CRT-based SS
to be integrated into other cryptographic functions.

3 Models of Proposed Threshold
Signature Scheme

3.1 Entities

In our proposed threshold scheme, there is a GM to regis-
ter n members initially. The GM needs to select a pair of
private and public keys of the group and divide the group
private key into n shares. Each share will be sent to each
member secretly. Later, any t or more than t members can
work together to generate a group signature; but, fewer
than t members cannot generate a group signature. Any
verifier can use the group public key to verify the group
signature.

3.2 Informal Model of Our Proposed
Scheme

We assume that the GM selects a pair of private and pub-
lic keys, (x, y), of the group and divides the group private
key into n shares, xi, i = 1, 2, . . ., n, for members in the

group, U = {U1, U2, . . ., Un}. Each member, Ui, will re-
ceive a share (i.e., private key), xi, from the GM initially
as his/her private key. In other words, the GM uses the
Mignotte’s (t, n) threshold SS to compute private keys,
(x1, x2, . . ., xn) for group members initially. The thresh-
old signature generation, TSS, allows any t or more than t
members to generate a group signature. The group signa-
ture can be verified according to the signature verification,
VS, using the group public key. i.e.,

TSS: (m,xi1 , xi2 , . . ., xit
)→a group signature; where

∀Uir
∈U ;

V S: (m, a group signature, group public key)→yes/no.

3.3 Properties

We propose a threshold signature scheme with the follow-
ing properties:

Protection of private keys. Our scheme protects the
secrecy of private keys of the group and members;
otherwise, private keys can be used to generate only
one group signature.

Unforgibility of group signature. Our scheme en-
sures that (a) any t or more than t members can work
together to generate a valid group signature, and (b)
fewer than t members cannot generate a valid group
signature.

Fixed length of threshold signature. Our scheme
ensures that the length of a threshold signature is
fixed (i.e., not depending on the number of signers).

Efficiency of verification. The verification of a group
signature is based on the group public key.

4 Proposed Threshold Signature
Scheme

4.1 Outline of Our Design

In our proposed scheme, there is a trusted GM who is
responsible for setting up the system initially. The GM
needs to select public parameters and a pair of private
and public keys of the group. The GM needs to regis-
ter all members initially and follow the Mignotte’s SS to
divide the group private key into shares (private keys of
members) and send a private key, xi, for each member.

In the threshold signature generation, each group mem-
ber needs to use his/her private key to generate an in-
dividual signature. The individual signature needs to be
sent to a signature combiner. The signature combiner can
be any participated member who is responsible to collect
all individual signatures and produce a group signature.
The signature combiner needs to verify each individual
signature and then combine all individual signatures into
a group signature.
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4.2 Proposed Threshold Signature
Scheme

Public and private key generation: The GM selects
a sequence of pairwise coprime positive integers, p1 <
p2 < . . . < pn, where pi is the public information
associated with member, Ui. These public integers
need to satisfy that pn−t+2·pn−t+3·. . .·pn < p1·p2·. . .·
pt. In addition, the GM selects a prime modulus, p,
where integers in the set, {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, are divisors
of p − 1 (i.e., p1, p2, . . . , pn|p − 1), a generator, g, of
the subgroup of order N = p1 · p2 · . . . · pn such that
1 < g < p.

For this given sequence, the GM chooses the private
key x of the group as an integer in the range Rt =
{x∈Z|pn−t+2 · pn−t+3 · . . . · pn < x < p1 · p2 · . . . · pt}.
The public key of the group is y = gx mod p. Private
key of the member, Ui, is generated as xi = x mod
pi. The public key of the member, Ui, is computed
as yi = gxi mod p. xi is sent to each member, Ui,
secretly.

Remark 2. Following steps are used to generate the gen-
erator g.

1) e = (p− 1)/N ;

2) Set α be any integer satisfying 1 < α < p − 1, such
that α differs from any value previously tried;

3) g = αe mod p.;

4) If (g = 1), then go to step 2; otherwise return g.

The following lemma proves the order of the generator.

Lemma 1. For any nonnegative integer b if g =
α(p−1)/N mod p, then gb = gb mod N mod p.

Proof. From the Fermat theorem, since gcd(α, p) = 1,
we have αp−1 mod p = 1. Hence, for any nonnegative
integer c, we have gcN mod p = (α(p−1)/N )cN mod p ==
(αp−1)c mod p = 1. Thus, any nonnegative integer b can
be represented as b = dN + z, where 0 < d, z < N .
Then,gb mod p = gdN+z mod p == gz mod p. Since z =
b mod N . we have proven this lemma.

Threshold signature generation:
The proposed scheme allows any t or more than t
members to represent the group to generate a group
signature. Assume that members in the subset U
= {Ui1 , Ui2 , · · · , Uit} want to generate a group
signature for a message m. There are two parts
involved in this phase.

Individual signature generation and verification.
Every member Uiv randomly selects an integer
kv∈ZN and computes rv = gkv mod p. rv is made
available to all other members in the subset U .
After receiving all values, rv, v = 1, 2, . . ., t, every
member Uiv computes r = (r1·r2·. . .·rt)N\N ′

mod p,

where N = (p1·p2·. . .·pn) and N ′ = (pi1 ·pi2 ·. . .·pit).
Then, every member Uiv

uses his/her private key,
xiv

, to generate a partial signature of the message
m as sv = (N ′/piv )·wiv ·xiv ·h(m, r) − kv·r mod N ′,
where (N ′/piv

)·wiv
mod piv

= 1. The individual
signature, (rv, sv) of member Uiv

is sent to the
signature combiner.

Once receiving the individual signature, (rv, sv),
from member Uiv , the signature combiner uses the
public key, yiv

of member Uiv
to verify whether

y
(N/piv )·wiv ·h(m,r)
iv

?
= g(N/N ′)·sv · r(N/N ′)·r

v mod p. If it is,
the individual signature has been successfully verified.

Theorem 2. If y
(N/piv )·wiv ·h(m,r)
iv

= g(N/N ′)·sv ·
r
(N/N ′)·r
v mod p, the individual signature has been verified

successfully.

Proof. With the knowledge of the secrets, xiv and kv,
member Uiv

is able to compute sv = (N ′/piv
)·wiv

·xiv
·h(

m, r)− kv·r mod N ′, where N ′ = pi1 ·pi2 ·. . .·pit . Since N ′

is a factor of N (i.e., N ′|N), we have g(N/N ′) is a generator
of the subgroup of order N ′. Hence, we can get

y
(N/piv )·wiv ·h(m,r)
iv

= (g(N/N ′))(N
′/piv )·xiv ·wiv ·h(m,r)

= (g(N/N ′))sv · (g(N/N ′))kv·r

= g(N/N ′)·sv · r(N/N ′)·r
v mod p.

Threshold signature generation. After all individ-
ual signatures, (rv, sv), v = 1, 2, . . ., t, having
been verified successfully, the threshold signature,
(N ′, r, s) of the message m is computed as s =
(N/N ′)·(∑t

v=1 sv mod N ′).

Threshold signature verification: Using the group
public key, y, the threshold signature, (N ′, r, s) of the
message m can be verified by first checking whether
N is divisible by N ′ and then checking whether
y(N/N ′)·h(m,r) ?

= gs·rr mod p. If it is, threshold sig-
nature has been successfully verified.

Theorem 3. If N is divisible by N ′, and y(N/N ′)·h(m,r) =
gs·rr mod p, the threshold signature has been verified suc-
cessfully.

Proof. It is obvious that since N = p1·p2·. . .·pn and
N ′ = pi1 ·pi2 ·. . .·pit . N is divisible by N ′. In ad-
dition, since every individual signature, (rv, sv) satis-
fies sv = (N ′/piv )·wiv ·xiv ·h(m, r) − kv·r mod N ′, the
threshold signature s is s = (N/N ′)·(∑t

v=1 sv mod
N ′)= (N/N ′)·(∑t

v=1(N
′/piv )·wiv ·xiv ·h(m, r) − kv·r mod

N ′). According to the secret reconstruction in Mignotte’s
SS, we have

x =
t∑

v=1

(N ′/piv )·wiv ·xiv mod N ′.
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Table 1: Comparison with other schemes

Scheme
Kaya and Selcuk’s
scheme [17]

Guo and Chang’s
scheme [12] Our scheme

Players for generating
(t, n) signature 2t t t

Whether or not
provable security Yes No Yes

Which signature
scheme is based on DSS RSA Harn’s multisignature

signature scheme [13]
Which secret sharing
scheme is based on

Asmuth and Bloom’s
threshold SS [1] Weighted threshold SS [15] Mignotte’s threshold SS [22]

Thus, we have

s = (N/N ′)·(x·h(m, r)−
t∑

v=1

kv·r mod N ′).

Hence, we can get

y(N/N ′)·h(m,r) = gs·(g(N/N ′))(r·
∑t

v=1 kv)modN ′
mod p

= gs·(
t∏

v=1

rv)(N/N ′)·r mod p

= gs·rr mod p.

5 Security Analysis and Compar-
isons

In the following discussion, we analyze the properties de-
scribed in Section 3.3 and compare our scheme with some
other threshold schemes [12, 17].

Protection of private keys. Every member Uiv needs
to use his/her private key, xiv to generate an
individual signature of the message m as sv =
(N ′/piv )·wiv ·xiv ·h(m, r)− kv·r mod N ′. The private
key, xiv , cannot be recovered by other members since
there is one more secret, kiv , known only to the mem-
ber, Uiv .

Unforgibility of group signature. The private key, x,
of the group is protected by the SS. It needs t or
more than t members to recover the group private
key. With fewer than t private keys cannot recover
the group private key and therefore cannot generate
a valid group signature.

Similar to [19, 30], we suppose that there is an adver-
sary A who can corrupt at most t−1 members at the
beginning of the signature. The adversary A adap-
tively chooses messages m1, m2, . . ., mk for signature
query, then the adversary A attempts to forge a valid
signature for new message m. If there is no such ad-
versary can successfully forge a valid signature for m

with non-negligible probability, we say the threshold
signature scheme unforgibility.

Theorem 4. Our proposed threshold signature scheme
is secure under the random oracle model against known-
message attack and against adaptively chosen message at-
tack.

Proof. Suppose an adversary A with t−1 corrupted mem-
bers can break the proposed threshold signature scheme.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the corrupted
members are U1, U2, . . ., Ut−1. It is to say that the adver-
sary A can forges a signature (N ′, r, s) of m which satis-
fies y(N/N ′)·h(m,r) = rr·gs mod p. In fact, the adversary
A cannot obtain the private key x from t − 1 corrupted
members because the private key is protected by the SS,
and therefore cannot generate a signature (N ′, r, s) of
m which satisfies y(N/N ′)·h(m,r) = rr·gs mod p without
knowing private key x according to Theorem 1. Thus,
the adversary A must use the t − 1 private keys of cor-
rupted members to compute the forged signature. In
other words, the adversary generates the t− 1 individual
signatures (rv, sv) of m satisfying y

(N ′/piv )·wiv ·h(m,r)
iv

=

g(N/N ′)·sv ·r(N/N ′)·r
v mod p, for v = 1, 2, . . ., t − 1. Then,

the adversary computes st = s − ∑t−1
v=1 sv mod N ′

and rt = r(N/N ′)−1modN ′ ·(r1·r2·. . .·rt−1)−1 mod p with-
out knowing the private key xt. Obviously, (rt, st) sat-
isfies y

(N ′/pt)·wt·h(m,r)
t = g(N/N ′)·st ·r(N/N ′)·r

t mod p; how-
ever, in a similar approach as used in proving Theorem 1,
it is impossible since this result contradicts to the discrete
logarithm assumption.

Fixed length of threshold signature. The length of
the threshold signature is identical to the length of
an individual signature.

Efficiency of verification. Any verifier does not need
to know the signers of a group signature. The group
signature is verified using the public key of the group.

Next, we compare our scheme with some other thresh-
old schemes [12, 17] which are based on the Chinese Re-
mainder Theorem too. The result of comparisons is de-
scribed in Table 1. Since RSA signature is not provable
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security [21], the scheme [12] is not provable security be-
cause that the verification of scheme [12] is the same as
RSA signature. Furthermore, we can use the existing
message-signature pairs (M1, s1) and (M2, s2) to forge a
new message-signature pairs (M1 ·M2, s1 · s2) [21] easily.
Therefore, our scheme is more secure than scheme [12].
As for scheme [17], it needs 2t players to generate a (t, n)
threshold signature. Therefore, our scheme is more effi-
cient than scheme [17] because our scheme needs t players
to generate a (t, n) threshold signature.

6 Conclusions

A threshold signature scheme is a useful tool to support
the group-oriented application. The threshold signature
enables t or more than t members to represent a group
to generate a group signature; but, fewer than t group
members cannot generate a group signature. Most exist-
ing threshold signature schemes are based on the linear
polynomial. We propose a threshold signature scheme
based on the CRT. By selecting parameters properly, the
CRT-based SS can be applied in designing a threshold sig-
nature scheme. We believe that our design opens a new
direction to enable CRT-based SS to be integrated into
other cryptographic functions.
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Abstract

Reversible data hiding is an efficient way for embedding
additional data into cover media, which can reversibly re-
cover the original cover media when the additional data
is extracted. It has been widely utilized in secure commu-
nication and copyright protection. A reversible data hid-
ing scheme imposed on the quantized coefficients of com-
pressed images based on block truncation coding (BTC)
is proposed in this paper. Through rearranging the quan-
tized coefficients of BTC images into matrix form, two
sampled images are constructed. A histogram modifi-
cation based reversible data hiding scheme in the inte-
ger discrete wavelet transform (integer DWT) domain is
adopted on the constructed images. Additional data is
embedded into the middle and high frequency sub-bands
of the constructed image after integer DWT. Experimen-
tal results and analysis have demonstrated that, both
higher embedding capacity and lower distortion have been
achieved with the proposed scheme compared with exist-
ing reversible data hiding schemes for BTC compressed
images.

Keywords: Reversible data hiding, Integer DWT, His-
togram modification, Block Truncation Coding

1 Introduction

Data hiding is the process that embeds additional data
into the cover media while causes distortion as little as
possible to cover media. There are two main applications
of data hiding. One is secure communication, which is
always called steganography. It is considered much safer
than traditional encryption, because it conceals the exis-
tence of secure communication. The other one is copy-
right protection and authentication for the cover media,
which is often called digital watermarking. Reversible
data hiding is the data hiding that can reversibly recover

the original cover media after the additional data is ex-
tracted. Due to the reversibility, it can be used in a lager
field, such as medical image surgery, military imagery, and
remote sensing imagery and so on.

Many reversible data hiding schemes have been pro-
posed in recent years [1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
24]. There are there ways to achieve the reversibility. The
first one is lossless compressing the cover image to make
room for data hiding [7]. The second one is to expand
the differences between adjacent pixels to embed the addi-
tional data [1, 20]. The last one is to shift the histogram of
the cover media and to embed the additional data into the
gap of the shifted histogram [3, 9, 14, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24].
Reversible data hiding based on compression makes use of
the redundancy of cover image. Therefore, the characters
of the cover image limit the capacity and quality of these
schemes. Difference expansion based reversible data hid-
ing scheme [20] hides one bit data by extending the differ-
ence between two neighbor pixels. And the embedding ca-
pacity is improved by extending n-1 pairs of neighbor pixel
differences to hide n-1 bits information in [1]. However,
the quality of the cover image drops quickly when the em-
bedding capacity increases. Schemes based on histogram
modification cause less distortion. However, the obvious
drawback of histogram modification based schemes is that
the embedding capacity is limited to the peak point of the
histogram [18]. Two measures can be applied to increase
the embedding capacity: raising the peak points height
or increasing the number of peak points of the histogram.
Many improved schemes based on the two measures were
proposed. Lin et al. [14] adopted a multi-level embed-
ding strategy to increase the capacity. Some prediction
difference expansion based schemes were also proposed to
generate the histogram for data hiding, which increased
the height of the histogram. Tsai et al. [21] proposed
a prediction model to get the prediction errors for the
histogram modification, which explored the similarity of
neighbor pixels. Kim et al. [9] sampled the original image
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to get a predicted image based on the sampled images.
The differences between the predicted image and these
sampled images were calculated. Then the histograms of
the difference images were generated for the data embed-
ding. Recently, a reversible data hiding method based on
histogram modification was proposed in [3]. It divided the
cover image into the smooth blocks and complex blocks.
Additional data was embedded into the smooth blocks for
a higher embedding capacity and lower distortion. A re-
versible information hiding scheme suitable for embedding
small amounts of data was proposed in [17]. It offered
flexible embedding capacity and low overhead.

With the development of information technology, more
and more multimedia is being produced. The image is
one of the most important one. The storage and pro-
cessing of the raw images are space consuming and re-
sources consuming. Therefore, images are compressed be-
fore they are stored and processed in advance. The com-
pression strategies include transformed domain methods
and the spatial domain methods. The JPEG compres-
sion based on discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the
JPEG2000 compression based on discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT) are transformed domain methods. The vec-
tor quantization (VQ) compression [15] and block trunca-
tion coding (BTC) compression [6, 11] are the spatial do-
main methods. Reversible data hiding for compressed im-
ages are sometimes of greater importance compared with
reversible data hiding on the raw images. The first re-
versible watermarking scheme for JPEG compressed im-
ages was proposed in [7]. After that, a differential en-
ergy watermarking (DEW) algorithm for JPEG/MPEG
streams, which embedded label bits by selectively dis-
carding high frequency DCT coefficients in certain image
regions, was proposed in [10].

BTC [6] compression is a block based lossy image com-
pression technique. It represents the image with many
quantized coefficients and one bitmap. Reversible data
hiding schemes for BTC compressed images generally uti-
lize the coefficients and the bitmap as the cover media. A
genetic algorithm was adopted in [2] to generate an opti-
mal common bitmap. The original three bitmaps of the
colored BTC compressed images were replaced with the
common bitmap. Additional data was embedded into the
common bitmap and the orders of the quantized coeffi-
cients. An improved common bitmap was constructed
in [5], which improved the embedding capacity. The dif-
ference expansion strategy was adopted in [4] to hide the
secret data reversibly. Additional data was embedded
into the BTC compressed image by swapping sequence
of the high mean value and the low mean value in the
compressed code in [12]. A histogram constructed from
the bitmap of the BTC compressed images was shifted
to embed additional data in [13]. The histogram shifting
technique was also employed in [16] to embed the secret
data into the quantization levels of the compressed codes.
However, the embedding capacity is rare in [13, 16]. To
increase the embedding capacity and reduce the distortion
to the cover image, a well-designed histogram modifica-

tion based reversible data hiding scheme for BTC com-
pressed images is proposed in the followings.

The scheme utilizes the quantized coefficients of the
BTC compressed images to achieve the reversible data
hiding. The high mean values and low mean values of
every block in the BTC compressed stream can construct
two matrixes that are just like two sampled prediction
image of the original image. Therefore, some traditional
data hiding schemes can be utilized in the design of data
hiding scheme for BTC compressed images. This paper
imposes the integer DWT on the constructed images, and
embeds additional data into the histograms of the middle
and high frequency sub-bands in the integer DWT do-
main. The scheme has achieved high embedding capac-
ity and low distortion in the experiments. Besides, com-
pared with some existing schemes, better performances
have been achieved with the proposed scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some re-
lated techniques are introduced in Section 2. The main al-
gorithm is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates
the experimental results and the corresponding analysis,
and Section 5 draws the conclusions.

2 Related Works

2.1 Absolute Movement Block Trunca-
tion Coding

Block Truncation Coding (BTC) is a simple and efficient
way for lossy image compression. Different from those
transform domain compression schemes, such as JPEG
compression and JPEG 2000, BTC compression is im-
posed in the spatial domain. It is less time-consuming
and more suitable for those real-time applications with
low computational ability. The BTC compression trans-
forms an image into a set with two vectors and one bitmap
(H,L,BM), where H and L are two vectors with quan-
tized high mean values and low mean values, and BM
is a bitmap that indicates which quantized value should
be selected in the compressed image. An improved im-
age compression scheme based on BTC, which was called
Absolute Movement Block Truncation Coding (AMBTC)
was proposed in [11]. Similar to BTC, the AMBTC firstly
blocks images into non-overlapping blocks with sizek× k.
Then every block in the image is represented by a high
mean value h, a low mean value l, and a bitmap bm. Sup-
pose an image I with size m×n is blocked into k×k sized
blocks. For every block Xi = {xj , j = 1, 2, · · · , k×k}, i =
1, 2, · · · , (m× n)/(k × k), calculate the mean value:

x̄i =
1

k × k

k×k∑
j=1

xj , (1)
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where xj is the jth pixel of the block. Then the low mean
value li and high mean value hi are calculated with:

li =
1

k × k − q
×
∑

xj<x̄i

xj , (2)

hi =
1

q
×
∑

xj≥x̄i

xj , (3)

where q is the number of pixels greater or equal to the
mean value x̄i of the block. Then the bitmap of the block
bmi is calculated with:

bmi =

{
1 if xj ≥ x̄i

0 otherwise

}
(4)

Finally, block Xi is represented with (hi, li, bmi), and
all the blocks constitutes the set (H,L,BM). When de-
compressing the compressed image, every 1 in the bitmap
bmi is replaced by the grey value hi and every 0 in the
bitmap bmi is replaced by the grey value li. An example
that compresses one block from image Lena is presented
in Figure 1. The block is extracted from pixel values of
(128 : 131, 128 : 131) in the standard Lena image. In Fig-
ure 1, (a) is the original image block; (b) is the bitmap of
the block; (c) is the reconstructed compressed block.

2.2 Reversible Data Hiding in Integer-
DWT Domain Based on Histogram
Modification

The reversible data hiding scheme proposed in [23]
embeds data in the integer-DWT domain, which has
achieved both high data embedding capacity and low dis-
tortion to the cover image. The histograms of the middle
and high frequency sub-bands (LH, HL, HH) after inte-
ger DWT are of Laplacian-like distributions [24], which
is beneficial to histogram modification based data hiding.
Therefore, they are shifted to generate the gap for data
hiding. The structure of the image Lena is presented in
Figure 2. An example of the histogram modification based
data hiding method, which embeds data into the LH sub-
bands of the constructed image, is presented in Figure 3.
The generated histogram of sub-band LH is depicted in
Figure 3 (a). Then the histogram is shifted to both sides
by an embedding strength (Figure 3 (b)). At last, data is
embedded by expanding the histogram between and, and
the histogram after embedding is as Figure 3 (c).

2.2.1 Reversible data embedding

The histograms of LH, HL, HH sub-bands are generated
and data is embedded into the coefficients by histogram
modification as presented in Figure 3. For every coeffi-
cient in the sub-bands, given an embedding strength pa-
rameter q. If C ≥ q, then C is shifted to C + q; else if
C ≤ −q, then C is shifted to C−q+1; else C ← 2×C+B,
where B is the data to be embedded. The embedding
strength parameter q is encoded as the key for data ex-
traction.

2.2.2 Data extraction and reversible recovery of
the matrix before embedding

Generate the histograms of middle and high frequency
sub-bands and shift these histograms to extract the hid-
den data. The original coefficients matrixes are reversibly
recovered with the following steps. For every coefficient C
of LH, HL, HH sub-bands, given an embedding strength
parameter q. If C ≥ 2 × q, then C is shifted to C − q;
else if C ≤ −2× q + 1, then C is shifted to C + q− 1; else
C ← floor(C/2), and data is extracted: B = mod(C, 2).
All the coefficients of sub-bands LH, HL, HH are re-
versibly recovered and the extracted B is the data em-
bedded before.

3 Proposed scheme

The BTC compression divides the original image into
blocks, and then quantizes the blocks into the high mean
values and the low mean values and a bitmap that in-
dicates the quantized values. The quantized high mean
values and low mean values of the blocks just construct
two sampled images, which are utilized for reversible data
hiding. The original image Lena and the sampled image
constructed with its high mean values and low mean val-
ues after BTC compression are presented in Figure 4. The
block size is. Sub-image (a) is the original image Lena
with size 512× 512; sub-image (b) is the constructed im-
age from the high mean values; and sub-image (c) is the
constructed image from the low mean values. Obviously,
the size of the two constructed image is 128× 128.

The two constructed images is similar to the original
image only with a smaller size according to the human vi-
sual system. Therefore, traditional reversible data hiding
schemes can also be utilized on the constructed images to
achieve the reversible data hiding on the BTC compressed
images. The efficient reversible data hiding scheme based
on the histogram modification in the integer DWT do-
main is imposed on the constructed images. Suppose the
original image I with size m×n is compressed for the re-
versible data hiding. Detailed steps of the reversible data
hiding scheme for BTC compressed images are as follows:

1) Divide I into k × k sized blocks X = {Xi, i =
1, 2, · · · , (m× n)/(k × k)};

2) Calculate the coefficients of compressed image
(H,L,BM) with method given in Section 2.1, where
H and L are vectors with size (1, (m × n)/(k × k)),
BM is a binary matrix with size (m,n);

3) Construct the sampled images, denoted as Ih and Il,
respectively with the high mean values vector H and
the low mean values vector L;

4) Impose the integer DWT on Ih and Il to get the four
sub-bands LL, LH, HL, HH for data hiding;
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Figure 1: An example of AMBTC compression

Figure 2: Structure of the image Lena after one level integer DWT

Figure 3: An example of histogram modification and data hiding process
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5) Select the LH, HL, HH sub-bands of Ih and Il after
integer DWT to embed data with the method pro-
posed in Section 2.2.1;

6) Impose inverse integer DWT on the corresponding
sub-bands to get the Ih

′ and Il
′ that contains hidden

data;

7) Scan Ih
′ and Il

′ to reconstruct the coefficients vec-
tors H ′ and L′, and then (H ′, L′, BM) is the BTC
compressed image with hidden data. In fact, the
LL sub-bands after integer DWT can also be uti-
lized for the data hiding, which may increase the
embedding capacity. In the receiving end, with the
encoded (H ′, L′, BM), the compressed image with
hidden data is decoded. Besides, the hidden data is
extracted, and the original BTC compressed image
is reversibly recovered.

The data extraction process is the inverse process of
data hiding. Detailed steps for extracting the hidden data
and reversible recovery of the original BTC compressed
image are presented as follows.

1) Construct the sampled image with hidden data Ih
′

and Il
′ by scanning the coefficients vectors H ′ and

L′;

2) Impose the integer DWT on the Ih
′ and Il

′ to get the
four sub-bands LL, LH, HL, HH;

3) Extract the hidden data from the four sub-bands of
Ih
′ and Il

′, and then recover LL, LH, HL, HH with
method proposed in Section 2.2.2;

4) Impose the inverse integer DWT on the four recov-
ered sub-bands to get the recovered Ih and Il;

5) Reconstruct the quantized coefficients vectors H and
L, and then the (H,L,BM) is recovered.

The additional data is hidden into the quantized vec-
tors through histogram modification operated on the in-
teger DWT domain. The bit map remains unchanged
throughout the data hiding and extraction processes. In
fact, the bitmap can also be incorporated for the data hid-
ing, which will increase the embedding capacity further.
Besides, the arrangements between the high mean values
and low mean values can be utilized to present some data,
which will also increase the embedding capacity.

4 Experiments

The proposed scheme has been imposed on different im-
ages to testify the validity. The standard images selected
from the USC-SIPI image database are adopted for the
demonstration. Random bit streams are embedded into
these images as the hidden data. All the experiments
are performed on the MATLAB 2012a running on a per-
sonal computer with CPU of AMD Phenom (tm) X4 810

Processor 2.6GHz, memory of 4 GB, and the operating
system of Windows 7 x64 Ultimate Edition.

The original image Peppers, the image after BTC com-
pression and the BTC compressed image with hidden data
are presented in Figure 5 respectively.

The blocking strategy with different sizes in the BTC
compression produces different quantized coefficients vec-
tors. Therefore, different sampled images with different
sizes are constructed, which affect the embedding capac-
ity. The distortion caused to the BTC compressed im-
ages can be measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), which is calculated as follows:

PSNR = 10× log10

2552

MSE
(dB), (5)

where

MSE =
1

N1 ×N2

N1∑
1

N2∑
1

(Ii,j − I ′i,j). (6)

Different images with different BTC compression pa-
rameters and different embedding strength parameters are
tested. Detailed data is presented in the following figures.
The embedding capacity and PSNR of images that are
compressed by BTC with block size 2 × 2 are presented
in Figure 6. The horizontal axes represents different em-
bedding strength parameters, while the vertical axes rep-
resents the embedding capacity and PSNR respectively
in plot (a) and plot (b). The embedding capacity and
PSNR of images that are compressed by BTC with block
size 4× 4 are presented in Figure 7. The horizontal axes
represents different embedding strength parameters, while
the vertical axes represents the embedding capacity and
PSNR respectively in plot (a) and plot (b). The embed-
ding capacity and PSNR of images that are compressed by
BTC with block size 8× 8 are presented in Figure 8. The
horizontal axes represents different embedding strength
parameters, while the vertical axes represents the em-
bedding capacity and PSNR respectively in plot (a) and
plot (b).

It is clear that, the embedding capacity increases when
the embedding strength increases. However, the PSNR
decreases at the same time. The embedding capacity de-
creases when the block size in the BTC compression in-
creases. That is because the constructed images become
smaller when the block size become bigger. Moreover,
there will be less pixels left for hiding additional data.
Embedding data into the constructed images will enlarge
the distortion caused to the compressed images in some
degree. Larger blocks are easier to be affected because
more pixels will be changed when the same amount of
pixels are modified in the constructed image.

Comparisons with existing schemes are presented in
Table 1. The embedding strength parameters are q = 8
and q = 2 respectively in the tow comparisons. The block
size of BTC compression is 4× 4.

As can be seen in the Table 1, better performances are
got with the proposed scheme. In fact, more data can be
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Figure 4: Lena image and it constructed sampled images

Figure 5: Lena image and it constructed sampled images
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Figure 6: Embedding results with BTC block size 2× 2

Figure 7: Embedding results with BTC block size 4× 4

Figure 8: Embedding results with BTC block size 8× 8
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Table 1: Comparison with existing schemes

embedded into the BTC compressed images with higher
embedding strength. The PSNR will decrease along with
the embedding capacity increase, of course. Besides, the
embedding strength can be decided adaptively according
to the features of the cover media and the need of the
actual applications. Different block sizes can be adopted
in the process of BTC compression. The proposed scheme
can achieve higher embedding capacity and cause lower
distortion when a smaller block size is selected, which
can be seen from Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. For
example, if the block size in the BTC compression is 2×2,
better results are got in Table 2. The embedding strength
q = 8 in the experiments.

The reversible data hiding scheme adopted in the pro-
posed scheme has larger embedding capacity compared
with similar histogram modification based reversible hid-
ing schemes. Besides, the histogram modification schemes
imposed on the constructed images has better perfor-
mance itself, compared with those data hiding schemes
based on the bitmap, or on the pattern of the low mean
vectors and high mean vectors in the BTC compressed
images. The proposed scheme will never change the sizes
of the BTC compressed images. Therefore, it keeps the
compression rate of the original BTC compressed image,
which will never reveal the existence of additional data.

5 Conclusion

A reversible data hiding scheme for BTC compressed im-
ages is proposed in this paper. Based on the high mean
values and low values in the BTC compression, we con-
structed two sampled images for the data hiding pro-
cess. A histogram modification based scheme in the inte-
ger DWT domain is utilized to achieve the high embed-
ding capacity and low distortion. Through the proposed
construction method of sampled images, traditional re-
versible data hiding schemes can be adjusted to realize
the data hiding on the BTC compressed images. Besides,
some other data hiding strategies were also mentioned
in the paper to further improve the performances of the

scheme.
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Abstract

Although digital watermarking protocols have been
studied extensively for achieving copyright protection
over the Internet for many years, the new issue of second-
hand watermarking protocols has been largely ignored.
Cheung and Curreem first proposed a buyer-reseller wa-
termarking protocol for digital content redistribution in
the second-hand markets. Later, Chen et al. showed
that Cheung and Curreem’s scheme is vulnerable to mali-
cious attacks and further proposed a simple improvement.
However, in this paper, we show that the aforementioned
schemes are still insecure, specifically by seller cheating
problems, and propose an improved one. Moreover, the
proposed scheme accounts for requirements of anonymity,
unlinkability, coalition-resistance, and traitor traceabil-
ity.
Keywords: Buyer-reseller, copyright protection, digital
watermarking, second-hand market, watermarking proto-
col

1 Introduction

As life becomes more digitalized, large amounts of text,
images, audio or video are digitalized and, thus, on-line
transaction has drawn much attention [21]. To protect
these digital contents, digital watermarking [6, 14, 15, 17]
and digital watermarking protocols [13] have been pro-
posed for solving the copyright protection problem.

Almost all proposed watermarking protocols focus on
first-hand markets [2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 19]. The
watermarking protocols for securing transactions of digi-
tal contents in a second-hand market have been afforded
less effort despite the high potential for financial returns.
There are several reasons why industry is so profitable.

First, buyers are willing to purchase second-hand digi-
tal contents because of lower prices and identical quality.
Second, the second-hand environment welcomes resellers.

Third, sellers are willing to accept the market discipline
and join the second-hand market if they can benefit suf-
ficiently from transactions.

The key difference between a traditional second-hand
market and the digital second-hand market is whether or
not the reseller can keep a copy. In a traditional second-
hand market, if the reseller sells the content, (s)he no
longer owns the content anymore. However, in a digi-
tal second-hand market, if the reseller sells the content,
(s)he may still have a private copy. Then, (s)he may have
the opportunity to redistribute the copy. Therefore, in a
second-hand market for digital content, we not only need
to consider the rights and illegal redistribution between
the seller and the buyer, but also the reseller.

Taking second-hand scenarios into account, the follow-
ing requirements must be met:

Asymmetry: In a secure watermarking protocol, the
buyer is the only one who is both aware of and also
possesses the watermarked digital content. There-
fore, if an illegal copy is found, the seller can trace the
identity of the buyer who distributed the copy and
prove to the judge that the buyer is guilty of illegal
distribution. On the other hand, the buyer cannot
deny charge by claiming that the unauthorized copy
was distributed by the seller, or the reseller.

Anonymity: If requested, the identity of a buyer should
not be exposed unless (s)he is confirmed to be an
illegal distributor.

Malicious insiders (seller, buyer and reseller): A
malicious insider may intend to benefit from reselling
unauthorized copies by means of the following cases.

1) If the seller intends to cheat a buyer, (s)he may
distribute a watermarked copy that has already
been sold to the buyer.

2) The reseller may intend to benefit from reselling
unauthorized copies.
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Table 1: The notations used in this paper

B, S, R, CA, J: A buyer, seller, reseller, watermark certification authority and the judge, respectively;
IDB : Identity of B;

X ′ = X ⊕W : Embeds watermark W into original content X to form watermarked content X ′;
VB , VR: The watermarks indicating the transactions from the buyer and reseller;

B → S: M: B delivers message M to S;
Ek(.), Ds(·): The encryption function with the public key k and decryption function with the private

key s;
H(·): A one-way hash function;

Signs(M): Digital signature of message M signed by the private key s.

3) The buyer may claim that the unauthorized
copy was resold by the seller, or the reseller.

Unlinkability: Sellers and resellers cannot determine
whether any two transactions belong to the same
buyer or not.

Coalition resistance: Two or more buyers cannot co-
operate to obtain another buyer’s transaction infor-
mation.

Traitor traceability: When a pirated copy is found, it
must be easy to distinguish who is the traitor.

Inspired by Memon and Wong’s scheme, Cheung and
Curreem [5] proposed a buyer-reseller watermarking pro-
tocol (hereby shortened to CC) for digital contents redis-
tributing in digital second-hand market. Later, Chen et
al. [4] showed that the CC scheme is still susceptible to
seller cheating and reseller cheating problems. Chen et
al. then proposed an improved one (hereby shortened to
CHT) with anonymity.

In this paper, we will show that both of the CC and the
CHT schemes, which violate the asymmetry requirement,
are not immune to the seller cheating problem and an
enhanced one is proposed. Thanks to the tool of commu-
tative cryptosystem, the reseller’s watermarked content
can be encrypted before transmitting to the seller. In
this way, the seller is not aware of the reseller’s water-
marked content and the seller cheating problem can be
solved. Naturally, the proposed protocol also satisfies all
above precautionary requirements.

2 Review and Security Analysis of
the CC and the CHT Schemes

In this section, the CHT scheme is briefly reviewed
while the CC scheme is similar and, thus, omitted. Ta-
ble 1 gives the notations used through this paper.

To begin with, the kernel technique of watermarking
protocol should be mentioned. Memon and Wong’s water-
marking protocol adopts a public key cryptosystem that is
a privacy homomorphism with respect to the watermark

insertion operator. Here, the watermark insertion opera-
tion is X⊕W = {x1⊕w1, x2⊕w2, · · · , xm⊕wm, xm+1⊕
wm+ 1, · · · , xn⊕wn} and ⊕ is a privacy homomorphism
with respect to a binary operator for the public-key cryp-
tosystem. It is well-know that the RSA cryptosystem is
a privacy homomorphism with respect to multiplication.
Precisely, Ek(a⊕ b) = Ek(a)⊕Ek(b) is hold where a and
b are in the message space. A specific construction by
combining the well-known spread-spectrum watermark-
ing technique proposed by Cox et al. [6] and the RSA
cryptosystem is given in [13] with respect to multiplica-
tion.

2.1 Review of the CHT Scheme

2.1.1 Registration Protocol

The buyer B asks for a temporary transaction key pair
from CA. CA generates a short-term key pair (pk∗B , sk

∗
B)

and a watermark W for B. Then CA sends them to the
buyer securely.

1) B → CA: A certificate of B’s identity including the
public key pkB .
CA verifies the validation of B’s identity and pkB
by checking the certificate.

2) CA→ B: EpkB
((pk∗B , sk

∗
B), Epk∗

B
(W ), SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B)).
CA generates a watermark W and the tem-
porary key pair (pk∗B , sk∗B), and computes
SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B) and EpkB
((pk∗B , sk∗B),

Epk∗
B

(W ), SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B)) where skCA is

CA’s private key.

3) B decrypts the received message and checks the va-
lidity of SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B). CA also stores
IDB and pk∗B in the table.

2.1.2 Watermark Insertion Protocol

The reseller R may designate a transaction proxy, for
example an auction web site, and the buyer directly com-
municates with the transaction proxy via the Internet.
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1) B → R: Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B).

The buyer B sends the message {Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B ,
SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B)} to the reseller R.

2) R→ S: Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B), XR.

R forwards the message {Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B ,
SignskCA

(Epk∗
B ,pk∗

B
), XR} to the seller S where

XR is the content that B intends to buy.

3) S extracts VR from XR and searches VR in the
database. If VR does not exist, XR is not a legal copy
of R; otherwise, S checks the validity of Epk∗

B
(W ) by

verifying SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B) with CA’s public

key. If it fails, the operation is terminated; otherwise,
S performs the following operations.

• S generates a new transaction watermark VB to
denote this transaction, where VB is embedded
into XR to form XB = XR ⊕ VB .

• S generates a random permutation function
pB(.) and computes

pB(Epk∗
B

(W )) = Epk∗
B

(pB(W )).

• S computes

Epk∗
B

(X ′B) = Epk∗
B

(XB)⊕ Epk∗
B

(pB(W )).

• S stores Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , VB , SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ),

pk∗B), pB(.) in the database and transfers R’s
ownership from the database to another
reselling database.

4) S → R: Epk∗
B

(X ′B),M, SignskS
(M,pk∗R).

S sends the message Epk∗
B

(X ′B),M, SignskS
(M,pk∗R)

to R where M indicates this reselling transac-
tion and pk∗R denotes the reseller’s short-time pub-
lic key already stored in the database before and
skS is S’s private key. Then the reseller verifies
M,SignskS

(M,pk∗R) and keeps them as a certificate.

5) R → B: Epk∗
B

(X ′B).
R sends Epk∗

B
(X ′B) to B.

6. B decrypts Epk∗
B

(X ′B) to obtain X ′B = XB ⊕ pB(W )
with the private keys sk∗B .

2.1.3 Dispute Resolution Protocol

If an unauthorized copy Y is found by S, S extracts
the transaction watermark VB or VR and searches the
database to retrieve pk∗B or pk∗R. If only VR is found, R
is sued. If both VB and VR are found, B is sued. Then
CA is requested to reveal who owns pk∗B (or pk∗R). The
following is an example if both VB and VR are found.

1) S→ J: Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , VB , SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B),

and pB(.).
S sends the message {Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B , VB ,

SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B), pB(.)} to J.

2) J verifies the validity of SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B),

then computes, Epk∗
B

(Y ), Epk∗
B

(pB(W )) and finally
checks whether Epk∗

B
(pB(W )) exists in Epk∗

B
(Y ) or

not. If it is found, B is convicted guilty; otherwise,
(s)he is innocent. Finally, J asks CA to show the
identity of the buyer who owns pk∗B .

2.2 Security Analysis

Both of the CC and the CHT schemes are vulnerable
to the seller cheating problem. In the watermark insertion
protocols of the CC and the CHT schemes, the reseller R
needs to return the copy XR to the seller S. Once S ob-
tains XR, (s)he can illegally distribute XR or sell XR to
other buyers, so called the seller cheating problem [4]. Be-
cause the digital content XR still contains the watermark
of R, R will be potentially sued in the dispute resolu-
tion protocol if an unauthorized copy Y of XR is found
by S. Neither the CC scheme nor the CHT scheme ac-
counted for this problem. Specifically, the buyer-reseller
watermarking protocols in the literature do not guaran-
tee asymmetry property. To this end, we will propose an
enhanced scheme to prevent S from obtaining R’s copy
XR.

3 The Proposed Scheme

Prior to describing the proposed scheme, the prelimi-
nary, commutative cryptosystem adopted in [18], is intro-
duced to prevent seller cheating problems which exist in
both of the CC and the CHT schemes.

3.1 Commutative Cryptosystem

Commutative cryptosystems are often used in mental
poker games [20]. The basic concept is that the encryp-
tion and decryption order does not matter if some secret
messages needed to be encrypted and decrypted twice or
more, respectively.

A cryptosystem E is said to be commutative if it sat-
isfies the following property: for any two keys K1 and K2

and any message m,EK1
(EK2

(m)) = EK2
(EK1

(m)) and
DK2(EK1(EK2(m))) = EK1(m), where D(.) = E−1(.).

An example [8] of ElGamal-type commutative cryp-
tosystem is given below. Assume two parties, Alice and
Bob, have

KA = (p, gA, xA, yA) : yA = gxA

A (mod p)

KB = (p, gB , xB , yB) : yB = gxB

B (mod p),

where xA and yA ( xB and yB ) are the private and public
key pair of Alice (Bob).

Encryption.
To encrypt a message m, Alice first chooses a random
value number rA and computes the ciphertext CA =
(CA1, CA2), where

CA1 = grAA mod p,

CA2 = m ∗ yrAA mod p.
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Bob chooses a random value number rB and encrypts
Alice’s ciphertext CA to obtain CB = (CB1, CAB),
where

CB1 = grBB mod p,

CAB = m ∗ yrAA ∗ y
rB
B mod p.

In reality, whether Alice or Bob does the encryp-
tion operation first will not affect the result, C =
(CA1, CB1, CAB).

Decryption.
Suppose Alice uses her private key to decrypt first,
i.e.

C ′ = CAB ∗ (CxA

A1 )−1

= m ∗ yrBB mod p.

Then Bob uses the private key to decrypt, where

C ′ ∗ (CxB

B1 )−1 = m mod p.

The result will not be affected by whether Alice or
Bob does the operation first.

3.2 Registration Protocol

The registration protocol is the same as that in Sec-
tion 2.1.1. Therefore, it is omitted here.

3.3 Watermark Insertion Protocol

The reseller may designate a transaction proxy, for ex-
ample an auction web site, and the buyer directly com-
municates with the transaction proxy using a MIX net-
work [1] via the Internet. Note that the watermarking
insertion requires a privacy homomorphism such as RSA-
based cryptosystem mentioned in Section 2.

1) B → R: Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B).

The buyer B sends the message {Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B ,
SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B)} to the reseller R.

2) B → R: Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B),

Epk∗
R

(XR), AGR, Signsk∗
R

(AGR ‖ Epk∗
R

(XR)).
R first negotiates with S to set up a common
agreement, AGR, which explicitly states the own-
ership transfer rights and obligations from R to B
of XR. Then (s)he computes Epk∗

R
(XR) and s1 =

Signsk∗
R

(AGR ‖ Epk∗
R

(XR)), where pk∗R denotes the
reseller’s short-time public key already stored in the
database before.

3) After receiving R’s message, S performs the following
operations.

• S verifies the signature s1 = Signsk∗
R

(AGR ‖
Epk∗

R
(XR)) for checking whether the messages

are sent from R. If yes, (s)he computes the mes-
sage authentication code (MAC) value m′ =
H(Epk∗

R
(XR), pk∗R).

• S uses pk∗R as a keyword and searches the record
of pk∗R. From the matched record, (s)he se-
lects m and checks if m is equal to the com-
puted m’ or not where m = H(Epk∗

R
(XR), pk∗R)

is computed in the first-hand transaction. If
not, XR is not a legal copy of R. Otherwise,
S checks the validity of Epk∗

B
(W ) by verifying

SignskCA
(Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B) with CA’s public key.

If it fails, S terminates the transaction.

• S generates a new transaction watermark VB

which is embedded into XR, to denote this
transaction to get XB , precisely,

Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(XB))

= Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(XR))⊕ Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(VB)).

• S generates a random permutation function
pB(.) and computes

pB(Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(W ))) = Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(pB(W ))).

• S computes Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(X ′B)) and the new MAC
value m as follows.

Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(X ′B))

= Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(XB))⊕ Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(pB(W )))

and

m = H(Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(X ′B)), pk∗B).

• S stores Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B , m, VB ,
SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B), and pB(.) in
the database; transfers R’s ownership from the
database to another reselling database.

• S generates M and Signsks
(M,pk∗R), where M

indicates this reselling transaction.

4) S → R: Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(X ′B)),M, SignskS
(M,pk∗R).

S sends the message {Epk∗
B

(Epk∗
R

(X ′B)), M ,
SignskS

(M,pk∗R)} to R.

5) R → B: Epk∗
B

(X ′B).
R computes Dsk∗

R
(Epk∗

B
(Epk∗

R
(X ′B))) = Epk∗

B
(X ′B)

and verifies M by checking the validation of
SignskS

(M,pk∗R) and keeps them as a certificate.
Then, R sends Epk∗

B
(X ′B) to B.

6) B decrypts Epk∗
B

(X ′B) to obtain X ′B = XB ⊕ pB(W )
with the private key, sk∗B .

3.4 Dispute Resolution Protocol

This subprotocol is the same as that in Section 2.1.3,
and thus omitted here.
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4 Security Analysis and Discus-
sions

The main security problem in the buyer-reseller water-
marking protocol comes from the seller-cheating problem
that the seller obtains the sold copy XR. Hence, the pro-
posed improvement aims at avoiding this security concern
by maintaining the asymmetry property. The security
of the proposed buyer-reseller watermarking protocol is
based on the following assumptions.

Assumption 1. By a well-constructed MIX mechanism,
the seller or an attacker gains no information about who
purchased the digital content since the communication is
untraceable.

Assumption 2. To guarantee the anonymity of buyer-
reseller watermarking protocol, buyers must refresh the
short-term transaction key pairs.

First, we shall focus on how the proposed scheme can
resist the seller cheating problems. Second, further dis-
cussions will be shown.

4.1 Seller Cheating Problems

Lemma 1. S cannot cheat B by means of either reselling
the watermarked copy which was sold to some buyer or
impersonating a buyer to launch the transaction protocol.

Proof. If S wants to cheat B, (s)he must obtain the wa-
termarked content X ′B = XB ⊕ pB(W ) = XR ⊕ VB ⊕
pB(W ) of B. However, the watermarked content X ′B is
well protected by asymmetric encryption in the form of
Epk∗

B
(X ′B). Without the corresponding private key sk∗B ,

S cannot decrypt the encrypted X ′B to obtain X ′B . Since
S cannot obtain a watermarked content X ′B , therefore, S
cannot illegally distribute X ′B and accuse B of piracy.

Furthermore, if S intends to impersonate B, (s)he faces
the same problem as (s)he lacks the private key sk∗B nec-
essary to decrypt the watermarked content.

In sum, S cannot cheat B.

Lemma 2. S cannot cheat R by means of either reselling
the watermarked copy which was sold to the reseller or
maliciously accuse the reseller of piracy if an unauthorized
copy is found.

Proof. If S wants to cheat R, (s)he must obtain the wa-
termarked content XR of R. Since XR is well protected
by commutative cryptosystem, S has no efficient way to
obtain XR. Therefore, S cannot distribute XR and accuse
R of piracy.

Furthermore, S intends to maliciously accuse the re-
seller of piracy if an unauthorized copy, which was resold
to a buyer but illegally redistributed by that buyer, is
found. In the watermarking insertion phase, R keeps M
and SignskS

(M,pk∗R) as a certificate. R has this evidence
to show (s)he is innocent.

Theorem 1. The proposed buyer-reseller watermarking
protocol can resist the seller cheating problems.

Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, S has no feasible way to
cheat either B or R. Therefore, the proposed protocol
can resist the seller cheating problems.

4.2 Further Discussions

1) Malicious Reseller.
A malicious reseller R may send a fake Epk∗

R
(XR) to

cheat S. Since XR is encrypted by pk∗R, S can not
extract VR. S can verify the validity of the received
Epk∗

R
(XR) by comparing the computed MAC value

m′ = H(Epk∗
R

(XR), pk∗R) and the stored value m =
H(Epk∗

R
(XR), pk∗R). If not identical, S rejects this

transaction.

Furthermore, R has no feasible way to frame B, ei-
ther. Without the corresponding private key sk∗B ,
R cannot decrypt the encrypted X ′B to obtain X ′B .
Since R cannot obtain a watermarked content X ′B ,
therefore, R cannot illegally distribute X ′B and frame
B later.

2) Malicious Buyer.
Since the seller and the reseller are unaware of the wa-
termarked copy, the buyer cannot reasonably claim
that the unauthorized copy was resold by the seller
or the reseller. If B illegally distributes X ′B , (s)he
can be traced in the way of the protocol in Section.
3.4.

3) Anonymity.
In the proposed protocol, the reseller uses a short-
term key pair (pk∗R, sk

∗
R) for a transaction. During

the transaction, the seller only knows a short-term
public key, pk∗R. Besides, The buyer uses a short-
term key pair (pk∗B , sk

∗
B) for a transaction, too. The

reseller only knows a short-term public key, pk∗B . The
seller does not know who the reseller/buyer is and the
reseller does not know who the buyer is. In addition,
by Assumption 1, the seller gains no information
about who purchased the digital content. In this way,
anonymity is guaranteed.

4) Unlinkability.
Buyers use their short-term key pairs for anonymous
transaction. If a buyer reuses the short-term key
pair for various transactions, some of the buyer’s
habits may be revealed. In the proposed protocol,
both the sellers and the resellers know the triple
{Epk∗

B
(W ), pk∗B , SignskCA

(Epk∗
B

(W ), pk∗B)}. By As-
sumption 2, sellers and resellers cannot determine
whether any two transactions belong to the same
buyer or not.

5) Coalition-Resistance.
If two or more buyers collude (say B1 and B2),
they still can not forge another buyer’s transaction
message {Epk∗

B3
(W ), pk∗B3

, SignskCA
(Epk∗

B3
, pk∗B3

)}
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Table 2: Comparison between the related schemes and the proposed scheme

Requirements Memon-Wong [13] Lei et al. [12] Cheung-Currem [5] Chen et al. [4] The proposed
First-hand Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Second-hand No No Yes Yes Yes
Asymmetry Yes Yes No* No* Yes
Anonymity No Yes No Yes Yes
Unlinkability N/A N/A N/A Yes Yes
Coalition resistance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Traitor traceability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

*: Sellers might have watermarked copies sent from resellers in the second-hand scenario.

from their transaction messages {Epk∗
B1

(W ), pk∗B1
,

SignskCA
(Epk∗

B1
(W ), pk∗B1

)} and {Epk∗
B2

(W ), pk∗B2
,

SignskCA
(Epk∗

B2
(W ), pk∗B2

)}. It goes without saying

that it is not feasible to calculate the private key.

6) Traitor Traceability.
It is easy to distinguish who is the real traitor, since
the buyer’s transaction watermark is stored in the
database and the reseller’s transaction watermark is
stored in the reselling database. The seller can dis-
tinguish who is the real illegal distributor. With the
help of CA, the traitor can be traced and revealed by
searching the database.

At the end of this section, Table 2 gives the further
functionality comparisons between the related works
and the proposed scheme. The proposed buyer-
reseller watermarking protocol not only satisfies the
requirements for second-hand markets which the ear-
lier [12, 13] are not suitable for, but also provides the
secure protocol compared with the other two buyer-
reseller protocols [4, 5]. The traditional buyer-seller
watermarking protocols [12, 13] do not support the
second-hand market. The second-hand buyer-seller
watermarking protocols [4, 5] are shown insecure by
lacking asymmetry property.

Furthermore, Table 3 provides the comparison of
computation cost. Since the computational cost of
hash function is much lower than that of public-key
operations, it is omitted in Table 3. In the dis-
pute resolution subprotocol, the cost of the proposed
scheme is almost the same as that of the related
schemes. In the registration and watermark inser-
tion subprotocols, they cost more than the CC and
the CHT related subprotocols. The extra compu-
tation cost in the proposed protocol is mainly due
to the inclusion of commutative encryption, which is
adopted to enhance security for the protocol in the
proposed scheme.

5 Conclusions

As the fact that a digitalized second-hand market has
high commerce potential [4], researchers have rarely ad-
dressed the watermarking protocols for digitalized second-
hand markets, transactions of digital contents. Although
the existing CC and CHT schemes aim at this end, the
authors show that the CC and CHT schemes cannot re-
sist the seller-cheating problem. Therefore, it is worth-
while to remedy security weaknesses. Thus an improved
second-hand watermarking protocol is proposed, in which
all above mentioned requirements are satisfied including
asymmetry, anonymity, resistance to malicious insiders,
unlinkability, resistance to coalition attacks and traitor
traceability.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of preserving node’s location pri-
vacy which is essential for minimizing the attacks during
multi-hop routing in MANETs. As by intercepting and
analyzing the transmitted packets, intermediate nodes
(conventionally, assumed to be trustworthy) can track
sender and receiver nodes, and can also trace the route
between them. Earlier approaches attempts to preserve
the location privacy by changing node-IDs or masking the
location information, but results in high cost and degra-
dation of service quality. To overcome these drawbacks,
this paper presents: 1) a novel rough set based Location
Privacy Preserving (LPP) scheme during route establish-
ment; and 2) an efficient Data Transfer scheme for Lo-
cation Privacy Preserving based Routes (DTLPPR) dur-
ing data transfer. Analysis of trustworthiness of neighbor
nodes using Discrete Time Markov Chain, and proposed
scheme in terms of location privacy and route untrace-
ability is presented. Analytical work is validated using
simulations.

Keywords: Location privacy, mobile ad hoc networks,
rough set, route untraceability, trust attributes

1 Introduction

The self-organizing, decentralized and infra-structureless
features of MANETs provide a promising solution for sev-
eral real world applications [4]. The nodes functions as
both a router and a host, and communicate with other
nodes which are not in its transmission range through in-
termediate nodes by establishing a route and then trans-
ferring the data packets. Though nodes are considered
to be trustworthy, but a few nodes might be malicious
and launch attacks: 1) by using the information such
as sender/receiver identity, locations, neighborhood, etc.;
and 2) by overhearing and analyzing the data packets over
wireless links. Thus, malicious nodes can track the loca-
tion of a mobile node, and can also trace the route [10].

Location of the nodes is utilized to reduce overhead and
achieve high throughput with low delay [7]. However, if
the user’s mobility or location is not safeguarded, mali-
cious node can build user mobility profile and link the
information to user identities or addresses.

1.1 Location Privacy

The unsought for leak of location and analysis of over-
heard data packets, results in location breach, thereby
launching attacks which can disrupt MANET. Thus, lo-
cation privacy preserving scheme is a critical requirement
for minimizing the attacks, and also for the successful op-
eration of MANET. Location privacy prevents sender and
receiver from being revealed to any untrusted nodes, and
also provides an untraceable route. Most of the earlier
works, rely on: (1) Changing the node identity (node-
ID); or (2) Masking of the location information by adding
noise. However, they result in high cost and degradation
of service quality. In addition, limited resource is one of
the major problems. As a result, earlier works are unsuit-
able for resource constraint MANET. This necessitates
the development of a low cost scheme to preserve loca-
tion privacy without affecting the services.

1.2 Proposed Location Privacy Preserv-
ing Scheme

In order to preserve the location privacy, we propose a
novel rough set based Location Privacy Preserving (LPP)
scheme, and an efficient Data Transfer scheme for Loca-
tion Privacy Preserving based Routes (DTLPPR). LPP
scheme, establishes an untraceable route through trusted
nodes (acts as temporary sender for their next hop), where
trust value is determined by the trust attributes (defined
using Rough set theory). In DTLPPR scheme, sender (or
temporary sender) node randomly generates a challenge
in challenge generation period. For every challenge re-
ceived, trusted neighbor node sends back a response mes-
sage to its sender. We mention that, sender (or tem-
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porary sender) node selects two trusted neighbor nodes,
one extra node for backup to overcome data loss due to
route failures. The proposed schemes can be used for
any ad hoc network by adapting the nature of commu-
nications and security challenges of that network, how-
ever, in this work we consider MANET. We theoretically
analyze the trustworthiness, location privacy and route
untraceability. The performance of proposed scheme is
evaluated by performing simulations, and also compar-
ing with earlier works. The contributions of this paper
are: (1) Location Privacy - Preserving location privacy of
sender and receiver nodes, by not revealing who are the
originator and receiver of data packets to any node, ex-
cept the designated trusted intermediate nodes; (2) Route
Untraceability - Route established is not revealed, i.e.,
malicious nodes cannot identify the trusted intermediate
nodes; (3) Trustworthiness of neighborhood - A Discrete
Time Markov Model is proposed to evaluate the trustwor-
thiness; and (4) Data Transfer scheme - Strengthening
the location privacy, by ensuring that data is received by
designated trusted node.

1.3 Organization of The Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2
and 3, some of the earlier works and definitions used are
given, respectively. Section 4, explains proposed location
privacy scheme. Section 5, discusses the performance of
proposed scheme against some of the attacks. We theo-
retically analyze the proposed scheme in Section 6, and
provide simulation results in Section 7. Finally, we con-
clude in Section 8.

2 Related Works

Earlier works on preserving location privacy, rely on
changing the node-IDs [2, 9, 20, 26, 31] or masking of the
location information by adding noise [11, 21, 27, 28]. In
the former approach, a node uses pseudonyms instead of
real node-ID. Further, to strengthen the location privacy,
nodes change their pseudonyms time-to-time [2], which
makes it difficult for an attacker node to link the data
packets for longer time period. In [19], authors discuss
the impact on the performance due to frequently chang-
ing node-IDs for the Vehicular Adhoc Network (VANET).
The major challenges faced are: when to change the
pseudonyms, and how to conceal the relevance between
old and new pseudonyms. For example, density of neigh-
bor vehicles is used as a threshold value for pseudonym
change [20]. In [26], the receiver node’s location is exposed
for route discovery, and then pseudo identifiers of com-
municating nodes are used for data delivery. MASK [31]
enables both network-layer and MAC-layer communica-
tions without disclosing real identities. ANODR [9], as-
signs a random route pseudonym to each hop on the route
to provide an untraceable and intrusion tolerant routing.
However, MASK and ANODR introduces high overheads

due to changing pseudonyms. In the later approach, loca-
tion information is safeguarded by adding noise to original
location information. A geographical mask [11], is used
to add deterministic or stochastic noise to original loca-
tion of a point. A similar approach is presented in [21],
where the location information is perturbed by different
levels for different groups, thus allowing obfuscation of a
mobile node’s exact location. As location information is
perturbed, there is degradation in service quality. An ap-
proach to achieve receiver anonymity is presented in [27]
that uses fuzzy receiver positions, and the data packets for
a receiver node are delivered to nodes within a geograph-
ical area called anonymity zone. [28] preserves node’s lo-
cation information by defining a safety level. If a region
has high safety level, then it is less likely for an attacker
to determine the nodes within that region. In [32], the
location privacy is preserved by dissociating node’s loca-
tion information and identity. In [3] presents, two schemes
SECLOUD to conceal the true sender/receiver nodes, i.e.,
the attacker cannot identify the true sender/receiver; and
ANONYRING to hide the sender/receiver nodes within
a group of nodes forming a ring. The techniques given
in [5] focuses on passive routing attacks, and addresses
venue anonymity, privacy of network topology and privacy
of node’s motion pattern. In [24], by combining signa-
ture and Weil Pairing, an anonymous and authenticated
communication scheme in VANET, namely ATCS, is pre-
sented. [1] prevent driver’s (node in VANET) privacy by
using a security scheme, where authentication and driver’s
privacy trade-offs are discussed. However, [3, 32, 24]
and [1], does not consider route untraceability. Earlier
works on preserving location privacy, mainly focus on the
route establishment stage, and do not pay much attention
to data transfer stage. [30] address issues on anonymous
authentication, and proposes an efficient communication
protocol for VANET based on conditionally anonymous
ring signature. [13] points out security pitfalls of impor-
tant secure routing protocols. and also propose a secure
routing protocol against active attackers using digital sig-
natures. [30] and [13] do not consider the passive attack-
ers.

3 Definitions

3.1 Rough Sets

Rough set theory introduced in early 1980’s [15] is used
extensively in various fields [23], mainly for reasoning
about knowledge and classification. The data is rep-
resented using an information table, denoted as I =
< U,A, V, f >, where U is a non-empty finite set of ob-
jects called universe, A is a non-empty finite set of at-
tributes, V = Va1 ∪ Va2 ∪ ...VaK (Vai is the value of the
attribute ’ai’) and ’f ’ is an information function which
appoints the attribute value to every object in U. Table 1
represents set of all neighbor nodes as universe and their
trust attributes as set of attributes. Trust attributes con-
sidered are Node History (NodeHist), Node Reliability
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Table 1: Rough set concepts for trust in MANET

Symbol Definition

U = Non - empty finite set of

{n1, n2, ...., nM} 1-hop neighbor nodes

A = Non - empty finite set of attributes:

{a1, a2, ...., aK} Node History, Resource Availability

and Node Reliability

Vai Value of the attribute ’ai’

(NodeRel) and Resource Availability (RscAvl). Rough
set concepts, classify the nodes into three separate re-
gions: positive region (PosR), negative region (NegR) and
boundary region (BndR), based on their trust attributes.
Considering, T ⊆ A and Y ⊆ U, then the approximation
of Y is determined based on the information in T, by find-
ing T-lower (T l(Y ) = {e ∈ U |[e]T ⊆ Y }) and T-upper
(Tu(Y ) = {e ∈ U |[e]T ∩ Y 6= φ}) approximations of Y.
[e]T is the equivalence classes of T-indiscernibility rela-
tion. The nodes in T l(Y ) can be certainly the elements
of Y and the nodes in Tu(Y ) can be possible elements of
Y, based on the trust attributes in T. Using the T l(Y )
and Tu(Y ), universe U is divided into three disjoint re-
gions: (1) Positive region, PosR(Y ) = T l(Y ); (2) Nega-
tive region, NegR(Y ) = U - Tu(Y ); and (3) Boundary
region: BndR(Y ) = Tu(Y ) - T l(Y ). In this paper, we
define trusted neighbor nodes as PosR, non-trusted neigh-
bor nodes as NegR and medium trusted neighbor nodes
as BndR. However, we mainly focus on positive region
for determining the trustworthiness, which is explained
in Section 6.1.

3.2 Trust Attributes

The trustworthiness is determined based on trust at-
tributes (see Table 1). Now, we briefly describe each
one of these trust attributes: (1) Node History reflects
the behavior of a node, and it depends on percentage of
packets forwarded (ratio of number of packets forwarded
to number of packets received) and percentage of pack-
ets dropped (ratio of number of packets dropped due to
malicious behavior to number of packets received), where
no feedback about the packet drop indicates a malicious
behavior and the packet drop count (due to malicious be-
havior) is incremented; (2) Node Reliability indicates
node’s ability to provide higher delivery rates and to min-
imize the number of route failures, and it depends on
Neighbor Node’s Traversal Time (NNTT) and link sta-
bility between nodes. The NNTT is defined as the time
taken by a node on average to process a packet. For sim-
plicity, we consider that the NNTT and link stability pa-
rameters can be low, medium or high based on predefined
threshold values, and Table 3 shows the values that can
be taken by node reliability attribute. The link stability
can be measured based on signal strength, where ’low’
indicates that link between nodes will expire soon and

Table 2: Node history (NodeHist) attribute values

Packets Packets NodeHist

Forwarded(%) Dropped(%) Value

[0,51) [51,100] 1 (= suspicious)

[0,51) [0,51) 2 (= normal)

[51,100] [0,51) 3 (= good)

Table 3: Node reliability (NodeRel) attribute values

Link Stability NNTT NodeRel Value

Low Medium 1

Low High

Medium High

Low Low 2

Medium Medium

High High

Medium Low 3

High Low

High Medium

Table 4: Resource availability (RscAvl) attribute values

Bandwidth Battery Power RscAvl Value

Low Low 1 (= Low)

Low Medium

Medium Low

Medium Medium 2 (= Medium)

High Low

Low high

Medium High 3 (= High)

High Medium

High High

’high’ indicates that link between nodes will sustain for
longer time; (3) Resource Availability indicates the
nodes richness in terms of availability of resources to sup-
port applications, and depends on bandwidth and bat-
tery power. We consider that the bandwidth and battery
power resource values can be low, medium or high based
on application dependent threshold values. Table 4 shows
the values that can be taken by resource availability at-
tribute. We mention that the node reliability attribute
parameters can be assigned finer values, for example: very
low, low, medium, high and very high values. Similarly,
we can assign finer values to node history attribute pa-
rameters and resource availability attribute parameters.
However, for simplicity we have assigned the parameter
values as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 1: MANET division into 6 zones

4 Proposed Location Privacy
Scheme

In this Section, we discuss our proposed rough set based
location privacy scheme. First, we describe the network
and attack models, and then details on tracing of trust at-
tributes, construction of information tables and selection
of trusted neighbor node is provided. Finally, we present
our proposed schemes LPP and DTLPPR in detail.

4.1 MANET Model

We assume that a MANET is built with bidirectional
wireless links. As earlier works [27, 32], we assume that
every node have the knowledge of their positions (e.g.,
through GPS, WiFi-based positioning system), and a
node can get the position information of other nodes us-
ing any secure positioning service [12, 25]. We assume
that MANET is logically divided into ’N’ number of zones
(see [8]). However, we assume that area of MANET is cir-
cular in nature and it is divide into six zones, as shown in
Figure 1. The MANET is divide into zones of equal angles
(θ1 = θ2 = θ3 = θ4 = θ5 = θ6 = θ = 60◦) with respect
to the center of MANET. In the case, when MANET is
not circular, we encircle the MANET into a logical circu-
lar area to enable zone formation. The zones are further
divided into clusters by considering a node as a cluster
head (node with high resources) having set of nodes at
most 2-hops away, and maintaining trust attribute values
for the nodes within its cluster.

4.2 Attack Model

Threats in MANET may come from within as well as
from outside. The attackers from outside (or external at-
tackers), are able to passively receive data packets within
their hearing range, and then determine the location and
identity of node sending the data packets. On the other
hand, attackers from within (or internal attackers) are
the active nodes pretending to be legitimate node and
sending packets to gain knowledge about other nodes lo-

cation and identity. Earlier works have focused on ac-
tive attacks which are done through viruses or Trojans.
In this work, we focus on the passive attacks, where we
consider that the attackers have following goals: (1) Ob-
tain information such as sender and receiver nodes of the
data packets; and (2) Trace the route taken by the data
packets. By analyzing the traffic, an attacker can obtain
these information. We mention some of the attacks [17]
due to traffic analysis: (1) Packet Tracing Attack - By
overhearing transmission of data packets as they traverse
from sender to receiver, an attacker may determine the
communicating nodes and also trace the route; and (2)
Timing Analysis Attack - An attacker can monitor the
packet departure and packet arrival times, and use this
information to determine the sender and receiver. The
attackers can overhear the transmission of data packets
within their hearing range. However, their computing re-
sources are limited, i.e., encrypted data cannot be de-
crypted easily, and the attacker cannot locate the nodes
using secure position service.

4.3 Tracing Trust Attributes

To provide confidentiality during zone-based tracing of
trust attributes, nodes use t-degree polynomial func-
tions [22] to privately send information to their neighbor
nodes and cluster head. A node-n (in zone Z 1) should
be aware of the functions h1,l(x ), where l = 1, 2, ..., 6
(six zones). The first index and second index in func-
tion hk,l(x ) represents destination zone-id (k) and source
zone-id (l) of the information packets, respectively. When
node-n in Z 1 sends its information to node in Z 2, it sends
out an encrypted packet (encrypting using key determined
from t-degree polynomial) Eh2,1(n)(node-n, information,
timestamp). The “information” field consists parame-
ter values of trust attributes (eg., battery power status,
NNTT, etc.) and “timestamp” field indicates freshness of
the information. When neighbor nodes of node-n receive
this information, they make an entry in their Neighbor
Node Information Table (NNIT). Similarly, nodes within
a cluster send information to their cluster head, and the
cluster head makes an entry in its Cluster Node Infor-
mation Table (CNIT). However, in this case, nodes use
cluster-id instead of destination zone-id, and its own node-
id instead of source zone-id.

4.4 Information Table

The nodes and cluster heads represent the received in-
formation in the form of NNIT and CNIT, respectively.
The row of NNIT represents the neighbor nodes and each
column represents their trust attributes. Table 5 shows
an example of NNIT at node-S, with A, B, C, D, E, F
and G as neighbor nodes (for Figure 2). Here, we con-
sider node history (TA-1 ), node reliability (TA-2 ) and
resource availability (TA-3 ) as trust attributes for neigh-
bor nodes. The CNIT is similar to NNIT, except that
it has information on all the nodes within cluster. The
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Figure 2: Node-S with its neighborhood and cluster head
node-P

Table 5: Rough set based NNIT at node-S

Node-S TA-1 TA-2 TA-3

A 2 1 2

B 3 3 2

C 2 1 2

D 1 1 2

E 3 2 3

F 1 1 2

G 3 1 2

Table 6: Rough set based CNIT at cluster head-P

Cluster Head-P TA-1 TA-2 TA-3

A 1 3 1

B 2 3 2

C 1 2 3

D 3 1 2

I 1 1 1

J 3 1 1

M 1 1 3

N 3 1 2

O 3 2 1

S 1 2 3

row in CNIT represents cluster members and each column
represents their trust attributes, as shown in Table 6 (for
Figure 2).

4.5 Trusted 1-hop Neighbor Node Selec-
tion

The selection of trusted node is to: (1) Save node’s power
by avoiding unnecessary transmission. (2) Effectively uti-
lize the bandwidth. (3) Increase the packet delivery rate.
(4) Provide location privacy. The sender (or temporary
sender) selects a trusted node among its neighbor nodes

with the highest trust value. The trust value of a node-
k, calculated by node-i (denoted as TV i

k) is given by,
TV ik = β ∗ TV ik + (1− β) ∗ TV CHk . β is the self-weightage
factor, first term (TV i

k =
∑
j(W

k
j ∗ V kj (nnit))) is direct

trust calculated by the sender ( or temporary sender) and
second term (TV CH

k =
∑
j(W

k
j ∗ V kj (cnit))) is indirect

trust calculated based on the feedback from node-k ’s clus-
ter head. W k

j is the weight assigned to trust attribute-j

for node-k, j ∈ {NodeRel, NodeHist, RscAvl}, V kj (nnit)

and V kj (cnit) are the values of trust attribute-j for node-k
from NNIT and CNIT, respectively. As, sender node has
knowledge of the receiver’s position (using secure position
service), trust value is calculated only for neighbor nodes
towards receiver node, i.e., neighbor nodes within shaded
region of Figure 2. For example, in Figure 2, node-B and
node-C are selected for data transmission and backup, re-
spectively (by assigning equal weights to trust attributes
and β = 0.6).

4.6 Location Privacy Preserving (LPP)
Scheme

LPP scheme establishes an untraceable route, while pre-
serving location privacy. First, nodes privately send in-
formation to their neighbor nodes and also to cluster head
(see Section 4.3). Second, each node maintains a NNIT,
and cluster head maintains a CNIT (see Section 4.4).
Third, NNIT and CNIT are used to determine the trusted
neighbor nodes (see Section 4.5). Finally, an untraceable
route is established.

4.6.1 Route Establishment With Trusted Neigh-
bor Nodes

When a sender has data for a receiver, and if there is
no trusted neighbor node (towards receiver) in sender’s
routing table, then route establishment stage (hop-by-
hop basis) is initiated, as explained here. Sender selects
a trusted neighbor node (with highest trust value), and
then establishes connection with it, using route request
(rreq) and route reply (rrep) messages, and finally trans-
mits the data packets to selected trusted neighbor node.
Since, rreq and rrep messages are sent only to selected
trusted neighbor node, there is a decrease in message
overhead compared to broadcasting of rreq message in
some of the earlier works. Now, selected trusted neighbor
node acts as a temporary sender and establishes connec-
tion with its trusted neighbor node (towards receiver),
and this process is continued till the receiver. The for-
mat of rreq message is: < type, rreq-id, trusted neighbor
node’s address, originator’s address >, where type indi-
cates rreq message, rreq-id is rreq id number and orig-
inator’s address is sender (or temporary sender) node’s
address; and the format of rrep message is: < type, rreq-
id, trusted neighbor node’s address, originator’s address
>, where type is rrep message. Since, receiver’s address is
not used in rreq and rrep messages, attacker cannot obtain
the information regarding receiver. Here, we assume that
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a sender (or temporary sender) knows trusted neighbor
node’s public key. As, data packet has to be sent only to
trusted neighbor node, sender (or temporary sender) sets
TTL = 1. The data packet format is < Trapdoor, data >,
where Trapdoor (TD) information is obtained by encrypt-
ing the concatenated information using selected trusted
neighbor node’s public key. The TD information is given
by, TD = EPuK k(S Ad||k Ad||D Ad||Dp), where, S Ad
is sender (or temporary sender) node’s address, k Ad is
selected trusted neighbor node-k ’s address, D Ad is re-
ceiver node’s address, Dp is receiver node’s position and
|| represents concatenation operation. The data part cor-
responds to different layer protocols and original data to
be sent. The trusted neighbor node decrypts the TD us-
ing his private key, whereas other neighbor nodes can only
overhear transmission, but cannot decrypt it. The trusted
neighbor node compares D Ad with its own address and
realizes that it is not the receiver, and then it acts as a
temporary sender and transmits the data packets. In the
case, when receiver is 1-hop away, TD information con-
tains concatenation of only node-k ’s address and receiver
node’s address. In literature, source routing [6] and se-
quence numbers [16] are used to avoid loops in a route,
but they can disclose communicating nodes location, and
thus cannot be used in location privacy scheme. In LPP
scheme, data packets are forwarded to only trusted neigh-
bor node, which reduces the distance to receiver in each
routing step, and it leads to a loop-free routing. Since,
trusted neighbor nodes has knowledge of only previous
hop (acting as temporary sender), the original sender
node’s location privacy is preserved, and we see that the
identity of original sender is also preserved. The other
neighbor nodes, which cannot decrypt the data packets,
are unable to determine receiver, and thus location pri-
vacy of receiver is preserved. In the case of receiver, its in-
formation is disclosed only to trusted intermediate nodes.
To preserve the location privacy, control messages (rreq,
rrep etc.) are encrypted, so that they cannot be differenti-
ated from other data packets. We mention that the rout-
ing table at each node maintains information on trusted
neighbor node towards receiver with their timeout values
and rreq-id.

4.6.2 Established Route Is Untraceable

An attacker can overhear the data packets transmitted
over wireless links by a node, and identify it as a sender,
but cannot determine whether it is the original sender or
an trusted intermediate node. The neighbors of a sender
which cannot decrypt the TD, confuse the attacker by
sending data packets to all their neighbors with an invalid
TTL (indicating receiving nodes to discard data packets).
Thus, an attacker cannot differentiate between the orig-
inal sender and other neighbors. Similarly, trusted in-
termediate nodes and their neighbor nodes confuse the
attacker, until receiver node is reached. The neighbor
nodes of trusted intermediate nodes are called as partic-
ipating (or supporting) nodes, because they participate

Figure 3: Data transfer scheme for location privacy pre-
serving based routes (DTLPPR)

(or support) in providing an untraceable route. When
receiver node receives the data packet, it again trans-
mits the data packet with an invalid TTL to its neigh-
bor nodes, i.e., the receiver acts as a temporary sender,
and the neighbor nodes of receiver confuse the attacker
by sending data packets to their neighbor nodes with an
invalid TTL. Thus, it becomes difficult for an attacker to
trace the route.

4.7 Data Transfer Scheme For Location
Privacy Preserving Based Routes
(DTLPPR)

To ensure that the data packets has reached designated
trusted neighbor node, DTLPPR scheme is proposed,
where a sender (or temporary sender) randomly gener-
ates a challenge for every ’Lp’ number of data packets
sent to next hop, and in reply, a response is generated by
the next hop. Also, to strengthen LPP scheme, time be-
tween transmission of each data packet is varied at every
hop during data transfer stage, i.e., if packet ’p1’ is sent
at time ’t1’, then packet ’p2’ is sent at time ’t2’ (t2 =
t1 + x1) and so on. The values of x1, x2, ..., are differ-
ent (generated randomly), so that it becomes difficult for
an attacker to identify sender and receiver based on their
packet departure and arrival times, respectively. The Fig-
ure 3(a) shows packet transmission in DTLPPR scheme.

4.7.1 Challenge Generation Period

The challenge generation period indicates the number
of data packets (Lp) for which, a sender (or temporary
sender) node randomly generates a challenge, and it is
determined using challenge attribute. By using rough set
theory, challenge attribute (denoted as ch) takes value
as shown in the Table 7, which is dependent on param-
eters: 1)sensitivity of the data packets (or data sensitiv-
ity), and 2) trustworthiness of selected trusted neighbor
node. The data sensitivity and trustworthiness value is di-
vided into levels - low and high. Original sender node de-
cides data sensitivity, and trustworthiness is determined
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Table 7: Challenge attribute (ch) Values

Data Sensitivity Trustworthiness Value

[0, 0.5] [2, 3] Low = 1

[0, 0.5] [1, 2) Medium = 2

(0.5, 1] [2, 3]

(0.5, 1] [1,2) High = 3

as described in Section 4.5. The data sensitivity value is
sent to trusted neighbor node acting as temporary sender
(during data transmission). If data sensitivity is low and
trustworthiness of selected trusted neighbor node is high,
then challenge attribute takes lowest value (indicating low
challenge generation period or Lp). As data sensitivity in-
creases and/or trustworthiness of selected neighbor node
decreases, challenge generation period is increased. We
mention that, for simplicity, values of challenge attribute
are low (=1), medium (=2) and high (=3). The challenge
generation period is determined using, Lp = Ld ∗ 2ch,
where, Ld is a design parameter, indicating initial num-
ber of data packets decided by a sender (or temporary
sender) node for generating a challenge at the start of
data transfer. Later, sender (or temporary sender) node
randomly generates a challenge within ’Lp’. For exam-
ple, Figure 3(b) shows random generation of a challenge
within Lp (= 10), where Ld = 5 and ch = 1.

4.7.2 Challenge - Response Messages

Sender (or temporary sender) ensures that the data pack-
ets has reached designated trusted neighbor node by
randomly generating a challenge, and it is given by:
Challenge = [Opi||ni||ki||frflag], where, ni and k i are
two nonces generated by sender (or temporary sender) for
packet-i, Opi is operation to be done on two nonces for
packet-i by the next hop and frflag is forwarding-rate flag.
If frflag is set to 1, then forwarding-rate of next hop is
required in response message, otherwise not required. A
sender (or temporary sender) maintains forwarding-rate
of next hop, and the counter is incremented for every
packet forwarded by next hop. The next hop performs
operation (Opi) on two nonces ni and k i, and sends this
result back to sender (or temporary sender) along with
its forwarding-rate and number of packets received from
sender (or temporary sender). The response generated by
next hop is given by: Response = [ni(Opi)ki||frtn||Nrx],
where, fr tn is forwarding-rate of next hop and N rx is num-
ber of packets received from sender (or temporary sender)
at the time of response. If the values of ’ni (Opi) k i’
and fr tn matches with the values calculated by sender (or
temporary sender), then data transfer is continued. Oth-
erwise, it terminates the data transfer and selects another
trusted neighbor node or the backup node as next hop.
The number of packets received N rx is used by sender (or
temporary sender) as a timestamp to obtain forwarding-

rate of next hop, i.e, counter value at N rx. We mention
that, challenge and response messages are encrypted us-
ing next hop’s and sender’s (or temporary sender’s) public
key, respectively.

5 Location Privacy Protection
Against Attacks

The performance of our proposed scheme against some of
the attacks is discussed.

5.1 Timing Analysis Attack

Timing analysis attack [17], considers transmission of the
data packets to be observable, and an attacker can locate
sender and receiver using packet departure (at sender)
and arrival (at receiver) times, respectively. In LPP
scheme, neighbor nodes of a sender and receiver sends
the data packets (with an invalid TTL) to their neigh-
bors to provide covering feature to original data packets,
and thus the attacker finds it difficult to locate the original
sender and receiver. The location privacy of communicat-
ing nodes can be improved by considering two (or more)
hops neighbor nodes, but it may result in high communi-
cation overheads. Also, we notice that the location pri-
vacy of nodes is strengthen by sending the data packets
at different time intervals during data transfer stage (in
DTLPPR scheme).

5.2 Packet Tracing Attack

Packet tracing attack [17] leads to a traceable route, i.e.,
intermediate nodes can be located by the attacker. In
the proposed LPP scheme, participating nodes provide
an untraceable route by sending data packets (with an
invalid TTL) to their neighbor nodes. Notice that, there
is an increase in number of participating nodes with in-
crease in number of trusted intermediate nodes, which in
turn increases the untraceability of route. The route un-
traceability is also improved in DTLPPR scheme, where
trusted intermediate nodes send data packets at different
time interval.

6 Analysis

In this section, we theoretically analyze our proposed
schemes. First, we use rough set theory to determine
the trusted neighbor node towards receiver. Second, we
build a mathematical model for evaluating their trustwor-
thiness. Later, we analyze the achieved location privacy
in terms of sender/receiver location privacy and route un-
traceability.

6.1 Trusted 1-hop Neighbor Nodes

As explained in Section 3.1, neighbor nodes (from NNIT)
or cluster members (from CNIT) in the positive regions
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are trusted node(s). First, we consider NNIT (Table 5),
with U nnit = {A,B,C,D,E, F,G} be a set of neighbor
nodes, X nnit = {A,B,C,D} to be set of neighbor nodes
(towards receiver) and T = {TA − 1, TA − 2, TA − 3}
to be subset of trust attributes. The lower and up-
per approximations of X nnit are Tl(Xnnit) = {A,B,C}
and Tu(Xnnit) = {A,B,C,D, F}, respectively. So, from
NNIT we obtain positive region as PosRnnit = {A,B,C}.
Second, we consider CNIT (Table 6), with U cnit =
{A,B,C,D, I, J,M,N,O, S} is set of nodes within a clus-
ter, X cnit = {A,B,C,D} to be set of cluster members (to-
wards receiver) which are 1-hop away from sender (or tem-
porary sender). We mention that, sets X nnit and X cnit

have the same elements. From CNIT, we obtain positive
region as PosRcnit = {A,B}. Now, we take intersection
of both the positive regions, i.e., Required Positive Region
= PosRnnit

⋂
PosRcnit = {A,B}. The trustworthiness

of nodes A and B is determined, and node with highest
trust value is selected for data transmission, whereas the
other node as backup node. When there is only one node
in the Required Positive Region, then we select that node
for data transmission and backup node is selected from
PosRnnit or PosRcnit, however higher priority is given to
PosRnnit (due to high self-weightage factor). If there are
no nodes in Required Positive Region, then nodes are se-
lected from PosRnnit or/and PosRcnit, with higher prior-
ity given to PosRnnit.

6.2 Trustworthiness Of Neighborhood
Nodes

Trustworthiness depends on parameter values of trust at-
tributes, and it may increase or decrease due to change in
these parameter values. The change in trustworthiness is
modelled as Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) with
M states, where state-1 represents the lowest trustworthi-
ness and state-M represents the highest trustworthiness
(see Figure 4). Consider, a random variable (Y t)t≥0 rep-
resenting the current trustworthiness corresponding to a
given state of node. Trustworthiness takes value within
[TV low, TV high], where TV low and TV high represents
low and high, i.e., state-1 and state-M (in our scheme
TV low = 1 and TV high = 3), respectively. The trustwor-
thiness range [TV low, TV high] is divide into M states
with a step of δ (δ = 1

|A| ), where |A| is the cardinal-

ity of trust attribute set. The probability of transition
from state-i to state-j, i.e., 1-step transition probability
is: Pi,j(t) = P (Yt = j|Yt−1 = i); 1 ≤ i, j ≤M .

6.2.1 1-step Forward/Backward Transition
Probability

The 1-step transition probabilities are dependent on
change in trustworthiness, which in turn depends on
change in its parameter values of trust attributes. If the
current state is ’i ’ at time ’t ’, and their is an improvement
in parameter values, then trustworthiness transits to the
state (i+1 ); otherwise if parameter values declines, then

Figure 4: State transition diagram

trustworthiness transits to the state (i-1 ). The trustwor-
thiness can remain in the same state, if there is no change
in parameter values. In our model, increase in trustwor-
thiness is related to improvement in any one of the trust
attribute parameter values. Assuming that at each in-
stant of time, one of the parameter value is changed, then
the forward transition probability (p) and backward tran-
sition probability (q) are, p = pi,i+1 = 1

3 (pnrI + pnhI + praI )
and q = pi,i−1 = 1

3 (pnrD +pnhD +praD ), respectively. pnrI , pnhI
and praI are the probabilities of increase in node reliability,
node history (positive behavior) and resource availability,
respectively. Similarly, pnrD , pnhD and praD are the probabil-
ities of decrease in node reliability, node history (negative
behavior) and resource availability, respectively.

Node Reliability

We assume that NNTT parameter values lies within a
range [NNTT l

min, NNTT k
max], where NNTT k

max and
NNTT l

min are the maximum NNTT value taken by node-
k and minimum NNTT value taken by node-l, respec-
tively. The probability (pnt) with which trustworthiness
of node-n (with node traversal time = NNTTn) increases

due to NNTT parameter is, pnt =
NNTTk

max−NNTTn

NNTTk
max−NNTT l

min

.

The link stability parameter can be determined using dis-
tance between nodes. Assuming that all the nodes have
same speed, then the link stability will be high for a neigh-
bor node near to the sender or temporary sender node
(as the link will be active for more duration). The prob-
ability (pls) with which trustworthiness of node-n (at a
distance Dn from the sender/temporary sender node) in-
creases is, pls = 1−Dn

R , where R is the transmission range
of node. Thus, probabilities with which the trustworthi-
ness increases and decreases (due to node reliability trust
attribute) are, pnrI = pnt∗pls and pnrD = (1−pnt)∗(1−pls),
respectively.

Node History

We represent parameters of node history trust attribute
as forwarding rate (for percentage of packets forwarded)
and dropping rate (for percentage of packets dropped).
The forwarding rate (fr) and dropping rate (dr) is given

by fr =
Npf
Nrx

and dr =
Npd
Nrx

, respectively. Npf is the

number of packets forwarded, Npd is the number of pack-
ets dropped and Nrx is the number of packets received.
Thus, probabilities with which the trustworthiness in-
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creases and decreases (due to node history trust attribute)
are, pnhI = fr∗(1−dr) and pnhD = (1−fr)∗dr, respectively.

Resource Availability

We assume that, bandwidth availability lies within
[BW u

min, BW v
max], where BW u

min is the minimum value
at node-u and BW v

max is the maximum value at node-v.

Battery power availability lies within [BPfmin, BPgmax],

where BPfmin is the minimum value at node-f and BPgmax
is the maximum value at node-g, respectively. The prob-
ability with which the trustworthiness increases and de-
creases (due to resource availability) are praI = pbw ∗ pbp
and praD = (1 − pbw) ∗ (1 − pbp), respectively. pbw =

1 − (
BWv

max−BWn

BWv
max−BWu

min
) and pbp = 1 − (

BP g
max−BPn

BP g
max−BP f

min

) are

the probabilities that the trustworthiness increases due
to bandwidth and battery power availability, respectively.
BW n and BPn are bandwidth and battery power avail-
ability at node-n, respectively.

From the transition matrix Tm, we compute steady-
state probabilities πj , j∈{1,2,...,M}. To validate, we con-
sider a Markov chain as represented in Figure 4 with 7
states, where events are considered to arrive with Poisson
process at arrival rate λ to simulate change in parame-
ter values. The analysis and simulation parameters are
given in Table 8. T bw and T bp are the total bandwidth
and battery power, respectively, and Tnntt represents the
highest NNTT. Finally, we compare the analytical results
with simulation results. First, we evaluate the average
trustworthiness, and Figure 5(a), shows the analysis and
simulated trustworthiness of 10 neighbor nodes. The av-
erage trust values obtained by analysis are very close to
simulated results. However, there are some slight differ-
ences due to the fact that, during simulations, trust values
are calculated using the discretized values. Second, we in-
vestigate the speed of convergence (number of iterations)
of trust value. We mention that, trust values are recal-
culated, when any one of the parameter values change.
Figure 5(b), shows the number of iteration required for
convergence of trust value for low, medium and high trust
values. The speed of convergence depends on the state
transition probabilities.

6.3 Sender/Receiver Location Privacy

The neighbor nodes of a sender and receiver confuse the
attacker by providing covering feature to original sender’s
data packets, and also, receiver acts as a temporary
sender. The location privacy of a sender or a receiver
depends on number of neighbor nodes. From [27], prob-
ability (ps(t)) that a node with mobility speed ’m’ stays
in the region after time ’t ’, is exponentially distributed,

ps(t) = e
−t
Ts , where Ts = π∗Ar

Ll∗m (Ar and Ll are the area

and perimeter, respectively). For circular region with ra-
dius R, Ts = π∗R

2∗m . We calculate the number of nodes re-
maining in sender node’s transmission range using node
density (nd) and mobility speed (m). The process of node

Table 8: Analysis and simulation parameters

Parameters Value(s)

Transmission Range (R) 200m

Number of Neighbor Nodes 10

Mobility Model Random Way Point

δ 0.33

λ 5 - 10

[BWmin, BWmax] [30%, 90%] of T bw

[BPmin, BPmax] [30%, 90%] of T bp

[NNTTmin, NNTTmax] [30%, 90%] of Tnntt
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Figure 5: Trustworthiness of neighbor nodes

mobility in sender node’s transmission range is assumed
to follow exponential distribution [27]. The duration of
data transfer indicates elapsed time of nodes communica-
tion. The number of nodes remaining (N rem(t)) in trans-
mission range of a sender node after a time period ’t ’ is,
Nrem(t) = ps(t) ∗ π ∗ R2 ∗ nd. By considering the trans-
mission range to be equal, receiver and sender have same
location privacy. Figure 6(a) shows the remaining number
of neighbor nodes at mobility speed of 5 m/s for varying
node densities with time. We see that, as the node den-
sity decreases, the number of neighbor nodes remaining in
transmission range drops and hence the location privacy
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decreases. We also see that, the remaining neighbor nodes
decrease over time. Figure 6(b) shows the number of
neighbor nodes remaining at node density 300 nodes/km2

with varying node mobility speed with time. We see that,
the number of neighbor nodes remaining within the trans-
mission range decreases when the node mobility speed in-
creases, so the location privacy decreases. Thus, location
privacy is dependent on the node mobility, node density
and also on transmission range.
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Figure 6: Estimated sender location privacy

6.4 Route Untraceability

The number of participating nodes determines the
strength of untraceability, which is dependent on the num-
ber of trusted intermediate nodes (determined using num-
ber of hops). From [29], number of hops depends on: (i)
The distance (d) between sender and receiver, and (ii)
The remaining distance (Z ) to the receiver.

To compute the expected number of hops, we assume
that a node selects a trusted neighbor node within the link
stability ’ls’ (ls <R) (see Figure 7). For using [29], circu-
lar MANET with radius Rm is approximated by square
MANET with side length Lm, where the Lm is equal to
(
√
π * Rm). Then, expected distance (r) between sender

and trusted neighbor node is, r = ( 2ndes

2ndes+1 ∗ ls). ndes is
the number of neighbor nodes distributed over the shaded
circle (see Figure 7). For simplicity, we consider that
the neighbor nodes are uniformly distributed. Therefore,
ndes = Nls

2 , where N ls is all the neighbor nodes within

R 

ls 
n1 

n2 

n3 

n4 

n5 

n6 

n7 

sender 

 node 

d 

d 

d 

s1 

s2 

s3 

Figure 7: The distances between sender and its neighbor
nodes within ls

range ls, and N ls depends on node density (nd) and ls.
We consider that the selected trusted neighbor node may
be anywhere on the boundary of semi-circle with radius r.
From [29], expected remaining distance (Z ) is given by,

Z =

∫ √d2+r2
d−r

ZfZ(Z)dZ (1)

where, f Z(Z ) is the pdf of Z, fZ(Z) = 2Z

πdr

√
1−( d2+r2−Z2

2dr )2
.

After determining Z for the first hop, ’d ’ in the next
hop is changed to Z (from Equation (1)). Then, by re-
peating the process and counting the hops until Z falls
below ls, the number of trusted intermediate nodes can
be determined. The hop count is dependent on ls, thus
the ls should be chosen such that it minimizes the trans-
mission cost (or hop count). In order to determine the
number of participating nodes, number of neighbor nodes
of trusted intermediate nodes is calculated. Consider-
ing the transmission range of nodes in MANETs to be
the same and nd to be node density, then the number
of neighbor nodes (N 1−hop) for a node is, N1−hop =
(π ∗ R2) ∗ nd. In MANETs, trusted intermediate nodes
can have overlapping transmission range and common
neighbor nodes. We need to count these common neigh-
bor nodes only once during calculation of participating
nodes. The transmission range of two nodes intersect if
the distance between them is less than (R). From geome-
try, area of intersection (Aij) between node-i and node-j

is, Aij = 2R2cos−1(
dij
2R )− 1

2dij
√

4R2 − (dij)2. d ij is dis-
tance between the two nodes i and j. Then, number of
participating nodes (denoted as NP1−hop) are,

NP1−hop = (NTN ∗N1−hop)−
∑
i,j,i 6=j

(nd ∗Aij) (2)

where N TN is the number of trusted intermediate nodes,
and i, j = 1,2,....,N TN . The expected distance (r) is
used as the distance d ij between two nodes on the same
link. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) shows the number of trusted
intermediate nodes and number of participating nodes for
varying ls (ls = 50% and 60% of R), respectively. The
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R of the nodes is assumed to be 200m and the network
size (circular MANET with radius, Rm) is varied. We see
that, with the increase in network size, there is an increase
in the number of trusted intermediate nodes. The number
of trusted intermediate nodes decrease with increase in
ls. The Figure 8(a) confirms that transmission cost is
determined by the ls. The network size is kept constant
at 700m and number of nodes is varied. In Figure 8(b),
number of participating nodes increases for lower value of
ls, i.e., route untraceability increases. However, it results
in an increase in number of trusted intermediate nodes.
The number of participating nodes increases with number
of nodes.
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Figure 8: Route untraceability

7 Simulation and Results

We provide the performance of proposed scheme using
simulations (network simulator NS - 2.34 [14]). We con-
sider bidirectional wireless links with 2Mbps capacity.
The number of sender and receiver pairs are kept con-
stant (10 pairs), whereas node mobility, node density and
total number of nodes are varied. Each simulation du-
ration was set to be 200s, and the final results were av-
erage of 20 simulations. Rough sets are used over the
values of trust attributes to maintain NNIT/CNIT. Each
node send the parameters values to their neighbor nodes,
whenever the parameter values goes below or above the
threshold level. Also, each node keeps track of the neigh-

boring node, and whenever the change in received signal
strength equals pre-defined value, it updates the NNIT
and CNIT. Whenever the change in position is such that
the distance between current and previously recorded po-
sition is greater than pre-defined value, the node sends
the current position to its neighbor nodes. The thresh-
old values of each parameters are varied for each simu-
lation. The following metrics are used to evaluate the
performance of proposed scheme in terms of location pri-
vacy: (1) Actual sender location privacy is the number
of neighbor nodes of a sender; and (2) Actual route un-
traceability is the number of participating nodes. Fig-
ure 9(a) shows the actual sender location privacy for 300
nodes/km2 and 400 nodes/km2 node density. We see that,
as the number of neighbors of a sender node move out of
its transmission range over time, sender location privacy
decreases. Figure 9(b) shows the actual sender location
privacy for 1 m/s, 3 m/s and 5m/s node speed. We see
that the sender location privacy decreases with increase
in node speed over time. In Figure 9(c), average num-
ber of participating nodes increases with increasing num-
ber of nodes. We compare our proposed scheme with
MASK [31] and AODV [16]. The reason behind choos-
ing reactive protocols is that, they are on-demand proto-
cols, so they establish route whenever it is required, and
have low processing and computational overhead at node.
Reactive routing protocols also provide quick adaptation
to dynamic link conditions [16]. For encryption, we use
RC6 [18] algorithm. The following metrics are used to
evaluate the performance of proposed scheme, in terms
of routing efficiency: (1) Number of hops is the average
number of hop counts; (2) Delivary rate is the portion
of data packets which are delivered successfully to a re-
ceiver; (3) Latency is the average time taken by a data
packet from a sender to a receiver; and (4) Normalized
control bytes is the normalized control overhead for send-
ing a single data byte to a receiver. The ls is set to be
50% of R (R = 200m) for the proposed scheme, and for
others we set ls to be equal to R. We see that, LPP has
slightly high number of hop counts compared to AODV
and MASK (see Figure 10(a)), and the hop count is not
much affected when we incorporate DTLPPR scheme. It
is expected, as the distance to trusted neighbor selection
is dependent on ls. We see that, LPP has similar delivery
rate as AODV under low mobility (2m/s), but at high mo-
bility the LPP has lower delivery rate compared to AODV
(see Figure 10(b)). Also, there is a slight reduction in the
delivery rate when DTLPPR scheme is incorporated, how-
ever it provides better delivery rates when compared to
MASK. The latency in LPP is higher than the AODV, but
lower than MASK. This is due to the fact that, in LPP
packets are routed through the trusted intermediate nodes
only, and also requires time in encryption/decryption. In
MASK, node-IDs (pseudonyms) are changed, resulting in
high latency and low delivery rates compared to LPP.
Figure 10(d) shows that LPP has higher control overhead
when compared to AODV, which is expected due to en-
cryption/decryption of data packets and trapdoor; but
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lower control overhead compared to MASK, because in
LPP, control messages are sent only to trusted neighbor
node. Also, the control packet sizes are less compared to
MASK. However, we see that there is a slight increase in
control overhead when DTLPPR is incorporated.
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Figure 9: Sender location privacy and route untraceability

8 Conclusions

To overcome the drawbacks of the earlier approaches, and
to preserve location privacy along with route untraceabil-
ity, a novel LPP and an efficient DTLPPR schemes are
proposed in this paper. The scheme uses trusted nodes
for routing, which are determined using rough set theory.
The analysis of scheme is discussed in terms of trustwor-
thiness of neighborhood, location privacy and route un-
traceability. The proposed scheme performs better, and
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Figure 10: Comparison of proposed scheme with MASK
and AODV

the effectiveness is shown through results. Future work,
aims at reinforcing the proposed scheme in an attempt to
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withstand stronger active attacks.
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Abstract

Prediction-error expansion (PEE) is an important re-
versible data hiding technique, which can hide large mes-
sages into digital media with little distortion. In this pa-
per, we propose a nearest neighborhood pixel prediction
algorithm (NNP2) for reversible data hiding algorithms
based on Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), in which
a rhombus prediction is applied in NNP2, and predic-
tion errors, the difference between pixels and predictions,
are modified to embed data. Further, CRT is utilized
to adjust the modification size, thus embedding several
bits into one embeddable pixel. Laplacian-like distribu-
tion of prediction errors is exploited to achieve a trade-off
between embedding capacity and visual quality. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the NNP2 achieves bet-
ter embedding capacity with the same stego image quality
than the conventional methods.

Keywords: Chinese remainder theorem (CRT), lossless
watermarking, reversible data hiding (RDH)

1 Introduction

Reversible data hiding (RDH) techniques embed data into
cover media, and, unlike most data hiding, the hidden
message, as well as the cover data, can be completely re-
covered from the output data [3, 7, 16]. Reversibility of
RDH offers a solution for lossless embedding in some sen-
sitive media, such as medical images, military images, or
artwork images, where even slight modification of these
images is unacceptable due to the risk of a wrong expla-
nation.

Generally, the existing RDH schemes are categorized
into the following domains: compression domain, his-

togram shifting (HS) domain, difference expansion (DE)
domain, and prediction-error expansion (PEE) domain.
For compression domain, Fridrich et al. [6] compressed
and encrypted bit-planes to make space for data embed-
ding. However, large payloads would incur a greater level
of distortion as a result of this method. Later, proposed
generalized LSB (G-LSB) modifies the lowest level of the
host image and achieves capacity-distortion control by
modifying only a small portion of signal samples [14]. Al-
though RDH schemes in compression domain attain high
visual quality, their hiding capacity is relatively limited.

To lower the level of image distortion, the histogram
shifting (HS) technique is employed within reversible data
hiding. For HS domain, proposed histogram-based RDH
scheme that uses pairs of peak points and zero points
to lower image distortion, but lower embedding capac-
ity [14]. In 2009, Tsai et al. [7] used linear prediction
to calculate a residual image and embed data into the
residual values, thus increasing the embedding capacity.
Although this scheme achieves a higher embedding ca-
pacity, it is suitable only for medical images. Later, the
proposed synchronization method solves the problem of
communicating peak points for all histogram modifica-
tion techniques by selecting certain peak points of the
pixel difference histogram [17]. Also, the characteristics
of the human visual system (HVS) are applied to his-
togram modifications to improve the visual quality of the
embedded images, but this limited overall embedding ca-
pacity [11]. Afterwards, Al-Qershi and Khoo proposed
a two-dimensional difference expansion (2D-DE) scheme
and achieved a high hiding capacity of approximately 1
bit per pixel (bpp) [1]. Hereafter, histogram modification
is extended to a pyramidal structure by utilizing global
and local characteristics of host images [9]. This method
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achieves a higher embedding capacity with acceptable vi-
sual quality. Further, Chang and Tai [4] improved his-
togram modification by sorting the prediction. However,
this method of embedding for the White set expanded the
prediction error, thus reducing the number of embeddable
pixels of the Gray set. Note that histogram-based RDH
schemes can achieve good visual quality and adequate em-
bedding capacity, but they need to send pairs of peak and
zero points to the receiver.

For DE domain, Tian [10] proposed a lossless DE al-
gorithm based on the 1-D Haar wavelet transformation
from 2003. The embedding capacity of this DE algorithm
ranges from 0.15 to 1.97 bpp, which is notably higher than
other previous schemes. Kamstra et al. [12] improved
Tians technique by sorting the discrete wavelet transfor-
mation (DWT) coefficients in the low-pass band to make
appropriate difference expansion in the high-pass band.
These aforementioned DE methods achieve high embed-
ding capacity but result in low image quality.

PEE domain is actually a specific extension of DE do-
main. In 2007, Thodi and Rodriguez [18] first proposed a
PEE method and embedded messages by expanding the
difference of pixels and predictions. Due to the Laplacian-
like distribution of the prediction-error histogram,

PEE outperforms DE and HS. Afterwards, Hu et al. [8]
proposed efficient compression of location map, and thus
achieved an overall higher capacity. Sachnev et al. [15]
embedded data in prediction errors when sorting by lo-
cal variance. This method combines predicting and sort-
ing and incurs less distortion compared with previous
schemes. Li et al. [13] adaptively embedded one bit
in rough pixels and two bits in smooth pixels to in-
crease the hiding capacity. This method avoids large
prediction-error expansion, thus achieving better image
quality than conventional PEE. Coltuc [5] embedded data
into the current pixel as well as its prediction context.
This scheme obtains higher visual quality than classical
PEE based on median-edge-detector (MED) or gradient-
adjusted-predictor (GAP), since modifying four pixels
minimizes the distortion introduced by data embedding.
Bo et al. [2] generated a sequence consisting of prediction-
error pairs and embedded data by expanding or shifting
the 2D prediction-error histogram based on the sequence.
Embedding in the correlations among prediction-errors
rather than individual prediction-errors reduces the dis-
tortion.

The prior PEE schemes usually embed one bit, or
two bits at most, into an expandable pixel. In this pa-
per, a novel PEE algorithm based on Chinese Remain-
der Theorem is proposed. Compared with the previous
PEE schemes, we first propose to embed six bits at most
into one expandable pixel. In addition, we can adaptively
achieve a trade-off of embedding capacity and visual qual-
ity. Experimental results show that the superiority of
NNP2 over other existing methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1
introduces the Chinese Remainder Theorem briefly. Sec-
tion 2 presents the proposed NNP2 algorithm. Section 4

presents the experimental results and Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Proposed Nearest Neighbor-
hood Pixel Prediction (NNP2)
Algorithm

In this section we briefly explain the Chinese Remainder
Theorem. Following that, our proposed algorithm is ex-
plained in detail.

2.1 Brief Introduction to Chinese Re-
mainder Theorem

Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) provides a solu-
tion for a congruence system. A defined modulus
set, {n1, n2, ..., nm}, where m is a positive integer, and
GCD(ni, nj) is equal to 1 for i 6= j, i, j ∈ [0,m]. For a
positive integer X, there exists equations xi = X mod ni,
where i = 1, 2, ...,m. The m-tuple x1, x2, ..., xm is unique
for any X ∈ [0,

∏
ni]. A simple demonstration of CRT is

briefly introduced here.

N = n1 ∗ n2 ∗ ... ∗ nm =

m∏
i=1

ni (1)

Ni = N/ni (2)

ai = N−1i mod ni (3)

X = (

m∑
i=1

xi ∗Ni ∗ ai) mod N. (4)

Equations (1)-(4) above demonstrate the unique so-
lution for the defined congruence system. X in Equa-
tion (4) tallies the m-tuple {x1, x2, ..., xm}. The following
example provides the detail implementation of Chinese
Reminder Theorem In order to find an integer X for the
congruence system, {n1, n2, n3} = {3, 5, 7} with a 3-tuple
x1, x2, x3 = 2, 3, 2. The computation process by using
CRT is as follows.

N = n1 ∗ n2 ∗ n3 = 3 ∗ 5 ∗ 7 = 105.

N1 = N/n1 = 105/3 = 35,

N2 = N/n2 = 105/5 = 21,

N3 = N/n3 = 105/7 = 15.

a1 = 2, a2 = 1, a3 = 1.

X = (

m∑
i=1

xi ∗Ni ∗ ai) mod N

= (2 ∗ 35 ∗ 2 + 3 ∗ 21 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 15 ∗ 1) mod 105

= 23.

Verification:

23 mod 3 = 2,

23 mod 5 = 3,

23 mod 7 = 2.
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Figure 1: Rhombus prediction

The above example illustrated the Chinese remainder the-
orem.

2.2 Proposed Nearest Neighborhood
Pixel Prediction (NNP2) Algorithm

In this sub section, we explain the proposed NNP2 algo-
rithm, which uses CRT to embed data into digital images.
NNP2 can embed six bits, at most, into one expandable
pixel by adjusting the modification size, whereas classical
PEE schemes can embed a maximum of two bits in an
expandable pixel. Laplacian-like distribution of predic-
tion errors is employed to achieve a trade-off of embed-
ding capacity and visual quality. Meanwhile, the rhombus
prediction is exploited in order to find more expandable
pixels. Simultaneously, we adopt the histogram shifting
method to prevent overflow and underflow. In addition,
we use a two-phase hiding strategy to transmit the side
information to the receiver. Following sections outline the
details of NNP2.

2.2.1 Rhombus Prediction

In NNP2, we exploit the rhombus prediction to express
the high correlation of neighboring pixels. To calculate
the prediction value of pixel pi,j in Figure 1, the rhom-
bus prediction considers four neighboring pixels, pi,j−1,
pi−1,j , pi,j+1, and pi+1,j . In Figure 1, all pixels of the
host image are partitioned into two categories: ”White”
pixels and ”Black” pixels. A ”White” pixel is predicted
by four neighboring ”Black” pixels. Note that ”White”
and ”Black” pixels are independent and the modification
of ”White” pixels do not influence any ”Black” pixels,
and vice versa. The central pixel, pi,j in Figure 1, can be
predicted by its left, upper, right and lower pixels, pi,j−1,
pi−1,j , pi,j+1, and pi+1,j . The prediction value p′i,j is cal-
culated by Equation (5).

p′i,j = bpi,j−1 + pi−1,j + pi,j+1 + pi+1,j

4
c (5)

2.2.2 Prediction Error Expansion

The data-embedding algorithm for ”White” pixels is de-
scribed as follows. We assume that two primes are p and
q, N = log2 (q), a threshold T = p ∗ (q− 1) and the secret
file is SF .

The following steps demonstrate the prediction error
expansion:

1) Calculate the prediction value p′i,j of ”White” pixel
pi,j using Equation (6).

2) Calculate the absolute value D of the difference be-
tween and using the following equation.

D = |pi,j − p′i,j | (6)

3) If 0 ≤ D < p , read N bits from SF and its decimal
value is S, calculate an integer C by using CRT which
satisfies that D = C mod p and S = C mod q, and
modify pi,j according to those N bits.

wi,j =

{
p′i,j + C ,pi,j ≥ p′i,j
p′i,j − C ,pi,j < p′i,j

(7)

where wi,j is the watermarked pixel value of pi,j .

4) If D ≥ p, shift T unit

wi,j =

{
pi,j + T , pi,j ≥ p′i,j
pi,j − T , pi,j < p′i,j

(8)

where wi,j is the watermarked pixel value of pi,j .

The embedding algorithm calculates the prediction
value of ”White” pixels using ”Black” pixels and em-
beds data into a ”White” pixel. Therefore, after em-
bedding in ”White” pixels, ”Black” pixels are unchanged
and ”White” pixels are modified as the watermarked pix-
els. ”Black” pixels are considered to embed data by using
”White” pixels to calculate their prediction value in the
same way. Therefore, the usage of both ”White” and
”Black” pixels almost double the hiding capacity.

After receiving the watermarked image, the receiver
can extract the hidden message by using the same scan-
ning method as used during the embedding algorithm.
The receiver calculates the absolute value of the differ-
ence C ′ between the watermarked pixel, wi,j , and the
prediction value, p′i,j . Then, the hidden message can be
extracted by

S = C ′ mod (q), 0 ≤ C ′ < p× q (9)

where S is the decimal value of original N secret bits.
Then the original pixel value of wi,j can be recovered by
implementing the following equations,

D =

{
C ′ mod (p) , 0 ≤ C′ < p× q
C ′ − T , p× q ≤ C′

(10)

pi,j =

{
p′i,j + D ,wi,j ≥ p′i,j
p′i,j −D ,wi,j < p′i,j

(11)

Consequently, the receiver can acquire the exact copy of
the original image together with the hidden message.
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Figure 2: Histograms: (a) histogram of host image, (b)
histogram after shifting, and (c) histogram after embed-
ding.

2.2.3 Prevention of Overflow and Underflow

The overflow and underflow problem may occur when wa-
termarked pixels are out of the range of [0, 255]. To pre-
vent these potential issues, we employ a histogram shift-
ing scheme in [8] to shift the histogram from both left and
right sides as shown in Figure 2. Assume that two primes
used in NNP2 are p and q, the maximum modification
size is L = p× q− p. Therefore, we shift the histogram of
host image L units from both left and right sides.

After shifting all potential overflow and underflow pix-
els, we should construct a one-bit location map to record
the histogram shifting information. If a pixel’s grayscale
value is in the range of [L, 255-L], then we assign a ”0”
as its location information; otherwise, a ”1” is assigned
to it. We compress the location map by using the run
length-coding algorithm, which can achieve great com-
pression efficiency for overflow and underflow pixels when

their numbers are few and consecutive. In NNP2, the
maximum modification size is L. Therefore, shifting the
histogram of the host image from both the left and right
side by L units can prevent overflow and underflow. Note
that the extra information including p, q, and the location
map should be transmitted to the receiver to extract the
hidden message and recover the host image correctly. For
this purpose, we adopt a two-stage embedding strategy
to embed extra information together with secret data.

2.2.4 Upper Bound of p and q

NNP2 uses two primes, p and q, to adjust the range of
embeddable pixels and the number of secret bits one em-
beddable pixel can embed. The larger the p and q values
are, the higher the embedding capacity is. However, to
prevent overflow and underflow, the histogram of host im-
age is shifted L = p × q − p units. Pixels with values in
[0, L-1] are shifted to [L, 2L-1], and pixels with values in
[256-L, 255] are shifted to [256-2L, 255-L]. To distinguish
overflow pixels from underflow pixels, p and q must satisfy
that 2L− 1 < 256− 2L, namely p× q − p < 257/4.

Based on the above condition, while p and q are both
integers, we can derive that p × q − p < 64. We set q as
a multiple of 2, such as 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64, which means
one pixel can embed 6 bits at most.

2.2.5 Two-stage Embedding

Extra information, namely two primes, p and q, and the
location map, are sent to the receiver to extract hidden
message and recover the host image. Note that L = p ×
q − p, and there is no need to transmit. Assume that
|LM | is the size of the location map. The LSB values of
the first 2×6+ |LM | pixels of the watermarked image are
replaced with p, q(2×6 bits) and the location map (|LM |
bits). The original 2 × 6 + |LM | LSB values are added
to the payload. Therefore, the pure capacity, C, which
excludes all extra information, is

C = |Ns| − |EI| (12)

where |Ns| is the number of secret bits and |EI| is the
size of extra information.

3 Experimental Results and Dis-
cussion

We have conducted several experiments to evaluate the
performance of NNP2 and compare it with some existing
RDH algorithms. Figure 3 shows six typical grayscale
images of size 512× 512 that were used as test images.

Table 1 shows the pure payload, C, and the PSNR of
different test images when p and q are set to be 1 and 2.
We can see that the number of expandable pixels, Ne, is
highly variable between different images. Smoother im-
ages, such as F-16, result in a larger Ne than that of more
complex images, like Baboon. We also have observed that
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Table 1: Embedding capacity and PSNR for six test images with p = 1 and q = 2

Host image Ne Pure capacity Extra information PSNR Bit rate
(512× 512) C (bits) |EI| (bits) (dB) (bpp)
Lena 34096 34037 32 48.42 0.1298
Baboon 9625 9493 132 48.22 0.0362
Boat 33432 33400 32 48.42 0.1274
F-16 53199 53167 32 48.60 0.2028
Peppers 20250 20218 32 48.30 0.0771
GoldHill 24245 24213 32 48.34 0.0924

Figure 3: Six test images

all test images except for Baboon have no pixels out of
the range [1, 254]. For Lena, the size of location map is
|LM | = 20 bits when we use the run-length coding al-
gorithm to compress the location map. Thus, the size of
extra information is |EI| = (2× 6) + |LM | = 32 bits.

Table 2 shows several experiments to evaluate the pure
embedding capacity versus the PSNR change with differ-
ent p and same q. An expandable pixel, which can only
embed one bit for q, is constantly equal to 2, while p is
equal to 2i + 1, i[0, 6], which is the threshold of expand-
able pixels whose absolute value of prediction errors are
less than p. We can see that the average PSNR values
decrease with increasing p values. However, the growth
of the pure embedding capacity is smaller when the size
of extra information is growing increasingly larger. In Ta-
ble 3, we assign p a constant value of 1, and q changes
from 2 to 64. This means that only a pixel with a predic-
tion error of 0 is expandable, and one pixel embeds 1 to 6
bits. We observed that the pure embedding capacity will
increase and then decrease while q changes from 2 to 64.
The embedding capacity increase first for one pixel can
embed several bits, but when q is much bigger, the size
of extra information increases faster, and the embedding
capacity decreases. By adjusting the values of p and q,
NNP2 can adaptively achieve a high embedding capacity

Figure 4: Performance of test images with optimal p and
q

with little loss of visual quality.

Figure 4 presents the performance of NNP2 for test im-
ages with optimal p and q values. We can see from the
figure that smooth images, like F-16, achieve higher em-
bedding capacity with the same PSNR values, while com-
plex images, like Baboon, will experience severe distortion
when the embedding capacity is higher. Therefore, when
implementing NNP2 , images with high correlation per-
form better than those with low correlation.

We also compare the embedding capacity (bpp) versus
image quality (dB) of NNP2 with that of existing RDH
schemes for Lena, as shown in Figure 5. NNP2 can em-
bed six bits at most, rather than one or two bits, into the
prediction error and shift all the non-embeddable pixels.
It should be noted that [12] and [8] are histogram-based
RDH schemes, which embed data into peak points and
just shift the pixels between peak points and zero points
rather than all non-embeddable pixels, thus achieving a
high embedding capacity while keeping a low distortion
rate. Based on the above reasons, the PSNR of NNP2

is lower than that of the compared methods [12] and [8]
when embedding the same number of bits into one ex-
pandable pixel. However, proposed algorithm can achieve
a trade-off between the embeddable pixels and the num-
ber of secret bits that one embeddable pixel can embed.
It should be noted that the proposed NNP2 achieved a
higher embedding capacity than those of existing schemes
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Table 2: Pure embedding capacity for test images with q = 2

Host image p = 1 p = 3 p = 5 p = 7 p = 9 p = 11 p = 13
(512× 512)
Lena 0.1298 0.5288 0.7424 0.8468 0.8998 0.9316 0.9509
Baboon 0.0362 0.1876 0.3117 0.4140 0.4968 0.5627 0.6151
Boat 0.1247 0.5156 0.7165 0.8152 0.8724 0.9089 0.9332
F-16 0.2028 0.6505 0.8039 0.8729 0.9111 0.9355 0.9522
Peppers 0.0771 0.3405 0.5329 0.6474 0.7045 0.7409 0.7671
GoldHill 0.0924 0.4047 0.6129 0.7461 0.8270 0.8799 0.9143
Average PSNR 48.38 39.69 35.81 33.24 31.30 29.72 28.38

Table 3: Pure embedding capacity for test images with p = 1

Host image q = 2 q = 4 q = 8 q = 16 p = 32 p = 64
(512× 512)
Lena 0.1298 0.2374 0.3106 0.3680 0.4025 0.0939
Baboon 0.0362 0.0707 0.0914 0.1069 0.0541 -0.8490
Boat 0.1247 0.2298 0.3081 0.3663 0.2778 0.2048
F-16 0.2028 0.3561 0.4536 0.5394 0.5939 0.1090
Peppers 0.0771 0.1347 0.1360 0.0945 0.1098 -0.1639
GoldHill 0.0924 0.1726 0.2338 0.2751 0.1826 -0.1671
Average PSNR 48.38 38.87 31.49 24.84 18.52 12.34

Figure 5: Performance comparison for Lena of NNP2 and
existing RDH schemes

with low distortion. As a result, NNP2 can obtain better
performance in RDH schemes by adjusting the embedding
capacity and image quality.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed NNP2 to embed data into
prediction errors by using CRT to control the modifica-
tion size. Laplacian-like distribution of prediction errors,
which is centered with 0, increases the embedding abil-
ity of NNP2. Also, we control the number of embeddable
pixels by adjusting the threshold of prediction errors and

embed one to six bits at most into one embeddable pixel
that leads to the best performance. We also adopt a two-
stage strategy to embed the extra information, rather
than sending it to the receiver in an open way. In ad-
dition, we use a histogram shifting technique to prevent
overflow and underflow. As a result, NNP2 outperformed
the compared algorithms.
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Abstract

Steganography and Watermarking are main parts of the
fast developing area of information hiding. Steganogra-
phy involves hiding of information in a cover media to
obtain the stego media, in such a way that the cover me-
dia is supposed not to have any embedded image for its
unintended recipients. This paper is based on Steganogra-
phy, Watermarking and Cryptography system where im-
age bits are embedded into higher random LSB layers of
audio signals, resulting in increased robustness against
noise addition. On the other hand, multi-objective Ge-
netic Algorithm is used to minimize the deviation between
original media and embedded media. The basic idea of
this paper is to improve security so that probability of
detecting the presence of hidden information into cover
media is about to zero. For this improvement, image em-
bedding random position numbers are converted to func-
tions and these functions are sent using Symmetric-key
encryption algorithm to the receiver end. Key distribu-
tion problem is solved by RSA algorithm. We evaluated
performance based on imperceptibility, security, robust-
ness, and hiding capacity.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence, genetic algorithm,
steganography, watermarking

1 Introduction

Steganography, watermarking and fingerprinting are
branches of information hiding. In a computer-based data
hiding techniques in audio, secret image is hidden in dig-
ital audio signal so that they can be extracted at the re-
ceiving end with the help of a secret key and not merely
to obscure its presence. The secret image is embedded by
slightly altering binary sequence of audio signals.

Multimedia data hiding techniques have developed a
strong basis of growing number of applications like copy-
right protection, authentication, tamper detection, covert
communications etc. Following requirements must be sat-
isfied in several applications [5, 6, 31, 32].

Perceptual Transparency: The main focus of this pa-
per is on perceptually undetectable or transparent
data-embedding and watermarking techniques. In
many applications, such as covert communication,
copyright and usage tracking, embedding metadata
or additional information, the algorithms must em-
bed data without affecting the perceptual quality of
the underlying host signal.

Recovery of Data without Access to Original Sig-
nal: In most of the applications such as covert com-
munication, data-embedding algorithms do not have
access to the original audio signal while extracting
the embedded signal. This inability to access the
original signal limits the amount of data that can be
embedded in a given host signal.

Bit Rate of Data-Embedding Algorithm: Some
applications of data embedding require small
amounts of information to be incorporated. On the
other hand, many applications of data embedding,
e.g., covert communication, require a lot of band-
width. The ability to embed large quantities of data
in a host signal will depend on how the embedding
algorithm has been designed. Our algorithm can
adapt large amount of information to the underlying
host signal.

Robustness: Digital data are modifiable and
manipulate-able using computers and widely
available software. Operations that damage the host
signal also damage the embedded data. Again, third
parties may attempt to modify the host signal to
detect of the embedded data. Basic requirement of
steganography imposes that the presence of hidden
information within the stego-cover media should
be undetectable. There should be no perceptible
difference between the watermarked and original
signal, and the watermark should be difficult to
remove or alter without damaging the host signal.

Security: A secure data-hiding procedure can only be
broken by the authorized user has access to a se-
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cret key that controls the insertion of the data in
the host signal. This requirement is very important
in covert communication scenarios. Hence, a data-
hiding scheme is secure if knowing the exact algo-
rithm for embedding the data does not help an unau-
thorized party to detect the presence of embedded
data. An unauthorized user should also be unable to
extract the data in a reasonable amount of time. Ba-
sic Data hiding process has been shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Basic data hiding process

LSB coding is one of the earliest techniques studied in
the information hiding area of digital audio. The main ad-
vantage of the LSB coding method is a very high channel
bit rate and a low computational complexity of the algo-
rithm, while the main disadvantage is considerably low
robustness against signal processing modifications. Since
substitution techniques usually modify the bits of lower
LSB-layers in the samples, it is easy to reveal the hidden
image if the low transparency causes suspicious. In order
to conceal secret image successfully, a variety of meth-
ods for embedding information in digital audio have been
introduced [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 16, 21, 28, 31].

It is well known that LSB-layers bits in samples are
more suspicious, so embedding the image bits other than
LSB-layers could be helpful to decrease the perceptibil-
ity and to increase the robustness. The basic idea of this
research work is to provide a novel method to hide the
secret data from intruders at high random LSB layers.
Then the secret data will be sent to the destination in
safer and secure manner. The quality of sounds depends
on the length of the image and size of the audio which
are selected by the users. Even though it shows changes
in bit level deviations in the frequency chart, as a whole
we cannot determine the change in the audio. Here the
technical challenge is to provide transparency and robust-
ness which are conflicting requirements. The perceptibil-
ity and extraction of hidden information of the proposed
algorithm is more challenging as well, because there is
a significant number of bits flipped in a number in bit
layers. On the other hand, image retrieval from random
higher LSB layers is still one of the major drawbacks of
the modified LSB methods. In this paper, we have been
used Boolean functions to extract the hidden information
location numbers.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses related works done by different re-
searchers. Section 3 explains proposed work. Section 4

discusses experimental results. Section 5 highlights ad-
vantages of our approach. Section 6 concludes the paper
presented here.

2 Related Works

Being a simple method, a very high level of security is not
achieved in LSB insertion method. To improve security,
different modified-LSB methods are proposed by different
researchers. Apart from security, certain other parame-
ters like complexity, computational load, SNR, Bit Error
Rate, efficiency, etc are also considered for information
hiding techniques.

In [31] a solution of supporting different audio formats
and reducing the time for encoding and decoding are dis-
cussed. Data is embedded in such a way that each char-
acter requires eight 254/255 bytes.

In [6] a two steps method is proposed where data are
embedded from the fourth to sixth LSB layers with min-
imum distortions. First, secret bit is embedded in any
higher LSB layer. Second, changes white noise proper-
ties by shaping the impulse noise which is caused by the
embedding bit. In [7, 8] the hearing threshold in the tem-
poral domain is calculated which is exploited as the em-
bedding threshold, yielding more capacity compared to
uniform embedding pattern. Proposed method uses com-
pression of information using lossless compressor, thus in-
creasing total bit rate. In [28] an algorithm is proposed
for both image and audio steganography. Regarding au-
dio steganography, it states the technique of echo hiding.
Data is embedded in the echo signal varying its param-
eters like decay rate, offset and amplitude. The original
signal is segmented into blocks and each block is given
the value 0 or 1 depending upon the secret message. The
original signal is echoed and the message is embedded into
it. At the receiver end, auto correlation and decoding is
done to separate the secret signal and the original signal.

In [21] a robust steganographic method is proposed
where data are embedded in the multiple, vague and
higher LSB layers. Generally there are two types of at-
tacks namely unintentional attacks and intentional at-
tacks, solutions are suggested for both these type of at-
tacks in this work. The data bits are embedded in the
bit other than 1st LSB bit to stop the intentional attack.
The bits other than the selected bits for embedding are
altered to reduce the distortion. In [12] two LSB meth-
ods are proposed. First method is parity coding and the
other is XORing of LSB. Initially embedding capability
is measured by ensuring that the size of the message to
be embedded is less than the cover audio signal. In par-
ity method, the parity bit is considered before directly
replacing the LSB. Depending upon the message bit to
be embedded, the LSB is either flipped or retained. If
the message bit is 0, LSB has to be modified in such a
way that parity of the sample is even. If the message bit
is 1, LSB is modified in such a way that parity of the
sample is odd. In second method, XORed operation be-
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tween the LSB and the next bit has to be equivalent to
the message bit to be embedded. If equal, the LSB is
retained otherwise LSB is flipped. Also they reduce the
computational load and the capacity of the cover audio is
increased. From experimental results it is found that the
encryption with steganography provides better security.
Embedding data in the higher LSB layers is prone to less
attack than those embedded in the lower layers. But em-
bedding in higher LSB will result in distortion. Therefore
further steps have to be included to reduce these distor-
tions.

The idea proposed by [16] is based on psycho acous-
tic theory of persistence and phase shifting. Persistence
of hearing is based on the fact that two sounds succes-
sively with a difference of less than one-tenth of a second
hit our ears, then the difference between the sounds is
imperceptible. It is called the phase shift, the change of
which is same as the shift in time. Author used uncom-
pressed audio format (WAV format). In [1] the author
has shifted the LSB embedding to the eight bit resulting
in slight increase of robustness. However, the hiding ca-
pacity will be decreased since some of the samples are to
be left unchanged to preserve the audio perceptual qual-
ity of the audio signal. In [2, 11, 15, 17, 22, 29, 33, 34],
different embedding procedures are followed to hide data
in image or audio file. Most of the cases they explained
how to hide the information in to medium but how to ex-
tract the hidden data from medium at receiver end is not
clearly mentioned. It does not raise suspicions that an
important message can be possibly carried inside a harm-
less medium in steganography describes in [14]. Hiding
a secret message in order to protect the copyright of a
product is the main aims in watermarking are discussed
in [3, 18, 25, 26, 30]. To demonstrate its authenticity,
namely, its content originality also referred as content ver-
ification, or tamper proofing in [2]. An adversary tries to
reveal the information carried by a stego-medium. In the
case of watermarking, an opponent either tries to remove
the watermark in order to violate copyright or to repro-
duce it after product tampering in order to achieve a false
positive content verification.

The easiness of image retrieval is still one of the major
drawbacks of the LSB and its variant, knowing by fact
that embedded bits are at sixth or eighth position from
the stego audio signal. To solve this problem, Boolean
functions have been introduced in this paper by which
we can easily extract hidden bits embedded in different
random LSB positions at the receiving end.

3 Proposed Work

3.1 Best Sample selection using Genetic
Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms are adaptive heuristic search algo-
rithm based on the evolutionary ideas of natural selection
and genetics. Unlike AI systems, they do not break easily

even if the inputs changed slightly, or in the presence of
reasonable noise. Also, in searching a large state-space, a
genetic algorithm may offer significant benefits over more
typical search of optimization techniques.

A population of individuals is maintained within search
space for a GA, each representing a possible solution to a
given problem. Each individual is coded as a finite length
vector of components, or variables, in terms of some al-
phabet, usually the binary alphabet 0, 1. To continue the
genetic analogy these individuals are likened to chromo-
somes and the variables are analogous to genes. Thus a
chromosome (solution) is composed of several genes (vari-
ables). A fitness score is assigned to each solution repre-
senting the abilities of an individual to ‘compete’. The
individual with the optimal (or generally near optimal)
fitness score is sought. The GA aims to use selective re-
production of the solutions to produce ‘offspring’ better
than the parents by combining information from the chro-
mosomes.

The following points convinced us to use genetic algo-
rithm in this work

1) To maintain the randomness in selection of bit level
of audio sample for hiding secret bit.

2) Through GA based crossover and mutation opera-
tions on audio sample (chromosome) we may get bet-
ter set (population) of audio samples than previous
generation population.

3) Using the concept of fitness value in GA we may se-
lect better or best audio sample from the population
of audio samples generated in the previous step.

4) We may consider fitness value is a position number of
audio sample where secret bit may be embedded and
for which deviation between original audio sample
and stego-audio sample is minimized.

5) Using the concept of Multi-objective GA, position
number of audio sample where secret bit is embedded
may be used

a. As a Fitness value to select the best chromosome
(audio sample).

b. To extract the hidden secret bit from the stego-
audio at the receiving end.

3.2 Steps to Embed Image into Audio
File Using Proposed Modified LSB
Scheme

1) Read image file and generate byte streams.

2) Read audio file and generate byte streams, convert
byte streams to 16 bit audio samples.

3) Obtain n number of chromosomes of 16 genes by in-
serting two image bits into 16 bits audio sample at n
(2 to16) random positions.
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4) Apply following GA operator based insertion algo-
rithm to generate better next generation population:

a. Let pos be the image bit insertion position into
the audio sample;

b. Let fm(pos) be mutation operation on pos po-
sition;

c. Let fc1(start, end) be crossover operation from
start to end by 1 and fc0(start, end) be
crossover operation from start to end by 0.

d. If pos = 1, then take no action;

e. If pos = 2 to 16 then do the following

i. If image bit is 0 and audio bit is 1 for pos
= i;

ii. If audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are hold-
ing 0s, then perform fc1(1, i−1) operation;

iii. If audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are hold-
ing 1s and on (i+1) position holding 0, then
perform fc0(1, i− 1) and fm(i+ 1) opera-
tions.

iv. If image bit is 1 and audio bit is 0 for pos
= i;

v. If audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are hold-
ing 1s, then perform fc0(1, i−1) operation;

vi. If audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are hold-
ing 0s and on (i+1) position holding 1, then
perform fc1(1, i− 1) and fm(i+ 1) opera-
tions;

vii. If audio bit on (i+1) and (i-1) positions are
holding 0/1 and 1/0 respectively, take no
action;

viii. If audio bit and image bit is same, then no
action is to be taken as there will be no
deviation between two samples.

5) Now, the best chromosome has been selected, where
best one is the chromosome (audio sample) which
has the minimum deviation compare to the original
16 bit audio sample.

6) Here fitness value represents the position number for
which we get the best chromosome. Again, the po-
sition number, best chromosome and distortion are
closely related as selection of the best chromosome
will reduce the distortion.

7) Fitness value is representing two things here:

a. Position number which is very important at the
receiving end to extract the image.

b. Distortion which again very important regard-
ing security (distortion can convinced hacker to
hack the image).

So, multi-objective GA is used here.

8) Secret-Bit-Insertion Positions have been stored in Po-
sition Arrays during this embedding process.

9) Stego-audio byte streams have been written into au-
dio file.

10) Boolean functions have been generated from the Po-
sition Arrays are described in the next section.

Boolean Functions Generation from Position
Arrays:

Let S be size of the Position Array.

Sbin be binary representation of S − 1.

N be number of bits required for Sbin.

Suppose Aij be a Position Array where i = 0 to S - 1, j
= 0 to 1. Here Ai,0 represents Array index and Ai,1

represents Position numbers.

IPAN (Ai,0) be N bits binary representation of Index i
of Position Array, where i = 0 to S - 1;

IPA3(Ai,1) be 3 bits binary representation of Index i of
Position Array, where i = 0 to S - 1;

Now we get a Matrix Mi,N+3 by combining IPAN (Ai,0)
and IPA3(Ai,1). Elements of this matrix are 0 or 1.

MSB(i) = MSB bit set of Position Array

= MSB(IPA3(Ai,1))

= Mi,N+1

MdSB(i) = Middle bit set of Position Array

= MdSB(IPA3(Ai,1))

= Mi,N+2

LSB(i) = LSB bit set of Position Array

= LSB(IPA3(Ai,1))

= Mi,N+3.

where i = 0 to S − 1. Again,

MSB(i)minterm = i’s where Mi,N+1 = 1

MdSB(i)minterm = i’s where Mi,N+2 = 1

LSB(i)minterm = i’s where Mi,N+3 = 1

SOP (MSB(i)minterm) −→ fx(a, b, · · · , N terms)

SOP (MdSB(i)minterm) −→ fy(a, b, · · · , N terms)

SOP (LSB(i)minterm) −→ fz(a, b, · · · , N terms)

Here Size of the Position Array need to be sent to
the receiver.

The functions and size of the Position Array has been
encrypted using Shared Key AES encryption algo-
rithm.

The Shared Key has been encrypted using Public Key
RSA algorithm.
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3.3 Steps to Extract Hidden Image from
Stego-Audio File

Deviation between audio samples and stego-audio sam-
ples has been minimized during the proposed embedding
method. So stego-audio is almost equal to the original au-
dio. By getting the image hidden position numbers i.e.,
Position Array, we can easily extract the hidden image
from audio file as follows:

1) Read stego-audio file and generate byte streams, con-
vert byte streams to 16 bit audio samples.

2) Decrypt the Shared Key using the receiver Private
Key of RSA.

3) Decrypt the functions and size of the Position Array
using Shared Key of AES algorithm.

4) The position numbers of the secret (image) bits have
been extracted using the Boolean functions and size
of the Position Arrays is described below.

We have fx (a, b, c, · · · , N terms), fy(a, b, c, · · · , N
terms) & fz(a, b, c, · · · , upto N terms) and
IPAN (Ai,0) for i = 0 to S - 1.

For index i = x, x has been converted to binary
number of N bits like b1, b2, ..., bN .

Assigning a = b1, b = b2, c = b1, ...;

Using fx(a, b, c,.... upto N terms) we get bit b11;

Using fy(a, b, c,.... upto N terms) we get bit b12;

Using fz(a, b, c,.... upto N terms) we get bit b13;

Finally the bit pattern b11b12b13 is generated;

The secret bit position numbers has been generated
by converting this bit pattern to decimal number for
index i=x and hidden image bits has been extracted
from audio file.

5) The image bits have been converted to bytes and
original image has been generated from image bytes.

3.4 Transferring Embedding Position
Numbers to the Receiver end in
Terms of Boolean Functions: An
Example

Following Boolean algebra terms are used to generate
Boolean functions: - midterm, Sum of Product, Minimiza-
tion etc. Let the size of the Position Array is 8 and the
corresponding positions of image bits are 2,4,6,1,7,4,6,5.

Here Indexed Position Array and Equivalent Binary
Representation are explained in Table 1 and Table 2.

Now MSB bit set X= [0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1]. So, Midterm for
MSB is [1,2,4,5,6,7]. And Sum of Product X = a

′
b
′
c +

a
′
bc

′
+ ab

′
c
′
+abc

′
+ abc+ ab

′
c.

Minimization of X:

Table 1: Indexed position array

Index Position
0 2
1 4
2 6
3 1
4 7
5 4
6 6
7 5

Table 2: Equivalent binary representation

a b c X Y Z
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 1

Pass 0: a
′
b
′
c+ a

′
bc

′
+ ab

′
c+ abc

′
+ abc+ ab

′
c;

Pass 1: a
′
b
′
c+ab

′
c reduce to b

′
c; a

′
bc

′
+abc

′
reduce

to bc
′
; ab

′
c+ab

′
c
′
reduce to ab

′
; abc

′
+abc reduce

to ab;

Pass 2: ab
′

+ ab reduce to a. Finally X = a +
b
′
c+ bc

′
. Middle bit set Y=[1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0]. So

Midterm of Y is [0,2,4,6].

Sum of Product Y = a
′
b
′
c
′
+a

′
bc

′
+ab

′
c
′
+abc

′
.

Minimization of Y:

Pass 0: a
′
b
′
c
′
+ a

′
bc

′
+ ab

′
c
′
+ abc

′
;

Pass 1: a
′
b
′
c
′
+ a

′
bc

′
reduce to a

′
c
′
; ab

′
c
′
+ abc

′
re-

duce to ac
′
; a

′
c
′
+ ac

′
reduce to c

′
;

Pass 2: c
′
; Y = c

′
;

LSB bit set Z=[0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1]. So Midterm of Z
is [3,4,7]. Sum of Product Z = a

′
bc+ab

′
c
′
+abc.

Minimization of Z:

Pass 0: a
′
bc+ ab

′
c
′
+ abc;

Pass 1: a
′
bc+ abc reduce to bc;

Pass 2: bc+ ab
′
c
′
.

So, the three functions are given below

X = a+ b
′
c+ bc

′
;

Y = c
′
;

Z = bc+ ab
′
c
′
.
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Continuing with the previous example, for the input of
the binary of (0-7), we get three outputs from the func-
tions X, Y and Z. Extraction of position number explained
in Table 3.

Table 3: Index to position number conversion

a b c X Y Z
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 1

Example 1. For the Index 7, a = 1, b = 1, c = 1,

X = a+ 0.1 + 1.0 = 1

Y = 0

Z = 1.1 + 1.0.0 = 1

So XY Z = 101, i.e., is equal to 5.

Same way will get the position numbers 2, 4, 6, 1, 7,
4, 6.

4 Experimental Results

Among the various image file format, the image which
is smaller in size has been considered in this work. The
JPG file is wonderfully small in size, often compressed to
perhaps only 1/10 of the size of the original data. JPEG
files achieve a smaller file size by compressing the image
in a way that retains detail which matters most, while
discarding details deemed to be less visually impactful. It
supports 8-bit grayscale images and 24-bit color images
(8 bits each for red, green, and blue). Here a 24-bit 64×
64 color JPEG image has been hidden in the audio file.
JPEG file have been read in Java as like below:

BufferedImage originalImage = ImageIO.read(new
File(”rocket.jpg”));

Proposed LSB information hiding algorithm has been
tested on 5 audio sequences from different music styles
(classic, jazz, country, pop, rock). The audio experts were
selected so that they can represent a broad range of mu-
sic genres, i.e. audio clips with different dynamic and
spectral characteristics. The image has been embedded
in all music pieces using the proposed and standard LSB
algorithm. Clips were 44.1 kHz sampled mono audio.wav
files, represented by 16 bits per sample. Duration of the
samples ranged from 10 to 15 seconds.

Figure 2: Negligible deviation between host audio samples
& watermarked audio samples

Figure 3: Negligible deviation between host audio wave
& watermarked audio wave

4.1 Audio Quality Evaluation

Here 200 audio samples of both original audio and stego-
audio has been considered to measure the sample level
similarities between these two types of audio samples.
From Figure 2, it is clear that statistical signal change
(signal amplitude) due to bit embedding is very negligi-
ble compare to the original signal.

Figure 3.a shows the waveform of host audio and Fig-
ure 3.b shows the waveform of watermarked-audio. From
these two Figures it is clear that after increasing the bit
level of embedding, the audio signals are not differentiable
by the general people.

4.2 Audio Quality Measurements

Here brief descriptions of the quality measures used have
been introduced. The original signal (the cover audio) is
denoted x(i), i = 1 to N while the distorted signal (the
stego-audio) as y(i), i = 1 to N.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): The SNR is very sensitive
to the time alignment of the original and distorted audio
signal [27]. The SNR is measured as equation no. (1),
Table 4 and Table 5 showing the experimental result for
5 categories of audio file.
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SNR = 10log10

∑N
i=1 x

2(i)∑N
i=1(x(i)− y(i))2

(1)

Table 4: SNR values and capacities comparison with sim-
ilar works (1 bit per sample)

Embedding 1 bit per 16 bits sample
Music Genre SNR (dB) Capacity (%)

PM SW PM SW
1 Classic 83.42 33 to 76 6.25 2 -12.5
2 Jazz 82.67 32 to 80 6.25 2 -12
3 Country 82.94 31 to 80 6.25 2 -12.5
4 Pop 83.15 38 to 82 6.25 2 -12.5
5 Rock 83.27 39 to 83 6.25 2 -12.5

Table 5: SNR values and capacities comparison with sim-
ilar works (2 bits per sample)

Embedding 2 bits per 16 bits sample
Music Genre SNR (dB) Capacity (%)

PM SW PM SW
1 Classic 71.32 33 to 76 12.5 2 -31
2 Jazz 70.62 32 to 80 12.5 2 -32
3 Country 70.35 31 to 80 12.5 2 -33
4 Pop 71.04 38 to 82 12.5 2 -34
5 Rock 71.14 39 to 83 12.5 2 -34

PM means Proposed Method; SW means Similar
Works [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 16, 21, 28, 31].

4.3 Correlation Based Measures

The similarity between two digital audio samples can also
be quantified in terms of the correlation function [9, 27].
These ensure measurement of the similarity between two
audios, hence in this sense they are complementary to the
difference-based measures: Some correlation based mea-
sures are given in Equations (2), (3) and (4). Structural
content:

C1 =
1

K

K∑
k=1

∑N−1
i=0 x(i)2∑N−1
i=0 (y(i))2

(2)

Normalized cross-correlation measure:

C1 =
1

K

K∑
k=1

∑N−1
i=0 x(i) ∗ y(i)∑N−1

i=0 x(i)2
(3)

Czenakowski distance (CZD): A metric that is useful
for comparing vectors with strictly non-negative compo-
nents, like in the case of audio samples, is given by the

Czenakowski distance:

C =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

(1− 2 ∗min(x(i), y(i))

x(i) + y(i)
) (4)

The Czenakowski coefficient (also called the percent-
age of similarity) measures the similarity among different
samples, communities, and quadrates.

Obviously as the difference between two audio samples
tends towards zero ε = x(n) − y(n) tends to 0, all the
correlation-based measures tend towards 1, while as ε2

tends to G2 they tend towards 0.
Recall also that distance measures and correlation mea-

sure are complementary, so that under certain conditions,
minimizing distance measures is tantamount to maximiz-
ing the correlation measure. Table 5 is explaining the
experimental result for CZD.

Table 6: Correlation based measure of the proposed algo-
rithm

Music Genre Sample Size CZD
1 Classic 16 bits 0.00001888249326
2 Jazz 16 bits 0.00002231742249
3 Country 16 bits 0.00002079240629
4 Pop 16 bits 0.00001666038440
5 Rock 16 bits 0.00001739731132

Experimental results show that the two audio clips
(original audio sequence and embedded-audio signal) can-
not be discriminated by people. Results of subjective tests
showed that perceptual quality of watermarked-audio, if
embedding is done using the proposed algorithm, is higher
in comparison to standard LSB embedding method. This
confirms that described algorithm succeeds in increasing
the depth of the embedding layer and also randomiz-
ing the bit layer without affecting the perceptual trans-
parency of the watermarked-audio signal.

Therefore, significant improvement in robustness
against signal processing manipulation can be obtained,
as the hidden bits can be embedded higher LSB layers
deeper than in the standard LSB method. The pro-
posed algorithm flips bits in more than one bit layers of
the watermarked-audio during the embedding procedure.
This property may increase the resistance against Ste-
ganalysis that identifies the used LSB layer by analyzing
the noise properties of each bit layer.

4.4 Capacity and Detection Probability

The capacity depends on the embedding function, and
may also depend on properties of the cover. For exam-
ple, least-significant-bit (LSB) replacement with one bit
per sample in an eight-bit audio achieves a net capacity
of 12.5%, or slightly less if one takes into account that
each audio is stored with header information which is not
available for embedding. If the sample size is 16-bit then
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net capacity will be 6.25% or slightly less. It is intuitively
clear, often demonstrated and theoretically studied that
longer secret images require more embedding changes and
thus are statistically better detectable than smaller ones.
Hence, capacity and embedding rate are related to secu-
rity.

The purpose of information hiding is to hide the exis-
tence of a secret image and also increasing robustness.
Therefore, the security of a data hiding technique is
judged by the impossibility of detecting the image content
and extracting the hidden image after detection. How-
ever, sometimes, Cryptography also is used to increase
the level of security. In this paper one image bit and two
image bits have been embedded in a 16-bit sample sepa-
rately and have been compared the result.

4.4.1 Detection Probability (Embedding Loca-
tion Number-wise)

Here eight (8) 16-bit samples has been used to embed 8
image-bits. The opponent has to detect 8 bits to get 1
byte of information.

Probability to detect an embedded bit position =
1

16
;

Probability to detect 8 embedded bit positions =
1

16
× 1

16

upto 8 terms =
1

168
;

If the length of a image is N bytes, then the probability

to extract whole image = (
1

2
× 1

2
upto 8 terms)* N terms

=
1

16N∗8 .

4.4.2 Decoding Probability (bit (0/1)-wise)

Probability to decode an embedded bit =
1

2
;

Probability to decode 8 embedded bits =
1

2
× 1

2
upto 8

terms =
1

28
.

If the length of an image is N bytes, then the probability

to extract whole image = (
1

2
× 1

2
upto 8 terms) * N terms

=
1

2N∗8 .

Figure 4 show histogram of the number of modified bit
layers in a 10 sec audio sample (116892x16 bits in total)
for the proposed LSB algorithm. It is clear that number of
flipped bits per bit layers is distributed over all bit layers
in the proposed algorithm. In the case of standard LSB
algorithm, LSB data hiding techniques can easily detect
the bit layer where the data hiding was performed. It is
a much more challenging task in the case of the proposed
algorithm, because there are a significant number of bits
flipped in 16 bit layers and the adversary cannot identify
exactly which bit layer is used for the data embedding.

Figure 4: Number of flipped bits per bit layer for the
proposed algorithm

4.5 Security Analysis

Detection, extraction, destruction and manipulation of
the hidden data in a watermarked or stego object are
the common attacks in Steganography and Watermark-
ing techniques. While there has been quite some effort in
the steganalysis of digital images, steganalysis of digital
audio is relatively unexplored. Many attacks that are ma-
licious against image Steganography algorithms cannot
be implemented against audio Steganography schemes.
Consequently, embedding information into audio seems
more secure due to the nature of audio signals to be high-
capacity data streams necessitates the scientifically chal-
lenging statistical analysis.

The attacks to a data hiding technique mainly include
passive attack, active attack, and extracting attack. A
passive attacker only wants to detect the existence of the
embedded image, while an active attacker wants to de-
stroy the embedded image. The purpose of an extracting
attacker is to obtain the image hidden in the stego-object.
So there are three kinds of security measures for different
attackers respectively, i.e., detectability, robustness and
difficulty of extraction. Usually the problem of steganog-
raphy only concerns the detectability so in many litera-
tures delectability is referred to the security of a stegosys-
tem [10]. The problem of Watermarking concerns the
detectability and robustness both. In this section the se-
curity of our data hiding process is discussed.

Westfeld [35] addressed the steganalysis of the
MP3Stego algorithm. Ozer et al. [24] proposed a universal
audio steganalysis technique that is effective on both wa-
termarking and steganographic data-embedding methods.
The basic idea in [24] rests on the statistical evidence that
the distortion measures computed between signals and
their de-noised versions have statistically distinguishable
distributions for cover-signals and stego-signals. These
statistically distinguishable features are used in stegana-
lyzer design to classify cover-signals from stego-signals.

The audio steganalysis algorithm proposed by Liu et.
al. [20] uses the Hausdorff distance measure to measure
the distortion between a cover audio signal and a stego au-
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dio signal. I.Avcibas [13] proposed the use of stream data
mining for steganalysis of audio signals of high complex-
ity. Their approach extracts the second order derivative
based Markov transition probabilities and high frequency
spectrum statistics as the features of the audio streams.
The variations in the second order derivative based fea-
tures are explored to distinguish between the cover and
stego audio signals. This approach also uses the Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients [19], widely used in speech
recognition, for audio steganalysis.

The above mentioned steganalysis schemes are de-
signed mainly based on the Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA), Sequential Floating Search Method (SFS),
Regression Analysis Classifier, Support Vector Machine
Classifier etc.

By randomizing the embedding approach and choos-
ing the higher LSB layer, the algorithm to estimate the
cover statistics can be effectively disabled. The stegana-
lyst cannot make any consistent assumptions about the
hiding process even if the embedding algorithm is known
to everyone as per the Kerckhoffs principle. Hiding in a
randomized manner is quite attractive, and we explore its
simplest realization in this paper.

So, most of the technique will not work in our proposed
hiding scheme.

According to the experimental result of Signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and Czenakowski distance (CZD), it is clear
that human auditory system will not able to distinguish
between original audio and stego-audio.

Here statistical analysis has been performed using [23]
on original audio samples and stego audio samples and
data have been introduced below and in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7: Test for equal means (ANOVA)

Sum of sqrs df Mean square
Within groups 1.86199E08 398 467836

Total 1.86199E08 399
omega2: -0.002506

HOV(Levene): 0.9937
Medians p: 0.9939

Between groups:

Sum of sqrs = 58.5225;

df = 1;

Meansquare = 58.5225;

F = 0.0001251;

p(same) = 0.9911.

Welch F test in the case of unequal variances:
F = 0.0001251, df = 398, p = 0.9911.

Intra-class Correlation statistics: ANOVA

Between raters: Sum of sqrs = 58.5225; df = 1; Mean
square=58.5225; F=23.96; p(same)=0.9911.

Between cases: Sum of sqrs = 1.86198E08; df = 199;
Mean square=935670; F=3.831E05.

Within cases: Sum of sqrs = 544.5; df = 200; Mean
square=2.7225;

Residual: Sum of sqrs = 485.977199; df = 2.4421;

Total: Sum of sqrs = 1.86199E08; df = 399; 95% confi-
dence has been explain in Table 8.

Table 8: Intra-class correlation statistics(95% confidence)

Model 1 Individual ICC(1,1)1 [1, 1]
Mean ICC(1,k)1 [1, 1]

Model 2 Individual ICC(2,1)1 [1, 1]
Mean ICC(2,k)1 [1, 1]

Model 3 Individual ICC(3,1)1 [1, 1]
Mean ICC(3,k)1 [1, 1]

From the above statistical analysis it is very much clear
that statistical attack most of the time will fail to detect
the hidden image from the stego-audio.

In our scheme, it is very difficult to detect the embed-
ding information from stego audio. Again, if opposition
add any noise with the stego audio randomly, there is a
possibility of destroying or modifying information embed-
ded into the audio file. To avoid this type of situation,
we may use parity bit error checking like familiar tech-
nique or we may use hamming code for error detection
and correction in our future work.

5 Advantages of Our Approach

• Embedding position numbers of image bits into audio
file are sent to the receiver by converting them to
Boolean functions which is more secured.

• Boolean functions are transmitted to receiver using
digital signature concept which is very secure and
reliable.

• Described algorithm succeeds in not only increas-
ing the depth of the embedding layer but also layers
are chosen randomly without affecting the perceptual
transparency of the audio signal.

• Two-way robustness (to know the actual position of
the image bit) are there, First, insertion positions are
randomly chosen, Second, LSB layers are most of the
time are high LSB layers.

• Embedding image into audio file causes minimal em-
bedding distortion to the host audio, since optimiza-
tion is done using GA operators.
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• The hidden information detection of the proposed
algorithm is more challenging as well, because there is
a significant number of bits flipped in random higher
LSB bit layers.

• In addition, listening tests showed that perceptual
quality of stego-audio is higher in the case of the
proposed method than in the standard LSB method.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a novel bit-modification algorithm
for modified LSB data hiding technique where image bit
positions are transmitted to the receiver using digital sig-
nature concept which is very secure and reliable. The key
idea of the algorithm is to embed the image bit which will
cause negligible embedding distortion of the host audio.
Listening test shows that described algorithm succeeds in
increasing the depth of the embedding layer from lower
to higher random LSB layers without affecting the per-
ceptual transparency of the audio signal. The detection
and extraction of hidden information of the proposed al-
gorithm is more challenging as well, because there is a
significant number of bits flipped in random higher LSB
bit layers. On the other hand, position numbers are con-
verted to Boolean functions and functions are transmit-
ted using AES and RSA algorithms to the receiver end to
make it more secure.
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Abstract

Long Term Evolution LTE is the first technology that pro-
vides exclusively packet-switched data and modifies the
security architecture of the 2G and 3G systems. The LTE
security architecture offers confidentiality, access control,
a kind of obscurity and mutual authentication. However,
numerous types of attacks can be encountered during
the mutual authentication process which is a challenge-
response based technique. Therefore, a high secure public
key algorithm can be implemented to improve the network
security services. As the network operator is often con-
sidered as not being a highly trusted party and can thus
face threats, the communications ends are the only secure
parties to provide such security features. This paper pro-
poses a secure mutual authentication and key agreement
scheme for LTE cellular system with user-to-user secu-
rity. The network side in this scheme operates as a proxy
and non-trusted party to provide the security architecture
with more flexibility and reliability. This is achieved by
using designated verifier proxy signature and key agree-
ment protocol based bilinear pairing with some changes
in both security algorithms and LTE security architecture
within the LTE standardization. Our security and perfor-
mance analysis demonstrated that the proposed scheme
is more secure compared to the basic authentication and
key agreements schemes.

Keywords: 4G security, LTE-AKA, LTE proxy signature,
mobile communication security

1 Introduction

LTE also referred to as 4G communication system is the
next generation of mobile communication system that is
being developed by 3GPP for secure and fast commu-
nication for 4G mobile communication standards. LTE
has high efficiency, and good communication specifica-

tions [26]. It provides high communications features, such
as bandwidth, data rate and switching techniques. The
LTE architecture provides more secure communication
than 2G and 3G mobile communication systems by pro-
viding mutual authentication between the User Equip-
ment (UE) and Mobility Management Entity (MME).
Authentication and Key Agreement protocol for Evolved
Packet System EPS-AKA is a technique which executes
authentication and session key distribution in LTE se-
curity architecture and it is a challenge-response based
mechanism that employs symmetric cryptography. The
fundamental EPS/LTE architecture is founded on UMTS-
AKA and it provides secure network access. When a sub-
scriber attempts to access WLAN, the International Mo-
bile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is sent through a Network
Access Identifier (NAI) to the Access Point (AP). Al-
though the basic EPS-AKA has some advantages, such as
larger authentication keys, stronger hash function (SHA-
1), support for mutual authentication, support for sig-
naling message data integrity, support for signaling in-
formation encryption, support for user data encryption
and protection, it has many vulnerabilities as elaborated
in [31].

1.1 Motivation

The basic AKA protocol is a challenge-response protocol
which it has many vulnerabilities. The primary objectives
of this paper is to find a solution to the basic EPS-AKA
problems such as false base station attack, IMSI catcher,
and to achieve a strong security scheme which can provide
user-to-user mutual authentication and key agreement se-
curity. By solving these problems, the users gain more
trust in their network due to the network operator work-
ing only as a proxy. Moreover, the network operator can
help the users to implement their security features, and
it is considered to be a protected party.

The proposed scheme is based on designated verifier
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proxy signature (DVPS) which is a special type of proxy
signature in which the designated verifier (UE) alone can
check the validity of the proxy (MME) signatures. Our
proposed scheme consists of five main algorithms, setup
and key generation, signature generation by the users
UE’s, signature verification and proxy signature gener-
ation by the network MME, proxy signature verification
by the designated verifiers (users UE’s), and session key
generation by the users UE’s. The original signer (User A)
delegates its signing power to the proxy signer (Network
operator) to generate proxy signatures for the designated
verifier (User B) whereas in the last algorithm, User B
checks the validity of the proxy signatures by using its
own secret key. Furthermore, in our proposed scheme we
made some changes to make DVPS more compatible with
the LTE security architecture and to provide user-to-user
mutual authentication and key agreement protocol. Des-
ignated verifier signature and proxy signature offers many
kinds of security levels as proposed in the literature in the
field of DVS [15, 17, 24, 30, 33, 36].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the basic EPS-AKA protocol; Section 3
presents briefly the basic EPS-AKA Vulnerabilities and
some threats which are the motivations for this paper;
Section 4 discusses the preliminaries of our proposed
scheme and we introduce the basic principles of bilin-
ear pairing and designated verifier signature; Section 5
presents our proposed system model and we firstly intro-
duce some assumptions and definitions then present the
phases of our proposed scheme; in Sections 6 and 7 we
evaluate our proposed scheme by analyzing the security
and the performance efficiency respectively; Finally Sec-
tion 8 concludes this work.

2 The Basic EPS-AKA Protocol

The basic EPS-AKA scheme is a challenge-response based
protocol and is quite similar to the UMTS-AKA ver-
sion [6], except for the key set identifier (eKSI) in the
challenge, and for separation indicator process when the
user equipment (UE) verifies that the separation bit is set
for E-UTRAN access. However, the main purpose of EPS-
AKA protocol is the authentication of the user and the
establishment of a new local master key KASME between
the MME and the UE. EPS-AKA is also used for verifi-
cation of the freshness of the authentication vector and
authentication of its origin (the users home network) by
the USIM. KASME is used in subsequent procedures for
deriving further keys for the protection of the user plane,
Radio Resource Control signalling, and Non-Access Stra-
tum signaling [29].

The EPS-AKA procedure is as follows:

1) Generate EPS authentication vectors (AVs) in the
HSS upon request from the MME, and distribute
them to the MME. Hence, the MME needs to iden-
tify the UE before requesting authentication vectors
from the HSS.

2) Mutual authentication and establishing a new shared
key between the serving network and the UE.

3) Authentication data distribution between serving
networks.

The MME invokes the procedure by requesting EPS
authentication vectors from the HSS. The authentication
information request shall include the IMSI, the serving
network identity ‘SN id’ of the requesting MME, and
an indication that the authentication information is re-
quested for EPS. The SN id is required for the computa-
tion of KASME in the HSS. Then the MME invokes the
authentication request procedure by selecting the next un-
used EPS authentication vector from the ordered array of
EPS authentication vectors in the MME database (if there
is more than one). If the MME has no EPS AV it requests
one from the HSS. The MME then sends the random chal-
lenge RAND and the authentication token for network au-
thentication AUTN from the selected EPS authentication
vector to the mobile equipment, which forwards it to the
USIM. The MME also generates a key set identifier eKSI
and includes it in the Authentication Request. For the
verification process and when the USIM receive RAND
and AUTN, then the USIM first computes the anonymity
key AK = f5K(RAND) and retrieves the sequence num-
ber SQN = (SQN

⊕
AK)

⊕
AK, where K is the per-

manent pre-shared secret key between USIM and AuC,
and then the USIM computes XMAC = f1K(SQN ‖
RAND ‖ AMF ) and verifies that it equals the MAC in-
cluded in AUTN. For the authentication response process
and upon receipt of the Authentication Response message
the MME checks whether the received RES matches the
expected response XRES from the selected authentication
vector. If it does then the authentication of the user has
been successful [10]. Figure 1 illustrates the handshaking
procedures of the basic EPS-AKA protocol.

3 Vulnerabilities of the Basic
EPS-AKA

For network access security, 2G mobile systems such as
GSM and CDMA were designed to be protected against
external attacks. However, these designs have led to nu-
merous interception attacks [27, 35]. In 3G network, a mo-
bile station is connected to a visited network by means of a
radio link to a particular base station (Node B). Multiple
base stations of the network are connected to a Radio Net-
work Controller (RNC) and multiple RNCs are controlled
by a GPRS2 Support Node (GSN) in the packet-switched
case or a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) in the circuit-
switched case. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) and
the serving GSN keep track of all mobile stations that
are currently connected to the network. Every subscriber
can be identified by its International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI). In order to protect against profiling at-
tacks, this permanent identifier is sent over the air in-
terface as infrequently as possible. Instead, locally valid
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Figure 1: The basic EPS-AKA scheme

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) is used to
identify a subscriber whenever possible. Every UMTS
subscriber has a dedicated home network with which he
shares a long term secret key Ki. The Home Location
Register (HLR) keeps track of the current location of all
subscribers of the home network. Mutual authentication
between a mobile station and a visited network is carried
out with the support of the current Serving GSN (SGSN)
or the MSC/VLR respectively. UMTS supports encryp-
tion of the radio interface as well as integrity protection
of the signaling messages. For a detailed description we
refer to [1, 2].

Wireless cellular networks were originally designed to
provide ubiquitous access for communication. Although
the 2G network was designed with some security aspects
in mind, GSM just featured cryptographic algorithms to
guarantee privacy and authentication. The GSM secu-
rity architecture, proposed two decades ago, is nowa-
days known to be insufficient given current computational
power. UMTS-based 3G networks enhanced the system
by implementing stronger encryption and a two-way au-
thentication scheme. Both encryption and authentication
are further enhanced in LTE. However, with the current
threat landscape and the increasing sophistication of at-
tacks, such security architecture is not enough to guaran-
tee the availability of mobility networks.

The Authentication and Key Agreement protocol in
EPS has a known vulnerability that can be exploited to

breach the privacy of the user’s identity and even his
location [3, 4, 5]. However, many works tried to solve
this problem by proposing alternative protocols [25]. The
vulnerability, (i.e. sending the International Mobile Sub-
scriber Identity in plaintext when no temporary identifier
is valid) which was inherited from UMTS, can be used for
tracking the user and/or detecting the user’s presence.
One of the latest proposed alternative protocols noted as
Security Enhanced Authentication and Key Agreement
(SE-AKA) was Cryptanalyzed in [1] and it was found vul-
nerable to brute force and intelligent brute force attacks
when no padding is used.

There are several other types of attacks that could
be threats to the LTE mobile network such as malware
spreading, phishing, and DoS/DDoS attacks. DoS/DDoS
is classified, based on the traffic load maliciously gener-
ated, into low and high traffics for DoS and DDoS respec-
tively. We note that a special class of attack is defined for
the case of the attacker being already within the network
perimeter and not requiring a charge of malicious traffic.
This is the case of an insider attack. Furthermore, some
attacks have a local scope, disrupting service at the RAN
level and blocking service for a single cell or sector. And
other types of attacks can have a much wider scope, and
are capable of disrupting a large portion of the mobility
network. Local attack is a radio jamming and saturation
of the wireless interface and such attacks can be launched
from a single device or radio transmitter [20]. However,
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the proposed scheme is secure against such attacks and
particularly against the common attack, false base sta-
tion and IMSI catcher attack.

4 Preliminaries

Our scheme relies on designated verifier proxy signature
DVPS and key agreement protocol based bilinear pairing.
We will briefly introduce the basic principles and some
properties related to these techniques.

4.1 Bilinear Pairing

Let G1 be a group of the order of a large prime number
q and G2 be a multiplicative subgroup of a finite field F
of the same order and P be a generator of G1. A map
e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 is called a bilinear map if it has the
following properties [21]:

Bilinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab where P,Q ∈ G1 and
a, b ∈ Z∗

q ;

Non-degeneracy: P,Q ∈ G1, such that e(P,Q) 6= 1;

Computability: P,Q ∈ G1 there is an efficient algo-
rithm to compute e(P,Q).

4.2 DVS

There exist three participants in the system, namely Al-
ice, Bob and Cindy, who act as the original signer, the
proxy signer and the receiver (or the designated verifier),
respectively. We denote (xi, Pi) as a pair of private key
and public key for user i, where i ∈ {A,B,C} indicating
Alice, Bob, and Cindy, respectively. A designated veri-
fier proxy signature scheme (DVPS) consists of following
algorithms [13]:

Parameters Generation: It takes as input the system
security parameter l and outputs the system param-
eters.

Key Generation: It takes as input the security parame-
ter l and outputs the key set: (xi, Pi) for i = A,B,C.

Proxy Key Generation: A deterministic algorithm
that takes as input the original signer’s secret key,
the proxy signer’s secret key, the identity of the proxy
signer and the warrant mw to generate the proxy key.
That is Proxy Key Gen (xA, xB , IDB ,mw), where
XA and XB are the secret keys of the original signer
and the proxy signer respectively and IDB is the
identity of the proxy signer.

Sign: A deterministic algorithm that takes as input the
proxy key, the designated verifier’s public key and a
message m to generate a signature (σ), where proxy
key is generated by the above Proxy Key Generation
algorithm.

Verify: A deterministic algorithm that accepts a mes-
sage m, a signature (σ), the original signer’s public
key, the proxy signer’s public key, the proxy signer’s
identity and the receiver’s secret key and then re-
turns Valid if the signature is correct, and otherwise
outputs invalid.

5 Proposed System Model

The proposed design provides user-to-user mutual authen-
tication and key agreement technique for LTE cellular
system which we termed as LTE-AKA. The basic LTE-
AKA scheme does not provide end-to-end security and it
has many vulnerabilities as shown in Section 3. We seek
to address these vulnerabilities in our proposed scheme
with more flexibility and security than the basic EPS-
AKA scheme. We achieve this by using the system pa-
rameters in our model and distribute them between the
entities during the communication modes. For example
the system parameters will be distributed in advance and
stored in both USIM card and HSS/AuC and for the se-
curity parameters and public keys will be distributed in
the synchronization mode.

5.1 System Model Assumptions

The following assumptions are made with regard to our
proposed scheme:

1) Assume user A and user B belongs to the same serv-
ing network and here we used the serving network
identity SNID.

2) Using the home network identity HNID in case user
A and B are not using the same serving network.

3) The identifier IMEI is assumed to be the message to
be signed.

4) The identifiers IMSI, GUTI, SNID are assumed to be
the identities to be hashed.

5) The pre-shared key (K) is used as a secret value dur-
ing the session key phase.

5.2 Definitions of System Model Key
Terms

5.2.1 Definitions

The major parties are the Home Network which is signi-
fied by (HSS), and the Visited/Serving Network which is
signified by (MME). However, the subsequent definitions
and terms are vital for our proposed scheme [23].

Home Service Server (HSS): The fundamental sub-
scriber database at the home network (HPLMN). It
is the definitive database of mobile subscriber infor-
mation for a wireless carrier’s network. It is also the
real-time list that links phones, phone numbers, user
accounts and service plan information.
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Mobility Management Entity (MME): The MME
is situated in the visited network (VPLMN). It is the
network termination for the challenge-response part
of the EPS-AKA protocol. It is also the host for the
Access Security Management Entity (ASME), which
is responsible of access security.

User Equipment (UE): The user/subscriber equip-
ment is made up of the mobile equipment (ME) and
the subscriber module (UICC/USIM).

Base station or eNodeB (eNB): The radio access
point in LTE. It belongs to the visited network
(VPLMN).

Serving Network Identity (SNID): SNID refers to
the network accessed by the user and it is made up of
PLMN ID (MCC+MNC). However, it classifies the
specific serving network to UE’s while in their roam-
ing mode.

Authentication Center (AuC): It is a security
database and it recommends any security infor-
mation management; which (SIM) card is trying
a network connection when a phone has a live
network signal, and it provides security to ensure
that third parties are incapable of exploiting network
subscriber services.

International Mobile Station Equipment Identity
(IMEI): It is a type of serial number that solely rec-
ognizes the mobile equipment internationally. The
IMEI is allocated by the equipment manufacturer
and registered by the network operator.

International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI):
IMSI is a permanent identity. Each registered user
is solely recognized by its (IMSI) which is saved in
the subscriber identity module (USIM).

Globally Unique Temporary UE Identity (GUTI):
GUTI is a temporary identity that is transferred
between UE and the network. It is arbitrarily
allotted by the MME to every mobile in the region,
when it is switched on. It consists of two major
components:

1) GUMMEI which identifies the MME that as-
signed the GUTI.

2) M-TMSI which identifies the UE within the
MME that assigned the GUTI.

5.2.2 Notations and Terms

Table 1 illustrates the notations used in the proposed
LTE-AKA scheme.

Table 1: The notations and terms of the proposed scheme

Notations Description
Subscript A User A
Subscript B User B

Subscript A/B User A and user B
UE User equipment

K Pre-shared key
X User’s secret key
A Public key for UEA

B Public key for UEB

H/SNID Home/Serving network identity
SK Session key

Req Authentication request
Res Authentication response

XRes Expected authentication response

5.3 The Proposed LTE-AKA Scheme

The proposed scheme is based on designated verifier sig-
nature and pairing based key agreement protocol to pro-
vide AKA scheme for the LTE cellular communication
system [13, 21]. As we presented in Section 3, the basic
EPS-AKA scheme is challenge-response algorithm which
has many security weaknesses such as false base station
attack and IMSI catcher attack (See Section 6). How-
ever, our proposed scheme solves such weaknesses with
the same bandwidth consumption and handshaking pro-
cess. And it only needs two handshaking processes for
both authentication and key agreement processes. How-
ever, the network operator entities MME and HSS/AuC
in our proposed scheme are only as a proxy signer and it
is responsible for the system parameters and then assigns
the GUTI for the visited network and for the users who
belong to this location area. Hence, the session key will
be changeable according to the current location. It will be
computable only for the communication ends of the UE.
Therefore, we assume two cases for our proposed scheme
according to the security based mobility mode. Figure 2
illustrates the handshaking process for both cases.

Case 1: The two subscribers belong to the same visit-
ing network, i.e. same MME and in this case the
MME request the system parameters from the home
network (HSS) which are computed by the AuC in
advance. However, the same SNID will be used for
the AKA protocol.

Case 2: Here we assume the two subscribers wishing to
connect each other are on different visited networks
i.e. different MME’s (roaming mode) and the LTE-
AKA will be achieved separately and some parame-
ters exchange via home network HSS and some sys-
tem parameters will be exchanged via the secured
link between MME’s. In this case the home network
identity PLMN ID will be used for the AKA protocol.
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Figure 2: The proposed LTE-AKA handshaking process

The main objective of our scheme is to provide user-
to-user AKA security scheme by let the MME’s works as
a proxy and use the user’s identifier IMEI’s as a message
and the subscriber’s GUTI or use the specific IMSI as
identifiers with the network identifier SNID, and later for
the session key. The AuC uses the same parameters to
verify the UE, and then sends another signature which
we called RES to the UE, then when the UE received the
RES’s it will compute the changeable session key depend-
ing on the current GUTI identifiers which is allocated in
advance by MME. The UE’s is continuously listening to
the broadcast messages from MME through the base sta-
tion (eNB) to determine the tracking area by using the
parameter Tracking Area Identity (TAI). The ME is com-
paring the TAI which is received with that stored in the
USIM and if not equal, UE requests a new TAI. This case
occurs when the mobile is switched on or when the spe-
cific UE moved from one location area to another. Hence,
the system parameters and keys will be distributed in
the paging/synchronization processes before the call setup
process. The proposed LTE-AKA scheme consists of the
following four phases.

Phase 1: Setup and Key Generation.

Setup: This phase calculates the system parameters
in the synchronization mode, when the UE con-
necting to the base station (eNB) which is in
the idle, i.e. NAS security context. This phase
works as follows:

1) UEA want to get access to the network ser-
vices and connect to UEB, so we have four
entities such as: UEA, UEB, visited net-
work MME, and the home network HSS.

2) The setup algorithm will be done by the
HSS/AuC, and it takes as input the system

security parameter, and outputs the system
parameters {G1, G2, P, q, e,H1, H2}, where

G1: Cyclic additive group of order q;

G2: Multiplicative group of order q;

P : Generator of G1;

e: Bilinear map e : G1 ×G1 −→ G2;

H1: One way hash function: {0, 1}∗ −→
G1;

H2: One way hash function: {0, 1}∗ −→
Z∗
q .

Key Generation: This algorithm will be achieved
by the users, and it computes the public/private
keys, and we assume there are two users A and
B which are willing to contact each other, this
algorithm works as follows:

For UEA:
Pick a secret key xA ∈ Z∗

q and calculate the
corresponding public key

A = xAP.

Then using its own public key and identifi-
cations (IMSIA/GUTIA) calculates:

QA = H1(IMSIA ‖ GUTIA, A)

DA = xAQA, A.

For UEB:
Pick a secret key xB ∈ Z∗

q and calculate the
corresponding public key

B = xBP.
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Then using its own public key and identifi-
cations (IMSIB/GUTIB) calculates:

QB = H1(IMSIB ‖ GUTIB , B)

DB = xBQB , B.

For MME:
Pick a secret key xN ∈ Z∗

P and calculate
the corresponding public key

N = xNP.

Then using the public key and home / serv-
ing network identification (H / SNID) cal-
culates:

QN = H1(H/SNID,N).

These keys {DA, DB , N,QN} will be distributed
between entities in the synchronization mode
and it will be used in the further phases. How-
ever, when the mobile user ME enter the specific
serving network, and start to send location up-
date messages including its own public key, and
it can get the parameters for the specific serving
network.

Phase 2: MME authenticate the users UEA and UEB

When the user A wants to get access to user
B, Then it will start to compute the following
parameters and send them to MME:

For UEA:
Using MME’s parameters N and QN , and its
own secret key compute the corresponding re-
quest ReqA and send it to MME as follows:

ReqA = xAQN .

For UEB:
User B uses its own secret key and the net-
work parameters as follows to compute ReqB
and send it to MME as follows:

ReqB = xBQN .

For MME:
When MME receives the service requests ReqA,
ReqB it will start to authenticate UEA and
UEB using the system parameters and the
user’s public keys as follows.

MME check e(ReqA, P ) = e(QN , A) for UEA, if
not equal abort the request. If equal, then using
ReqA and B compute ResB response and send
it to UEB :

ResB = H2(IMEIB , e(ReqA, xNQN , B)).

Then For UEB MME check e(ReqB , P ) =
e(QN , B), if not equal abort the request. If

equal, then by the same way compute ResA and
send it to UEA:

ResA = H2(IMEIA, e(ReqB , xNQN , A)).

Phase 3: User-to-User authentication.
As the subscriber authentication and network opera-
tor processes are bedeviled with security problems as
outlined in Section 6, we proposed scheme that can
achieve user-to-user authentication and the MME act
as a proxy, and UEA/B as a designated verifiers. The
algorithm for achieving this purpose as follows:

For UEA:
When receive ResA from MME then compute
XResA:

XResA = H2(IMEIA, e(ReqA, B +N)).

And check and validate the equality ResA =
XResA holds, if not outputs invalid and abort
access.

For UEB:
When receive ResB from MME then compute
XResB :

XResB = H2(IMEIB , e(ReqB , A+N)).

And check the equality ResB = XResB holds,
if not outputs invalid and abort access. Figure 3
illustrates this phase at the UE/USIM side when
the users authenticate each other.

Correctness:
This correctness for UEA and it is the same pro-
cess for UEB : When the UEA receives the

ResA = H2(IMEIA, e(ReqB , xNQN , A)).

It starts to compute:

XResA = H2(IMEIA, e(ReqA, B +N)).

Where,

A = xAP

ReqB = xBQN .

Then,

ResA = H2(IMEIA, e(xBQN , xNQN , xAP )).

From the bilinear properties we get:

ResA = H2(IMEIA, e(xAP, xBQN )

·e(xAP, xNQN ))

= H2(IMEIA, e(xAQN , xBP )

·e(xAQN , xNP ))

= H2(IMEIA, e(ReqA, B)

·e(ReqA, N))

Then,

ResA = H2(IMEIA, e(ReqA, B +N))

= XResA.
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Figure 3: User-to-User authentication

Phase 4: Establish a shared secret key between UEA and UEB.

In our proposed scheme we assume that the
network operator is not highly trusted, and the UE
can only share a secret key. The proposed scheme
can provide User-to-User security as well as mutual
authentication between the two entities. Users A
and B used the pre-shared key K which is distributed
in advance and store in SIM card and AuC, this key
comes from the standard security architecture in the
LTE system, and the parameters QA/B and DA/B

which is distributed in advance during the setup and
key generation phase, and this value depends on
the identifiers (temporary or permanent) which in
turn depends on the current location for the specific
mobile station, i.e. the current serving network
MME. Then users UEA/B can compute the session
key as follows:

For UEA:
Using the pre-shared key (K) the user UEA

can calculate the following parameters which are
distributed during the Setup and key generation
phase.

QA = H1(IMSIA/GUTIA, A)

DB = xBQB , B.

TA = KQA.

Then compute the shared secret session key

SKA = e(TA, DB + xAQB).

For UEB:
By the same way UEB calculate the following

parameters:

QB = H1(IMSIB/GUTIB , B)

DA = xAQA, A

TB = KQB .

Then compute the shared secret session key:

SKB = e(TB , DA + xBQA).

UEA and UEB will compute the same shared
secret key:

SK = SKA

= SKB

= e(QA, QB)K(XA+XB)xAxBP.

6 Security Analysis of the Pro-
posed Scheme

This section provides the security analysis of the proposed
scheme. The proposed LTE-AKA scheme is more secure
than the regular EPS-AKA which has a plethora of flaws
as discussed in Section 3. The security analysis for LTE
security architecture develops from UE’s until the core
network HSS/AuC. As the most common security fea-
tures for mobile communication are discretion (location
and data), authentication, access security, and imitation,
the LTE security mechanisms should be able to attain
these security features. Moreover, all these security fea-
tures derived from the access level because the access level
is the first line of defense against attacks. That means,
the proposed LTE-AKA scheme offers a strong user-to-
user mutual authentication and key agreement mecha-
nism compared to that of [34]. The security necessities
and analysis are as follows.
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6.1 Security of the User-to-User Mutual
Authentication Scheme

The entity MME has to utilize his secret key xN to cre-
ate the signatures and transfer them to the precise users,
and UEA and UEB cannot create the signature without
the knowledge of the MME’s secret key, so this feature
makes the proposed scheme unforgeable and somehow of-
fers fortification to the network operator side. Further-
more, MME is the lone entity that can verify the legiti-
macy of the user’s signatures; hence no snooping can hap-
pen due to the MME’s secret key even if the user’s secret
keys are revealed.

6.2 Security of the Secret Session Key
Scheme

The session key attacker can obtain the system param-
eters and the public keys which are conveyed in public
during setup and key generation phase. However, it is
difficult for an attacker to work out the session key SK
because the attacker does not know the secret keys and
the pre-shared key K which are saved securely in both
the SIM card and AuC. Furthermore, the attacker can
get some information for example one side secret key, but
cannot compute the session key. Without knowing all the
secret keys xA, xB , xN , which belongs to CDH and it’s a
hard and difficult problem.

6.3 False Base Station Attack

False base station also referred to as IMSI catcher at-
tack [3, 4, 5], it is a widespread attack in the field of
mobile communication security, generally known as man-
in-the-middle attack. In this attack, the user’s identifiers
can put a false base station between the mobile station
and base station to act as a real base station. However,
our proposed scheme is secure against such attack due to
the identifiers protection by using the hash. Therefore,
there is no way to try this attack by sending the fake
message because the permanent identifier IMEI is used as
a message to be signed. Moreover, to compute the SK,
the attacker needs to get the secret parameters and they
are not known and are not published in public. Further-
more, the proposed scheme provides obscurity to the users
somehow by using temporary identifiers (GUTI) instead
of (IMSI) when the user is in the roaming mode.

6.4 Known Key Attack and For-
ward/Backward Secrecy

By obtaining the secret keys of UEA and UEB , it still
cannot be realistic for the attacker to recover the previ-
ous session keys. The reason is that the session key entails
the temporary identifiers and the secret keys. Thus, it is
impossible to obtain any secret keys or the session key
from the public parameters as well as GUTI work as a
temporary key for every session. On the other hand, it is

also unfeasible to compute the value (xA, xB , P ) due to
the CDH hard problem. The basic EPS-AKA has many
flaws as we presented in Section 3, and the most common
problem in this context is that the privacy of the user’s
identities and even their locations by sending the IMSI
identifier in clear as we know it as IMSI catcher attack,
and many proposed works tried to solve such problems.
In general, the proposed scheme is considered to be more
secure since it provides user’s privacy and access secu-
rity, achieves user-to-user mutual authentication and key
agreement scheme, and the third party (the network side)
work as proxy and we consider it as untrusted third party.

6.5 End-to-end Security

Many research works focus on the security between the
mobile user and the base station due to the insecure air
interface, and it is easy for an attacker to eavesdrop this
particular link [8]. However, our proposed scheme pro-
vide end-to-end security and only users can compute the
session key, and they can authenticate each other as well
as the network operator can authenticate the users.

6.6 Replay Attack

The proposed scheme is secure against the replay attack
due to the changeable session keys:

SK = SKA = SKB

= e(QA, QB)K(XA+XB)xAxBP.

The session key derived from the hash value of the
temporary identities and the public keys. The temporary
identity GUTI is changeable according to the user’s loca-
tion area, and hence when the attacker replays with the
previous security parameters, then the request will be re-
jected because the users UE’s will know that this request
is invalid.

7 Performance Evaluation

Since 4G cellular systems offer a high specification per-
formance as mentioned in the introduction section, the
security feature can be enhanced using the new network
utilities as much as a strong security is needed. How-
ever, the proposed scheme makes use of these advantages
and evaluates the performance of the proposed LTE-AKA
protocol.

The performance of our proposed scheme is evaluated
using the existing experimental setup of [11, 12] for a va-
riety of cryptographic operations using MIRACLE [32] in
PIV 3 GHZ processor with Windows XP operating sys-
tem and 512 MB memory. From [11, 12] the relative run-
ning time for the operations we employed in our proposed
model and we define some terms for the running time cal-
culation as follows:

Tp = Pairing operation: 20.01 (ms).
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Figure 4: Running time-based efficiency comparison

Tm = Pairing-based scalar multiplication: 6.38 (ms).

Te = ECC-based scalar multiplication: 0.83 (ms).

Th = Hash function: 3.04 (ms).

We observe that the implementation of the proposed
model required three pairing operations and one expo-
nential operation on the user side and four pairing opera-
tions and one exponential operation on the network side,
and for the other operations we assumed that the running
time is omitted. Table 2 shows the performance efficiency
based running time of the proposed model.

According to the computational cost we clearly can
note that the total running time in both UE side and
MME side is 109.11 (ms). That means, the proposed
model scheme is quite reliable to be implemented in the
real field of the LTE mobile communication systems com-
paring with the standard EPS-AKA scheme. Gener-
ally, from the above analysis and results it can be noted
that the proposed scheme has reasonable computational
complexity when it is compared to the basic protocols
such as EPS-AKA and Extensible Authentication Proto-
col (EAP-AKA) which it takes about 1000 ms [28].

In the mobile communication field, computation cost
is very important. When a user requests a service to a
provider with payment way, the users will care about the
transmission and computational cost [16].

Many research works have been proposed schemes in
the field of mobile communication security, particularly
in authentication and key agreement protocol such as
[7, 9, 14, 18, 19, 22, 37, 38], here we give a reasonable
computational cost comparison (UE’s side) for our pro-
posed scheme with [22, 37]. This comparison will be cal-
culated based on the operation’s computational cost for
each reference. Table 3 shows comparison of the compu-
tational cost efficiency, Figure 4 illustrates comparisons

of the performance efficiency based running time and Ta-
ble 4 shows comparison of the security-based performance
efficiency for our proposed scheme with the basic scheme
EPS-AKA and [7, 9, 18].

From the above comparisons we can observe that the
proposed scheme can be applied in the practical field of
LTE cellular system according to the relatively accepted
performance efficiency comparing with the call setup pro-
cess in LTE cellular system, EAP-AKA, and the previous
research works.

8 Conclusion

The LTE cellular system possesses considerable commu-
nication flexibility, and the agreement of mobile phone
manufacturers is also required. However, the improve-
ment of the deployed public key cryptographic algorithms
can be very useful. The LTE security architecture is a ma-
ture evolved architecture, with both strengths and weak-
nesses, and therefore, the PKI infrastructure is more se-
cure and it can be modified as well as the LTE security
architecture. In this paper, we proposed a secure LTE-
AKA scheme which is based on user-to-user security. The
proposed scheme is performed at the end-entities, there-
fore it is more flexible and there is no need to make any
change within the core network. Furthermore, we have
analyzed the security and the performance of our scheme
and realized that the proposed scheme is more flexible and
secure than the basic EPS-AKA scheme which has many
weaknesses.
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Abstract

In distributed systems, the smart card based password au-
thentication, as one of the most convenient and efficient
two-factor authentication mechanisms, is widely used to
ensure that the protected services are not available to
unauthorized users. Recently, Li et al. demonstrated that
the smart card based password authentication scheme
proposed by Chen et al. cannot provide perfect forward
secrecy as they claimed. In addition, the password change
phase of the scheme is unfriendly and inefficient. Sub-
sequently, Li et al. presented an enhanced smart card
based password authentication scheme to overcome the
above flaws existing in Chen et al.’s scheme. Further-
more, Kumari and Khan, and Jiang et al. demonstrated
that Chen et al.’s scheme cannot resist off-line password
guessing attacks, and also proposed an improved scheme,
respectively. In this study, we first illustrate that Li et
al.’s scheme, and Kumari and Khan’s scheme both fail
to achieve the basic security requirement of the smart
card based password authentication, namely, once the pri-
vate information stored in the smart card has been ex-
tracted, the schemes would be vulnerable to off-line pass-
word guessing attacks. We also point out that Jiang et
al.’s scheme, as well as Kumari and Khan’s scheme can-
not provide perfect forward secrecy. Then, we introduce
a new smart card based password authentication scheme.
By presenting concrete analysis of security and perfor-
mance, we show that the proposed scheme cannot only
resist various well-known attacks, but also is more effi-
cient than other related works, and thus is feasible for
practical applications.

Keywords: Password, remote access, smart card, two-
factor authentication

1 Introduction

Owing to information technology rapid progression, more
and more resources are distributed in the form of net-

work services provided and managed by servers in dis-
tributed systems. Remote user authentication schemes
are used to ensure that these protected services are not
available to unauthorized users. Most of early authen-
tication mechanisms [1, 15, 18, 23] are solely based on
the password. In these schemes, the remote server main-
tains a table to record the information about each user’s
password, and exploits it to verify the privilege of the
corresponding user. However, while widely implemented
in many real life applications (e.g., private corporations,
banking systems, database management systems), pass-
word authentication schemes will inescapably suffer from
several attacks, such as dictionary attacks, password table
tampering, etc.

To conquer these attacks and improve the system se-
curity, Chang and Wu [2] introduced smart card based
password authentication scheme, which has become one
of the most convenient and commonly used two-factor
authentication mechanisms. In the context of the smart
card based password authentication scheme, each user
possesses a password easy to remember and a smart card,
which is issued by the remote server, and used to store
some private data. The password and smart card of each
user are bonded together by the remote server, that is,
once successful mutual authentication requires the user
to provide the correct password and corresponding smart
card simultaneously. In order to evaluate the security of
smart card based password authentication scheme, Xu et
al. [24] suggested that there should be two assumptions
of the adversary’s capabilities explicitly made in this kind
of authentication scheme:

1) The adversary has total control over the communica-
tion channel between the users and the remote server
in the authentication phase, which means the adver-
sary can intercept, insert, delete, or modify any mes-
sage transmitted in the channel.

2) The adversary may either steal a user’s smart
card and then extract the information from it by
the method introduced by Kocher et al. [13] and
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Messerges et al. [19], or obtain a user’s password,
but not the both.

In fact, the first assumption is exactly the Dolev-Yao
Threat Model [6], which has been widely accepted as the
standard threat model for cryptographic protocols. The
second assumption characters the basic security require-
ment of two-factor authentication scheme, that is, as long
as the private information of the two authentication fac-
tors have not been disclosed simultaneously, the scheme
should be still secure. This is also why the two-factor
authentication scheme is more secure than the single-
factor authentication scheme. The above two assump-
tions, which can also be considered as a security model
for the smart card based password authentication scheme,
have been widely approved, and the security analyses of
the authentication schemes [3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 24] are all based on them.

Since the introduction of smart card based password
authentication, it has attracted many researcher’s atten-
tion, and a lot of such schemes have been presented. How-
ever, most of them are flawed. Such examples are that,
Xu et al.’s [24] scheme suffers from impersonation attacks,
Das’s [5] scheme is vulnerable to gateway node by-passing
attack and privileged-insider attack.

Most recently, Chen et al. [4] illustrated that the
schemes proposed by Song [20] and Sood et al. [21] still
have various security flaws being ignored, and then pro-
posed a robust smart card based remote user password
authentication scheme. They claimed that their scheme
can resist various attacks and provide perfect forward se-
crecy. However, Li et al. [17] pointed out that Chen et
al.’s [4] scheme fails to ensure forward secrecy, and the
password change phase of the scheme is unfriendly and
inefficient. To overcome the problems mentioned above,
Li et al. also introduced an enhanced smart card based
remote user password authentication scheme. Further-
more, Kumari and Khan[14], as well as Jiang et al. [11]
demonstrated that Chen et al.’s [4] scheme is even inse-
cure against off-line password guessing attacks, and pro-
vided an improved scheme, respectively.

In this paper, we will demonstrate that Li et al.’s [17]
scheme, and Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme are not se-
cure under the assumptions (1) and (2). Specifically, the
adversary can launch off-line password guessing attacks
once the private data stored in the smart card have been
extracted by the adversary. In addition, we point out that
Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme is not correct in some
case, and cannot provide perfect forward secrecy. We also
note that Jiang et al.’s [11] scheme cannot provide per-
fect forward secrecy and friendly password change, since
it inherits the main body of Chen et al.’s [4] scheme. Fur-
thermore, to conquer these attacks and drawbacks, we
propose a new smart card based password authentication
scheme. Our scheme is not only secure against various
well-known attacks (e.g., off-line password guessing at-
tack, impersonation attack, replay attack, etc.) under
the assumptions (1) and (2), but also is more efficient

than previous schemes without loosing necessary security
properties (e.g., forward secrecy, mutual authentication
etc.).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: we
provide review and cryptanalysis of Li et al.’s [17] scheme
and Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme in Section 2 and
Section 3, respectively. And then a secure and efficient
smart card based remote user password authentication
scheme is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the
performance and security of our proposal. Finally, we
conclude in Section 6.

2 Review and Cryptanalysis of Li
et al.’s Scheme

In this section, we first briefly review the remote user au-
thentication scheme proposed by Li et al. [17], and then
demonstrate that their scheme is vulnerable to off-line
password guessing attack by presenting the concrete at-
tack process. For convenience, we summarize the nota-
tions used throughout this paper in Table 1.

2.1 Review of Li et al.’s Scheme

Li et al.’s [17] scheme consists of four phases: initializa-
tion, registration, authentication, password change. The
details of the scheme are given as follows.

2.1.1 Initialization Phase

To initialize, the remote server S selects large prim num-
bers p and q such that p = 2q + 1. S also chooses a
random number x ∈ Z∗q as its master secret key, as well
as a secure one-way hash function h(·) : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p .

2.1.2 Registration Phase

When a user Ui wants to register to become a legal user,
he/she first selects a password PWi and unique identity
IDi. Then, the registration procedure proceeds as follows:

1) Ui submits the registration request message
{IDi, PWi} to the remote server via a secure
channel.

2) Upon receiving the request message, S com-
putes Ai = h(IDi||PWi)

PWi mod p and Bi =
h(IDi)

x+PWi mod p.

3) S stores {Ai, Bi, p, q, h(·)} into a smart card, and is-
sues the smart card to Ui via a secure channel.

2.1.3 Authentication Phase

When a legal user Ui wants to login into the server for
acquiring some services, he/she first attaches the smart
card to a device reader, and inputs his/her identity IDi

and password PWi. Then, the authentication mechanism
performs as follows:
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Table 1: The notations used throughout this paper

Symbol Description

Ui The ith user
S The remote server
A The adversary

IDi The user Ui’s identity
PWi The user Ui’s password

x The master secret key of the remote server
p and q Two large prime numbers such that p = 2q + 1

T The tiemstamp
∆T The maximum transmission delay
Te The running time for once modular exponentiation operation
Tm The running time for once modular multiplication/inverse operation
Th The running time for once hash operation
Ts The running time for once symmetric encryption/decryption operation
h(·) A secure one-way hash function
Zq The ring of integers modulo q
Z∗q The multiplicative group of Zq
|| The concatenation operation

1) The smart card computes A′i = h(IDi||PWi)
PWi

mod p, and checks that whether A′i is equal to Ai
stored in the smart card. If not, the smart card ter-
minates the session. Otherwise, the smart card per-
forms the following steps.

2) The smart card chooses a random number α ∈ Z∗q ,
and then computes:

Ci = Bi/h(IDi)
PWi mod p,

Di = h(IDi)
α mod p,

Mi = h(IDi||Ci||Di||Ti),

where Ti is the current timestamp. Finally, the
smart card sends the authentication request message
{IDi, Di, Mi, Ti} to the remote server S.

3) Upon receiving the authentication request message,
S checks if the identity IDi is valid and T ′i−Ti ≤ ∆T ,
where T ′i is the current timestamp. If either or both
are invalid, S rejects the authentication request.

4) By use of the received authentication request mes-
sage, S first computes:

C ′i = h(IDi)
x, and M ′i = h(IDi||C ′i||Di||Ti).

Then, S compares M ′i with Mi. If they are equal,
the user Ui is authenticated by the remote server S.
Otherwise, S rejects the authentication request.

5) If the user is authenticated by the remote server S,
the server first chooses a random number β ∈ Z∗q ,

and computes Vi = h(IDi)
β mod p. Then S sets

the shared session key as sk = Dβ
i mod p. Fi-

nally, S gets the current timestamp TS , computes
MS = h(IDi||Vi||sk||TS), and then sends the re-
sponse message {IDi, Vi,MS , TS} to Ui.

6) On receiving the response message, Ui checks IDi

and compares T ′S with TS , where T ′S is the time that
the response message is received. If IDi is valid and
T ′S − TS ≤ ∆T , Ui computes:

sk′ = V αi mod p, M ′S = h(IDi||Vi||sk′||TS).

Then, Ui checks that whether M ′S is equivalent to the
receivedMS . If not, the session is terminated. Other-
wise, the remote server S is authenticated by the user
Ui, and an agreed session key sk = h(IDi)

αβ mod p
is shared between them.

2.1.4 Password Change Phase

When the user Ui wants to replace his/her password PWi

with a new password PWnew
i , he/she first inputs IDi and

PWi into the smart card. Then, the smart card carries
out the following steps:

1) The smart card computes A′i = h(IDi||PWi)
PWi

mod p, and compares A′i with the stored value Ai.
If they are not equal, the request is rejected. Oth-
erwise, the user is asked to input a new password
PWnew

i .

2) After receiving the new password, the smart card
computes:

Anewi = h(IDi||PWnew
i )PW

new
i mod p,

Bnewi = Bi · h(IDi)
PWnew

i /h(IDi)
PWi mod p.

The smart card replaces Ai, Bi with Anewi , Bnewi , re-
spectively.
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2.2 Cryptanalysis of Li et al.’s Scheme

Now, focus on Li et al.’s scheme [17], we present two
kinds of off-line password guessing attacks once the pri-
vate information stored in the smart card had been dis-
closed. To begin with the following discussions, by
the assumption (1), we first suppose that the adver-
sary A has recorded the messages {IDi, Di,Mi, Ti} and
{IDi, Vi,MS , TS}, which are involved in some successful
authentication completed between the user Ui and the
server S. Then, by the assumption (2), the adversary A
can obtain Ui’s smart card, and extract the private data
{Ai, Bi, p, q, h(·)} stored in the smart card by the method
introduced by Kocher et al. [13] and Messerges et al. [19].

The adversary A launches the first kind of off-line
guessing attacks as follows:

Step 1. A selects a candidate password PW ∗i from the
dictionary space D.

Step 2. A computes A∗i = h(IDi||PW ∗i )PW
∗
i mod p.

Step 3. A checks that whether A∗i is equal to Ai. If yes,
A can conclude that PW ∗i is correct. Otherwise, A
repeats the above procedure until the correct pass-
word PWi is yielded.

Furthermore, A can launch the second kind of off-line
guessing attacks as follows:

Step 1. A selects a candidate password PW ∗i from the
dictionary space D.

Step 2. A computes C∗i = Bi/h(IDi)
PW∗i mod p.

Step 3. A computes M∗i = h(IDi||C∗i ||Di||Ti). Note
that if PWi = PW ∗i holds, so does Ci = C∗i and
Mi = M∗i .

Step 4. A checks that whether M∗i is equal to Mi. If
yes, A can conclude that PW ∗i is correct. Otherwise,
A repeats the above procedure until the correct pass-
word PWi is yielded.

Denote by |D| the number of passwords in the dictio-
nary space D. Then, the running time of the first attack
procedure is O(Te+Th), and the running time of the sec-
ond attack procedure is O(Te + Tm + 2Th). That means,
regardless of which method to use, the time for the adver-
sary to recover Ui’s password is proportional to the size
of the password space D. Consequently, in practise, for a
restricted password space, the adversary may recover the
password in seconds on a PC.

3 Review and Cryptanalysis of
Kumari and Khan’s Scheme

In this section, we first briefly review the smart card based
remote user password authentication scheme proposed by
Kumari and Khan [14], and then provide a cryptanalysis

of the scheme to demonstrate that the scheme is not cor-
rect in some case, suffers from off-line password guessing
attack, and can not provide perfect forward secrecy.

3.1 Review of Kumari and Khan’s
Scheme

Similarly, Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme also consists of
four phases, i.e., initialization phase, registration phase,
authentication phase and password change phase. We
briefly introduce the concrete scheme as follows.

3.1.1 Initialization Phase

For initialization, the remote server S chooses two large
primes p and q such that p = 2q+1 and n = pq, and keeps
p and q secret. S selects a random number x ∈ Z∗q as its
long-term private key. S also picks up a secure one-way
hash function h(·). In addition, S preserves a registration
table RGR to record registration information about all
legal users, i.e., an unique tuple (IDi, Tr, x ·p⊕(IDi||Tr))
for each registered user Ui, where Tr is the registration
time of Ui.

3.1.2 Registration Phase

To become a legal user and obtain services provided by
the remote server, one needs to register at S to get the
corresponding privilege. The detailed registration proce-
dure performs as follows:

1) A user Ui selects his/her identity IDi, and submits
the registration request message {IDi} to the remote
server S through a secure channel.

2) After receiving the request message, S checks
whether the received identity IDi is in the table RGR
or not. If yes, S rejects the request; otherwise, S gen-
erates a tuple (IDi, Tr, x · p⊕ (IDi||Tr)), and adds it
into RGR. Here, Tr is the timestamp that the user
Ui registered to S, ⊕ is bitwise XOR operation.

3) S sets Ai = h(IDi)
x+Tr+PW0 mod n, Bi =

(h(IDi)
x+Tr mod n) ⊗ PW0 ⊗ IDi, and generates

a temporary identity EIDi = Ex+p(IDi||Tr) by en-
crypting IDi and Tr with the private key x + p.
Here, ⊗ is bitwise NOR operation. Then S stores
{Ai, Bi, EIDi, n, h(·), Ekey(·), Dkey(·)} into a smart
card, and issues the smart card to Ui through a se-
cure channel.

4) Upon receiving the smart card, Ui chooses a new
password PWi, and replace the default password
PW0 with PWi as described in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.3 Authentication Phase

If a registered user Ui wants to obtain the corresponding
services provided by a legal remote server S, he/she needs
to accomplish mutual authentication described as follows:
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1) The user Ui first inserts his/her smart card to a de-
vice reader, and keys in IDi and PWi. Then, the
smart card computes Ci = (Ai/h(IDi)

PWi) mod n,
B∗i = Ci ⊗ PWi ⊗ IDi. The smart card checks
whether B∗i is equal to Bi. If not, the smart card
terminates the authentication process; otherwise, the
smart card chooses α ∈ Z∗n, and computes:

Di = h(IDi)
α mod n,

Wi = Ci ·Di mod n,

Mi = h(IDi||Ci||Di||Ti),

where Ti is the current timestamp. Finally, the
smart card sends the authentication request message
{EIDi, Di,Mi, Ti} to the server S through a public
channel.

2) After receiving the authentication request message
from Ui, the server S first gets the current times-
tamp TS1, and checks if (Ti − TS1) > ∆T . If yes, S
terminates the authentication process; otherwise, S
gets a tuple (IDi||Tr) through decrypting EIDi with
its private key x+ p.

3) If there exists a record corresponding to the tuple
(IDi||Tr) in the table RGR, S first computes:

C∗i = h(IDi)
x+Tr mod n,

W ∗i = C∗i ·Di mod n,

M∗i = h(IDi||C∗i ||Di||W ∗i ||Ti).

Then, S checks if M∗i = Mi. If not, S rejects the au-
thentication request; otherwise, S authenticates the
user Ui.

4) S acquires the current timestamp TS2, and computes
the session key:

sk = h(W ∗i ||TS2),

EID∗i = Ex+p(IDi||Tr||TS2),

MS = EC∗i (IDi||EID∗i ||W ∗i ||TS2).

Then S sends the response message {MS} to the user
Ui, and replaces the value x · p ⊕ h(IDi||Tr) with
x · p⊕ h(IDi||Tr||TS2) in RGR.

5) After receiving the response message from the
server S, the smart card first obtains the tuple
(IDi||EID∗i ||W ∗i ||TS2) by decrypting MS with its
private key C∗i . Then, the smart card checks the
validity of IDi, the freshness of TS2, and verifies if
W ∗i = Wi, EID

∗
i = EIDi. If all of tests are passed,

the smart card authenticates the remote server S;
otherwise, it puts an end to the authentication pro-
cess.

6) The smart card generates the session key sk =
h(Wi||TS2), and replaces the value EIDi with EID∗i .

3.1.4 Password Change Phase

When a user Ui wants to update his/her password, (s)he
inputs IDi and PWi followed with a new password
PWnew

i . Then, the smart card proceeds as follows:

1) Compute Ci = (Ai/h(IDi)
PWi) mod n, B∗i = Ci ⊗

PWi ⊗ IDi, and check if B∗i = Bi. If not, re-
ject the request; otherwise, compute Anewi = Ci ·
h(IDi)

PWnew
i mod n, Bnewi = Ci ⊗ PWnew

i ⊗ IDi.

2) Replace Ai and Bi with Anewi and Bnewi , respectively.

3.2 Cryptanalysis of Kumari and Khan’s
Scheme

In this section, by presenting concrete analysis and at-
tacks, we demonstrate that Kumari and Khan’s [14]
scheme is not correct in some case, suffers from off-line
password guessing attack once the private information
stored in the smart card has been extracted by the ad-
versary by the method introduced by Kocher et al. [13]
and Messerges et al. [19], and can not provide perfect for-
ward secrecy.

3.2.1 Correctness

In the authentication phase of Kumari and Khan’s
scheme, we notice that the smart card need to com-
pute Ci = Ai · 1/h(IDi)

PWi mod n. However, since
n = pq is a composite number, in some case (i.e.,
gcd(n, h(IDi)

PWi) 6= 1), 1/h(IDi)
PWi mod n does not

exist, and thus the smart card can not compute Ci. Al-
though the probability that the aforementioned case oc-

curs is less than 1 − ϕ(n)
n = p+q−1

n , where ϕ(·) is Euler
function, and is negligible when p and q are large enough,
the essential point is that the correctness of Kumari and
Khan’s scheme is not perfect.

3.2.2 Off-line Password Guessing Attack

By the assumption (1), we first suppose that the adver-
sary A has intercepted an authentication request message
{EID∗i , Di,Mi, Ti} and the associated response message
{MS = EC∗i (IDi||EID∗i ||W ∗i ||TS2)} exchanged between
the user Ui and the server S. Then, by the assumption (2),
the adversary A can obtain Ui’s smart card, and extracts
the data (Ai, Bi, h(·), n). Subsequently, A can launch off-
line password guessing attacks as follows:

Step 1. A picks up a candidate identity ID∗i and a can-
didate password PW ∗i from two different dictionaries
Did and Dpw, respectively.

Step 2. A computes C∗i = Ai/h(ID∗i )PW
∗
i mod n, B∗i =

C∗i ⊗ PW ∗i ⊗ ID∗i . Note that if ID∗i = IDi and
PW ∗i = PWi, then it holds that C∗i = Ci and B∗i =
Bi, which means that the adversary A can verify the
validity of ID∗i and PW ∗i by checking if B∗i = Bi.
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Step 3. If B∗i = Bi, A concludes that ID∗i and PW ∗i are
correct identity and password, respectively. Other-
wise, A repeats the above procedure until the correct
identity and password are found.

In addition, similar to the above procedure, not only
Bi, but also the recorded messages Mi and MS can be
used to verify the validity of candidate password and iden-
tity. We omit the details here.

In Kumari and Khan’s scheme, we notice that the iden-
tity and password are both selected by the user him/hef-
self, which indicates that they are values easy to remem-
ber and guess, rather than random values with high en-
tropy. The following analysis will show that the above at-
tack can be finished in polynomial time, which is contrary
to Kumari and Khan’s [14] claim that “it is not possible
to guess two correct values IDi and PWi simultaneously
in polynomial time”, and thus the attack is feasible in
practice.

Denote by |Did| and |Dpw| the sizes of dictionary space
Did and Dpw, respectively. Since the identity and pass-
word are human-remember and guessable, we can sup-
pose that |Did| = fid(λ) and |Dpw| = fpw(λ), where fid(·)
and fpw(·) are polynomials, and λ is some fixed param-
eter. Roughly evaluating, the running time of the above
attack is O(Te + 2Tm + Th). Thus, the time that the ad-
versary gets the correct identity and password is at most
fid(λ)fpw(λ) ·O(Te+2Tm+Th) = g(λ) ·O(Te+2Tm+Th),
where g(λ) = fid(λ) · fpw(λ), and is still a polynomial.
That is, the adversary can recover the identity and pass-
word in polynomial time.

3.2.3 Perfect Forward Secrecy

Perfect forward secrecy ensures that previously estab-
lished session keys are still secure even if the secret values
of any participant involved in an authentication scheme
are disclosed. Kumari and Khan [14] assumed that the
secret value p could not be disclosed, and then claimed
that their scheme could provide perfect forward secrecy.
In fact, to complete once authentication process of their
scheme, the server is required to possess the secret val-
ues x and x + p simultaneously, where x + p is used to
generate a new temporary identity for the user by calling
a symmetric encryption scheme. This suggests that the
role of x+ p is the same with x. Thus, when considering
perfect forward secrecy of their scheme, as well as x, x+p
should also be revealed.

Now, we illustrate that Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme
can not provide perfect secrecy when the server’s secret
values x and x + p are allowed to disclose. Suppose
the adversary A has recorded an authentication request
message {EIDi, Di,Mi, Ti} and the associated response
message {MS}, then A obtains (IDi, Tr) by decrypting
EIDi with x + p, and computes C∗i = h(IDi)

p+Tr . Fur-
thermore, A can get (IDi, EID

∗
i ,W

∗
i , TS2) by decrypting

MS with C∗i , and retrieve the corresponding session key
sk = h(W ∗i ||TS2). Thus, Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme
can not provide perfect forward secrecy.

4 The Proposed Scheme

To conquer the security flaws existing in the schemes of
Li et al. [17] and Kumari and Khan [14], we now propose
a new smart card based remote user password authentica-
tion scheme. Our proposal also makes up of four phases,
i.e., initialization phase, registration phase, authentica-
tion phase and password change phase.

4.1 Initialization Phase

Initially, the remote server S selects large prime num-
bers p and q such that p = 2q + 1. S also chooses its
master secret key x ∈ Z∗q , and a secure hash function
h(·) : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p .

4.2 Registration Phase

As showed in Fig.1, when a user Ui wants to register to
become a new legal user, the registration procedure is
performed as follows:

1) Ui selects his/her identity IDi and password
PWi, then submits the registration request message
{IDi, PWi} to the server S via a secure channel.

2) Upon receiving the registration request message, S
checks that whether IDi is valid or not. If not, S
rejects the demand. Otherwise, S computes Bi =
h(x||IDi), Ai = Bi + h(PWi||IDi).

3) S stores {Ai, p, q, h(·)} into a smart card, and then
issues the smart card to Ui via a secure channel.

4.3 Authentication Phase

When a user wishes to login into the server S for obtaining
some services, he/she first attaches his/her smart card
to a device reader, and inputs IDi and PWi. Then the
authentication procedure, as illustrated in Fig.2, proceeds
as follows:

1) The smart card first computes Bi = Ai −
h(PWi||IDi), and then selects a random number
α ∈ Z∗q , and computes:

Di = h(IDi)
α mod p,

D∗i = Di +Bi,

Mi = h(IDi||D∗i ||Ti),

where Ti is the current time. Finally, the smart card
sends the authentication request message {IDi, D

∗
i ,

Mi, Ti} to the server.

2) On receiving the authentication request message, S
checks if IDi is valid and T ′i − Ti ≤ ∆T , where T ′i
is the time that the message is received. If either
or both are invalid, the request is rejected. Further-
more, S checks that whether M ′i = h(IDi||D∗i ||Ti) is
equal to Mi or not. If not, the request is also rejected.
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Registration phase

User Ui Server S

Chooses IDi and PWi. {IDi, PWi}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Computes:
Bi = h(x||IDi),
Ai = Bi + h(PWi||IDi).

Smart card←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Smart card ← {Ai, p, q, h(·)}.

Figure 1: Registration phase of the proposed scheme

Authentication phase

Ui(IDi, PWi,Smart card) S(x)

Inputs IDi, PWi,
Bi = Ai − h(IDi||PWi).
Selects α ∈R Z∗q , computes:
Di = h(IDi)

α mod p,
D∗i = Di +Bi,
Mi = h(IDi||D∗i ||Ti). {IDi, D

∗
i ,Mi, Ti}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Verifies IDi and Ti.
M ′i = h(IDi||D∗i ||Ti) ?= Mi.
Selects β ∈R Z∗q , computes:
Vi = h(IDi)

β ,
B′i = h(x||IDi),
D′i = D∗i −B′i,
Zi = (D′i)

β mod p,
{IDi, Vi.MS , TS}←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

MS = h(IDi||D′i||Vi||Zi||TS).

Checks IDi and TS .
Z ′i = V αi mod p,
M ′S = h(IDi||Di||Vi||Z ′i||TS) ?= MS .
sk = h(IDi||Di||Vi||Z ′i)
Ri = h(IDi||D∗i ||Vi||Z ′i||Tnewi ) {IDi, Ri, T

new
i }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Verifies IDi and Tnewi

R′i = h(IDi||D∗i ||Vi||Z ′i||Tnewi ) ?= Ri
sk′ = h(IDi||D′i||Vi||Zi)

Figure 2: Authentication phase of the proposed scheme
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3) S selects a random β ∈ Z∗q , and first computes Vi =

h(IDi)
β mod p, Zi = (D∗i )β mod p, and then sets:

B′i = h(x||IDi),

D′i = D∗i −B′i,
MS = h(IDi||D′i||Vi||Zi||TS),

where TS is the current time. Finally, S sends the
message {IDi, Vi,MS , TS} to Ui.

4) After receiving the message, the smart card checks
IDi and compares TS with T ′S , where T ′S is the
time that the message is received. If IDi is valid
and T ′S − TS ≤ ∆T , S computes Z ′i = V αi mod p,
M ′S = h(IDi||Di||Vi||Z ′i||TS). If M ′S 6= MS , the ses-
sion is terminated. Otherwise, the server S is au-
thenticated by the user Ui, and the shared session
key is set as sk = h(IDi||Di||Vi||Z ′i). Furthermore,
Ui gets the current time Tnewi , and generates a re-
sponse message Ri = h(IDi||Di||Vi||Z ′i||Tnewi ), and
then sends the message {IDi, Ri, T

new
i } to S.

5) Upon receiving the response message, S checks IDi

and Tnewi . If they are valid, S computes R′i =
h(IDi||D′i||Vi||Zi||Tnewi ). If R′i 6= Ri, S termi-
nates the session. Otherwise, Ui is authenticated
by S, and the shared session key is set as sk′ =
h(IDi||D′i||Vi||Zi). Finally, an agreed session key
sk = sk′ is established between the user and the
server.

4.4 Password Change Phase

This phase is invoked whenever a user Ui wants to replace
his/her password PWi with a new password PWnew

i . The
specified procedure is performed as follows:

1) Ui attaches his/her smart card to a device reader, and
inputs IDi and PWi, followed with the new password
PWnew

i .

2) The smart card computes A∗i = Ai − h(PWi||IDi) +
h(PWnew

i ||IDi). Then the smart card replaces Ai
with A∗i .

5 Security Analysis and Perfor-
mance Comparisons

In this section, we present the security and performance
analysis of our proposal, and compare it with other related
schemes.

5.1 Resist Off-line Password Guessing
Attacks

In this kind of attack, an adversary A is supposed to
be able to get the private data {Ai, p, q, h(·)} stored
in the user Ui’s smart card, where Ai = h(x||IDi) +

h(PWi||IDi). The adversary A may select a candi-
date password PW ∗i and compute h(PW ∗i ||IDi), but
he/she can not exploit Ai to verify the correctness of
PW ∗i if he/she does not have the master secret key
x. Furthermore, A can get the transmitted messages
{IDi, D

∗
i ,Mi, Ti}, {IDi, Vi,MS , TS}, {IDi, Ri, T

new
i }.

Note that A can also not exploit D∗i and Ri, which con-
tain the information about the password PWi, to verify
the correctness of PW ∗i , since he/she does not know the
values of Di = h(IDi)

α mod p and Z ′i = h(IDi)
αβ mod p.

This also makes off-line password guessing attacks im-
possible for a passive attacker, who can only obtain the
exchanged messages. Therefore, our scheme is secure
against off-line password guessing attacks, even the pri-
vate data stored in the smart card are disclosed.

5.2 Resist Replay Attacks

Replay attacks mean that the adversary interferes with
a protocol run by the insertion of a message, or part
of a message, that has been sent previously in any
protocol run. Our scheme exploits timestamp and se-
cure one-way hash function to guard against replay at-
tacks during the authentication phase. Suppose that the
adversary has recorded the messages {IDi, D

′
i,Mi, Ti},

{IDi, Vi,MS , TS} and {IDi, Ri, T
new
i }, which would be

used to replay. However, note that the timestamps Ti,
TS and Tnewi are contained in these messages, thus the
replayed messages can be quickly detected by checking
these timestamps. Furthermore, if the adversary replaces
the timestamps TS and Tmewi with the current times-
tamps, the messages cannot pass the verification of the
hash function. Therefore, our proposal is secure against
replay attacks.

5.3 Resist Impersonation Attacks

If the adversary wants to launch the impersonation at-
tacks, he/she has to generate a correct value Ri, which is
difficult without the knowledge of Di and Zi. In order to
get the values Di and Zi, the adversary must either hold
the server’s secret key x (i.e., the adversary has imper-
sonated the server), or possess the private data Ai stored
in Ui’s smart card and the password PWi simultaneously.
It is obvious that such impersonation attack is trivial in
the above two settings. Hence, our proposal is free from
impersonation attacks.

5.4 Resist Parallel Attacks

To launch this kind of attack, the adversary A is required
to create a valid authentication message by use of these
intercepted authentication messages. However, we note
that the authentication request message and the corre-
sponding response message in our scheme are different in
terms of structure and associated with timestamps. In
addition, our scheme exploits hash values to ensure the
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Table 2: Performance comparisons with previous related works

User side Server side Total

Song [20] Ts+4Th Te+Tm+4Th Te+2Ts+8Th
Sood et al. [21] 3Te+2Tm+3Th 2Te+Tm+3Th 5Te+3Tm+6Th
Chen et al. [4] 2Te+2Tm+4Th Te+Tm+4Th 3Te+3Tm+8Th
Li et al. [17] 4Te+Tm+4Th 3Te+3Th 7Te+Tm+7Th
Kumari and Khan [14] 2Te+3Tm+2Th+Ts Te+Tm+2Th+3Ts 3Te+4Tm+4Th+4Ts
Jiang et al. [11] 3Te+Tm+3Th 2Te+3Th 5Te+Tm+6Th
Ours 2Te+6Th 2Te+6Th 4Te+12Th

authenticity. Thus, our scheme is secure against parallel
attacks.

5.5 Perfect Forward Secrecy

Similar to Li et al.’s [17] scheme, by means of the in-
tractability of the discrete logarithm problem, our scheme
can also provide perfect forward secrecy. Specifically, in
the case that both the user’s password and the server’s
master secret key are disclosed, if the adversary wants
to recover a previous session key sk = h(IDi||D′i||Vi||Zi)
which is independent of the password and the master se-
cret key, he/she must compute Zi = h(IDi)

αβ mod p.
This means that the adversary has to compute α from
D′i = h(IDi)

α mod p or β from Vi = h(IDi)
β mod p.

However, the discrete logarithm problem is widely be-
lieved to be difficult. Therefore, our proposal can ensure
perfect forward secrecy.

5.6 Known-key Security

Known-key security means that the corrupted session keys
have no effect on the security of those uncorrupted session
keys. In our proposal, the shared session key is derived
from Di = h(IDi)

α mod p, Vi = h(IDi)
β mod p and Zi =

h(IDi)
αβ mod p, where α and β are randomly chosen

from Z∗q . Thus, for another session of which session key is

derived from D′i = h(IDi)
α′ mod p, V ′i = h(IDi)

β′ mod p

and Z ′i = h(IDi)
α′β′ mod p, α′ and β′ are independent of

α and β, which means that h(IDi||Di||Vi||Zi) is also in-
dependent of h(IDi||D′i||V ′i ||Z ′i). Therefore, our scheme
can provide known-key security.

5.7 Mutual Authentication and Key
Agreement

To achieve mutual authentication, our scheme provides
a mechanism that allows the user to verify the server in
Step 4 of the authentication phase, and that allows the
server to verify the user by Step 5 of the authentication
phase. Furthermore, after they authenticated each other
correctly, a shared session key, which is derived by the
user and server as a function of information contributed
by each of them such that no party can predetermine

the resulting value, is established among the user and
server, and then is used to provide a secure channel for
subsequent communications.

5.8 Performance and Functionality Com-
parisons

In this section, we evaluate our scheme in terms of per-
formance and functionality, and compare it with other re-
lated schemes as summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.7.

Typically, time complexity associated with these cryp-
tographic operations, i.e., modular exponentiation op-
eration, modular multiplication/inverse operation, hash
operation and symmetric encryption/decryption, can be
roughly expressed as Te � Tm � Ts ≈ Th. Thus, the
running time of all modular exponentiation operations,
which are executed by the smart card and the remote
server simultaneously, accounts for the major part of the
running time of the entire authentication phase. In addi-
tion, computation ability of the smart card is usually lim-
ited. Therefore, to reduce the authentication delay, the
smart card (i.e., user side) should execute as few modular
exponentiation operations as possible, while the essential
security properties of smart card based password authen-
tication scheme are not compromised. From this perspec-
tive, Table 5.1 shows that our scheme is more efficient
than these schemes [21], [4], [17], [14] and [11], since we
have

2Te + 6Th (Ours) < 2Te + 2Tm + 4Th ([4])

< 3Te + Tm + 3Th ([11])

< 2Te + 3Tm + 2Th + Ts ([14])

< 3Te + 2Tm + 3Th ([21])

< 4Te + Tm + 4Th ([17]).

Besides, in the aspect of the total computation cost,
our scheme is also more efficient than schemes of Sood
et al. [21], Li et al. [17] and Jiang et al. [11]. Although
the remote server involved in our scheme needs once addi-
tional modular exponentiation operation when compared
with Chen et al.’s [4] scheme and Kumari and Khan’s [14]
scheme respectively, we can consider the total computa-
tion cost of our scheme to be nearly the same with the
two schemes, since the remote server possesses powerful
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Table 3: Functionality comparisons with previous related works

Song [20] Sood [21] Chen [4] Li [17] Kumari [14] Jiang [11] Ours

Off-line password guessing No Yes No No No Yes Yes
attacks
Impersonation attacks No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Replay attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Parallel attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forgery attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Man-in-the-middle attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Known-key security Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Perfect forward secrecy No No No Yes No No Yes
Mutual authentication Yes No Yea Yes Yes Yes Yes
Session key agreement Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quickly detect wrong password No No No Yes Yes No No
Friendly password change No No No Yes Yes No Yes
Perfect correctness Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

capacity of computation and storage, and then the time
difference of once modular exponentiation operation may
be ignored.

Smart card based password authentication should en-
joy two-factor security, namely, even when either the pri-
vate data stored in the smart card or the corresponding
password are compromised (not the both), the scheme
should be still secure. As illustrated in Table 3, when
compared with the schemes of Song [20], Sood et al. [21],
Chen et al. [4], Kumari and Khan [14], and Li et al. [17],
only our scheme can resist password guessing attacks
when the private data stored in the smart card is dis-
closed. Although schemes of Sood et al. [21] and Jiang
et al. [11] are also free from off-line password guessing
attacks, nevertheless they cannot provide perfect forward
secrecy and friendly password change. We also note that
when compared with other schemes, only the correctness
of Kumari and Khan’s scheme is not perfect, since a com-
posite number is used as the modular number in their
scheme.

The essential point is that Li et al.’s [17] scheme and
Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme enjoy the functionality of
quickly detecting wrong password through storing the ver-
ification information about the corresponding password
into the smart card. However, as indicated by off-line
password guessing attacks presented in Section 2.2 and
Section 3.2, once the private information stored in the
smart card has been disclosed, the adversary would ex-
ploit the verification information to check the validity of
each candidate password, and launch off-line password
guessing attacks. Thus, we suggest that the smart card
should not contain any information that can be directly
used to verify the validity of the corresponding password.
Nevertheless, when the smart card can not detect the
wrong password, which is the case in our scheme, in-
putting wrong password will produce one round addi-
tional communication between the user and the remote
server, since only the remote server can check the cor-

rectness of the password.

6 Conclusions

In this study, we first examined the smart card based pass-
word authentication schemes proposed by Li et al. [17] and
Kumari and Khan [14], respectively. Our cryptanalysis
showed that the schemes would be vulnerable to off-line
password guessing attacks once the private information
stored in the smart card has been disclosed. In addition,
we also pointed out that Kumari and Khan’s [14] scheme
cannot provide perfect forward secrecy and perfect cor-
rectness. Subsequently, to overcome the defects existing
in the above two schemes, we proposed a new smart card
based password authentication scheme. By presenting the
concrete analysis of security and performance, we demon-
strated that our proposal is not only free from various
well-known attacks, but also is more efficient than other
previous related works. Thus, our scheme is more feasible
for practical applications.
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Abstract

In this paper, we cryptanalyze a recently proposed com-
pact certificateless aggregate signature scheme (CCLAS)
and show that it is in fact insecure against a Type-I at-
tack. We also point out that the success of the attack
is due to the inappropriate security model used to prove
that CCLAS is secure.

Keywords: Aggregate signature, certificateless cryptogra-
phy, cryptanalysis

1 Introduction

The most important contribution of modern cryptography
is the invention of a way to create digital signatures. A
digital signature is an electronic analogue of a written sig-
nature to be used by the recipient or a third party to iden-
tity of the signatory or to verify the integrity of the data.
To deal with specific application scenarios, digital signa-
ture schemes have evolved into many different variants.
Among them, aggregate signature schemes, which allow a
collection of individual signatures to be compressed into
a single short signature, are most useful for reducing the
size of certificate verification chains and for reducing mes-
sage size in secure routing protocols [2].

Certificateless public key cryptography (CL-PKC) [1]
was proposed in 2003. Since then many cryptographic
schemes have been proposed based on CL-PKC. CL-PKC
solves the key escrow problem of the identity-based cryp-
tography in a way that the full private key of a user is di-
vided into two parts. The first part, called partial private
key, is controlled by a key generator center (KGC). The
second part is chosen by the user himself and remains se-
cret to the KGC. Therefore, to discuss the security issues
of CL-PKC, there are two types of attacks, depending on
which part of the private key is compromised.

In 2014, Zhou et al. proposed a compact certificateless

aggregate signature scheme (CCLAS) [15]. They also de-
fined security models and showed that CCLAS is existen-
tially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attacks
and chosen-identity attacks. In this paper, we cryptana-
lyze CCLAS and show that it is in fact insecure against
a Type-I attack.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2
consists of some preliminaries, including a generic con-
struction of a certificateless aggregate signature scheme
and security models. Review of CCLAS is given in Sec-
tion 3. The cryptanalysis of CCLAS is presented in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, we give conclusions in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Generic Construction of a Certifi-
cateless Aggregate Signature Scheme

A certificateless aggregate signature (CLAS) scheme con-
sists of three parts, initial setup InitSetup, signature
generation and aggregation CL-Sign, and signature ver-
ification CL-Verify:

InitSetup. This part consists of the following algo-
rithms:

Setup: This algorithm, run by the KGC, takes a se-
curity parameter as input, then outputs master-
key and system parameter params.

Partial-Private-Key-Extract: This algorithm,
run by the KGC, takes params, master-key and
a user’s identity ID as inputs, then outputs a
partial-private-key DID to that user.

Set-Secret-Value: This algorithm, run by a user,
returns a secret value x.

Set-Private-Key: This algorithm, run by a user,
takes the user’s partial-private-key DID and his
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secret value as inputs, and outputs the full pri-
vate key.

Set-Public-Key: This algorithm, run by a user,
takes params and the user’s full private key as
inputs, and outputs a public key pkID for that
user.

CL-Sign. This part consists of an individual signature
generation algorithm and a signature aggregation al-
gorithm.

IndiSign: The individual signature generation algo-
rithm, run by a signer, takes params, a message
m, and the user’s full private key as inputs, and
outputs σ as the signature for the message m.

SignAggr: The signature aggregation algorithm,
run by any user or a third party, takes n indi-
vidual signatures σi on messages mi generated
by users of identities IDi where i = 1, · · · , n, as
input and returns an aggregate signature σ.

CL-Verify. This part consists of an individual signa-
ture verification algorithm and an aggregate signa-
ture verification algorithm.

IndiVeri: The individual signature verification al-
gorithm, run by a verifier, takes params, a pub-
lic key pkID, a message m, a user’s identity ID,
and a signature S as inputs. The verifier accepts
signature S if and only if S is the signature of
the message m for the public key pkID of the
user with identity ID.

SignVeri: The aggregate signature verification algo-
rithm, run by a verifier, takes an aggregate sig-
natures σi on messages mi generated by users
of identities IDi and public key pkIDi

where
i = 1, · · · , n, as input and accepts the aggre-
gate signature σ if it is valid.

2.2 Security Models

Traditionally, a digital signature scheme is secure if it is
existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message
attacks. The attack methods are centered on querying sig-
natures for adaptive chosen messages. For a CLS scheme,
the situation is more complicated since the attackers can
do a lot more than merely querying signatures. For ex-
ample, they can query for the partial private key of any
user.

Therefore, when discussing the security issues of a cer-
tificateless signature scheme, there are two types of adver-
saries, AI and AII corresponding to two types of attack
models Type-I and Type-II respectively. A Type-I attack
model is used to model the case when an adversary AI has
compromised the user secret value or replace the user pub-
lic key. However, he cannot compromise the master-key
nor access the user partial key. Whereas a Type-II attack
model is used to model the case when an adversary AII

(the malicious-but-passive KGC) has gained access to the

master key but cannot perform public key replacement of
the user being attacked. Since our attack is of Type-I, we
describe the attack model in more detail. We refer the
readers to [15] for the Type-II attack model.

The type-I attack model is defined in terms of a game
played between a challenger C and the Type-I adversary
AI as follows.

Initialization. C runs Setup algorithm to generate the
master key and public parameters to AI .

Queries. AI can adaptively perform the following poly-
nomially bounded queries.

Partial-Private-Key query: A1 can query for the
partial private key of any user with identity ID.
C will return the partial private key DID to A1.

Public-Key query: A1 can query for the public
key of any user with identity ID. C will return
the public key pkID of that user.

Secret-Value query: A1 can query for the secret
value of any user with identity ID. C will return
the secret value xID of that user to A1.

Public-Key-Replacement: For any user with
identity ID and public key pk, A can set a new
public key pk′, and then C replaces pk with pk′.

IndiSign query: A1 can query for the signature σi
corresponding to a message mi, a user with
identity IDi and public key pki. C will generate
σi, and return it to A1.

SignAggr query: A1 can query aggregate signa-
ture for multiple signatures, C will return an
aggregate signature σ by the SignAggr algo-
rithm and return it to A1.

Forgery. A1 outputs an aggregate signature σ∗ =
(R∗, S∗) of n individual signatures σi on messages
mi generated by users of identities ID∗i where i =
1, · · · , n. A1 wins the game if and only if the follow-
ing conditions hold.

1) The forged aggregate signature σ∗ is valid.

2) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at least one of the secret
value or the partial private key of ID∗i has not
been queried.

3) σ∗ has never been queried by the IndiSign and
SignAggr oracles.

3 CCLAS

Most certificateless signature schemes are based on bilin-
ear pairing [10, 11, 12, 13]. A bilinear map is a mapping
ê : G1 × G1 → G2, where G1 is an additive cyclic group
of prime order q, and G2 is a multiplicative cyclic group
of the same order q. We are interested in bilinear maps
with the following properties:
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1) Computable: given P,Q ∈ G1, there exists a polyno-
mial time algorithm to compute ê(P,Q) ∈ G2.

2) Bilinear: for any x, y ∈ Z∗q , we have ê(xP, yP ) =
ê(P, P )xy for any P ∈ G1.

3) Non-degenerate: if P is a generator of G1, then
ê(P, P ) is a generator of G2.

The CCLAS scheme consists of eight probabilistic-
polynomial time algorithms, namely Setup, PartialKey-
Gen, UserKeyGen, IndiSign, IndiVeri, SignAggr, SignVeri
and ExtAggr.

Setup: The KGC determines a bilinear map ê : G1 ×
G1 → G2 where G1 is a cyclic additive group of
prime order q with a generator P , G2 is a cyclic
multiplicative group of the same order, and three
hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ →
Z∗q , and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → G1. Then it randomly
chooses s ∈ Z∗q as master-key, and then sets Ppub

as the master-public-key where Ppub = sP . Fi-
nally, it publishes the system parameter params =
〈G1,G2, ê, q, P, Ppub, H1, H2, H3〉.

Partial-Private-Key-Extract: The KGC, based on
params, master-key s and user’s identity IDi, com-
putes and returns a partial-private-key Di = sQi to
the user with identity IDi where Qi = H1(IDi).

UserKeyGen: A user with identity IDi, sets a random
value xi ∈ Z∗q as his secret value and public key Pi =
xiP . The pair (Di, xi) is the user’s full secret key
SKi.

IndiSign: To facilitate the aggregation of individual sig-
natures, a random string ω, called state string, is
chosen by the first signer. Each subsequent signer
checks that it has not used the string ω before. To
sign a message mi using the full secret key (xi, Di),
the signer with identity IDi should perform the fol-
lowing steps:

1) Compute Pω = H2(ω);

2) Pick a random number from ri Z∗q and compute
Ri = riP ;

3) Compute hi = H3(ω);

4) Compute Pω = H2(mi, IDi, ω);

5) Compute Si = riPω +Di + xihi;

6) Output σi =< Ri, Si >.

IndiVeri: To verify a signature σi =< Ri, Si > on the
state string ω and the message mi, the verifier should
perform the following steps:

1) Compute Pω = H2(ω);

2) Compute hi = H3(mi, IDi, ω);

3) Accept the signature if and only if ê(P, Si) =
ê(Ri, Pω)ê(Ppub, Qi)ê(Pi, hi).

SignAggr: For i = 1, · · · , n, to aggregate signatures
σi =< Ri, Si > on state string ω and messages mi

signed by users with identities IDi, one should per-
form the following:

1) Compute S = Σn
i=1Si and R = Σn

i=1Ri;

2) Output the aggregate signature σ =< R,S >.

SignVeri: To verify a signature σi =< Ri, Si > on the
state string ω and the message mi, the verifier should
perform the following steps:

1) Compute Pω = H2(ω);

2) Compute Qi = H1(IDi) and hi = H3(mi, IDi,
ω) for i = 1, · · · , n;

3) Accept the aggregate signature if and only if

ê(P, S) = ê(R,Pω)ê(Ppub,Σ
n
i=1Qi)ê(Π

n
i=1Pi, hi).

The aggregate signature is compact in a sense that its
length is the same as that of an individual signatures. Fur-
thermore, CCLAS scheme introduces another algorithm
called ExtAggr which can be used to extract a valid indi-
vidual signature. When an individual signature is be ex-
tracted from the aggregate signature the remaining part
is also a valid aggregate signature.

4 Cryptanalysis of CCLAS

4.1 A Type I Attack

In this section we will show that is in fact forgeable under
Type I attack. The attack goes as follows.

Suppose an adversary, say Alice, knows the secret value
xi of a user with identity IDi through the Public-Key-
Replacement query or the Secret-Value query query.

Then Alice can issue an IndiSign query to obtain a sig-
nature σi on a message mi and a state string ω such that
σi = (Ri, Si) where Ri = riP , Si = riPω +Di +xihi, and
hi = H3(mi, IDi, ω). Note that Alice cannot compute the
partial private key Di directly. However, from σi, Alice
can compute T = riPω +Di = Si−xihi since xi is known.

Now it is very simple for Alice to forge a signature σ′ =
(R′, S′) for any message m′ under the same state string
ω. She only needs to set R′ = R and S′ = T +xih

′ where
h′ = H3(m′, IDi, ω). Since ê(P, S′) = ê(P, T + xih

′) =
ê(P, riPω+Di+xih

′) = ê(R′, Pω)ê(Ppub, Qi)ê(Pi, h
′), σ′ =

(R′, S′) is indeed a valid signature for message m′.
Hence, given an aggregate signature σ which includes

σi, Alice can use ExtAggr algorithm to extract σi from σ
followed by adding σ′ to it to obtain a forged aggregate
signature σ∗.

4.2 Discussion

The linear equation used to construct the second part
of a signature in CCLAS is similar to that of the CLS
short signature scheme proposed in [5] and attacked by
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Shim in [7]. Therefore, the same attack can also be used
to attack CCLAS. In [6], three kinds of adversaries are
introduced, namely normal, strong, and super. They are
distinguished by their attack power. A strong Type I
adversary can make a strong-sign query which takes as
input (ID,m, sv), where ID denotes the identity that has
been created, m denotes the message to be signed and sv
is the secret value. In the above attack, Alice is a strong
Type-I adversary. Therefore, CCLAS is insecure against
strong Type-I attacks.

Over the years, many provably secure certificateless
signature schemes have been proposed under certain se-
curity models. However, they are shown to be inse-
cure [3, 4, 8, 9, 14]. Therefore, the security models for
certificateless signature schemes are quite subtle. Based
on the security models of CCLAS, to existentially forge
a signature is equivalent to derive the partial private key
of a user. However, as mention in the attack, our attack
cannot derive the partial key but instead forge a signature
based on an existent state string. Therefore, the security
model used to prove that CCLAS is secure is inappropri-
ate.

5 Conclusions

The integration of certificateless public key cryptography
and aggregate signature has many potential applications.
However, for a certificateless aggregate signature scheme
to be used in application environments, we must make
sure that it is secure against attacks. Therefore crypt-
analysis plays a vital role for a cryptographic protocol to
be successfully applied in the real world. In this paper,
we have analyzed CCLAS scheme and showed that it is
not secure against strong Type-I attacks.
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Abstract

We show that a recently proposed password authentica-
tion scheme based on geometric hashing has several secu-
rity weaknesses, and that the use of this scheme should
be avoided in practice.

Keywords: Authentication, geometric hashing, password

1 Introduction

Password authentication schemes are an important class
of cryptographic protocols. They provide a mechanism
that allows a user to authenticate to a server by us-
ing his/her password. Various protocols were proposed,
e.g. [6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15], and many attacks on such
schemes appeared, e.g. [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13]. A survey on
password authentication schemes can be found in [16].

Recently, a new password authentication scheme was
proposed in [17]. The scheme is based on geometric hash-
ing. The authors claim the security of the scheme, namely
a resilience against replay attack, off-line guessing, stolen-
verifier, denial of service, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

For brevity, we will call the scheme from [17] “the ge-
ometric scheme”. We show several weaknesses of the ge-
ometric scheme:

– Contrary to the claim stated in [17] the geometric
scheme is not resistant against stolen-verifier attack.
We show how an attacker can authenticate using
user’s stolen verifier. Moreover the verifier can also
be used to recover user’s identity and password.

– The performance of the geometric scheme can be eas-
ily degraded by a malicious user. First, the attacker
can cause a significant grow of the internal data struc-
ture (a hash table) used for storing users’ verifiers.
Second, the attacker is able to cause a large number
of collisions in the hash table, thus increasing the
complexity of lookups performed during authentica-
tion.

– The scheme allows a substantial reduction of poten-
tial identity/password pairs.

The paper is organized as follows. We briefly introduce
the geometric scheme in Section 2. The weaknesses are
presented in Section 3.

2 The Geometric Scheme

We present the geometric scheme in sufficient detail to
make our paper self-contained and to allow the reader to
understand the findings.

2.1 Preliminaries

The geometric scheme is based on problem of geometric
hashing [3]; for more recent work on bucketing problems,
see [1].

Let S be the set of points in two-dimensional space R2:
S = {(xi, yi)}ni=1. Let θ ∈ 〈0, π) be an angle of projection
– it uniquely determines the line going through the origin
point (0, 0) such that the angle between the line and x-
axis is θ. A projection of point s = (x, y) at angle θ is
defined as a value |s|θ = x cos θ+ y sin θ. For given S and
θ the following notions are defined:

– The span of the projection:

spanθ(S) = max{||si|θ − |sj |θ| ; si, sj ∈ S}.

– The resolution of the projection:

resθ(S) = min{||si|θ − |sj |θ| ; si, sj ∈ S and i 6= j}.

– The length of the projection:

lenθ(S) = spanθ(S)/ resθ(S).

In order to have the smallest projection value starting at
zero, the value C is computed as C = min{|s|θ; s ∈ S}.
Then an adjusted projection is a shifted version of the
projection: Pθ(s) = |s|θ − C.
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2.2 Initial Configuration

User’s identity id and password pw represent a point
(id, pw) ∈ R2. The server computes an angle θ∗ that
minimizes the length of the projection for initial set of
n users SU , e.g. using an O(n2 log n) algorithm from [3].
The idea is to create even-sized buckets and place each
(id, pw) pair into a corresponding bucket according its ad-
justed projection. Let C∗ be the value calculated for shift-
ing the projection, and let resθ∗ be the resolution of the
projection computed for SU and θ∗.

The server builds a hash table with entries
(idxθ∗(id, pw), Pθ∗(id, pw)), where the index value
idxθ∗(id, pw) = bPθ∗(id, pw)/ resθ∗c serves as a key for the
hash table. Possible collision are treated in a standard
way by linked list of colliding values.

The length of the projection is minimized to make the
size of the hash table reasonable small. The use of ad-
justed projection ensures that the hash table index starts
at zero. The server publishes the values θ∗, C∗ and res∗θ
computed for the initial set of users, and stores the hash
table. Note that the server stores neither passwords, nor
user identities in clear.

2.3 Authentication

Authentication involves two parties – client (user) and
server. The protocol consists of a single message prepared
by the client and sent to the server, and a verification
performed by the server.

The client knows his/her own identity id, password pw,
and public values published by the server – θ∗, C∗ and
res∗θ. Let H be a cryptographic hash function, and let
tc be a fresh time stamp. The client computes values
m1 = Pθ∗(id, pw), m2 = H(pw ⊕ id), M1 = idxθ∗(id, pw),
M2 = H(m1⊕tc), M3 = pw⊕m1, and M4 = Pθ∗(m2, pw).
The client sends to the server the 5-tuple: M1, M2, M3,
M4, tc.

The server performs the following verification steps af-
ter receiving the values M1, M2, M3, M4, tc:

1) If time stamp tc is not recent enough or M1 if out
range of the hash table, the server rejects the au-
thentication.

2) Index M1 is used to get all Pθ∗(id′, pw′) values from
the hash table that share this index. The sever
searches through these values for m′1 = Pθ∗(id′, pw′)
such that H(m′1 ⊕ tc) = M2. If the m′1 is not found,
the server rejects.

3) The server extracts pw′ = M3 ⊕m′1 and id′ = (m′1 −
pw · sin θ∗ + C)/ cos θ∗. Finally, the server computes
m′2 = H(pw′ ⊕ id′) and verifies that Pθ∗(m′2, pw

′) =
M4. The authentication is accepted only after suc-
cessful verification.

3 Attacks and Weaknesses

We discuss several attacks and weaknesses of the proposed
geometric hashing in this section.

Stolen-verifier attack - Authentication.
The stolen-verifier attack covers a situation when
the attacker has stolen a user’s verifier stored in the
server. The attacker then tries to authenticate as
the user. The scheme should be resistant to such at-
tack. The verifier in the geometric scheme is the value
Pθ∗(id, pw). Contrary to the claim stated in [17], the
geometric scheme is not resistant to the stolen-verifier
attack.

First, observe that M1, M3 and M4 messages are
constant in each authentication for given (id, pw)
pair. The only part of the authentication that de-
pends on the time stamp tc is M2 = H(m1 ⊕ tc) =
H(Pθ∗(id, pw)⊕ tc). Thus, the attacker can forge the
authentication of the user:

1) Generate a fresh time stamp tc.

2) Compute M2 = H(Pθ∗(id, pw) ⊕ tc) using the
stolen-verifier Pθ∗(id, pw).

3) Send M1, M2, M3, M4, tc, where M1, M3 and
M4 are eavesdropped messages from some pre-
vious run of the authentication.

Stolen-verifier attack - Identity and password re-
covery.
Even more damaging is the observation that the ver-
ifier Pθ∗(id, pw) (i.e. m1) is used for password en-
cryption. Therefore, a possession of the verifier and
an eavesdropped authentication messages allow the
attacker to recover the password pw = M3 ⊕ m1.
Having pw, the identity id can be computed as well.

Hash table overflow and underflow.
Since the angle θ∗ is not adjusted when users change
their passwords or new users are added, the angle and
the corresponding resolution can become suboptimal.
The parameters θ∗, C∗ and res∗θ are public. Therefore
a malicious user (attacker) can cause:

1) An overflow of hash table. The authors of the
geometric scheme acknowledge the possibility
that the hash table can stretch. Seemingly, they
do not recognize the possibility to cause an ex-
treme increase of the hash table size. It is easy
to maximize the index of (id, pw) pair by maxi-
mizing the value of formula id·cos θ∗+pw·sin θ∗.

2) An underflow of hash table. Similarly to
the overflow problem, minimizing id · cos θ∗ +
pw · sin θ∗ cause, possibly large, negative index
value. The hash table then must by adjusted
for these indices and enlarged correspondingly.

Collisions in the hash table.
The values θ∗, C∗ and res∗θ are public. Hence any-
body can compute index idxθ∗(id, pw) for any pair
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(id, pw). Moreover, for given id, one can easily com-
pute various pw such that idxθ∗(id, pw) is some pre-
determined value. Thus, the attacker (or a colluding
set of users) can register a large number of users (or
change their passwords) such that the idxθ∗ values
collide. This causes long chains to store Pθ∗ val-
ues and substantially degrade the performance of the
hash table.

In addition, the index for the user is send as a part
of his/her authentication in M1 message. This allows
to target any particular user and cause performance
degradation just for this index.

Reducing the identity/password space.
The message M1 contains the index value for the
user. The attacker can use M1 for reducing
the space of possible identity/password pairs. If
idxθ∗(id′, pw′) 6= M1 the attacker can conclude that
(id′, pw′) is not valid for the user. When the attacker
learns user’s id by some other means, it allows to
test the password. Assuming uniform distribution
of identities/passwords the test reduces the possible
space by factor n, where n denotes the number of
buckets in the hash table, i.e. the maximal index.
Usually n increases with increasing the user-base.
Hence, the larger the user-base, the more selective
test. Moreover, combining with the weakness of hash
table overflow, the attacker can choose the factor of
the reduction.

Representation of values over real numbers.
The paper [17] lacks any detail how user’s identity
and password, commonly given as strings of print-
able characters, are mapped into domain of real num-
bers to perform geometric hashing. Moreover, some
rounding or truncating should be applied for opera-
tions like recovering user’s id in the verification pro-
cedure. The precise formula will depend on the map-
ping.

4 Conclusion

We showed the insecurity of the password authentication
scheme based on geometric hashing proposed in [17]. The
attacks and weaknesses presented in the this paper sug-
gest that the use of the scheme should be avoided in prac-
tice. Moreover, because of numerous issues it is probably
not worth to fix the scheme – it would be a completely
new authentication scheme.
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